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Propaganda (1928)
by Edward Bernays
[The] American business community was also
very impressed with the propaganda effort. They
had a problem at that time. The country was
becoming formally more democratic. A lot more
people were able to vote and that sort of thing. The
country was becoming wealthier and more people
could participate and a lot of new immigrants were
coming in, and so on.
So what do you do? It's going to be harder to
run things as a private club. Therefore, obviously,
you have to control what people think. There had
been public relation specialists but there was never
a public relations industry. There was a guy hired
to make Rockefeller's image look prettier and that
sort of thing. But this huge public relations
industry, which is a U.S. invention and a monstrous
industry, came out of the first World War. The
leading figures were people in the Creel
Commission. In fact, the main one, Edward
Bernays, comes right out of the Creel Commission.
He has a book that came out right afterwards
called Propaganda. The term "propaganda,"
incidentally, did not have negative connotations in
those days. It was during the second World War
that the term became taboo because it was
connected with Germany, and all those bad things.
But in this period, the term propaganda just meant
information or something like that. So he wrote a
book called Propaganda around 1925, and it starts
off by saying he is applying the lessons of the first
World War. The propaganda system of the first
World War and this commission that he was part of
showed, he says, it is possible to "regiment the
public mind every bit as much as an army
regiments their bodies." These new techniques of
regimentation of minds, he said, had to be used by
the intelligent minorities in order to make sure that
the slobs stay on the right course. We can do it now
because we have these new techniques.
This is the main manual of the public relations
industry. Bernays is kind of the guru. He was an
authentic Roosevelt/Kennedy liberal. He also
engineered the public relations effort behind the
U.S.-backed coup which overthrew the democratic
government of Guatemala.
His major coup, the one that really propelled
him into fame in the late 1920s, was getting women
to smoke. Women didn't smoke in those days and he
ran huge campaigns for Chesterfield. You know all
the techniques—models and movie stars with
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cigarettes coming out of their mouths and that kind
of thing. He got enormous praise for that. So he
became a leading figure of the industry, and his
book was the real manual.
—Noam Chomsky
(From Chomsky's "What Makes Mainstream Media
Mainstream": a talk at Z Media Institute, June
1997)
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CHAPTER I
ORGANIZING CHAOS
THE conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and
opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic society. Those who
manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible government
which is the true ruling power of our country.
We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas
suggested, largely by men we have never heard of. This is a logical result of the
way in which our democratic society is organized. Vast numbers of human
beings must cooperate in this manner if they are to live together as a smoothly
functioning society.
Our invisible governors are, in many cases, unaware of the identity of their
fellow members in the inner cabinet.
They govern us by their qualities of natural leadership, their ability to supply
needed ideas and by their key position in the social structure. Whatever attitude
one chooses to take toward this condition, it remains a fact that in almost every
act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or business, in our social
conduct or our ethical thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small number
of persons—a trifling fraction of our hundred and twenty million—who
understand the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they who
pull the wires which control the public mind, who harness old social forces and
contrive new ways to bind and guide the world.
It is not usually realized how necessary these invisible governors are to the
orderly functioning of our group life. In theory, every citizen may vote for whom
he pleases. Our Constitution does not envisage political parties as part of the
mechanism of government, and its framers seem not to have pictured to
themselves the existence in our national politics of anything like the modern
political machine. But the American voters soon found that without organization
and direction their individual votes, cast, perhaps, for dozens or hundreds of
candidates, would produce nothing but confusion. Invisible government, in the
shape of rudimentary political parties, arose almost overnight. Ever since then we
have agreed, for the sake of simplicity and practicality, that party machines
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should narrow down the field of choice to two candidates, or at most three or
four.
In theory, every citizen makes up his mind on public questions and matters of
private conduct. In practice, if all men had to study for themselves the abstruse
economic, political, and ethical data involved in every question, they would find
it impossible to come to a conclusion about anything. We have voluntarily agreed
to let an invisible government sift the data and high-spot the outstanding issues
so that our field of choice shall be narrowed to practical proportions. From our
leaders and the media they use to reach the public, we accept the evidence and
the demarcation of issues bearing upon public questions; from some ethical
teacher, be it a minister, a favorite essayist, or merely prevailing opinion, we
accept a standardized code of social conduct to which we conform most of the
time.
In theory, everybody buys the best and cheapest commodities offered him on
the market. In practice, if every one went around pricing, and chemically testing
before purchasing, the dozens of soaps or fabrics or brands of bread which are
for sale, economic life would become hopelessly jammed. To avoid such
confusion, society consents to have its choice narrowed to ideas and objects
brought to its attention through propaganda of all kinds. There is consequently a
vast and continuous effort going on to capture our minds in the interest of some
policy or commodity or idea.
It might be better to have, instead of propaganda and special pleading,
committees of wise men who would choose our rulers, dictate our conduct,
private and public, and decide upon the best types of clothes for us to wear and
the best kinds of food for us to eat. But we have chosen the opposite method, that
of open competition. We must find a way to make free competition function with
reasonable smoothness. To achieve this society has consented to permit free
competition to be organized by leadership and propaganda.
Some of the phenomena of this process are criticized—the manipulation of
news, the inflation of personality, and the general ballyhoo by which politicians
and commercial products and social ideas are brought to the consciousness of the
masses. The instruments by which public opinion is organized and focused may
be misused. But such organization and focusing are necessary to orderly life.
As civilization has become more complex, and as the need for invisible
government has been increas ingly demonstrated, the technical means have been
invented and developed by which opinion may be regimented.
With the printing press and the newspaper, the railroad, the telephone,
telegraph, radio and airplanes, ideas can be spread rapidly and even
instantaneously over the whole of America.
H. G. Wells senses the vast potentialities of these inventions when he writes
in the New York Times:
"Modern means of communication—the power afforded by print,
telephone, wireless and so forth, of rapidly putting through directive
strategic or technical conceptions to a great number of cooperating
centers, of getting quick replies and effective discussion—have
opened up a new world of political processes. Ideas and phrases can
now be given an effectiveness greater than the effectiveness of any
personality and stronger than any sectional interest. The common
design can be documented and sustained against perversion and
betrayal. It can be elaborated and developed steadily and widely
without personal, local and sectional misunderstanding."
What Mr. Wells says of political processes is equally true of commercial and
social processes and all manifestations of mass activity. The groupings and
affiliations of society to-day are no longer subject to "local and sectional"
limitations. When the Constitution was adopted, the unit of organization was the
village community, which produced the greater part of its own necessary
commodities and generated its group ideas and opinions by personal contact and
discussion directly among its citizens. But to-day, because ideas can be
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instantaneously transmitted to any distance and to any number of people, this
geographical integration has been supplemented by many other kinds of
grouping, so that persons having the same ideas and interests may be associated
and regimented for common action even though they live thousands of miles
apart.
It is extremely difficult to realize how many and diverse are these cleavages
in our society. They may be social, political, economic, racial, religious or
ethical, with hundreds of subdivisions of each. In the World Almanac, for
example, the following groups are listed under the A's:
The League to Abolish Capital Punishment; Association to Abolish War;
American Institute of Accountants; Actors' Equity Association; Actuarial
Association of America; International Advertising Association; National
Aeronautic Association; Albany Institute of History and Art; Amen Corner;
American Academy in Rome; American Antiquarian Society; League for
American Citizenship; American Federation of Labor; Amorc (Rosicrucian
Order); Andiron Club; American-Irish Historical Association; Anti-Cigarette
League; Anti-Profanity League; Archeological Association of America; National
Archery Association; Arion Singing Society; American Astronomical
Association; Ayrshire Breeders' Association; Aztec Club of 1847. There are
many more under the "A" section of this very limited list.
The American Newspaper Annual and Directory for 1928 lists 22,128
periodical publications in America. I have selected at random the N's published
in Chicago. They are:
Narod (Bohemian daily newspaper); Narod-Polski (Polish monthly); N.A.R.D.
(pharmaceutical); National Corporation Reporter; National Culinary Progress
(for hotel chefs); National Dog Journal; National Drug Clerk; National Engineer;
National Grocer; National Hotel Reporter; National Income Tax Magazine;
National Jeweler; National Journal of Chiropractic; National Live Stock
Producer; National Miller; National Nut News; National Poultry, Butter and Egg
Bulletin; National Provisioner (for meat packers); National Real Estate Journal;
National Retail Clothier; National Retail Lumber Dealer; National Safety News;
National Spiritualist; National Underwriter; The Nation's Health; Naujienos
(Lithuanian daily newspaper); New Comer (Republican weekly for Italians);
Daily News; The New World (Catholic weekly); North American Banker; North
American Veterinarian.
The circulation of some of these publications is astonishing. The National
Live Stock Producer has a sworn circulation of 155,978; The National Engineer,
of 20,328; The New World, an estimated circulation of 67,000. The greater
number of the periodicals listed—chosen at random from among 22,128—have a
circulation in excess of 10,000.
The diversity of these publications is evident at a glance. Yet they can only
faintly suggest the multitude of cleavages which exist in our society, and along
which flow information and opinion carrying authority to the individual groups.
Here are the conventions scheduled for Cleveland, Ohio, recorded in a single
recent issue of "World Convention Dates"—a fraction of the 5,500 conventions
and rallies scheduled.
The Employing Photo-Engravers' Association of America; The Outdoor
Writers' Association; the Knights of St. John; the Walther League; The National
Knitted Outerwear Association; The Knights of St. Joseph; The Royal Order of
Sphinx; The Mortgage Bankers' Association; The International Association of
Public Employment Officials; The Kiwanis Clubs of Ohio; The American PhotoEngravers' Association; The Cleveland Auto Manufacturers Show; The
American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers.
Other conventions to be held in 1928 were those of:
The Association of Limb Manufacturers' Associations; The National Circus Fans'
Association of America; The American Naturopathic Association; The American
Trap Shooting Association; The Texas Folklore Association; The Hotel Greeters;
The Fox Breeders' Association; The Insecticide and Disinfectant Association;
The National Association of Egg Case and Egg Case Filler Manufacturers; The
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American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages; and The National Pickle Packers'
Association, not to mention the Terrapin Derby—most of them with banquets
and orations attached.
If all these thousands of formal organizations and institutions could be listed
(and no complete list has ever been made), they would still represent but a part of
those existing less formally but leading vigorous lives. Ideas are sifted and
opinions stereotyped in the neighborhood bridge club. Leaders assert their
authority through community drives and amateur theatricals. Thousands of
women may unconsciously belong to a sorority which follows the fashions set by
a single society leader.
"Life" satirically expresses this idea in the reply which it represents an
American as giving to the Britisher who praises this country for having no upper
and lower classes or castes:
"Yeah, all we have is the Four Hundred, the White-Collar Men, Bootleggers,
Wall Street Barons, Criminals, the D.A.R., the K.K.K., the Colonial Dames, the
Masons, Kiwanis and Rotarians, the K. of C, the Elks, the Censors, the
Cognoscenti, the Morons, Heroes like Lindy, the W.C.T.U., Politicians,
Menckenites, the Booboisie, Immigrants, Broadcasters, and—the Rich and Poor."
Yet it must be remembered that these thousands of groups interlace. John
Jones, besides being a Rotarian, is member of a church, of a fraternal order, of a
political party, of a charitable organization, of a professional association, of a
local chamber of commerce, of a league for or against prohibition or of a society
for or against lowering the tariff, and of a golf club. The opinions which he
receives as a Rotarian, he will tend to disseminate in the other groups in which
he may have influence.
This invisible, intertwining structure of groupings and associations is the
mechanism by which democracy has organized its group mind and simplified its
mass thinking. To deplore the existence of such a mechanism is to ask for a
society such as never was and never will be. To admit that it easts, but expect that
it shall not be used, is unreasonable.
Emil Ludwig represents Napoleon as "ever on the watch for indications of
public opinion; always listening to the voice of the people, a voice which defies
calculation. 'Do you know,' he said in those days, 'what amazes me more than all
else? The impotence of force to organize anything.'"
It is the purpose of this book to explain the structure of the mechanism which
controls the public mind, and to tell how it is manipulated by the special pleader
who seeks to create public acceptance for a particular idea or commodity. It will
attempt at the same time to find the due place in the modern democratic scheme
for this new propaganda and to suggest its gradually evolving code of ethics and
practice.

CHAPTER II
THE NEW PROPAGANDA
IN the days when kings were kings, Louis XIV made his modest remark,
"L'Etat c'est moi." He was nearly right.
But times have changed. The steam engine, the multiple press, and the public
school, that trio of the industrial revolution, have taken the power away from
kings and given it to the people. The people actually gained power which the
king lost For economic power tends to draw after it political power; and the
history of the industrial revolution shows how that power passed from the king
and the aristocracy to the bourgeoisie. Universal suffrage and universal schooling
reinforced this tendency, and at last even the bourgeoisie stood in fear of the
common people. For the masses promised to become king.
To-day, however, a reaction has set in. The minority has discovered a
powerful help in influencing majorities. It has been found possible so to mold the
mind of the masses that they will throw their newly gained strength in the desired
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direction. In the present structure of society, this practice is inevitable. Whatever
of social importance is done to-day, whether in politics, finance, manufacture,
agriculture, charity, education, or other fields, must be done with the help of
propaganda. Propaganda is the executive arm of the invisible government
Universal literacy was supposed to educate the common man to control his
environment. Once he could read and write he would have a mind fit to rule. So
ran the democratic doctrine. But instead of a mind, universal literacy has given
him rubber stamps, rubber stamps inked with advertising slogans, with editorials,
with published scientific data, with the trivialities of the tabloids and the
platitudes of history, but quite innocent of original thought. Each man's rubber
stamps are the duplicates of millions of others, so that when those millions are
exposed to the same stimuli, all receive identical imprints. It may seem an
exaggeration to say that the American public gets most of its ideas in this
wholesale fashion. The mechanism by which ideas are disseminated on a large
scale is propaganda, in the broad sense of an organized effort to spread a
particular belief or doctrine.
I am aware that the word "propaganda" carries to many minds an unpleasant
connotation. Yet whether, in any instance, propaganda is good or bad depends
upon the merit of the cause urged, and the correctness of the information
published.
In itself, the word "propaganda" has certain technical meanings which, like
most things in this world, are "neither good nor bad but custom makes them so."
I find the word defined in Funk and Wagnalls' Dictionary in four ways:
1. "A society of cardinals, the overseers of foreign missions; also the College
of the Propaganda at Rome founded by Pope Urban VIII in 1627 for the
education of missionary priests; Sacred College de Propaganda Fide.
2. "Hence, any institution or scheme for propagating a doctrine or system.
3. "Effort directed systematically toward the gaining of public support for an
opinion or a course of action.
4. "The principles advanced by a propaganda."
The Scientific American, in a recent issue, pleads for the restoration to
respectable usage of that "fine old word 'propaganda.'"
"There is no word in the English language," it says, "whose meaning has
been so sadly distorted as the word 'propaganda.' The change took place mainly
during the late war when the term took on a decidedly sinister complexion.
"If you turn to the Standard Dictionary, you will find that the word was
applied to a congregation or society of cardinals for the care and oversight of
foreign missions which was instituted at Rome in the year 1627. It was applied
also to the College of the Propaganda at Rome that was founded by Pope Urban
VIII, for the education of the missionary priests. Hence, in later years the word
came to be applied to any institution or scheme for propagating a doctrine or
system.
"Judged by this definition, we can see that in its true sense propaganda is a
perfectly legitimate form of human activity. Any society, whether it be social,
religious or political, which is possessed of certain beliefs, and sets out to make
them known, either by the spoken or written words, is practicing propaganda.
"Truth is mighty and must prevail, and if any body of men believe that they
have discovered a valuable truth, it is not merely their privilege but their duty to
disseminate that truth. If they realize, as they quickly must, that this spreading of
the truth can be done upon a large scale and effectively only by organized effort,
they will make use of the press and the platform as the best means to give it wide
circulation. Propaganda becomes vicious and reprehensive only when its authors
consciously and deliberately disseminate what they know to be lies, or when they
aim at effects which they know to be prejudicial to the common good.
" 'Propaganda' in its proper meaning is a perfectly wholesome word, of
honest parentage, and with an honorable history. The fact that it should to-day be
carrying a sinister meaning merely shows how much of the child remains in the
average adult. A group of citizens writes and talks in favor of a certain course of
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action in some debatable question, believing that it is promoting the best interest
of the community. Propaganda? Not a bit of it. Just a plain forceful statement of
truth. But let another group of citizens express opposing views, and they are
promptly labeled with the sinister name of propaganda. . . .
" 'What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander,' says a wise old
proverb. Let us make haste to put this fine old word back where it belongs, and
restore its dignified significance for the use of our children and our children's
children."
The extent to which propaganda shapes the progress of affairs about us may
surprise even well informed persons. Nevertheless, it is only necessary to look
under the surface of the newspaper for a hint as to propaganda's authority over
public opinion. Page one of the New York Times on the day these paragraphs are
written contains eight important news stories. Four of them, or one-half, are
propaganda. The casual reader accepts them as accounts of spontaneous
happenings. But are they? Here are the headlines which announce them:
"TWELVE NATIONS WARN CHINA REAL REFORM MUST COME BEFORE
THEY GIVE RELIEF," "PRITCHETT REPORTS ZIONISM WILL FAIL,"
"REALTY MEN DEMAND A TRANSIT INQUIRY," and "OUR LIVING
STANDARD HIGHEST IN HISTORY, SAYS HOOVER REPORT."
Take them in order: the article on China explains the joint report of the
Commission on Extraterritoriality in China, presenting an exposition of the
Powers' stand in the Chinese muddle. What it says is less important than what it
is. It was "made public by the State Department to-day" with the purpose of
presenting to the American public a picture of the State Department's position. Its
source gives it authority, and the American public tends to accept and support the
State Department view.
The report of Dr. Pritchett, a trustee of the Carnegie Foundation for
International Peace, is an attempt to find the facts about this Jewish colony in the
midst of a restless Arab world. When Dr. Pritchett's survey convinced him that in
the long run Zionism would "bring more bitterness and more unhappiness both
for the Jew and for the Arab," this point of view was broadcast with all the
authority of the Carnegie Foundation, so that the public would hear and believe.
The statement by the president of the Real Estate Board of New York, and
Secretary Hoover's report, are similar attempts to influence the public toward an
opinion.
These examples are not given to create the impression that there is anything
sinister about propaganda. They are set down rather to illustrate how conscious
direction is given to events, and how the men behind these events influence
public opinion. As such they are examples of modern propaganda. At this point
we may attempt to define propaganda.
Modern propaganda is a consistent, enduring effort to create or shape events
to influence the relations of the public to an enterprise, idea or group.
This practice of creating circumstances and of creating pictures in the minds
of millions of persons is very common. Virtually no important undertaking is
now carried on without it, whether that enterprise be building a cathedral,
endowing a university, marketing a moving picture, floating a large bond issue,
or electing a president. Sometimes the effect on the public is created by a
professional propagandist, sometimes by an amateur deputed for the job. The
important thing is that it is universal and continuous; and in its sum total it is
regimenting the public mind every bit as much as an army regiments the bodies
of its soldiers.
So vast are the numbers of minds which can be regimented, and so tenacious
are they when regimented, that a group at times offers an irresistible pressure
before which legislators, editors, and teachers are helpless. The group will cling
to its stereotype, as Walter Lippmann calls it, making of those supposedly
powerful beings, the leaders of public opinion, mere bits of driftwood in the surf.
When an Imperial Wizard, sensing what is perhaps hunger for an ideal, offers a
picture of a nation all Nordic and nationalistic, the common man of the older
American stock, feeling himself elbowed out of his rightful position and
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prosperity by the newer immigrant stocks, grasps the picture which fits in so
neatly with his prejudices, and makes it his own. He buys the sheet and
pillow-case costume, and bands with his fellows by the thousand into a huge
group powerful enough to swing state elections and to throw a ponderous
monkey wrench into a national convention.
In our present social organization approval of the public is essential to any
large undertaking. Hence a laudable movement may be lost unless it impresses
itself on the public mind. Charity, as well as business, and politics and literature,
for that matter, have had to adopt propaganda, for the public must be regimented
into giving money just as it must be regimented into tuberculosis prophylaxis.
The Near East Relief, the Association for the Improvement of the Condition of
the Poor of New York, and all the rest, have to work on public opinion just as
though they had tubes of tooth paste to sell. We are proud of our diminishing
infant death rate—and that too is the work of propaganda.
Propaganda does exist on all sides of us, and it does change our mental
pictures of the world. Even if this be unduly pessimistic—and that remains to be
proved—the opinion reflects a tendency that is undoubtedly real. In fact, its use
is growing as its efficiency in gaining public support is recognized. This then,
evidently indicates the fact that any one with sufficient influence can lead
sections of the public at least for a time and for a given purpose. Formerly the
rulers were the leaders. They laid out the course of history, by the simple process
of doing what they wanted. And if nowadays the successors of the rulers, those
whose position or ability gives them power, can no longer do what they want
without the approval of the masses, they find in propaganda a tool which is
increasingly powerful in gaining that approval. Therefore, propaganda is here to
stay.
It was, of course, the astounding success of propaganda during the war that
opened the eyes of the intelligent few in all departments of life to the possibilities
of regimenting the public mind. The American government and numerous
patriotic agencies developed a technique which, to most persons accustomed to
bidding for public acceptance, was new. They not only appealed to the individual
by means of every approach—visual, graphic, and auditory—to support the
national endeavor, but they also secured the cooperation of the key men in every
group —persons whose mere word carried authority to hundreds or thousands or
hundreds of thousands of followers. They thus automatically gained the support
of fraternal, religious, commercial, patriotic, social and local groups whose
members took their opinions from their accustomed leaders and spokesmen, or
from the periodical publications which they were accustomed to read and
believe. At the same time, the manipulators of patriotic opinion made use of the
mental cliches and the emotional habits of the public to produce mass reactions
against the alleged atrocities, the terror and the tyranny of the enemy. It was only
natural, after the war ended, that intelligent persons should ask themselves
whether it was not possible to apply a similar technique to the problems of peace.
As a matter of fact, the practice of propaganda since the war has assumed
very different forms from those prevalent twenty years ago. This new technique
may fairly be called the new propaganda.
It takes account not merely of the individual, nor even of the mass mind
alone, but also and especially of the anatomy of society, with its interlocking
group formations and loyalties. It sees the individual not only as a cell in the
social organism but as a cell organized into the social unit. Touch a nerve at a
sensitive spot and you get an automatic response from certain specific members
of the organism.
Business offers graphic examples of the effect that may be produced upon the
public by interested groups, such as textile manufacturers losing their markets.
This problem arose, not long ago, when the velvet manufacturers were facing
ruin because their product had long been out of fashion. Analysis showed that it
was impossible to revive a velvet fashion within America. Anatomical hunt for
the vital spot! Paris! Obviously! But yes and no. Paris is the home of fashion.
Lyons is the home of silk. The attack had to be made at the source. It was
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determined to substitute purpose for chance and to utilize the regular sources for
fashion distribution and to influence the public from these sources. A velvet
fashion service, openly supported by the manufacturers, was organized. Its first
function was to establish contact with the Lyons manufactories and the Paris
couturiers to discover what they were doing, to encourage them to act on behalf
of velvet, and to help in the proper exploitation of their wares. An intelligent
Parisian was enlisted in the work. He visited Lanvin and Worth, Agnes and
Patou, and others and induced them to use velvet in their gowns and hats. It was
he who arranged for the distinguished Countess This or Duchess That to wear the
hat or the gown. And as for the presentation of the idea to the public, the
American buyer or the American woman of fashion was simply shown the velvet
creations in the atelier of the dressmaker or the milliner. She bought the velvet
because she liked it and because it was in fashion.
The editors of the American magazines and fashion reporters of the
American newspapers, likewise subjected to the actual (although created)
circumstance, reflected it in their news, which, in turn, subjected the buyer and
the consumer here to the same influences. The result was that what was at first a
trickle of velvet became a flood. A demand was slowly, but deliberately, created
in Paris and America. A big department store, aiming to be a style leader,
advertised velvet gowns and hats on the authority of the French couturiers, and
quoted original cables received from them. The echo of the new style note was
heard from hundreds of department stores throughout the country which wanted
to be style leaders too. Bulletins followed despatches. The mail followed the
cables. And the American woman traveler appeared before the ship news
photographers in velvet gown and hat.
The created circumstances had their effect. "Fickle fashion has veered to
velvet," was one newspaper comment. And the industry in the United States
again kept thousands busy.
The new propaganda, having regard to the constitution of society as a whole,
not infrequently serves to focus and realize the desires of the masses. A desire for
a specific reform, however widespread, cannot be translated into action until it is
made articulate, and until it has exerted sufficient pressure upon the proper
law-making bodies. Millions of housewives may feel that manufactured foods
deleterious to health should be prohibited. But there is little chance that their
individual desires will be translated into effective legal form unless their
halfexpressed demand can be organized, made vocal, and concentrated upon the
state legislature or upon the Federal Congress in some mode which will produce
the results they desire. Whether they realize it or not, they call upon propaganda
to organize and effectuate their demand.
But clearly it is the intelligent minorities which need to make use of
propaganda continuously and systematically. In the active proselytizing
minorities in whom selfish interests and public interests coincide lie the progress
and development of America. Only through the active energy of the intelligent
few can the public at large become aware of and act upon new ideas.
Small groups of persons can, and do, make the rest of us think what they
please about a given subject. But there are usually proponents and opponents of
every propaganda, both of whom are equally eager to convince the majority.

CHAPTER III
THE NEW PROPAGANDISTS
WHO are the men who, without our realizing it, give us our ideas, tell us
whom to admire and whom to despise, what to believe about the ownership of
public utilities, about the tariff, about the price of rubber, about the Dawes Plan,
about immigration; who tell us how our houses should be designed, what
furniture we should put into them, what menus we should serve on our table,
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what kind of shirts we must wear, what sports we should indulge in, what plays
we should see, what charities we should support, what pictures we should
admire, what slang we should affect, what jokes we should laugh at?
If we set out to make a list of the men and women who, because of their
position in public life, might fairly be called the molders of public opinion, we
could quickly arrive at an extended list of persons mentioned in "Who's Who." It
would obviously include, the President of the United States and the members of
his Cabinet; the Senators and Representatives in Congress; the Governors of our
fortyeight states; the presidents of the chambers of commerce in our hundred
largest cities, the chairmen of the boards of directors of our hundred or more
largest industrial corporations, the president of many of the labor unions
affiliated in the American Federation of Labor, the national president of each of
the national professional and fraternal organizations, the president of each of the
racial or language societies in the country, the hundred leading newspaper and
magazine editors, the fifty most popular authors, the presidents of the fifty
leading charitable organizations, the twenty leading theatrical or cinema
producers, the hundred recognized leaders of fashion, the most popular and
influential clergymen in the hundred leading cities, the presidents of our colleges
and universities and the foremost members of their faculties, the most powerful
financiers in Wall Street, the most noted amateurs of sport, and so on. Such a list
would comprise several thousand persons. But it is well known that many of
these leaders are themselves led, sometimes by persons whose names are known
to few. Many a congressman, in framing his platform, follows the suggestions of
a district boss whom few persons outside the political machine have ever heard
of. Eloquent divines may have great influence in their communities, but often
take their doctrines from a higher ecclesiastical authority. The presidents of
chambers of commerce mold the thought of local business men concerning
public issues, but the opinions which they promulgate are usually derived from
some national authority. A presidential candidate may be "drafted" in response to
"overwhelming popular demand," but it is well known that his name may be
decided upon by half a dozen men sitting around a table in a hotel room.
In some instances the power of invisible wirepullers is flagrant. The power of
the invisible cabinet which deliberated at the poker table in a certain little green
house in Washington has become a national legend. There was a period in which
the major policies of the national government were dictated by a single man,
Mark Hanna. A Simmons may, for a few years, succeed in marshaling millions of
men on a platform of intolerance and violence.
Such persons typify in the public mind the type of ruler associated with the
phrase invisible government. But we do not often stop to think that there are
dictators in other fields whose influence is just as decisive as that of the
politicians I have mentioned. An Irene Castle can establish the fashion of short
hair which dominates nine-tenths of the women who make any pretense to being
fashionable. Paris fashion leaders set the mode of the short skirt, for wearing
which, twenty years ago, any woman would simply have been arrested and
thrown into jail by the New York police, and the entire women's clothing
industry, capitalized at hundreds of millions of dollars, must be reorganized to
conform to their dictum.
There are invisible rulers who control the destinies of millions. It is not
generally realized to what extent the words and actions of our most influential
public men are dictated by shrewd persons operating behind the scenes.
Nor, what is still more important, the extent to which our thoughts and habits
are modified by authorities.
In some departments of our daily life, in which we imagine ourselves free
agents, we are ruled by dictators exercising great power. A man buying a suit of
clothes imagines that he is choosing, according to his taste and his personality,
the kind of garment which he prefers. In reality, he may be obeying the orders of
an anonymous gentleman tailor in London. This personage is the silent partner in
a modest tailoring establishment, which is patronized by gentlemen of fashion
and princes of the blood. He suggests to British noblemen and others a blue cloth
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instead of gray, two buttons instead of three, or sleeves a quarter of an inch
narrower than last season. The distinguished customer approves of the idea.
But how does this fact affect John Smith of Topeka?
The gentleman tailor is under contract with a certain large American firm,
which manufactures men's suits, to send them instantly the designs of the suits
chosen by the leaders of London fashion. Upon receiving the designs, with
specifications as to color, weight and texture, the firm immediately places an
order with the cloth makers for several hundred thousand dollars' worth of cloth.
The suits made up according to the specifications are then advertised as the latest
fashion. The fashionable men in New York, Chicago, Boston and Philadelphia
wear them. And the Topeka man, recognizing this leadership, does the same.
Women are just as subject to the commands of invisible government as are
men. A silk manufacturer, seeking a new market for its product, suggested to a
large manufacturer of shoes that women's shoes should be covered with silk to
match their dresses. The idea was adopted and systematically propagandized. A
popular actress was persuaded to wear the shoes. The fashion spread. The shoe
firm was ready with the supply to meet the created demand. And the silk
company was ready with the silk for more shoes.
The man who injected this idea into the shoe industry was ruling women in
one department of their social lives. Different men rule us in the various
departments of our lives. There may be one power behind the throne in politics,
another in the manipulation of the Federal discount rate, and still another in the
dictation of next season's dances. If there were a national invisible cabinet ruling
our destinies (a thing which is not impossible to conceive of) it would work
through certain group leaders on Tuesday for one purpose, and through an
entirely different set on Wednesday for another. The idea of invisible government
is relative. There may be a handful of men who control the educational methods
of the great majority of our schools. Yet from another standpoint, every parent is
a group leader with authority over his or her children.
The invisible government tends to be concentrated in the hands of the few
because of the expense of manipulating the social machinery which controls the
opinions and habits of the masses. To advertise on a scale which will reach fifty
million persons is expensive. To reach and persuade the group leaders who
dictate the public's thoughts and actions is likewise expensive.
For this reason there is an increasing tendency to concentrate the functions of
propaganda in the hands of the propaganda specialist. This specialist is more and
more assuming a distinct place and function in our national life.
New activities call for new nomenclature. The propagandist who specializes
in interpreting enterprises and ideas to the public, and in interpreting the public
to promulgators of new enterprises and ideas, has come to be known by the name
of "public relations counsel."
The new profession of public relations has grown up because of the
increasing complexity of modern life and the consequent necessity for making
the actions of one part of the public understandable to other sectors of the public.
It is due, too, to the increasing dependence of organized power of all sorts upon
public opinion. Governments, whether they are monarchical, constitutional,
democratic or communist, depend upon acquiescent public opinion for the
success of their efforts and, in fact, government is only government by virtue of
public acquiescence. Industries, public utilities, educational movements, indeed
all groups representing any concept or product, whether they are majority or
minority ideas, succeed only because of approving public opinion. Public
opinion is the unacknowledged partner in all broad efforts.
The public relations counsel, then, is the agent who, working with modern
media of communication and the group formations of society, brings an idea to
the consciousness of the public. But he is a great deal more than that. He is
concerned with courses of action, doctrines, systems and opinions, and the
securing of public support for them. He is also concerned with tangible things
such as manufactured and raw products. He is concerned with public utilities,
with large trade groups and associations representing entire industries.
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He functions primarily as an adviser to his client, very much as a lawyer
does. A lawyer concentrates on the legal aspects of his client's business. A
counsel on public relations concentrates on the public contacts of his client's
business. Every phase of his client's ideas, products or activities which may
affect the public or in which the public may have an interest is part of his
function.
For instance, in the specific problems of the manufacturer he examines the
product, the markets, the way in which the public reacts to the product, the
attitude of the employees to the public and towards the product, and the
cooperation of the distribution agencies.
The counsel on public relations, after he has examined all these and other
factors, endeavors to shape the actions of his client so that they will gain the
interest, the approval and the acceptance of the public.
The means by which the public is apprised of the actions of his client are as
varied as the means of communication themselves, such as conversation, letters,
the stage, the motion picture, the radio, the lecture platform, the magazine, the
daily newspaper. The counsel on public relations is not an advertising man but he
advocates advertising where that is indicated. Very often he is called in by an
advertising agency to supplement its work on behalf of a client. His work and
that of the advertising agency do not conflict with or duplicate each other.
His first efforts are, naturally, devoted to analyzing his client's problems and
making sure that what he has to offer the public is something which the public
accepts or can be brought to accept. It is futile to attempt to sell an idea or to
prepare the ground for a product that is basically unsound.
For example, an orphan asylum is worried by a falling off in contributions
and a puzzling attitude of indifference or hostility on the part of the public. The
counsel on public relations may discover upon analysis that the public, alive to
modern sociological trends, subconsciously criticizes the institution because it is
not organized on the new "cottage plan." He will advise modification of the
client in this respect. Or a railroad may be urged to put on a fast train for the sake
of the prestige which it will lend to the road's name, and hence to its stocks and
bonds.
If the corset makers, for instance, wished to bring their product into fashion
again, he would unquestionably advise that the plan was impossible, since
women have definitely emancipated themselves from the old-style corset. Yet his
fashion advisers might report that women might be persuaded to adopt a certain
type of girdle which eliminated the unhealthful features of the corset.
His next effort is to analyze his public. He studies the groups which must be
reached, and the leaders through whom he may approach these groups. Social
groups, economic groups, geographical groups, age groups, doctrinal groups,
language groups, cultural groups, all these represent the divisions through which,
on behalf of his client, he may talk to the public.
Only after this double analysis has been made and the results collated, has the
time come for the next step, the formulation of policies governing the general
practice, procedure and habits of the client in all those aspects in which he comes
in contact with the public. And only when these policies have been agreed upon
is it time for the fourth step.
The first recognition of the distinct functions of the public relations counsel
arose, perhaps, in the early years of the present century as a result of the
insurance scandals coincident with the muck-raking of corporate finance in the
popular magazines. The interests thus attacked suddenly realized that they were
completely out of touch with the public they were professing to serve, and
required expert advice to show them how they could understand the public and
interpret themselves to it.
The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, prompted by the most
fundamental self-interest, initiated a conscious, directed effort to change the
attitude of the public toward insurance companies in general, and toward itself in
particular, to its profit and the public's benefit.
It tried to make a majority movement of itself by getting the public to buy its
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policies. It reached the public at every point of its corporate and separate
existences. To communities it gave health surveys and expert counsel. To
individuals it gave health creeds and advice. Even the building in which the
corporation was located was made a picturesque landmark to see and remember,
in other words to carry on the associative process. And so this company came to
have a broad general acceptance. The number and amount of its policies grew
constantly, as its broad contacts with society increased.
Within a decade, many large corporations were employing public relations
counsel under one title or another, for they had come to recognize that they
depended upon public good will for their continued prosperity. It was no longer
true that it was "none of the public's business" how the affairs of a corporation
were managed. They were obliged to convince the public that they were
conforming to its demands as to honesty and fairness. Thus a corporation might
discover that its labor policy was causing public resentment, and might introduce
a more enlightened policy solely for the sake of general good will. Or a
department store, hunting for the cause of diminishing sales, might discover that
its clerks had a reputation for bad manners, and initiate formal instruction in
courtesy and tact.
The public relations expert may be known as public relations director or
counsel. Often he is called secretary or vice-president or director. Sometimes he
is known as cabinet officer or commissioner. By whatever title he may be called,
his function is well defined and his advice has definite bearing on the conduct of
the group or individual with whom he is working.
Many persons still believe that the public relations counsel is a propagandist
and nothing else. But, on the contrary, the stage at which many suppose he starts
his activities may actually be the stage at which he ends them. After the public
and the client are thoroughly analyzed and policies have been formulated, his
work may be finished. In other cases the work of the public relations counsel
must be continuous to be effective. For in many instances only by a careful
system of constant, thorough and frank information will the public understand
and appreciate the value of what a merchant, educator or statesman is doing. The
counsel on public relations must maintain constant vigilance, because inadequate
information, or false information from unknown sources, may have results of
enormous importance. A single false rumor at a critical moment may drive down
the price of a corporation's stock, causing a loss of millions to stockholders. An
air of secrecy or mystery about a corporation's financial dealings may breed a
general suspicion capable of acting as an invisible drag on the company's whole
dealings with the public. The counsel on public relations must be in a position to
deal effectively with rumors and suspicions, attempting to stop them at their
source, counteracting them promptly with correct or more complete information
through channels which will be most effective, or best of all establishing such
relations of confidence in the concern's integrity that rumors and suspicions will
have no opportunity to take root.
His function may include the discovery of new markets, the existence of
which had been unsuspected.
If we accept public relations as a profession, we must also expect it to have
both ideals and ethics. The ideal of the profession is a pragmatic one. It is to
make the producer, whether that producer be a legislature making laws or a
manufacturer making a commercial product, understand what the public wants
and to make the public understand the objectives of the producer. In relation to
industry, the ideal of the profession is to eliminate the waste and the friction that
result when industry does things or makes things which its public does not want,
or when the public does not understand what is being offered it. For example, the
telephone companies maintain extensive public relations departments to explain
what they are doing, so that energy may not be burned up in the friction of
misunderstanding. A detailed description, for example, of the immense and
scientific care which the company takes to choose clearly understandable and
distinguishable exchange names, helps the public to appreciate the effort that is
being made to give good service, and stimulates it to cooperate by enunciating
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clearly. It aims to bring about an understanding between educators and educated,
between government and people, between charitable institutions and
contributors, between nation and nation.
The profession of public relations counsel is developing for itself an ethical
code which compares favorably with that governing the legal and medical
professions. In part, this code is forced upon the public relations counsel by the
very conditions of his work. While recognizing, just as the lawyer does, that
every one has the right to present his case in its best light, he nevertheless refuses
a client whom he believes to be dishonest, a product which he believes to be
fraudulent, or a cause which he believes to be antisocial. One reason for this is
that, even though a special pleader, he is not dissociated from the client in the
public's mind. Another reason is that while he is pleading before the court—the
court of public opinion—he is at the same time trying to affect that court's
judgments and actions. In law, the judge and jury hold the deciding balance of
power. In public opinion, the public relations counsel is judge and jury, because
through his pleading of a case the public may accede to his opinion and
judgment.
He does not accept a client whose interests conflict with those of another
client. He does not accept a client whose case he believes to be hopeless or
whose product he believes to be unmarketable.
He should be candid in his dealings. It must be repeated that his business is
not to fool or hoodwink the public. If he were to get such a reputation, his
usefulness in his profession would be at an end. When he is sending out
propaganda material, it is clearly labeled as to source. The editor knows from
whom it comes and what its purpose is, and accepts or rejects it on its merits as
news.

CHAPTER IV
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
The systematic study of mass psychology revealed to students the
potentialities of invisible government of society by manipulation of the motives
which actuate man in the group. Trotter and Le Bon, who approached the subject
in a scientific manner, and Graham Wallas, Walter Lippmann and others who
continued with searching studies of the group mind, established that the group
has mental characteristics distinct from those of the individual, and is motivated
by impulses and emotions which cannot be explained on the basis of what we
know of individual psychology. So the question naturally arose: If we understand
the mechanism and motives of the group mind, is it not possible to control and
regiment the masses according to our will without their knowing it?
The recent practice of propaganda has proved that it is possible, at least up to
a certain point and within certain limits. Mass psychology is as yet far from
being an exact science and the mysteries of human motivation are by no means
all revealed. But at least theory and practice have combined with sufficient
success to permit us to know that in certain cases we can effect some change in
public opinion with a fair degree of accuracy by operating a certain mechanism,
just as the motorist can regulate the speed of his car by manipulating the flow of
gasoline. Propaganda is not a science in the laboratory sense, but it is no longer
entirely the empirical affair that it was before the advent of the study of mass
psychology. It is now scientific in the sense that it seeks to base its operations
upon definite knowledge drawn from direct observation of the group mind, and
upon the application of principles which have been demonstrated to be consistent
and relatively constant
The modern propagandist studies systematically and objectively the material
with which he is working in the spirit of the laboratory. If the matter in hand is a
nation-wide sales campaign, he studies the field by means of a clipping service,
or of a corps of scouts, or by personal study at a crucial spot He determines, for
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example, which features of a product are losing their public appeal, and in what
new direction the public taste is veering. He will not fail to investigate to what
extent it is the wife who has the final word in the choice of her husband's car, or
of his suits and shirts.
Scientific accuracy of results is not to be expected, because many of the
elements of the situation must always be beyond his control. He may know with
a fair degree of certainty that under favorable circumstances an international
flight will produce a spirit of good will, making possible even the consummation
of political programs. But he cannot be sure that some unexpected event will not
overshadow this flight in the public interest, or that some other aviator may not
do something more spectacular the day before. Even in his restricted field of
public psychology there must always be a wide margin of error. Propaganda, like
economics and sociology, can never be an exact science for the reason that its
subject-matter, like theirs, deals with human beings.
If you can influence the leaders, either with or without their conscious
cooperation, you automatically influence the group which they sway. But men do
not need to be actually gathered together in a public meeting or in a street riot, to
be subject to the influences of mass psychology. Because man is by nature
gregarious he feels himself to be member of a herd, even when he is alone in his
room with the curtains drawn. His mind retains the patterns which have been
stamped on it by the group influences. A man sits in his office deciding what
stocks to buy. He imagines, no doubt, that he is planning his purchases according
to his own judgment. In actual fact his judgment is a melange of impressions
stamped on his mind by outside influences which unconsciously control his
thought. He buys a certain railroad stock because it was in the headlines
yesterday and hence is the one which comes most prominently to his mind;
because he has a pleasant recollection of a good dinner on one of its fast trains;
because it has a liberal labor policy, a reputation for honesty; because he has
been told that J. P. Morgan owns some of its shares.
Trotter and Le Bon concluded that the group mind does not think in the strict
sense of the word. In place of thoughts it has impulses, habits and emotions. In
making up its mind its first impulse is usually to follow the example of a trusted
leader. This is one of the most firmly established principles of mass psychology.
It operates in establishing the rising or diminishing prestige of a summer resort,
in causing a run on a bank, or a panic on the stock exchange, in creating a best
seller, or a box-office success.
But when the example of the leader is not at hand and the herd must think for
itself, it does so by means of cliches, pat words or images which stand for a
whole group of ideas or experiences. Not many years ago, it was only necessary
to tag a political candidate with the word interests to stampede millions of people
into voting against him, because anything associated with "the interests" seemed
necessarily corrupt. Recently the word Bolshevik has performed a similar service
for persons who wished to frighten the public away from a line of action.
By playing upon an old cliche, or manipulating a new one, the propagandist
can sometimes swing a whole mass of group emotions. In Great Britain, during
the war, the evacuation hospitals came in for a considerable amount of criticism
because of the summary way in which they handled their wounded. It was
assumed by the public that a hospital gives prolonged and conscientious attention
to its patients. When the name was changed to evacuation posts the critical
reaction vanished. No one expected more than an adequate emergency treatment
from an institution so named. The cliche hospital was indelibly associated in the
public mind with a certain picture. To persuade the public to discriminate
between one type of hospital and another, to dissociate the cliche from the
picture it evoked, would have been an impossible task. Instead, a new cliche
automatically conditioned the public emotion toward these hospitals.
Men are rarely aware of the real reasons which motivate their actions. A man
may believe that he buys a motor car because, after careful study of the technical
features of all makes on the market, he has concluded that this is the best. He is
almost certainly fooling himself. He bought it, perhaps, because a friend whose
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financial acumen he respects bought one last week; or because his neighbors
believed he was not able to afford a car of that class; or because its colors are
those of his college fraternity.
It is chiefly the psychologists of the school of Freud who have pointed out
that many of man's thoughts and actions are compensatory substitutes for desires
which he has been obliged to suppress. A thing may be desired not for its
intrinsic worth or usefulness, but because he has unconsciously come to see in it
a symbol of something else, the desire for which he is ashamed to admit to
himself. A man buying a car may think he wants it for purposes of locomotion,
whereas the fact may be that he would really prefer not to be burdened with it,
and would rather walk for the sake of his health. He may really want it because it
is a symbol of social position, an evidence of his success in business, or a means
of pleasing his wife.
This general principle, that men are very largely actuated bv motives which
they conceal from themselves, is as true of mass as of individual psychology. It is
evident that the successful propagandist must understand the true motives and
not be content to accept the reasons which men give for what they do.
It is not sufficient to understand only the mechanical structure of society, the
groupings and cleavages and loyalties. An engineer may know all about the
cylinders and pistons of a locomotive, but unless he knows how steam behaves
under pressure he cannot make his engine run. Human desires are the steam
which makes the social machine work. Only by understanding them can the
propagandist control that vast, loose-jointed mechanism which is modern society.
The old propagandist based his work on the mechanistic reaction psychology
then in vogue in our colleges. This assumed that the human mind was merely an
individual machine, a system of nerves and nerve centers, reacting with
mechanical regularity to stimuli, like a helpless, will-less automaton. It was the
special pleader's function to provide the stimulus which would cause the desired
reaction in the individual purchaser.
It was one of the doctrines of the reaction psychology that a certain stimulus
often repeated would create a habit, or that the mere reiteration of an idea would
create a conviction. Suppose the old type of salesmanship, acting for a meat
packer, was seeking to increase the sale of bacon. It would reiterate innumerable
times in full-page advertisements: "Eat more bacon. Eat bacon because it is
cheap, because it is good, because it gives you reserve energy."
The newer salesmanship, understanding the group structure of society and the
principles of mass psychology, would first ask: "Who is it that influences the
eating habits of the public?" The answer, obviously, is: "The physicians." The
new salesman will then suggest to physicians to say publicly that it is wholesome
to eat bacon. He knows as a mathematical certainty, that large numbers of
persons will follow the advice of their doctors, because he understands the
psychological relation of dependence of men upon their physicians.
The old-fashioned propagandist, using almost exclusively the appeal of the
printed word, tried to persuade the individual reader to buy a definite article,
immediately. This approach is exemplified in a type of advertisement which used
to be considered ideal from the point of view of directness and effectiveness:
"YOU (perhaps with a finger pointing at the reader) buy O'Leary's
rubber heels—NOW."
The advertiser sought by means of reiteration and emphasis directed upon the
individual, to break down or penetrate sales resistance. Although the appeal was
aimed at fifty million persons, it was aimed at each as an individual.
The new salesmanship has found it possible, by dealing with men in the mass
through their group formations, to set up psychological and emotional currents
which will work for him. Instead of assaulting sales resistance by direct attack,
he is interested in removing sales resistance. He creates circumstances which will
swing emotional currents so as to make for purchaser demand.
If, for instance, I want to sell pianos, it is not sufficient to blanket the country
with a direct appeal, such as:
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"YOU buy a Mozart piano now. It is cheap. The best artists use it. It
will last for years."
The claims may all be true, but they are in direct conflict with the claims of
other piano manufacturers, and in indirect competition with the claims of a radio
or a motor car, each competing for the consumer's dollar.
What are the true reasons why the purchaser is planning to spend his money
on a new car instead of on a new piano? Because he has decided that he wants
the commodity called locomotion more than he wants the commodity called
music? Not altogether. He buys a car, because it is at the moment the group
custom to buy cars.
The modern propagandist therefore sets to work to create circumstances
which will modify that custom. He appeals perhaps to the home instinct which is
fundamental. He will endeavor to develop public acceptance of the idea of a
music room in the home. This he may do, for example, by organizing an
exhibition of period music rooms designed by well known decorators who
themselves exert an influence on the buying groups. He enhances the
effectiveness and prestige of these rooms by putting in them rare and valuable
tapestries. Then, in order to create dramatic interest in the exhibit, he stages an
event or ceremony. To this ceremony key people, persons known to influence the
buying habits of the public, such as a famous violinist, a popular artist, and a
society leader, are invited. These key persons affect other groups, lifting the idea
of the music room to a place in the public consciousness which it did not have
before. The juxtaposition of these leaders, and the idea which they are
dramatizing, are then projected to the wider public through various publicity
channels. Meanwhile, influential architects have been persuaded to make the
music room an integral architectural part of their plans with perhaps a specially
charming niche in one corner for the piano. Less influential architects will as a
matter of course imitate what is done by the men whom they consider masters of
their profession. They in turn will implant the idea of the music room in the mind
of the general public.
The music room will be accepted because it has been made the thing. And the
man or woman who has a music room, or has arranged a corner of the parlor as a
musical corner, will naturally think of buying a piano. It will come to him as his
own idea.
Under the old salesmanship the manufacturer said to the prospective
purchaser, "Please buy a piano." The new salesmanship has reversed the process
and caused the prospective purchaser to say to the manufacturer, "Please sell me
a piano."
The value of the associative processes in propaganda is shown in connection
with a large real estate development. To emphasize that Jackson Heights was
socially desirable every attempt was made to produce this associative process. A
benefit performance of the Jitney Players was staged for the benefit of
earthquake victims of Japan, under the auspices of Mrs. Astor and others. The
social advantages of the place were projected—a golf course was laid out and a
clubhouse planned. When the post office was opened, the public relations
counsel attempted to use it as a focus for national interest and discovered that its
opening fell coincident with a date important in the annals of the American
Postal Service. This was then made the basis of the opening.
When an attempt was made to show the public the beauty of the apartments,
a competition was held among interior decorators for the best furnished
apartment in Jackson Heights. An important committee of judges decided. This
competition drew the approval of well known authorities, as well as the interest
of millions, who were made cognizant of it through newspaper and magazine and
other publicity, with the effect of building up definitely the prestige of the
development.
One of the most effective methods is the utilization of the group formation of
modern society in order to spread ideas. An example of this is the nationwide
competitions for sculpture in Ivory soap, open to school children in certain age
groups as well as professional sculptors. A sculptor of national reputation found
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Ivory soap an excellent medium for sculpture.
The Procter and Gamble Company offered a series of prizes for the best
sculpture in white soap. The contest was held under the auspices of the Art
Center in New York City, an organization of high standing in the art world.
School superintendents and teachers throughout the country were glad to
encourage the movement as an educational aid for schools. Practice among
school children as part of their art courses was stimulated. Contests were held
between schools, between school districts and between cities.
Ivory soap was adaptable for sculpturing in the homes because mothers saved
the shavings and the imperfect efforts for laundry purposes. The work itself was
clean.
The best pieces are selected from the local competitions for entry in the
national contest. This is held annually at an important art gallery in New York,
whose prestige with that of the distinguished judges, establishes the contest as a
serious art event.
In the first of these national competitions about 500 pieces of sculpture were
entered. In the third, 2,500. And in the fourth, more than 4,000. If the carefully
selected pieces were so numerous, it is evident that a vast number were
sculptured during the year, and that a much greater number must have been made
for practice purposes. The good will was greatly enhanced by the fact that this
soap had become not merely the concern of the housewife but also a matter of
personal and intimate interest to her children.
A number of familiar psychological motives were set in motion in the
carrying out of this campaign. The esthetic, the competitive, the gregarious
(much of the sculpturing was done in school groups), the snobbish (the impulse
to follow the example of a recognized leader), the exhibitionist, and—last but by
no means least—the maternal.
All these motives and group habits were put in concerted motion by the
simple machinery of group leadership and authority. As if actuated by the
pressure of a button, people began working for the client for the sake of the
gratification obtained in the sculpture work itself.
This point is most important in successful propaganda work. The leaders who
lend their authority to any propaganda campaign will do so only if it can be made
to touch their own interests. There must be a disinterested aspect of the
propagandist's activities. In other words, it is one of the functions of the public
relations counsel to discover at what points his client's interests coincide with
those of other individuals or groups.
In the case of the soap sculpture competition, the distinguished artists and
educators who sponsored the idea were glad to lend their services and their
names because the competitions really promoted an interest which they had at
heart—the cultivation of the esthetic impulse among the younger generation.
Such coincidence and overlapping of interests is as infinite as the interlacing
of group formations themselves. For example, a railway wishes to develop its
business. The counsel on public relations makes a survey to discover at what
points its interests coincide with those of its prospective customers. The
company then establishes relations with chambers of commerce along its right of
way and assists them in developing their communities. It helps them to secure
new plants and industries for the town. It facilitates business through the
dissemination of technical information. It is not merely a case of bestowing
favors in the hope of receiving favors; these activities of the railroad, besides
creating good will, actually promote growth on its right of way. The interests of
the railroad and the communities through which it passes mutually interact and
feed one another.
In the same way, a bank institutes an investment service for the benefit of its
customers in order that the latter may have more money to deposit with the bank.
Or a jewelry concern develops an insurance department to insure the jewels it
sells, in order to make the purchaser feel greater security in buying jewels. Or a
baking company establishes an information service suggesting recipes for bread
to encourage new uses for bread in the home. The ideas of the new propaganda
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are predicated on sound psychology based on enlightened selfinterest.
I have tried, in these chapters, to explain the place of propaganda in modern
American life and something of the methods by which it operates—to tell the
why, the what, the who and the how of the invisible government which dictates
our thoughts, directs our feelings and controls our actions. In the following
chapters I shall try to show how propaganda functions in specific departments of
group activity, to suggest some of the further ways in which it may operate.

CHAPTER V
BUSINESS AND THE PUBLIC
THE relationship between business and the public has become closer in the
past few decades. Business to-day is taking the public into partnership. A number
of causes, some economic, others due to the growing public understanding of
business and the public interest in business, have produced this situation.
Business realizes that its relationship to the public is not confined to the
manufacture and sale of a given product, but includes at the same time the selling
of itself and of all those things for which it stands in the public mind.
Twenty or twenty-five years ago, business sought to run its own affairs
regardless of the public. The reaction was the muck-raking period, in which a
multitude of sins were, justly and unjustly, laid to the charge of the interests. In
the face of an aroused public conscience the large corporations were obliged to
renounce their contention that their affairs were nobody's business. If to-day big
business were to seek to throttle the public, a new reaction similar to that of
twenty years ago would take place and the public would rise and try to throttle
big business with restrictive laws. Business is conscious of the public's
conscience. This consciousness has led to a healthy cooperation.
Another cause for the increasing relationship is undoubtedly to be found in
the various phenomena growing out of mass production. Mass production is only
profitable if its rhythm can be maintained— that is, if it can continue to sell its
product in steady or increasing quantity. The result is that while, under the
handicraft or small-unit system of production that was typical a century ago,
demand created the supply, to-day supply must actively seek to create its
corresponding demand. A single factory, potentially capable of supplying a
whole continent with its particular product, cannot afford to wait until the public
asks for its product; it must maintain constant touch, through advertising and
propaganda, with the vast public in order to assure itself the continuous demand
which alone will make its costly plant profitable. This entails a vastly more
complex system of distribution than formerly. To make customers is the new
problem. One must understand not only his own business—the manufacture of a
particular product—but also the structure, the personality, the prejudices, of a
potentially universal public.
Still another reason is to be found in the improvements in the technique of
advertising—as regards both the size of the public which can be reached by the
printed word, and the methods of appeal. The growth of newspapers and
magazines having a circulation of millions of copies, and the art of the modern
advertising expert in making the printed message attractive and persuasive, have
placed the business man in a personal relation with a vast and diversified public.
Another modern phenomenon, which' influences the general policy of big
business, is the new competition between certain firms and the remainder of the
industry, to which they belong. Another kind of competition is between whole
industries, in their struggle for a share of the consumer's dollar. When, for
example, a soap manufacturer claims that his product will preserve youth, he is
obviously attempting to change the public's mode of thinking about soap in
general—a thing of grave importance to the whole industry. Or when the metal
furniture industry seeks to convince the public that it is more desirable to spend
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its money for metal furniture than for wood furniture, it is clearly seeking to alter
the taste and standards of a whole generation. In either case, business is seeking
to inject itself into the lives and customs of millions of persons.
Even in a basic sense, business is becoming dependent on public opinion.
With the increasing volume and wider diffusion of wealth in America, thousands
of persons now invest in industrial stocks. New stock or bond flotations, upon
which an expanding business must depend for its success, can be effected only if
the concern has understood how to gain the confidence and good will of the
general public. Business must express itself and its entire corporate existence so
that the public will understand and accept it. It must dramatize its personality and
interpret its objectives in every particular in which it comes into contact with the
community (or the nation) of which it is a part.
An oil corporation which truly understands its many-sided relation to the
public, will offer that public not only good oil but a sound labor policy. A bank
will seek to show not only that its management is sound and conservative, but
also that its officers are honorable both in their public and in their private life. A
store specializing in fashionable men's clothing will express in its architecture the
authenticity of the goods it offers. A bakery will seek to impress the public with
the hygienic care observed in its manufacturing process, not only by wrapping its
loaves in dust-proof paper and throwing its factory open to public inspection, but
also by the cleanliness and attractiveness of its delivery wagons. A construction
firm will take care that the public knows not only that its buildings are durable
and safe, but also that its employees, when injured at work, are compensated. At
whatever point a business enterprise impinges on the public consciousness, it
must seek to give its public relations the particular character which will conform
to the objectives which it is pursuing.
Just as the production manager must be familiar with every element and
detail concerning the materials with which he is working, so the man in charge of
a firm's public relations must be familiar with the structure, the prejudices, and
the whims of the general public, and must handle his problems with the utmost
care. The public has its own standards and demands and habits. You may modify
them, but you dare not run counter to them. You cannot persuade a whole
generation of women to wear long skirts, but you may, by working through
leaders of fashion, persuade them to wear evening dresses which are long in
back. The public is not an amorphous mass which can be molded at will, or
dictated to. Both business and the public have their own personalities which must
somehow be brought into friendly agreement. Conflict and suspicion are
injurious to both. Modern business must study on what terms the partnership can
be made amicable and mutually beneficial. It must explain itself, its aims, its
objectives, to the public in terms which the public can understand and is willing
to accept.
Business does not willingly accept dictation from the public. It should not
expect that it can dictate to the public. While the public should appreciate the
great economic benefits which business offers, thanks to mass production and
scientific marketing, business should also appreciate that the public is becoming
increasingly discriminative in its standards and should seek to understand its
demands and meet them. The relationship between business and the public can
be healthy only if it is the relationship of give and take.
It is this condition and necessity which has created the need for a specialized
field of public relations. Business now calls in the public relations counsel to
advise it, to interpret its purpose to the public, and to suggest those modifications
which may make it conform to the public demand.
The modifications then recommended to make the business conform to its
objectives and to the public demand, may concern the broadest matters of policy
or the apparently most trivial details of execution. It might in one case be
necessary to transform entirely the lines of goods sold to conform to changing
public demands. In another case the trouble may be found to lie in such small
matters as the dress of the clerks. A jewelry store may complain that its
patronage is shrinking upwards because of its reputation for carrying high-priced
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goods; in this case the public relations counsel might suggest the featuring of
medium-priced goods, even at a loss, not because the firm desires a large
medium-price trade as such, but because out of a hundred medium-price
customers acquired to-day a certain percentage will be well-todo ten years from
now. A department store which is seeking to gather in the high-class trade may
be urged to employ college graduates as clerks or to engage well known modern
artists to design show-windows or special exhibits. A bank may be urged to open
a Fifth Avenue branch, not because the actual business done on Fifth Avenue
warrants the expense, but because a beautiful Fifth Avenue office correctly
expresses the kind of appeal which it wishes to make to future depositors; and,
viewed in this way, it may be as important that the doorman be polite, or that the
floors be kept clean, as that the branch manager be an able financier. Yet the
beneficial effect of this branch may be canceled, if the wife of the president is
involved in a scandal.
Big business studies every move which may express its true personality. It
seeks to tell the public, in all appropriate ways,—by the direct advertising
message and by the subtlest esthetic suggestion—the quality of the goods or
services which it has to offer. A store which seeks a large sales volume in cheap
goods will preach prices day in and day out, concentrating its whole appeal on
the ways in which it can save money for its clients. But a store seeking a high
margin of profit on individual sales would try to associate itself with the
distinguished and the elegant, whether by an exhibition of old masters or through
the social activities of the owner's wife.
The public relations activities of a business cannot be a protective coloring to
hide its real aims. It is bad business as well as bad morals to feature exclusively a
few high-class articles, when the main stock is of medium grade or cheap, for the
general impression given is a false one. A sound public relations policy will not
attempt to stampede the public with exaggerated claims and false pretenses, but
to interpret the individual business vividly and truly through every avenue that
leads to public opinion. The New York Central Railroad has for decades sought
to appeal to the public not only on the basis of the speed and safety of its trains,
but also on the basis of their elegance and comfort. It is appropriate that the
corporation should have been personified to the general public in the person of so
suave and ingratiating a gentleman as Chauncey M. Depew—an ideal window
dressing for such an enterprise.
While the concrete recommendations of the public relations counsel may
vary infinitely according to individual circumstances, his general plan of work
may be reduced to two types, which I might term continuous interpretation and
dramatization by highspotting. The two may be alternative or may be pursued
concurrently.
Continuous interpretation is achieved by trying to control every approach to
the public mind in such a manner that the public receives the desired impression,
often without being conscious of it. High-spotting, on the other hand, vividly
seizes the attention of the public and fixes it upon some detail or aspect which is
typical of the entire enterprise. When a real estate corporation which is erecting a
tall office building makes it ten feet taller than the highest sky-scraper in
existence, that is dramatization.
Which method is indicated, or whether both be indicated concurrently, can be
determined only after a full study of objectives and specific possibilities.
Another interesting case of focusing public attention on the virtues of a
product was shown in the case of gelatine. Its advantages in increasing the
digestibility and nutritional value of milk were proven in the Mellon Institute of
Industrial Research. The suggestion was made and carried out that to further this
knowledge, gelatine be used by certain hospitals and school systems, to be tested
out there. The favorable results of such tests were then projected to other leaders
in the field with the result that they followed that group leadership and utilized
gelatine for the scientific purposes which had been proven to be sound at the
research institution. The idea carried momentum.
The tendency of big business is to get bigger. Through mergers and
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monopolies it is constantly increasing the number of persons with whom it is in
direct contact. All this has intensified and multiplied the public relationships of
business.
The responsibilities are of many kinds. There is a responsibility to the
stockholders—numbering perhaps five persons or five hundred thousand—who
have entrusted their money to the concern and have the right to know how the
money is being used. A concern which is fully aware of its responsibility toward
its stockholders, will furnish them with frequent letters urging them to use the
product in which their money is invested, and use their influence to promote its
sale. It has a responsibility toward the dealer which it may express by inviting
him, at its expense, to visit the home factory. It has a responsibility toward the
industry as a whole which should restrain it from making exaggerated and unfair
selling claims. It has a responsibility toward the retailer, and will see to it that its
salesmen express the quality of the product which they have to sell. There is a
responsibility toward the consumer, who is impressed by a clean and well
managed factory, open to his inspection. And the general public, apart from its
function as potential consumer, is influenced in its attitude toward the concern by
what it knows of that concern's financial dealings, its labor policy, even by the
livableness of the houses in which its employees dwell. There is no detail too
trivial to influence the public in a favorable or unfavorable sense. The personality
of the president may be a matter of importance, for he perhaps dramatizes the
whole concern to the public mind. It may be very important to what charities he
contributes, in what civic societies he holds office. If he is a leader in his
industry, the public may demand that he be a leader in his community. The
business man has become a responsible member of the social group. It is not a
question of ballyhoo, of creating a picturesque fiction for public consumption. It
is merely a question of finding the appropriate modes of expressing the
personality that is to be dramatized. Some business men can be their own best
public relations counsel. But in the majority of cases knowledge of the public
mind and of the ways in which it will react to an appeal, is a specialized function
which must be undertaken by the professional expert.
Big business, I believe, is realizing this more and more. It is increasingly
availing itself of the services of the specialist in public relations (whatever may
be the title accorded him). And it is my conviction that as big business becomes
bigger the need for expert manipulation of its innumerable contacts with the
public will become greater.
One reason why the public relations of a business are frequently placed in the
hands of an outside expert, instead of being confided to an officer of the
company, is the fact that the correct approach to a problem may be indirect. For
example, when the luggage industry attempted to solve some of its problems by a
public relations policy, it was realized that the attitude of railroads, of steamship
companies, and of foreign government-owned railroads was an important factor
in the handling of luggage.
If a railroad and a baggage man, for their own interest, can be educated to
handle baggage with more facility and promptness, with less damage to the
baggage, and less inconvenience to the passenger; if the steamship company lets
down, in its own interests, its restrictions on luggage; if the foreign government
eases up on its baggage costs and transportation in order to further tourist travel;
then the luggage manufacturers will profit.
The problem then, to increase the sale of their luggage, was to have these and
other forces come over to their point of view. Hence the public relations
campaign was directed not to the public, who were the ultimate consumers, but
to these other elements.
Also, if the luggage manufacturer can educate the general public on what to
wear on trips and when to wear it, he may be increasing the sale of men's and
women's clothing, but he will, at the same time, be increasing the sale of his
luggage.
Propaganda, since it goes to basic causes, can very often be most effective
through the manner of its introduction. A campaign against unhealthy cosmetics
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might be waged by fighting for a return to the wash-cloth and soap—a fight that
very logically might be taken up by health officials all over the country, who
would urge the return to the salutary and helpful wash-cloth and soap, instead of
cosmetics.
The development of public opinion for a cause or line of socially constructive
action may very often be the result of a desire on the part of the propagandist to
meet successfully his own problem which the socially constructive cause would
further. And by doing so he is actually fulfilling a social purpose in the broadest
sense.
The soundness of a public relations policy was likewise shown in the case of
a shoe manufacturer who made service shoes for patrolmen, firemen, letter
carriers, and men in similar occupations. He realized that if he could make
acceptable the idea that men in such work ought to be well-shod, he would sell
more shoes and at the same time further the efficiency of the men.
He organized, as part of his business, a foot protection bureau. This bureau
disseminated scientifically accurate information on the proper care of the feet,
principles which the manufacturer had incorporated in the construction of the
shoes. The result was that civic bodies, police chiefs, fire chiefs, and others
interested in the welfare and comfort of their men, furthered the ideas his product
stood for and the product itself, with the consequent effect that more of his shoes
were sold more easily.
The application of this principle of a common denominator of interest
between the object that is sold and the public good will can be carried to infinite
degrees.
"It matters not how much capital you may have, how fair the rates may be,
how favorable the conditions of service, if you haven't behind you a sympathetic
public opinion, you are bound to fail." This is the opinion of Samuel Insull, one
the foremost traction magnates of the country. And the late Judge Gary, of the
United States Steel Corporation, expressed the same idea when he said: "Once
you have the good will of the general public, you can go ahead in the work of
constructive expansion. Too often many try to discount this vague and intangible
element. That way lies destruction."
Public opinion is no longer inclined to be unfavorable to the large business
merger. It resents the censorship of business by the Federal Trade Commission. It
has broken down the anti-trust laws where it thinks they hinder economic
development. It backs great trusts and mergers which it excoriated a decade ago.
The government now permits large aggregations of producing and distributing
units, as evidenced by mergers among railroads and other public utilities,
because representative government reflects public opinion. Public opinion itself
fosters the growth of mammoth industrial enterprises. In the opinion of millions
of small investors, mergers and trusts are friendly giants and not ogres, because
of the economies, mainly due to quantity production, which they have effected,
and can pass on to the consumer.
This result has been, to a great extent, obtained by a deliberate use of
propaganda in its broadest sense. It was obtained not only by modifying the
opinion of the public, as the governments modified and marshaled the opinion of
their publics during the war, but often by modifying the business concern itself.
A cement company may work with road commissions gratuitously to maintain
testing laboratories in order to insure the best-quality roads to the public. A gas
company maintains a free school of cookery.
But it would be rash and unreasonable to take it for granted that because
public opinion has come over to the side of big business, it will always remain
there. Only recently, Prof. W. Z. Ripley of Harvard University, one of the
foremost national authorities on business organization and practice, exposed
certain aspects of big business which tended to undermine public confidence in
large corporations. He pointed out that the stockholders' supposed voting power
is often illusory; that annual financial statements are sometimes so brief and
summary that to the man in the street they are downright misleading; that the
extension of the system of non-voting shares often places the effective control of
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corporations and their finances in the hands of a small clique of stockholders;
and that some corporations refuse to give out sufficient information to permit the
public to know the true condition of the concern.
Furthermore, no matter how favorably disposed the public may be toward big
business in general, the utilities are always fair game for public discontent and
need to maintain good will with the greatest care and watchfulness. These and
other corporations of a semi-public character will always have to face a demand
for government or municipal ownership if such attacks as those of Professor
Ripley are continued and are, in the public's opinion, justified, unless conditions
are changed and care is taken to maintain the contact with the public at all points
of their corporate existence.
The public relations counsel should anticipate such trends of public opinion
and advise on how to avert them, either by convincing the public that its fears or
prejudices are unjustified, or in certain cases by modifying the action of the
client to the extent necessary to remove the cause of complaint. In such a case
public opinion might be surveyed and the points of irreducible opposition
discovered. The aspects of the situation which are susceptible of logical
explanation; to what extent the criticism or prejudice is a habitual emotional
reaction and what factors are dominated by accepted cliches, might be disclosed.
In each instance he would advise some action or modification of policy
calculated to make the readjustment.
While government ownership is in most instances only varyingly a remote
possibility, public ownership of big business through the increasing popular
investment in stocks and bonds, is becoming more and more a fact. The
importance of public relations from this standpoint is to be judged by the fact
that practically all prosperous corporations expect at some time to enlarge
operations, and will need to float new stock or bond issues. The success of such
issues depends upon the general record of the concern in the business world, and
also upon the good will which it has been able to create in the general public.
When the Victor Talking Machine Company was recently offered to the public,
millions of dollars' worth of stock were sold overnight. On the other hand, there
are certain companies which, although they are financially sound and
commercially prosperous, would be unable to float a large stock issue, because
public opinion is not conscious of them, or has some unanalyzed prejudice
against them.
To such an extent is the successful floating of stocks and bonds dependent
upon the public favor that the success of a new merger may stand or fall upon the
public acceptance which is created for it. A merger may bring into existence
huge new resources, and these resources, perhaps amounting to millions of
dollars in a single operation, can often fairly be said to have been created by the
expert manipulation of public opinion. It must be repeated that I am not speaking
of artificial value given to a stock by dishonest propaganda or stock
manipulation, but of the real economic values which are created when genuine
public acceptance is gained for an industrial enterprise and becomes a real
partner in it.
The growth of big business is so rapid that in some lines ownership is more
international than national. It is necessary to reach ever larger groups of people if
modern industry and commerce are to be financed. Americans have purchased
billions of dollars of foreign industrial securities since the war, and Europeans
own, it is estimated, between one and two billion dollars' worth of ours. In each
case public acceptance must be obtained for the issue and the enterprise behind
it.
Public loans, state or municipal, to foreign countries depend upon the good
will which those countries have been able to create for themselves here. An
attempted issue by an east European country is now faring badly largely because
of unfavorable public reaction to the behavior of members of its ruling family.
But other countries have no difficulty in placing any issue because the public is
already convinced of the prosperity of these nations and the stability of their
governments.
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The new technique of public relations counsel is serving a very useful
purpose in business by acting as a complement to legitimate advertisers and
advertising in helping to break down unfair competitive exaggerated and
overemphatic advertising by reaching the public with the truth through other
channels than advertising. Where two competitors in a field are fighting each
other with this type of advertising, they are undermining that particular industry
to a point where the public may lose confidence in the whole industry. The only
way to combat such unethical methods, is for ethical members of the industry to
use the weapon of propaganda in order to bring out the basic truths of the
situation.
Take the case of tooth paste, for instance. Here is a highly competitive field
in which the preponderance of public acceptance of one product over another can
very legitimately rest in inherent values. However, what has happened in this
field?
One or two of the large manufacturers have asserted advantages for their
tooth pastes which no single tooth paste discovered up to the present time can
possibly have. The competing manufacturer is put in the position either of
overemphasizing an already exaggerated emphasis or of letting the overemphasis
of his competitor take away his markets. He turns to the weapon of propaganda
which can effectively, through various channels of approach to the public—the
dental clinics, the schools, the women's clubs, the medical colleges, the dental
press and even the daily press—bring to the public the truth of what a tooth paste
can do. This will, of course, have its effect in making the honestly advertised
tooth paste get to its real public.
Propaganda is potent in meeting unethical or unfair advertising. Effective
advertising has become more costly than ever before. Years ago, when the
country was smaller and there was no tremendous advertising machinery, it was
comparatively easy to get country-wide recognition for a product. A corps of
traveling salesmen might persuade the retailers, with a few cigars and a repertory
of funny stories, to display and recommend their article on a nationwide scale.
To-day, a small industry is swamped unless it can find appropriate and relatively
inexpensive means of making known the special virtues of its product, while
larger industries have sought to overcome the difficulty by cooperative
advertising, in which associations of industries compete with other associations.
Mass advertising has produced new kinds of competition. Competition
between rival products in the same line is, of course, as old as economic life
itself. In recent years much has been said of the new competition, we have
discussed it in a previous chapter, between one group of products and another.
Stone competes against wood for building; linoleum against carpets; oranges
against apples; tin against asbestos for roofing.
This type of competition has been humorously illustrated by Mr. O. H.
Cheney, Vice-President of the American Exchange and Irving Trust Company of
New York, in a speech before the Chicago Business Secretaries Forum.
"Do you represent the millinery trades?" said Mr. Cheney. "The man at your
side may serve the fur industry, and by promoting the style of big fur collars on
women's coats he is ruining the hat business by forcing women to wear small and
inexpensive hats. You may be interested in the ankles of the fair sex—I mean,
you may represent the silk hosiery industry. You have two brave rivals who are
ready to fight to the death—to spend millions in the fight —for the glory of those
ankles—the leather industry, which has suffered from the low-shoe vogue, and
the fabrics manufacturers, who yearn for the good old days when skirts were
skirts.
"If you represent the plumbing and heating business, you are the mortal
enemy of the textile industry, because warmer homes mean lighter clothes. If you
represent the printers, how can you shake hands with the radio equipment man? .
..
"These are really only obvious forms of what I have called the new
competition. The old competition was that between the members of each trade
organization. One phase of the new competition is that between the trade
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associations themselves—between you gentlemen who represent those
industries. Inter-commodity competition is the new competition between
products used alternatively for the same purpose. Inter-industrial competition is
the new competition between apparently unrelated industries which affect each
other or between such industries as compete for the consumer's dollar—and that
means practically all industries. . . .
"Inter-commodity competition is, of course, the most spectacular of all. It is
the one which seems most of all to have caught the business imagination of the
country. More and more business men are beginning to appreciate what intercommodity competition means to them. More and more they are calling upon
their trade associations to help them— because inter-commodity competition
cannot be fought single-handed.
"Take the great war on the dining-room table, for instance. Three times a day
practically every diningroom table in the country is the scene of a fierce battle in
the new competition. Shall we have prunes for breakfast? No, cry the embattled
orange-growers and the massed legions of pineapple canners. Shall we eat
sauerkraut? Why not eat green olives? is the answer of the Spaniards. Eat
macaroni as a change from potatoes, says one advertiser—and will the potato
growers take this challenge lying down?
"The doctors and dietitians tell us that a normal hard-working man needs
only about two or three thousand calories of food a day. A banker, I suppose,
needs a little less. But what am I to do? The fruit growers, the wheat raisers, the
meat packers, the milk producers, the fishermen—all want me to eat more of
their products—and are spending millions of dollars a year to convince me. Am I
to eat to the point of exhaustion, or am I to obey the doctor and let the farmer and
the food packer and the retailer go broke! Am I to balance my diet in proportion
to the advertising appropriations of the various producers? Or am I to balance my
diet scientifically and let those who overproduce go bankrupt? The new
competition is probably keenest in the food industries because there we have a
very real limitation on what we can consume—in spite of higher incomes and
higher living standards, we cannot eat more than we can eat."
I believe that competition in the future will not be only an advertising
competition between individual products or between big associations, but that it
will in addition be a competition of propaganda. The business man and
advertising man is realizing that he must not discard entirely the methods of
Barnum in reaching the public. An example in the annals of George Harrison
Phelps, of the successful utilization of this type of appeal was the nation-wide
hook-up which announced the launching of the Dodge Victory Six car.
Millions of people, it is estimated, listened in to this program broadcast over
47 stations. The expense was more than $60,000. The arrangements involved an
additional telephonic hook-up of 20,000 miles of wire, and included transmission
from Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, New Orleans, and New York. Al Jolson did
his bit from New Orleans, Will Rogers from Beverly Hills, Fred and Dorothy
Stone from Chicago, and Paul Whiteman from New York, at an aggregate artists'
fee of $25,000. And there was included a four-minute address by the president of
Dodge Brothers announcing the new car, which gave him access in four minutes
to an estimated audience of thirty million Americans, the largest number,
unquestionably, ever to concentrate their attention on a given commercial
product at a given moment. It was a sugar-coated sales message.
Modern sales technicians will object: "What you say of this method of appeal
is true. But it increases the cost of getting the manufacturer's message across. The
modern tendency has been to reduce this cost (for example, the elimination of
premiums) and concentrate on getting full efficiency from the advertising
expenditure. If you hire a Galli-Curci to sing for bacon you increase the cost of
the bacon by the amount of her very large fee. Her voice adds nothing to the
product but it adds to its cost."
Undoubtedly. But all modes of sales appeal require the spending of money to
make the appeal attractive. The advertiser in print adds to the cost of his message
by the use of pictures or by the cost of getting distinguished endorsements.
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There is another kind of difficulty, created in the process of big business
getting bigger, which calls for new modes of establishing contact with the public.
Quantity production offers a standardized product the cost of which tends to
diminish with the quantity sold. If low price is the only basis of competition with
rival products, similarly produced, there ensues a cut-throat competition which
can end only by taking all the profit and incentive out of the industry.
The logical way out of this dilemma is for the manufacturer to develop some
sales appeal other than mere cheapness, to give the product, in the public mind,
some other attraction, some idea that will modify the product slightly, some
element of originality that will distinguish it from products in the same line.
Thus, a manufacturer of typewriters paints his machines in cheerful hues. These
special types of appeal can be popularized by the manipulation of the principles
familiar to the propagandist— the principles of gregariousness, obedience to
authority, emulation, and the like. A minor element can be made to assume
economic importance by being established in the public mind as a matter of
style. Mass production can be split up. Big business will still leave room for
small business. Next to a huge department store there may be located a tiny
specialty shop which makes a very good living.
The problem of bringing large hats back into fashion was undertaken by a
propagandist. The millinery industry two years ago was menaced by the
prevalence of the simple felt hat which was crowding out the manufacture of all
other kinds of hats and hat ornaments. It was found that hats could roughly be
classified in six types. It was found too that four groups might help to change hat
fashions: the society leader, the style expert, the fashion editor and writer, the
artist who might give artistic approval to the styles, and beautiful mannequins.
The problem, then, was to bring these groups together before an audience of hat
buyers.
A committee of prominent artists was organized to choose the most beautiful
girls in New York to wear, in a series of tableaux, the most beautiful hats in the
style classifications, at a fashion fete at a leading hotel.
A committee was formed of distinguished American women who, on the
basis of their interest in the development of an American industry, were willing
to add the authority of their names to the idea. A style committee was formed of
editors of fashion magazines and other prominent fashion authorities who were
willing to support the idea. The girls in their lovely hats and costumes paraded on
the running-board before an audience of the entire trade.
The news of the event affected the buying habits not only of the onlookers,
but also of the women throughout the country. The story of the event was flashed
to the consumer by her newspaper as well as by the advertisements of her
favorite store. Broadsides went to the millinery buyer from the manufacturer.
One manufacturer stated that whereas before the show he had not sold any large
trimmed hats, after it he had sold thousands.
Often the public relations counsel is called in to handle an emergency
situation. A false rumor, for instance, may occasion an enormous loss in prestige
and money if not handled promptly and effectively. An incident such as the one
described in the New York American of Friday, May 21, 1926, shows what the
lack of proper technical handling of public relations might result in.
$1,000,000 LOST BY FALSE RUMOR ON
HUDSON STOCK
Hudson Motor Company stock fluctuated widely around noon
yesterday and losses estimated at $500,000 to $1,000,000 were
suffered as a result of the widespread flotation of false news
regarding dividend action.
The directors met in Detroit at 12:30, New York time, to act on a
dividend. Almost immediately a false report that only the regular
dividend had been declared was circulated.
At 12:46 the Dow, Jones & Co. ticker service received the report
from the Stock Exchange firm and its publication resulted in further
drop in the stock.
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Shortly after 1 o'clock the ticker services received official news
that the dividend had been increased and a 20 per cent stock
distribution authorized. They rushed the correct news out on their
tickers and Hudson stock immediately jumped more than 6 points.
A clipping from the Journal of Commerce of April 4, 1925, is reproduced
here as an interesting example of a method to counteract a false rumor:
BEECH-NUT HEAD HOME TOWN GUEST
Bartlett Arkell Signally Honored by
Communities of Mohawk Valley
{Special to The Journal of Commerce)
CANAJOHARIE, N. Y., April 3.—To-day was 'Beech-Nut Day'
in this town; in fact, for the whole Mohawk Valley. Business men
and practically the whole community of this region joined in a
personal testimonial to Bartlett Arkell of New York City, president
of the Beech-Nut Packing Company of this city, in honor of his firm
refusal to consider selling his company to other financial interests to
move elsewhere.
When Mr. Arkell publicly denied recent rumors that he was to
sell his company to the Postum Cereal Company for $17,000,000,
which would have resulted in taking the industry from its birthplace,
he did so in terms conspicuously loyal to his boyhood home, which
he has built up into a prosperous industrial community through thirty
years' management of his Beech-Nut Company.
He absolutely controls the business and flatly, stated that he
would never sell it during his lifetime 'to any one at any price,' since
it would be disloyal to his friends and fellow workers. And the
whole Mohawk Valley spontaneously decided that such spirit
deserved public recognition. Hence, to-day's festivities.
More than 3,000 people participated, headed by a committee
comprising W. J. Roser, chairman; B. F. Spraker, H. V. Bush, B. F.
Diefendorf and J. H. Cook. They were backed by the Canajoharie
and the Mohawk Valley Chambers of Business Men's Associations.
Of course, every one realized after this that there was no truth in the rumor
that the Beech-Nut Company was in the market. A denial would not have carried
as much conviction.
Amusement, too, is a business—one of the largest in America. It was the
amusement business—first the circus and the medicine show, then the theater—
which taught the rudiments of advertising to industry and commerce. The latter
adopted the ballyhoo of the show business. But under the stress of practical
experience it adapted and refined these crude advertising methods to the precise
ends it sought to obtain. The theater has, in its turn, learned from business, and
has refined its publicity methods to the point where the old stentorian methods
are in the discard.
The modern publicity director of a theater syndicate or a motion picture trust
is a business man, responsible for the security of tens or hundreds of millions of
dollars of invested capital. He cannot afford to be a stunt artist or a free-lance
adventurer in publicity. He must know his public accurately and modify its
thoughts and actions by means of the methods which the amusement world has
learned from its old pupil, big business. As public knowledge increases and
public taste improves, business must be ready to meet them halfway.
Modern business must have its finger continuously on the public pulse. It
must understand the changes in the public mind and be prepared to interpret itself
fairly and eloquently to changing opinion.
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PROPAGANDA AND POLITICAL LEADERSHIP
THE great political problem in our modern democracy is how to induce our
leaders to lead. The dogma that the voice of the people is the voice of God tends
to make elected persons the will-less servants of their constituents. This is
undoubtedly part cause of the political sterility of which certain American critics
constantly complain.
No serious sociologist any longer believes that the voice of the people
expresses any divine or specially wise and lofty idea. The voice of the people
expresses the mind of the people, and that mind is made up for it by the group
leaders in whom it believes and by those persons who understand the
manipulation of public opinion. It is composed of inherited prejudices and
symbols and cliches and verbal formulas supplied to them by the leaders.
Fortunately, the sincere and gifted politician is able, by the instrument of
propaganda, to mold and form the will of the people.
Disraeli cynically expressed the dilemma, when he said: "I must follow the
people. Am I not their leader?" He might have added: "I must lead the people.
Am I not their servant?"
Unfortunately, the methods of our contemporary politicians, in dealing with
the public, are as archaic and ineffective as the advertising methods of business
in 1900 would be to-day. While politics was the first important department of
American life to use propaganda on a large scale, it has been the slowest in
modifying its propaganda methods to meet the changed conditions of the public
mind. American business first learned from politics the methods of appealing to
the broad public. But it continually improved those methods in the course of its
competitive struggle, while politics clung to the old formulas.
The political apathy of the average voter, of which we hear so much, is
undoubtedly due to the fact that the politician does not know how to meet the
conditions of the public mind. He cannot dramatize himself and his platform in
terms which have real meaning to the public. Acting on the fallacy that the leader
must slavishly follow, he deprives his campaign of all dramatic interest. An
automaton cannot arouse the public interest. A leader, a fighter, a dictator, can.
But, given our present political conditions under which every office seeker must
cater to the vote of the masses, the only means by which the born leader can lead
is the expert use of propaganda.
Whether in the problem of getting elected to office or in the problem of
interpreting and popularizing new issues, or in the problem of making the
day-to-day administration of public affairs a vital part of the community life, the
use of propaganda, carefully adjusted to the mentality of the masses, is an
essential adjunct of political life.
The successful business man to-day apes the politician. He has adopted the
glitter and the ballyhoo of the campaign. He has set up all the side shows. He has
annual dinners that are a compendium of speeches, flags, bombast, stateliness,
pseudo-democracy slightly tinged with paternalism. On occasion he doles out
honors to employees, much as the republic of classic times rewarded its worthy
citizens.
But these are merely the side shows, the drums, of big business, by which it
builds up an image of public service, and of honorary service. This is but one of
the methods by which business stimulates loyal enthusiasms on the part of
directors, the workers, the stockholders and the consumer public. It is one of the
methods by which big business performs its function of making and selling
products to the public. The real work and campaign of business consists of
intensive study of the public, the manufacture of products based on this study,
and exhaustive use of every means of reaching the public.
Political campaigns to-day are all side shows, all honors, all bombast, glitter,
and speeches. These are for the most part unrelated to the main business of
studying the public scientifically, of supplying the public with party, candidate,
platform, and performance, and selling the public these ideas and products.
Politics was the first big business in America. Therefore there is a good deal
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of irony in the fact that business has learned everything that politics has had to
teach, but that politics has failed to learn very much from business methods of
mass distribution of ideas and products.
Emily Newell Blair has recounted in the Independent a typical instance of the
waste of effort and money in a political campaign, a week's speaking tour in
which she herself took part. She estimates that on a five-day trip covering nearly
a thousand miles she and the United States Senator with whom she was making
political speeches addressed no more than 1,105 persons whose votes might
conceivably have been changed as a result of their efforts. The cost of this appeal
to these voters she estimates (calculating the value of the time spent on a very
moderate basis) as $15.27 for each vote which might have been changed as a
result of the campaign.
This, she says, was a "drive for votes, just as an Ivory Soap advertising
campaign is a drive for sales." But, she asks, "what would a company executive
say to a sales manager who sent a high-priced speaker to describe his product to
less than 1,200 people at a cost of $15.27 for each possible buyer?" She finds it
"amazing that the very men who make their millions out of cleverly devised
drives for soap and bonds and cars will turn around and give large contributions
to be expended for vote-getting in an utterly inefficient and antiquated fashion."
It is, indeed, incomprehensible that politicians do not make use of the
elaborate business methods that industry has built up. Because a politician knows
political strategy, can develop campaign issues, can devise strong planks for
platforms and envisage broad policies, it does not follow that he can be given the
responsibility of selling ideas to a public as large as that of the United States.
The politician understands the public. He knows what the public wants and
what the public will accept. But the politician is not necessarily a general sales
manager, a public relations counsel, or a man who knows how to secure mass
distribution of ideas.
Obviously, an occasional political leader may be capable of combining every
feature of leadership, just as in business there are certain brilliant industrial
leaders who are financiers, factory directors, engineers, sales managers and
public relations counsel all rolled into one.
Big business is conducted on the principle that it must prepare its policies
carefully, and that in selling an idea to the large buying public of America, it
must proceed according to broad plans. The political strategist must do likewise.
The entire campaign should be worked out according to broad basic plans.
Platforms, planks, pledges, budgets, activities, personalities, must be as carefully
studied, apportioned and used as they are when big business desires to get what it
wants from the public.
The first step in a political campaign is to determine on the objectives, and to
express them exceedingly well in the current form—that is, as a platform. In
devising the platform the leader should be sure that it is an honest platform.
Campaign pledges and promises should not be lightly considered by the public,
and they ought to carry something of the guarantee principle and money-back
policy that an honorable business institution carries with the sale of its goods.
The public has lost faith in campaign promotion work. It does not say that
politicians are dishonorable, but it does say that campaign pledges are written on
the sand. Here then is one fact of public opinion of which the party that wishes to
be successful might well take cognizance.
To aid in the preparation of the platform there should be made as nearly
scientific an analysis as possible of the public and of the needs of the public. A
survey of public desires and demands would come to the aid of the political
strategist whose business it is to make a proposed plan of the activities of the
parties and its elected officials during the coming terms of office.
A big business that wants to sell a product to the public surveys and analyzes
its market before it takes a single step either to make or to sell the product. If one
section of the community is absolutely sold to the idea of this product, no money
is wasted in reselling it to it. If, on the other hand, another section of the public is
irrevocably committed to another product, no money is wasted on a lost cause.
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Very often the analysis is the cause of basic changes and improvements in the
product itself, as well as an index of how it is to be presented. So carefully is this
analysis of markets and sales made that when a company makes out its sales
budget for the year, it subdivides the circulations of the various magazines and
newspapers it uses in advertising and calculates with a fair degree of accuracy
how many times a section of that population is subjected to the appeal of the
company. It knows approximately to what extent a national campaign duplicates
and repeats the emphasis of a local campaign of selling.
As in the business field, the expenses of the political campaign should be
budgeted. A large business to-day knows exactly how much money it is going to
spend on propaganda during the next year or years. It knows that a certain
percentage of its gross receipts will be given over to advertising—newspaper,
magazine, outdoor and poster; a certain percentage to circularization and sales
promotion—such as house organs and dealer aids; and a certain percentage must
go to the supervising salesmen who travel around the country to infuse extra
stimulus in the local sales campaign.
A political campaign should be similarly budgeted. The first question which
should be decided is the amount of money that should be raised for the
campaign. This decision can be reached by a careful analysis of campaign costs.
There is enough precedent in business procedure to enable experts to work this
out accurately. Then the second question of importance is the manner in which
money should be raised.
It is obvious that politics would gain much in prestige if the money-raising
campaign were conducted candidly and publicly, like the campaigns for the war
funds. Charity drives might be made excellent models for political funds drives.
The elimination of the little black bag element in politics would raise the entire
prestige of politics in America, and the public interest would be infinitely greater
if the actual participation occurred earlier and more constructively in the
campaign.
Again, as in the business field, there should be a clear decision as to how the
money is to be spent. This should be done according to the most careful and
exact budgeting, wherein every step in the campaign is given its proportionate
importance, and the funds allotted accordingly. Advertising in newspapers and
periodicals, posters and street banners, the exploitation of personalities in motion
pictures, in speeches and lectures and meetings, spectacular events and all forms
of propaganda should be considered proportionately according to the budget, and
should always be coordinated with the whole plan. Certain expenditures may be
warranted if they represent a small proportion of the budget and may be totally
unwarranted if they make up a large proportion of the budget.
In the same way the emotions by which the public is appealed to may be
made part of the broad plan of the campaign. Unrelated emotions become
maudlin and sentimental too easily, are often costly, and too often waste effort
because the idea is not part of the conscious and coherent whole.
Big business has realized that it must use as many of the basic emotions as
possible. The politician, however, has used the emotions aroused by words
almost exclusively.
To appeal to the emotions of the public in a political campaign is sound—in
fact it is an indispensable part of the campaign. But the emotional content
must—
(a) coincide in every way with the broad basic plans of the campaign
and all its minor details;
(b) be adapted to the many groups of the public at which it is to be aimed;
and
(c) conform to the media of the distribution of ideas.
The emotions of
oratory have been worn down through long years of overuse. Parades, mass
meetings, and the like are successful when the public has a frenzied emotional
interest in the event. The candidate who takes babies on his lap, and has his
photograph taken, is doing a wise thing emotionally, if this act epitomizes a
definite plank in his platform. Kissing babies, if it is worth anything, must be
used as a symbol for a baby policy and it must be synchronized with a plank in
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the platform. But the haphazard staging of emotional events without regard to
their value as part of the whole campaign, is a waste of effort, just as it would be
a waste of effort for the manufacturer of hockey skates to advertise a picture of a
church surrounded by spring foliage. It is true that the church appeals to our
religious impulses and that everybody loves the spring, but these impulses do not
help to sell the idea that hockey skates are amusing, helpful, or increase the
general enjoyment of life for the buyer.
Present-day politics places emphasis on personality. An entire party, a
platform, an international policy is sold to the public, or is not sold, on the basis
of the intangible element of personality. A charming candidate is the alchemist's
secret that can transmute a prosaic platform into the gold of votes. Helpful as is a
candidate who for some reason has caught the imagination of the country, the
party and its aims are certainly more important than the personality of the
candidate. Not personality, but the ability of the candidate to carry out the party's
program adequately, and the program itself should be emphasized in a sound
campaign plan. Even Henry Ford, the most picturesque personality in business in
America to-day, has become known through his product, and not his product
through him.
It is essential for the campaign manager to educate the emotions in terms of
groups. The public is not made up merely of Democrats and Republicans. People
to-day are largely uninterested in politics and their interest in the issues of the
campaign must be secured by coordinating it with their personal interests. The
public is made up of interlocking groups —economic, social, religious,
educational, cultural, racial, collegiate, local, sports, and hundreds of others.
When President Coolidge invited actors for breakfast, he did so because he
realized not only that actors were a group, but that audiences, the large group of
people who like amusements, who like people who amuse them, and who like
people who can be amused, ought to be aligned with him.
The Shepard-Towner Maternity Bill was passed because the people who
fought to secure its passage realized that mothers made up a group, that
educators made up a group, that physicians made up a group, that all these
groups in turn influence other groups, and that taken all together these groups
were sufficiently strong and numerous to impress Congress with the fact that the
people at large wanted this bill to be made part of the national law.
The political campaign having defined its broad objects and its basic plans,
having defined the group appeal which it must use, must carefully allocate to
each of the media at hand the work which it can do with maximum efficiency.
The media through which a political campaign may be brought home to the
public are numerous and fairly well defined. Events and activities must be
created in order to put ideas into circulation, in these channels, which are as
varied as the means of human communication. Every object which presents
pictures or words that the public can see, everything that presents intelligible
sounds, can be utilized in one way or another.
At present, the political campaigner uses for the greatest part the radio, the
press, the banquet hall, the mass meeting, the lecture platform, and the stump
generally as a means for furthering his ideas. But this is only a small part of what
may be done. Actually there are infinitely more varied events that can be created
to dramatize the campaign, and to make people talk of it. Exhibitions, contests,
institutes of politics, the cooperation of educational institutions, the dramatic
cooperation of groups which hitherto have not been drawn into active politics,
and many others may be made the vehicle for the presentation of ideas to the
public.
But whatever is done must be synchronized accurately with all other forms of
appeal to the public. News reaches the public through the printed word— books,
magazines, letters, posters, circulars and banners, newspapers; through pictures
—photographs and motion pictures; through the ear—lectures, speeches, band
music, radio, campaign songs. All these must be employed by the political party
if it is to succeed. One method of appeal is merely one method of appeal and in
this age wherein a thousand movements and ideas are competing for public
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attention, one dare not put all one's eggs into one basket.
It is understood that the methods of propaganda can be effective only with
the voter who makes up his own mind on the basis of his group prejudices and
desires. Where specific allegiances and loyalties exist, as in the case of boss
leadership, these loyalties will operate to nullify the free will of the voter. In this
close relation between the boss and his constituents lies, of course, the strength
of his position in politics.
It is not necessary for the politician to be the slave of the public's group
prejudices, if he can learn how to mold the mind of the voters in conformity with
his own ideas of public welfare and public service. The important thing for the
statesman of our age is not so much to know how to please the public, but to
know how to sway the public. In theory, this education might be done by means
of learned pamphlets explaining the intricacies of public questions. In actual fact,
it can be done only by meeting the conditions of the public mind, by creating
circumstances which set up trains of thought, by dramatizing personalities, by
establishing contact with the group leaders who control the opinions of their
publics.
But campaigning is only an incident in political life. The process of
government is continuous. And the expert use of propaganda is more useful and
fundamental, although less striking, as an aid to democratic administration, than
as an aid to vote getting.
Good government can be sold to a community just as any other commodity
can be sold. I often wonder whether the politicians of the future, who are
responsible for maintaining the prestige and effectiveness of their party, will not
endeavor to train politicians who are at the same time propagandists. I talked
recently with George Olvany. He said that a certain number of Princeton men
were joining Tammany Hall. If I were in his place I should have taken some of
my brightest young men and set them to work for Broadway theatrical
productions or apprenticed them as assistants to professional propagandists
before recruiting them to the service of the party.
One reason, perhaps, why the politician to-day is slow to take up methods
which are a commonplace in business life is that he has such ready entry to the
media of communication on which his power depends.
The newspaper man looks to him for news. And by his power of giving or
withholding information the politician can often effectively censor political
news. But being dependent, every day of the year and for year after year, upon
certain politicians for news, the newspaper reporters are obliged to work in
harmony with their news sources.
The political leader must be a creator of circumstances, not only a creature of
mechanical processes of stereotyping and rubber stamping.
Let us suppose that he is campaigning on a lowtariff platform. He may use
the modern mechanism of the radio to spread his views, but he will almost
certainly use the psychological method of approach which was old in Andrew
Jackson's day, and which business has largely discarded. He will say over the
radio: "Vote for me and low tariff, because the high tariff increases the cost of the
things you buy." He may, it is true, have the great advantage of being able to
speak by radio directly to fifty million listeners. But he is making an
old-fashioned approach. He is arguing with them. He is assaulting, singlehanded, the resistance of inertia.
If he were a propagandist, on the other hand, although he would still use the
radio, he would use it as one instrument of a well-planned strategy. Since he is
campaigning on the issue of a low tariff, he not merely would tell people that the
high tariff increases the cost of the things they buy, but would create
circumstances which would make his contention dramatic and self-evident. He
would perhaps stage a low-tariff exhibition simultaneously in twenty cities, with
exhibits illustrating the additional cost due to the tariff in force. He would see
that these exhibitions were ceremoniously inaugurated by prominent men and
women who were interested in a low tariff apart from any interest in his personal
political fortunes. He would have groups, whose interests were especially
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affected by the high cost of living, institute an agitation for lower schedules. He
would dramatize the issue, perhaps by having prominent men boycott woolen
clothes, and go to important functions in cotton suits, until the wool schedule was
reduced. He might get the opinion of social workers as to whether the high cost
of wool endangers the health of the poor in winter.
In whatever ways he dramatized the issue, the attention of the public would
be attracted to the question before he addressed them personally. Then, when he
spoke to his millions of listeners on the radio, he would not be seeking to force
an argument down the throats of a public thinking of other things and annoyed by
another demand on its attention; on the contrary, he would be answering the
spontaneous questions and expressing the emotional demands of a public already
keyed to a certain pitch of interest in the subject.
The importance of taking the entire world public into consideration before
planning an important event is shown by the wise action of Thomas Masaryk,
then Provisional President, now President of the Republic of Czecho-Slovakia.
Czecho-Slovakia officially became a free state on Monday, October 28, 1918,
instead of Sunday, October 27, 1918, because Professor Masaryk realized that the
people of the world would receive more information and would be more
receptive to, the announcement of the republic's freedom on a Monday morning
than on a Sunday, because the press would have more space to devote to it on
Monday morning.
Discussing the matter with me before he made the announcement, Professor
Masaryk said, "I would be making history for the cables if I changed the date of
Czecho-Slovakia's birth as a free nation." Cables make history and so the date
was changed.
This incident illustrates the importance of technique in the new propaganda.
It will be objected, of course, that propaganda will tend to defeat itself as its
mechanism becomes obvious to the public. My opinion is that it will not. The
only propaganda which will ever tend to weaken itself as the world becomes
more sophisticated and intelligent, is propaganda that is untrue or unsocial.
Again, the objection is raised that propaganda is utilized to manufacture our
leading political personalities. It is asked whether, in fact, the leader makes
propaganda, or whether propaganda makes the leader. There is a widespread
impression that a good press agent can puff up a nobody into a great man.
The answer is the same as that made to the old query as to whether the
newspaper makes public opinion or whether public opinion makes the
newspaper. There has to be fertile ground for the leader and the idea to fall on.
But the leader also has to have some vital seed to sow. To use another figure, a
mutual need has to exist before either can become positively effective.
Propaganda is of no use to the politician unless he has something to say which
the public, consciously or unconsciously, wants to hear.
But even supposing that a certain propaganda is untrue or dishonest, we
cannot on that account reject the methods of propaganda as such. For propaganda
in some form will always be used where leaders need to appeal to their
constituencies.
The criticism is often made that propaganda tends to make the President of
the United States so important that he becomes not the President but the
embodiment of the idea of hero worship, not to say deity worship. I quite agree
that this is so, but how are you going to stop a condition which very accurately
reflects the desires of a certain part of the public? The American people rightly
senses the enormous importance of the executive's office. If the public tends to
make of the President a heroic symbol of that power, that is not the fault of
propaganda but lies in the very nature of the office and its relation to the people.
This condition, despite its somewhat irrational puffing up of the man to fit the
office, is perhaps still more sound than a condition in which the man utilizes no
propaganda, or a propaganda not adapted to its proper end. Note the example of
the Prince of Wales. This young man reaped bales of clippings and little
additional glory from his American visit, merely because he was poorly advised.
To the American public he became a well dressed, charming, sportloving,
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dancing, perhaps frivolous youth. Nothing was done to add dignity and prestige
to this impression until towards the end of his stay he made a trip in the subway
of New York. This sole venture into democracy and the serious business of living
as evidenced in the daily habits of workers, aroused new interest in the Prince.
Had he been properly advised he would have augmented this somewhat by such
serious studies of American life as were made by another prince, Gustave of
Sweden. As a result of the lack of well directed propaganda, the Prince of Wales
became in the eyes of the American people, not the thing which he
constitutionally is, a symbol of the unity of the British Empire, but part and
parcel of sporting Long Island and dancing beauties of the ballroom. Great
Britain lost an invaluable opportunity to increase the good will and
understanding between the two countries when it failed to understand the
importance of correct public relations counsel for His Royal Highness.
The public actions of America's chief executive are, if one chooses to put it
that way, stage-managed. But they are chosen to represent and dramatize the man
in his function as representative of the people. A political practice which has its
roots in the tendency of the popular leader to follow oftener than he leads is the
technique of the trial balloon which he uses in order to maintain, as he believes,
his contact with the public. The politician, of course, has his ear to the ground. It
might be called the clinical ear. It touches the ground and hears the disturbances
of the political universe.
But he often does not know what the disturbances mean, whether they are
superficial, or fundamental. So he sends up his balloon. He may send out an
anonymous interview through the press. He then waits for reverberations to come
from the public—a public which expresses itself in mass meetings, or
resolutions, or telegrams, or even such obvious manifestations as editorials in the
partisan or nonpartisan press. On the basis of these repercussions he then
publicly adopts his original tentative policy, or rejects it, or modifies it to
conform to the sum of public opinion which has reached him. This method is
modeled on the peace feelers which were used during the war to sound out the
disposition of the enemy to make peace or to test any one of a dozen other
popular tendencies. It is the method commonly used by a politician before
committing himself to legislation of any kind, and by a government before
committing itself on foreign or domestic policies.
It is a method which has little justification. If a politician is a real leader he
will be able, by the skillful use of propaganda, to lead the people, instead of
following the people by means of the clumsy instrument of trial and error.
The propagandist's approach is the exact opposite of that of the politician just
described. The whole basis of successful propaganda is to have an objective and
then to endeavor to arrive at it through an exact knowledge of the public and
modifying circumstances to manipulate and sway that public.
"The function of a statesman," says George Bernard Shaw, "is to express the
will of the people in the way of a scientist."
The political leader of to-day should be a leader as finely versed in the
technique of propaganda as in political economy and civics. If he remains merely
the reflection of the average intelligence of his community, he might as well go
out of politics. If one is dealing with a democracy in which the herd and the
group follow those whom they recognize as leaders, why should not the young
men training for leadership be trained in its technique as well as in its idealism?
"When the interval between the intellectual classes and the practical classes is
too great," says the historian Buckle, "the former will possess no influence, the
latter will reap no benefits."
Propaganda bridges this interval in our modern complex civilization.
Only through the wise use of propaganda will our government, considered as
the continuous administrative organ of the people, be able to maintain that
intimate relationship with the public which is necessary in a democracy.
As David Lawrence pointed out in a recent speech, there is need for an
intelligent interpretative bureau for our government in Washington. There is, it is
true, a Division of Current Information in the Department of State, which at first
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was headed by a trained newspaper man. But later this position began to be filled
by men from the diplomatic service, men who had very little knowledge of the
public. While some of these diplomats have done very well, Mr. Lawrence
asserted that in the long run the country would be benefited if the functions of
this office were in the hands of a different type of person.
There should, I believe, be an Assistant Secretary of State who is familiar
with the problem of dispensing information to the press—some one upon whom
the Secretary of State can call for consultation and who has sufficient authority to
persuade the Secretary of State to make public that which, for insufficient reason,
is suppressed.
The function of the propagandist is much broader in scope than that of a mere
dispenser of information to the press. The United States Government should
create a Secretary of Public Relations as member of the President's Cabinet. The
function of this official should be correctly to interpret America's aims and ideals
throughout the world, and to keep the citizens of this country in touch with
governmental activities and the reasons which prompt them. He would, in short,
interpret the people to the government and the government to the people.
Such an official would be neither a propagandist nor a press agent, in the
ordinary understanding of those terms. He would be, rather, a trained technician
who would be helpful in analyzing public thought and public trends, in order to
keep the government informed about the public, and the people informed about
the government. America's relations with South America and with Europe would
be greatly improved under such circumstances. Ours must be a leadership
democracy administered by the intelligent minority who know how to regiment
and guide the masses.
Is this government by propaganda? Call it, if you prefer, government by
education. But education, in the academic sense of the word, is not sufficient. It
must be enlightened expert propaganda through the creation of circumstances,
through the high-spotting of significant events, and the dramatization of
important issues. The statesman of the future will thus be enabled to focus the
public mind on crucial points of policy, and regiment a vast, heterogeneous mass
of voters to clear understanding and intelligent action.

CHAPTER VII
WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES AND PROPAGANDA
WOMEN in contemporary America have achieved a legal equality with men.
This does not mean that their activities are identical with those of men. Women
in the mass still have special interests and activities in addition to their economic
pursuits and vocational interests.
Women's most obvious influence is exerted when they are organized and
armed with the weapon of propaganda. So organized and armed they have made
their influence felt on city councils, state legislatures, and national congresses,
upon executives, upon political campaigns and upon public opinion generally,
both local and national.
In politics, the American women to-day occupy a much more important
position, from the standpoint of their influence, in their organized groups than
from the standpoint of the leadership they have acquired in actual political
positions or in actual office holding. The professional woman politician has had,
up to the present, not much influence, nor do women generally regard her as
being the most important element in question. Ma Ferguson, after all, was simply
a woman in the home, a catspaw for a deposed husband; Nellie Ross, the former
Governor of Wyoming, is from all accounts hardly a leader of statesmanship or
public opinion.
If the suffrage campaign did nothing more, it showed the possibilities of
propaganda to achieve certain ends. This propaganda to-day is being utilized by
women to achieve their programs in Washington and in the states. In Washington
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they are organized as the Legislative Committee of Fourteen Women's
Organizations, including the League of Women Voters, the Young Women's
Christian Association, the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, the Federation
of Women's Clubs, etc. These organizations map out a legislative program and
then use the modern technique of propaganda to make this legislative program
actually pass into the law of the land. Their accomplishments in the field are
various. They can justifiably take the credit for much welfare legislation. The
eight-hour day for women is theirs. Undoubtedly prohibition and its enforcement
are theirs, if they can be considered an accomplishment. So is the ShepardTowner Bill which stipulates support by the central government of maternity
welfare in the state governments. This bill would not have passed had it not been
for the political prescience and sagacity of women like Mrs. Vanderlip and Mrs.
Mitchell.
The Federal measures endorsed at the first convention of the National League
of Women Voters typify social welfare activities of women's organizations. These
covered such broad interests as child welfare, education, the home and high
prices, women in gainful occupations, public health and morals, independent
citizenship for married women, and others.
To propagandize these principles, the National League of Women Voters has
published all types of literature, such as bulletins, calendars, election
information, has held a correspondence course on government and conducted
demonstration classes and citizenship schools.
Possibly the effectiveness of women's organizations in American politics
to-day is due to two things: first, the training of a professional class of executive
secretaries or legislative secretaries during the suffrage campaigns, where every
device known to the propagandist had to be used to regiment a recalcitrant
majority; secondly, the routing over into peacetime activities of the many
prominent women who were in the suffrage campaigns and who also devoted
themselves to the important drives and mass influence movements during the
war. Such women as Mrs. Frank Vanderlip, Alice Ames Winter, Mrs. Henry
Moskowitz, Mrs. Florence Kelley, Mrs. John Blair, Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont, Doris
Stevens, Alice Paul come to mind.
If I have seemed to concentrate on the accomplishments of women in
politics, it is because they afford a particularly striking example of intelligent use
of the new propaganda to secure attention and acceptance of minority ideas. It is
perhaps curiously appropriate that the latest recruits to the political arena should
recognize and make use of the newest weapons of persuasion to offset any lack
of experience with what is somewhat euphemistically termed practical politics.
As an example of this new technique: Some years ago, the Consumers'
Committee of Women, fighting the "American valuation" tariff, rented an empty
store on Fifty-seventh Street in New York and set up an exhibit of merchandise
tagging each item with the current price and the price it would cost if the tariff
went through. Hundreds of visitors to this shop rallied to the cause of the
committee.
But there are also non-political fields in which women can make and have
made their influence felt for social ends, and in which they have utilized the
principle of group leadership in attaining the desired objectives.
In the General Federation of Women's Clubs, there are 13,000 clubs. Broadly
classified, they include civic and city clubs, mothers' and homemakers' clubs,
cultural clubs devoted to art, music or literature, business and professional
women's clubs, and general women's clubs, which may embrace either civic or
community phases, or combine some of the other activities listed.
The woman's club is generally effective on behalf of health education; in
furthering appreciation of the fine arts; in sponsoring legislation that affects the
welfare of women and children; in playground development and park
improvement; in raising standards of social or political morality; in homemaking.
and home economics, education and the like. In these fields, the woman's club
concerns itself with efforts that are not ordinarily covered by existing agencies,
and often both initiates and helps to further movements for the good of the
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community.
A club interested principally in homemaking and the practical arts can
sponsor a cooking school for young brides and others. An example of the keen
interest of women in this field of education is the cooking school recently
conducted by the New York Herald Tribune, which held its classes in Carnegie
Hall, seating almost 3,000 persons. For the several days of the cooking school,
the hall was filled to capacity, rivaling the drawing power of a McCormack or a
Paderewski, and refuting most dramatically the idea that women in large cities
are not interested in housewifery.
A movement for the serving of milk in public schools, or the establishment of
a baby health station at the department of health will be an effort close to the
heart of a club devoted to the interest of mothers and child welfare.
A music club can broaden its sphere and be of service to the community by
cooperating with the local radio station in arranging better musical programs.
Fighting bad music can be as militant a campaign and marshal as varied
resources as any political battle.
An art club can be active in securing loan exhibitions for its city. It can also
arrange travelling exhibits of the art work of its members or show the art work of
schools or universities.
A literary club may step out of its charmed circle of lectures and literary lions
and take a definite part in the educational life of the community. It can sponsor,
for instance, a competition in the public schools for the best essay on the history
of the city, or on the life of its most famous son.
Over and above the particular object for which the woman's club may have
been constituted, it commonly stands ready to initiate or help any movement
which has for its object a distinct public good in the community. More important,
it constitutes an organized channel through which women can make themselves
felt as a definite part of public opinion.
Just as women supplement men in private life, so they will supplement men
in public life by concentrating their organized efforts on those objects which men
are likely to ignore. There is a tremendous field for women as active protagonists
of new ideas and new methods of political and social housekeeping. When
organized and conscious of their power to influence their surroundings, women
can use their newly acquired freedom in a great many ways to mold the world
into a better place to live in.

CHAPTER VIII
PROPAGANDA FOR EDUCATION
EDUCATION is not securing its proper share of public interest. The public
school system, materially and financially, is being adequately supported. There is
marked eagerness for a college education, and a vague aspiration for culture,
expressed in innumerable courses and lectures. The public is not cognizant of the
real value of education, and does not realize that education as a social force is not
receiving the kind of attention it has the right to expect in a democracy.
It is felt, for example, that education is entitled to more space in the
newspapers; that well informed discussion of education hardly exists; that unless
such an issue as the Gary School system is created, or outside of an occasional
discussion, such as that aroused over Harvard's decision to establish a school of
business, education does not attract the active interest of the public.
There are a number of reasons for this condition. First of all, there is the fact
that the educator has been trained to stimulate to thought the individual students
in his classroom, but has not been trained as an educator at large of the public.
In a democracy an educator should, in addition to his academic duties, bear a
definite and wholesome relation to the general public. This public does not come
within the immediate scope of his academic duties. But in a sense he depends
upon it for his living, for the moral support, and the general cultural tone upon
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which his work must be based. In the field of education, we find what we have
found in politics and other fields—that the evolution of the practitioner of the
profession has not kept pace with the social evolution around him, and is out of
gear with the instruments for the dissemination of ideas which modern society
has developed. If this be true, then the training of the educators in this respect
should begin in the normal schools, with the addition to their curricula of
whatever is necessary to broaden their viewpoint. The public cannot understand
unless the teacher understands the relationship between the general public and
the academic idea.
The normal school should provide for the training of the educator to make
him realize that his is a twofold job: education as a teacher and education as a
propagandist.
A second reason for the present remoteness of education from the thoughts
and interests of the public is to be found in the mental attitude of the pedagogue
—whether primary school teacher or college professor—toward the world
outside the school. This is a difficult psychological problem. The teacher finds
himself in a world in which the emphasis is put on those objective goals and
those objective attainments which are prized by our American society. He
himself is but moderately or poorly paid. Judging himself by the standards in
common acceptance, he cannot but feel a sense of inferiority because he finds
himself continually being compared, in the minds of his own pupils, with the
successful business man and the successful leader in the outside world. Thus the
educator becomes repressed and suppressed in our civilization. As things stand,
this condition cannot be changed from the outside unless the general public alters
its standards of achievement, which it is not likely to do soon.
Yet it can be changed by the teaching profession itself, if it becomes
conscious not only of its individualistic relation to the pupil, but also of its social
relation to the general public. The teaching profession, as such, has the right to
carry on a very definite propaganda with a view to enlightening the public and
asserting its intimate relation to the society which it serves. In addition to
conducting a propaganda on behalf of its individual members, education must
also raise the general appreciation of the teaching profession. Unless the
profession can raise itself by its own bootstraps, it will fast lose the power of
recruiting outstanding talent for itself.
Propaganda cannot change all that is at present unsatisfactory in the
educational situation. There are factors, such as low pay and the lack of adequate
provision for superannuated teachers, which definitely affect the status of the
profession. It is possible, by means of an intelligent appeal predicated upon the
actual present composition of the public mind, to modify the general attitude
toward the teaching profession. Such a changed attitude will begin by expressing
itself in an insistence on the idea of more adequate salaries for the profession.
There are various ways in which academic organizations in America handle
their financial problems. One type of college or university depends, for its
monetary support, upon grants from the state legislatures. Another depends upon
private endowment. There are other types of educational institutions, such as the
sectarian, but the two chief types include by far the greater number of our
institutions of higher learning.
The state university is supported by grants from the people of the state, voted
by the state legislature. In theory, the degree of support which the university
receives is dependent upon the degree of acceptance accorded it by the voters.
The state university prospers according to the extent to which it can sell itself to
the people of the state.
The state university is therefore in an unfortunate position unless its president
happens to be a man of outstanding merit as a propagandist and a dramatizer of
educational issues. Yet if this is the case—if the university shapes its whole
policy toward gaining the support of the state legislature—its educational
function may suffer. It may be tempted to base its whole appeal to the public on
its public service, real or supposed, and permit the education of its individual
students to take care of itself. It may attempt to educate the people of the state at
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the expense of its own pupils. This may generate a number of evils, to the extent
of making the university a political instrument, a mere tool of the political group
in power. If the president dominates both the public and the professional
politician, this may lead to a situation in which the personality of the president
outweighs the true function of the institution.
The endowed college or university has a problem quite as perplexing. The
endowed college is dependent upon the support, usually, of key men in industry
whose social and economic objectives are concrete and limited, and therefore
often at variance with the pursuit of abstract knowledge. The successful business
man criticizes the great universities for being too academic, but seldom for being
too practical. One might imagine that the key men who support our universities
would like them to specialize in schools of applied science, of practical
salesmanship or of industrial efficiency. And it may well be, in many instances,
that the demands which the potential endowers of our universities make upon
these institutions are flatly in contradiction to the interests of scholarship and
general culture.
We have, therefore, the anomalous situation of the college seeking to carry on
a propaganda in favor of scholarship among people who are quite out of
sympathy with the aims to which they are asked to subscribe their money. Men
who, by the commonly accepted standards, are failures or very moderate
successes in our American world (the pedagogues) seek to convince the
outstanding successes (the business men) that they should give their money to
ideals which they do not pursue. Men who, through a sense of inferiority, despise
money, seek to win the good will of men who love money.
It seems possible that the future status of the endowed college will depend
upon a balancing of these forces, both the academic and the endowed elements
obtaining in effect due consideration.
The college must win public support. If the potential donor is apathetic,
enthusiastic public approval must be obtained to convince him. If he seeks
unduly to influence the educational policy of the institution, public opinion must
support the college in the continuance of its proper functions. If either factor
dominates unduly, we are likely to find a demagoguery or a snobbishness aiming
to please one group or the other.
There is still another potential solution of the problem. It is possible that
through an educational propaganda aiming to develop greater social
consciousness on the part of the people of the country, there may be awakened in
the minds of men of affairs, as a class, social consciousness which will produce
more minds of the type of Julius Rosenwald, V. Everitt Macy, John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., the late Willard Straight.
Many colleges have already developed intelligent propaganda in order to
bring them into active and continuous relation with the general public. A definite
technique has been developed in their relation to the community in the form of
college news bureaus. These bureaus have formed an intercollegiate association
whose members meet once a year to discuss their problems. These problems
include the education of the alumnus and his effect upon the general public and
upon specific groups, the education of the future student to the choice of the
particular college, the maintenance of an esprit de corps so that the athletic
prowess of the college will not be placed first, the development of some
familiarity with the research work done in the college in order to attract the
attention of those who may be able to lend aid, the development of an
understanding of the aims and the work of the institution in order to attract
special endowments for specified purposes.
Some seventy-five of these bureaus are now affiliated with the American
Association of College News Bureaus, including those of Yale, Wellesley,
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Western Reserve, Tufts and California. A
bi-monthly news letter is published, bringing to members the news of their
profession. The Association endeavors to uphold the ethical standards of the
profession and aims to work in harmony with the press.
The National Education Association and other societies are carrying on a
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definite propaganda to promote the larger purposes of educational endeavor. One
of the aims of such propaganda is of course improvement in the prestige and
material position of the teachers themselves. An occasional McAndrew case calls
the attention of the public to the fact that in some schools the teacher is far from
enjoying full academic freedom, while in certain communities the choice of
teachers is based upon political or sectarian considerations rather than upon real
ability. If such issues were made, by means of propaganda, to become a matter of
public concern on a truly national scale, there would doubtless be a general
tendency to improvement.
The concrete problems of colleges are more varied and puzzling than one
might suppose. The pharmaceutical college of a university is concerned because
the drug store is no longer merely a drug store, but primarily a soda fountain, a
lunch counter, a bookshop, a retailer of all sorts of general merchandise from
society stationery to spare radio parts. The college realizes the economic utility
of the lunch counter feature to the practicing druggist, yet it feels that the ancient
and honorable art of compounding specifics is being degraded.
Cornell University discovers that endowments are rare. Why? Because the
people think that the University is a state institution and therefore publicly
supported.
Many of our leading universities rightly feel that the results of their scholarly
researches should not only be presented to libraries and learned publications, but
should also, where practicable and useful, be given to the public in the dramatic
form which the public can understand. Harvard is but one example.
"Not long ago," says Charles A. Merrill in Personality, "a certain Harvard
professor vaulted into the newspaper headlines. There were several days when
one could hardly pick up a paper in any of the larger cities without finding his
name bracketed with his achievement.
"The professor, who was back from a trip to Yucatan in the interests of
science, had solved the mystery of the Venus calendar of the ancient Mayas. He
had discovered the key to the puzzle of how the Mayas kept tab on the flight of
time. Checking the Mayan record of celestial events against the known
astronomical facts, he had found a perfect correlation between the time count of
these Central American Indians and the true positions of the planet Venus in the
sixth century B.C. A civilization which flour129 Propaganda ished in the
Western Hemisphere twenty-five centuries ago was demonstrated to have
attained heights hitherto unappreciated by the modern world.
"How the professor's discovery happened to be chronicled in the popular
press is, also, in retrospect, a matter of interest. ... If left to his own devices, he
might never have appeared in print, except perhaps in some technical
publication, and his remarks there would have been no more intelligible to the
average man or woman than if they had been inscribed in Mayan hieroglyphics.
"Popularization of this message from antiquity was due to the initiative of a
young man named James W. D. Seymour. . . .
"It may surprise and shock some people," Mr. Merrill adds, "to be told that
the oldest and most dignified seats of learning in America now hire press agents,
just as railroad companies, fraternal organizations, moving picture producers and
political parties retain them. It is nevertheless a fact. . . .
". . . there is hardly a college or university in the country which does not,
with the approval of the governing body and the faculty, maintain a publicity
office, with a director and a staff of assistants, for the purpose of establishing
friendly relations with the newspapers, and through the newspapers, with the
public. . . .
"This enterprise breaks sharply with tradition. In the older seats of learning it
is a recent innovation. It violates the fundamental article in the creed of the old
academic societies. Cloistered seclusion used to be considered the first essential
of scholarship. The college was anxious to preserve its aloofness from the world.
...
"The colleges used to resent outside interest in their affairs. They might,
somewhat reluctantly and contemptuously, admit reporters to their
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Commencement Day exercises, but no further would they go. . . .
"To-day, if a newspaper reporter wants to interview a Harvard professor, he
has merely to telephone the Secretary for Information to the University.
Officially, Harvard still shies away from the title 'Director of Publicity.'
Informally, however, the secretary with the long title is the publicity man. He is
an important official to-day at Harvard."
It may be a new idea that the president of a university will concern himself
with the kind of mental picture his institution produces on the public mind. Yet it
is part of the president's work to see that his university takes its proper place in
the community and therefore also in the community mind, and produces the
results desired, both in a cultural and in a financial sense.
If his institution does not produce the mental picture which it should, one of
two things may be wrong: Either the media of communication with the public
may be wrong or unbalanced; or his institution may be at fault. The public is
getting an oblique impression of the university, in which case the impression
should be modified; or it may be that the public is getting a correct impression, in
which case, very possibly, the work of the university itself should be modified.
For both possibilities lie within the province of the public relations counsel.
Columbia University recently instituted a Casa Italiana, which was solemnly
inaugurated in the presence of representatives of the Italian government, to
emphasize its high standing in Latin studies and the Romance languages. Years
ago Harvard founded the Germanic Museum, which was ceremoniously opened
by Prince Henry of Prussia.
Many colleges maintain extension courses which bring their work to the
knowledge of a broad public. It is of course proper that such courses should be
made known to the general public. But, to take another example, if they have
been badly planned, from the point of view of public relations, if they are unduly
scholastic and detached, their effect may be the opposite of favorable. In such a
case, it is not the work of the public relations counsel to urge that the courses be
made better known, but to urge that they first be modified to conform to the
impression which the college wishes to create, where that is compatible with the
university's scholastic ideals.
Again, it may be the general opinion that the work of a certain institution is
80 per cent postgraduate research, an opinion which may tend to alienate public
interest. This opinion may be true or it may be false. If it is false, it should be
corrected by high-spotting undergraduate activities.
If, on the other hand, it is true that 80 per cent of the work is postgraduate
research, the most should be made of that fact. It should be the concern of the
president to make known the discoveries which are of possible public interest. A
university expedition into Biblical lands may be uninteresting as a purely
scholastic undertaking, but if it contributes light on some Biblical assertion it will
immediately arouse the interest of large masses of the population. The zoological
department may be hunting for some strange bacillus which has no known
relation to any human disease, but the fact that it is chasing bacilli is in itself
capable of dramatic presentation to the public.
Many universities now gladly lend members of their faculties to assist in
investigations of public interest. Thus Cornell lent Professor Wilcox to aid the
government in the preparation of the national census. Professor Irving Fisher of
Yale has been called in to advise on currency matters.
In the ethical sense, propaganda bears the same relation to education as to
business or politics. It may be abused. It may be used to overadvertise an
institution and to create in the public mind artificial values. There can be no
absolute guarantee against its misuse.

CHAPTER IX
PROPAGANDA IN SOCIAL SERVICE
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THE public relations counsel is necessary to social work. And since social
service, by its very nature, can continue only by means of the voluntary support
of the wealthy, it is obliged to use propaganda continually. The leaders in social
service were among the first consciously to utilize propaganda in its modern
sense.
The great enemy of any attempt to change men's habits is inertia. Civilization
is limited by inertia.
Our attitude toward social relations, toward economics, toward national and
international politics, continues past attitudes and strengthens them under the
force of tradition. Comstock drops his mantle of proselytizing morality on the
willing shoulders of a Sumner; Penrose drops his mantle on Butler; Carnegie his
on Schwab, and so ad infinitum. Opposing this traditional acceptance of existing
ideas is an active public opinion that has been directed consciously into
movements against inertia. Public opinion was made or changed formerly by
tribal chiefs, by kings, by religious leaders. To-day the privilege of attempting to
sway public opinion is every one's. It is one of the manifestations of democracy
that any one may try to convince others and to assume leadership on behalf of his
own thesis.
New ideas, new precedents, are continually striving for a place in the scheme
of things.
The social settlement, the organized campaigns against tuberculosis and
cancer, the various research activities aiming directly at the elimination of social
diseases and maladjustments—a multitude of altruistic activities which could be
catalogued only in a book of many pages—have need of knowledge of the public
mind and mass psychology if they are to achieve their aims. The literature on
social service publicity is so extensive, and the underlying principles so
fundamental, that only one example is necessary here to illustrate the technique
of social service propaganda.
A social service organization undertook to fight lynching, Jim Crowism and
the civil discriminations against the Negro below the Mason and Dixon line.
The National Association for the Advancement of the Colored People had the
fight in hand. As a matter of technique they decided to dramatize the year's
campaign in an annual convention which would concentrate attention on the
problem.
Should it be held in the North, South, West or East? Since the purpose was to
affect the entire country, the association was advised to hold it in the South. For,
said the propagandist, a point of view on a southern question, emanating from a
southern center, would have greater authority than the same point of view issuing
from any other locality, particularly when that point of view was at odds with the
traditional southern point of view. Atlanta was chosen.
The third step was to surround the conference with people who were
stereotypes for ideas that carried weight all over the country. The support of
leaders of diversified groups was sought. Telegrams and letters were dispatched
to leaders of religious, political, social and educational groups, asking for their
point of view on the purpose of the conference. But in addition to these group
leaders of national standing it was particularly important from the technical
standpoint to secure the opinions of group leaders of the South, even from
Atlanta itself, to emphasize the purposes of the conference to the entire public.
There was one group in Atlanta which could be approached. A group of
ministers had been bold enough to come out for a greater interracial amity. This
group was approached and agreed to cooperate in the conference.
The event ran off as scheduled. The program itself followed the general
scheme. Negroes and white men from the South, on the same platform, expressed
the same point of view.
A dramatic element was spot-lighted here and there. A national leader from
Massachusetts agreed in principle and in practice with a Baptist preacher from
the South.
If the radio had been in effect, the whole country might have heard and been
moved by the speeches and the principles expressed.
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But the public read the words and the ideas in the press of the country. For
the event had been created of such important component parts as to awaken
interest throughout the country and to gain support for its ideas even in the
South.
The editorials in the southern press, reflecting the public opinion of their
communities, showed that the subject had become one of interest to the editors
because of the participation by southern leaders.
The event naturally gave the Association itself substantial weapons with
which to appeal to an increasingly wider circle. Further publicity was attained by
mailing reports, letters, and other propaganda to selected groups of the public.
As for the practical results, the immediate one was a change in the minds of
many southern editors who realized that the question at issue was not only an
emotional one, but also a discussable one; and this point of view was
immediately reflected to their readers. Further results are hard to measure with a
slide-rule. The conference had its definite effect in building up the racial
consciousness and solidarity of the Negroes. The decline in lynching is very
probably a result of this and other efforts of the Association.
Many churches have made paid advertising and organized propaganda part of
their regular activities. They have developed church advertising committees,
which make use of the newspaper and the billboard, as well as of the pamphlet.
Many denominations maintain their own periodicals. The Methodist Board of
Publication and Information systematically gives announcements and releases to
the press and the magazines.
But in a broader sense the very activities of social service are propaganda
activities. A campaign for the preservation of the teeth seeks to alter people's
habits in the direction of more frequent brushing of teeth. A campaign for better
parks seeks to alter people's opinion in regard to the desirability of taxing
themselves for the purchase of park facilities. A campaign against tuberculosis is
an attempt to convince everybody that tuberculosis can be cured, that persons
with certain symptoms should immediately go to the doctor, and the like. A
campaign to lower the infant mortality rate is an effort to alter the habits of
mothers in regard to feeding, bathing and caring for their babies. Social service,
in fact, is identical with propaganda in many cases.
Even those aspects of social service which are governmental and
administrative, rather than charitable and spontaneous, depend on wise
propaganda for their effectiveness. Professor Harry Elmer Barnes, in his book,
"The Evolution of Modern Penology in Pennsylvania," states that improvements
in penological administration in that state are hampered by political influences.
The legislature must be persuaded to permit the utilization of the best methods of
scientific penology, and for this there is necessary the development of an
enlightened public opinion. "Until such a situation has been brought about," Mr.
Barnes states, "progress in penology is doomed to be sporadic, local, and
generally ineffective. The solution of prison problems, then, seems to be
fundamentally a problem of conscientious and scientific publicity."
Social progress is simply the progressive education and enlightenment of the
public mind in regard to its immediate and distant social problems.

CHAPTER X
ART AND SCIENCE
IN the education of the American public toward greater art appreciation,
propaganda plays an important part. When art galleries seek to launch the
canvases of an artist they should create public acceptance for his works. To
increase public appreciation a deliberate propagandizing effort must be made.
In art as in politics the minority rules, but it can rule only by going out to
meet the public on its own ground, by understanding the anatomy of public
opinion and utilizing it.
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In applied and commercial art, propaganda makes greater opportunities for
the artist than ever before. This arises from the fact that mass production reaches
an impasse when it competes on a price basis only. It must, therefore, in a large
number of fields create a field of competition based on esthetic values. Business
of many types capitalizes the esthetic sense to increase markets and profits.
Which is only another way of saying that the artist has the opportunity of
collaborating with industry in such a way as to improve the public taste, injecting
beautiful instead of ugly motifs into the articles of common use, and,
furthermore, securing recognition and money for himself.
Propaganda can play a part in pointing out what is and what is not beautiful,
and business can definitely help in this way to raise the level of American
culture. In this process propaganda will naturally make use of the authority of
group leaders whose taste and opinion are recognized.
The public must be interested by means of associational values and dramatic
incidents. New inspiration, which to the artist may be a very technical and
abstract kind of beauty, must be made vital to the public by association with
values which it recognizes and responds to.
For instance, in the manufacture of American silk, markets are developed by
going to Paris for inspiration. Paris can give American silk a stamp of authority
which will aid it to achieve definite position in the United States.
The following clipping from the New York Times of February 16, 1925, tells
the story from an actual incident of this sort:
"Copyright, 1925, by THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY
—Special Cable to THE NEW YORK TIMES.
"PARIS, Feb. 15.—For the first time in history, American art
materials are to be exhibited in the Decorative Arts Section of the
Louvre Museum.
"The exposition opening on May 26th with the Minister of Fine
Arts, Paul Leon, acting as patron, will include silks from Cheney
Brothers, South Manchester and New York, the designs of which
were based on the inspiration of Edgar Brandt, famous French iron
worker, the modern Bellini, who makes wonderful art works from
iron.
"M. Brandt designed and made the monumental iron doors of the
Verdun war memorial. He has been asked to assist and participate in
this exposition, which will show France the accomplishments of
American industrial art.
"Thirty designs inspired by Edgar Brandt's work are embodied in
2,500 yards of printed silks, tinsels and cut velvets in a hundred
colors. . . .
"These 'prints ferronnieres' are the first textiles to show the
influence of the modern master, M. Brandt. The silken fabrics
possess a striking composition, showing characteristic Brandt motifs
which were embodied in the tracery of large designs by the Cheney
artists who succeeded in translating the iron into silk, a task which
might appear almost impossible. The strength and brilliancy of the
original design is enhanced by the beauty and warmth of color."
The result of this ceremony was that prominent department stores in New
York, Chicago and other cities asked to have this exhibition. They tried to mold
the public taste in conformity with the idea which had the approval of Paris. The
silks of Cheney Brothers—a commercial product produced in quantity—gained a
place in public esteem by being associated with the work of a recognized artist
and with a great art museum.
The same can be said of almost any commercial product susceptible of
beautiful design. There are few products in daily use, whether furniture, clothes,
lamps, posters, commercial labels, book jackets, pocketbooks or bathtubs which
are not subject to the laws of good taste.
In America, whole departments of production are being changed through
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propaganda to fill an economic as well as an esthetic need. Manufacture is being
modified to conform to the economic need to satisfy the public demand for more
beauty. A piano manufacturer recently engaged artists to design modernist
pianos. This was not done because there existed a widespread demand for
modernist pianos. Indeed, the manufacturer probably expected to sell few. But in
order to draw attention to pianos one must have something more than a piano.
People at tea parties will not talk about pianos; but they may talk about the new
modernist piano.
When Secretary Hoover, three years ago, was asked to appoint a commission
to the Paris Exposition of Decorative Arts, he did so. As Associate
Commissioner I assisted in the organizing of the group of important business
leaders in the industrial art field who went to Paris as delegates to visit and report
on the Exposition. The propaganda carried on for the aims and purposes of the
Commission undoubtedly had a widespread effect on the attitude of Americans
towards art in industry; it was only a few years later that the modern art
movement penetrated all fields of industry.
Department stores took it up. R. H. Macy & Company held an Art-in-Trades
Exposition, in which the Metropolitan Museum of Art collaborated as adviser.
Lord & Taylor sponsored a Modern Arts Exposition, with foreign exhibitors.
These stores, coming closely in touch with the life of the people, performed a
propagandizing function in bringing to the people the best in art as it related to
these industries. The Museum at the same time was alive to the importance of
making contact with the public mind, by utilizing the department store to
increase art appreciation.
Of all art institutions the museum suffers most from the lack of effective
propaganda. Most present-day museums have the reputation of being morgues or
sanctuaries, whereas they should be leaders and teachers in the esthetic life of the
community. They have little vital relation to life.
The treasures of beauty in a museum need to be interpreted to the public, and
this requires a propagandist. The housewife in a Bronx apartment doubtless feels
little interest in an ancient Greek vase in the Metropolitan Museum. Yet an artist
working with a pottery firm may adapt the design of this vase to a set of china
and this china, priced low through quantity production, may find its way to that
Bronx apartment, developing unconsciously, through its fine line and color, an
appreciation of beauty.
Some American museums feel this responsibility. The Metropolitan Museum
of Art of New York rightly prides itself on its million and a quarter of visitors in
the year 1926; on its efforts to dramatize and make visual the civilizations which
its various departments reveal; on its special lectures, its story hours, its loan
collections of prints and photographs and lantern slides, its facilities offered to
commercial firms in the field of applied art, on the outside lecturers who are
invited to lecture in its auditorium and on the lectures given by its staff to outside
organizations} and on the free chamber concerts given in the museum under the
direction of David Mannes, which tend to dramatize the museum as a home of
beauty. Yet that is not the whole of the problem.
It is not merely a question of making people come to the museum. It is also a
question of making the museum, and the beauty which it houses, go to the
people.
The museum's accomplishments should not be evaluated merely in terms of
the number of visitors. Its function is not merely to receive visitors, but to project
iself and what it stands for in the community which it serves.
The museum can stand in its community for a definite esthetic standard
which can, by the help of intelligent propaganda, permeate the daily lives of all
its neighbors. Why should not a museum establish a museum council of art, to
establish standards in home decoration, in architecture, and in commercial
production? or a research board for applied arts? Why should not the museum,
instead of merely preserving the art treasures which it possesses, quicken their
meaning in terms which the general public understands?
A recent annual report of an art museum in one of the large cities of the
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United States, says:
"An underlying characteristic of an Art Museum like ours must
be its attitude of conservatism, for after all its first duty is to treasure
the great achievements of men in the arts and sciences."
Is that true? Is not another important duty to interpret the models of beauty
which it possesses?
If the duty of the museum is to be active it must study how best to make its
message intelligible to the community which it serves. It must boldly assume
esthetic leadership.
As in art, so in science, both pure and applied. Pure science was once
guarded and fostered by learned societies and scientific associations. Now pure
science finds support and encouragement also in industry. Many of the
laboratories in which abstract research is being pursued are now connected with
some large corporation, which is quite willing to devote hundreds of thousands
of dollars to scientific study, for the sake of one golden invention or discovery
which may emerge from it.
Big business of course gains heavily when the invention emerges. But at that
very moment it assumes the responsibility of placing the new invention at the
service of the public. It assumes also the responsibility of interpreting its
meaning to the public.
The industrial interests can furnish to the schools, the colleges and the
postgraduate university courses the exact truth concerning the scientific progress
of our age. They not only can do so; they are under obligation to do so.
Propaganda as an instrument of commercial competition has opened
opportunities to the inventor and given great stimulus to the research scientist. In
the last five or ten years, the successes of some of the larger corporations have
been so outstanding that the whole field of science has received a tremendous
impetus. The American Telephone and Telegraph Company, the Western Electric
Company, the General Electric Company, the Westinghouse Electric Company
and others have realized the importance of scientific research. They have also
understood that their ideas must be made intelligible to the public to be fully
successful. Television, broadcasting, loud speakers are utilized as propaganda
aids.
Propaganda assists in marketing new inventions. Propaganda, by repeatedly
interpreting new scientific ideas and inventions to the public, has made the public
more receptive. Propaganda is accustoming the public to change and progress.

CHAPTER XI
THE MECHANICS OF PROPAGANDA
THE media by which special pleaders transmit their messages to the public
through propaganda include all the means by which people to-day transmit their
ideas to one another. There is no means of human communication which may not
also be a means of deliberate propaganda, because propaganda is simply the
establishing of reciprocal understanding between an individual and a group.
The important point to the propagandist is that the relative value of the
various instruments of propaganda, and their relation to the masses, are
constantly changing. If he is to get full reach for his message he must take
advantage of these shifts of value the instant they occur. Fifty years ago, the
public meeting was a propaganda instrument par excellence. To-day it is difficult
to get more than a handful of people to attend a public meeting unless
extraordinary attractions are part of the program. The automobile takes them
away from home, the radio keeps them in the home, the successive daily editions
of the newspaper bring information to them in office or subway, and also they are
sick of the ballyhoo of the rally.
Instead there are numerous other media of communication, some new, others
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old but so transformed that they have become virtually new. The newspaper, of
course, remains always a primary medium for the transmission of opinions and
ideas—in other words, for propaganda.
It was not many years ago that newspaper editors resented what they called
"the use of the news columns for propaganda purposes." Some editors would
even kill a good story if they imagined its publication might benefit any one.
This point of view is now largely abandoned. To-day the leading editorial offices
take the view that the real criterion governing the publication or non-publication
of matter which comes to the desk is its news value. The newspaper cannot
assume, nor is it its function to assume, the responsibility of guaranteeing that
what it publishes will not work out to somebody's interest. There is hardly a
single item in any daily paper, the publication of which does not, or might not,
profit or injure somebody. That is the nature of news. What the newspaper does
strive for is that the news which it publishes shall be accurate, and (since it must
select from the mass of news material available) that it shall be of interest and
importance to large groups of its readers.
In its editorial columns the newspaper is a personality, commenting upon
things and events from its individual point of view. But in its news columns the
typical modern American newspaper attempts to reproduce, with due regard to
news interest, the outstanding events and opinions of the day.
It does not ask whether a given item is propaganda or not. What is important
is that it be news. And in the selection of news the editor is usually entirely
independent. In the New York Times—to take an outstanding example—news is
printed because of its news value and for no other reason. The Times editors
determine with complete independence what is and what is not news. They brook
no censorship. They are not influenced by any external pressure nor swayed by
any values of expediency or opportunism. The conscientious editor on every
newspaper realizes that his obligation to the public is news. The fact of its
accomplishment makes it news.
If the public relations counsel can breathe the breath of life into an idea and
make it take its place among other ideas and events, it will receive the public
attention it merits. There can be no question of his "contaminating news at its
source." He creates some of the day's events, which must compete in the editorial
office with other events. Often the events which he creates may be specially
acceptable to a newspaper's public and he may create them with that public in
mind.
If important things of life to-day consist of transatlantic radiophone talks
arranged by commercial telephone companies; if they consist of inventions that
will be commercially advantageous to the men who market them; if they consist
of Henry Fords with epoch-making cars—then all this is news. The so-called
flow of propaganda into the newspaper offices of the country may, simply at the
editor's discretion, find its way to the waste basket.
The source of the news offered to the editor should always be clearly stated
and the facts accurately presented.
The situation of the magazines at the present moment, from the
propagandist's point of view, is different from that of the daily newspapers. The
average magazine assumes no obligation, as the newspaper does, to reflect the
current news. It selects its material deliberately, in accordance with a continuous
policy. It is not, like the newspaper, an organ of public opinion, but tends rather
to become a propagandist organ, propagandizing for a particular idea, whether it
be good housekeeping, or smart apparel, or beauty in home decoration, or
debunking public opinion, or general enlightenment or liberalism or amusement.
One magazine may aim to sell health; another, English gardens; another,
fashionable men's wear; another, Nietzschean philosophy.
In all departments in which the various magazines specialize, the public
relations counsel may play an important part. For he may, because of his client's
interest, assist them to create the events which further their propaganda. A bank,
in order to emphasize the importance of its women's department, may arrange to
supply a leading women's magazine with a series of articles and advice on
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investments written by the woman expert in charge of this department. The
women's magazine in turn will utilize this new feature as a means of building
additional prestige and circulation.
The lecture, once a powerful means of influencing public opinion, has
changed its value. The lecture itself may be only a symbol, a ceremony; its
importance, for propaganda purposes, lies in the fact that it was delivered.
Professor So-and-So, expounding an epoch-making invention, may speak to five
hundred persons, or only fifty. His lecture, if it is important, will be broadcast;
reports of it will appear in the newspapers; discussion will be stimulated. The
real value of the lecture, from the propaganda point of view, is in its repercussion
to the general public.
The radio is at present one of the most important tools of the propagandist. Its
future development is uncertain.
It may compete with the newspaper as an advertising medium. Its ability to
reach millions of persons simultaneously naturally appeals to the advertiser. And
since the average advertiser has a limited appropriation for advertising, money
spent on the radio will tend to be withdrawn from the newspaper.
To what extent is the publisher alive to this new phenomenon? It is bound to
come close to American journalism and publishing. Newspapers have recognized
the advertising potentialities of the companies that manufacture radio apparatus,
and of radio stores, large and small; and newspapers have accorded to the radio
in their news and feature columns an importance relative to the increasing
attention given by the public to radio. At the same time, certain newspapers have
bought radio stations and linked them up with their news and entertainment
distribution facilities, supplying these two features over the air to the public.
It is possible that newspaper chains will sell schedules of advertising space
on the air and on paper. Newspaper chains will possibly contract with advertisers
for circulation on paper and over the air. There are, at present, publishers who
sell space in the air and in their columns, but they regard the two as separate
ventures.
Large groups, political, racial, sectarian, economic or professional, are
tending to control stations to propagandize their points of view. Or is it
conceivable that America may adopt the English licensing system under which
the listener, instead of the advertiser, pays?
Whether the present system is changed, the advertiser—and
propagandist—must necessarily adapt himself to it. Whether, in the future, air
space will be sold openly as such, or whether the message will reach the public
in the form of straight entertainment and news, or as special programs for
particular groups, the propagandist must be prepared to meet the conditions and
utilize them.
The American motion picture is the greatest unconscious carrier of
propaganda in the world to-day. It is a great distributor for ideas and opinions.
The motion picture can standardize the ideas and habits of a nation. Because
pictures are made to meet market demands, they reflect, emphasize and even
exaggerate broad popular tendencies, rather than stimulate new ideas and
opinions. The motion picture avails itself only of ideas and facts which are in
vogue. As the newspaper seeks to purvey news, it seeks to purvey entertainment.
Another instrument of propaganda is the personality. Has the device of the
exploited personality been pushed too far? President Coolidge photographed on
his vacation in full Indian regalia in company with full-blooded chiefs, was the
climax of a greatly over-reported vacation. Obviously a public personality can be
made absurd by misuse of the very mechanism which helped create it.
Yet the vivid dramatization of personality will always remain one of the
functions of the public relations counsel. The public instinctively demands a
personality to typify a conspicuous corporation or enterprise.
There is a story that a great financier discharged a partner because he had
divorced his wife.
"But what," asked the partner, "have my private affairs to do with the banking
business?"
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"If you are not capable of managing your own wife," was the reply, "the
people will certainly believe that you are not capable of managing their money."
The propagandist must treat personality as he would treat any other objective
fact within his province.
A personality may create circumstances, as Lindbergh created good will
between the United States and Mexico. Events may create a personality, as the
Cuban War created the political figure of Roosevelt. It is often difficult to say
which creates the other. Once a public figure has decided what ends he wishes to
achieve, he must regard himself objectively and present an outward picture of
himself which is consistent with his real character and his aims.
There are a multitude of other avenues of approach to the public mind, some
old, some new as television. No attempt will be made to discuss each one
separately. The school may disseminate information concerning scientific facts.
The fact that a commercial concern may eventually profit from a widespread
understanding of its activities because of this does not condemn the
dissemination of such information, provided that the subject merits study on the
part of the students. If a baking corporation contributes pictures and charts to a
school, to show how bread is made, these propaganda activities, if they are
accurate and candid, are in no way reprehensible, provided the school authorities
accept or reject such offers carefully on their educational merits.
It may be that a new product will be announced to the public by means of a
motion picture of a parade taking place a thousand miles away. Or the
manufacturer of a new jitney airplane may personally appear and speak in a
million homes through radio and television. The man who would most
effectively transmit his message to the public must be alert to make use of all the
means of propaganda.
Undoubtedly the public is becoming aware of the methods which are being
used to mold its opinions and habits. If the public is better informed about the
processes of its own life, it will be so much the more receptive to reasonable
appeals to its own interests. No matter how sophisticated, how cynical the public
may become about publicity methods, it must respond to the basic appeals,
because it will always need food, crave amusement, long for beauty, respond to
leadership.
If the public becomes more intelligent in its commercial demands,
commercial firms will meet the new standards. If it becomes weary of the old
methods used to persuade it to accept a given idea or commodity, its leaders will
present their appeals more intelligently.
Propaganda will never die out. Intelligent men must realize that propaganda
is the modern instrument by which they can fight for productive ends and help to
bring order out of chaos.
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Edward Louis Bernays
November 22, 1891
Vienna, Austria-Hungary

Died

March 9, 1995 (age 103)
Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Occupation Public relations, advertising

Edward Louis Bernays (November 22, 1891 – March 9, 1995) was an Austrian-American pioneer in the field of
public relations and propaganda, referred to in his obituary as "the father of public relations".[1] He combined the
ideas of Gustave Le Bon and Wilfred Trotter on crowd psychology with the psychoanalytical ideas of his uncle,
Sigmund Freud.
He felt this manipulation was necessary in society, which he regarded as irrational and dangerous as a result of the
'herd instinct' that Trotter had described.[2] Adam Curtis's award-winning 2002 documentary for the BBC, The
Century of the Self, pinpoints Bernays as the originator of modern public relations, and Bernays was named one of
the 100 most influential Americans of the 20th century by Life magazine.[3]

Life and influences
Born 1891 in Vienna to Jewish parents, Bernays was a double nephew of psychoanalysis pioneer Sigmund Freud.
His mother was Sigmund's sister Anna and his father was Ely Bernays, brother of Freud's wife Martha Bernays. In
1892 his family moved to New York City, where he attended DeWitt Clinton High School.[4] In 1912 he graduated
from Cornell University with a degree in agriculture, but chose journalism as his first career. He married Doris E.
Fleischman in 1922.[5]
Bernays, working for the administration of Woodrow Wilson during World War I with the Committee on Public
Information, was influential in promoting the idea that America's war efforts were primarily aimed at “bringing
democracy to all of Europe". Following the war, he was invited by Woodrow Wilson to attend the Paris Peace
Conference in 1919.
Stunned by the degree to which the democracy slogan had swayed the public both at home and abroad, he wondered
whether this propaganda model could be employed during peacetime. Due to negative implications surrounding the
word propaganda because of its use by the Germans in World War I, he promoted the term "Public Relations".[6]
According to the BBC interview with Bernays's daughter Anne, Bernays felt that the public's democratic judgment
was "not to be relied upon" and he feared that "they [the American public] could very easily vote for the wrong man
or want the wrong thing, so that they had to be guided from above". This "guidance" was interpreted by Anne to
mean that her father believed in a sort of "enlightened despotism" ideology.[7]
This thinking was heavily shared and influenced by Walter Lippmann, one of the most prominent American political
columnists at the time. Bernays and Lippmann sat together on the U.S. Committee on Public Information, and
Bernays quotes Lippmann extensively in his seminal work Propaganda.[citation needed]
Bernays also drew on the ideas of the French writer Gustave LeBon, the originator of crowd psychology, and of
Wilfred Trotter, who promoted similar ideas in the anglophone world in his book Instincts of the Herd in Peace and
War. Bernays refers to these two names in his writings. Trotter, who was a head and neck surgeon at University
College Hospital, London, read Freud's works, and it was he who introduced Wilfred Bion, whom he lived and
worked with, to Freud's ideas. When Freud fled Vienna for London after the Anschluss, Trotter became his personal
physician, and Wilfred Bion and Ernest Jones became key members of the Freudian psychoanalysis movement in

Edward Bernays
England, and would develop the field of Group Dynamics, largely associated with the Tavistock Institute where
many of Freud's followers worked. Thus ideas of group psychology and psychoanalysis came together in London
around World War II.[citation needed]
Bernays's public relations efforts helped to popularize Freud's theories in the United States. Bernays also pioneered
the PR industry's use of psychology and other social sciences to design its public persuasion campaigns:
If we understand the mechanism and motives of the group mind, is it not possible to control and
regiment the masses according to our will without their knowing about it? The recent practice of
propaganda has proved that it is possible, at least up to a certain point and within certain limits.[8]
He called this scientific technique of opinion-molding the 'engineering of consent'.[9]
Bernays began his career as press agent in 1913, counseling to theaters, concerts and the ballet. In 1917, US
President Woodrow Wilson engaged George Creel and realizing one of his ideas, he founded the Committee on
Public Information. Bernays, Carl Byoir and John Price Jones worked together to influence public opinion towards
supporting American participation in World War I.[citation needed]
In 1919, he opened an office as Public Relations Counselor in New York. He held the first Public Relations course at
New York University in 1923, publishing the first groundbreaking book on public relations entitled Crystallizing
Public Opinion that same year.[10]
As for Bernay's many accomplishments, he also worked with a vast number of famous clients, including President
Calvin Coolidge, Procter & Gamble, CBS, the United Fruit Company, the American Tobacco Company, General
Electric, Dodge Motors, and the fluoridationists of the Public Health Service. Beyond his contributions to these
famous and powerful clients, Bernays revolutionized public relations by combining traditional press agentry with the
techniques of psychology and sociology to create what one writer has called "the science of ballyhoo".[citation needed]

Techniques
Bernays refined and popularized the use of the press release, following its invention by PR man Ivy Lee, who had
issued a press release after the 1906 Atlantic City train wreck. One of the most famous campaigns of Bernays was
the women's cigarette smoking campaign in 1920s. Bernays helped the smoking industry overcome one of the
biggest social taboos of the time: women smoking in public. Women were only allowed to smoke in designated
areas, or not at all. If caught violating this rule, women would have been arrested.[11] Bernays staged the 1929 Easter
parade in New York City, showing models holding lit Lucky Strike cigarettes, or "Torches of Freedom". After the
historical public event, women started lighting up more than ever before. It was through Bernays that women's
smoking habits started to become socially acceptable. Bernays created this event as news, which, of course, it
wasn’t.[citation needed] Bernays convinced industries that the news, not advertising, was the best medium to carry their
message to an unsuspecting public.[citation needed]
One of Bernays's favorite techniques for manipulating public opinion was the indirect use of "third party authorities"
to plead his clients' causes. "If you can influence the leaders, either with or without their conscious cooperation, you
automatically influence the group which they sway", he said. In order to promote sales of bacon, for example, he
conducted a survey of physicians and reported their recommendation that people eat heavy breakfasts. He sent the
results of the survey to 5,000 physicians, along with publicity touting bacon and eggs as a heavy breakfast.[citation
needed]

Bernays also drew upon his uncle Sigmund's psychoanalytic ideas for the benefit of commerce in order to promote,
by indirection, commodities as diverse as cigarettes, soap and books.[citation needed]
In addition to the theories of his uncle, Bernays used those of Ivan Pavlov.[citation needed]
PR industry historian Scott Cutlip describes Bernays as "perhaps the most fabulous and fascinating individual in
public relations, a man who was bright, articulate to excess, and most of all, an innovative thinker and philosopher of
this vocation that was in its infancy when he opened his office in New York in June 1919."[citation needed]
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Bernays used the “Freudian Theory” to deal with the public's conception of communism, as he believed that we
should not be easing the public's fear of communism, but rather promote that fear and play with the public's emotions
of it. This theory in its own was so powerful that it became a weapon of its own during the cold war.

Philosophy and public relations
Bernays's papers, opened in April 2010,[12] contain a wealth of information on the founding of the field in the
twenties. The Biography of an Idea: Memoirs of Public Relations Counsel Edward L. Bernays (1965) contains an
overview of the decade. Many of the essays selected for the Coolidge-Consumerism collection from the Bernays
Papers were written as early drafts for The Biography of an Idea.[citation needed]
Bernays, who pursued his calling in New York City from 1919 to 1963, styled himself a "public relations counsel."
He had very pronounced views on the differences between what he did and what people in advertising did. A pivotal
figure in the orchestration of elaborate corporate advertising campaigns and multi-media consumer spectacles, he
nevertheless is among those listed in the acknowledgments section of the seminal government social science study
"Recent Social Trends in the United States" (1933).[citation needed]
On a par with Bernays as the most sought-after public relations counsel of the decade was Ivy Ledbetter Lee, among
whose chief clients were John D. Rockefeller, Sr., Bethlehem Steel, Armour & Company, and the Pennsylvania
Railroad. Lee is represented in the Coolidge-Consumerism collection by "Publicity: Some of the Things It Is and Is
Not" (1925).[citation needed]
The belief that propaganda and news were legitimate tools of his business, and his ability to offer philosophical
justifications for these beliefs that ultimately embraced the whole democratic way of life, in Bernays's mind set his
work in public relations apart from what ad men did. The Bernays essays "A Public Relations Counsel States His
Views" (1927) and "This Business of Propaganda" (1928) show that Bernays regarded advertising men as special
pleaders, merely paid to persuade people to accept an idea or commodity. The public relations counsel, on the other
hand, he saw as an Emersonian-like creator of events that dramatized new concepts and perceptions, and even
influenced the actions of leaders and groups in society.[citation needed]
Bernays's vision was of a utopian society in which individuals' dangerous libidinal energies, the psychic and
emotional energy associated with instinctual biological drive that Bernays viewed as inherently dangerous given his
observation of societies like the Germans under Hitler, could be harnessed and channeled by a corporate elite for
economic benefit. Through the use of mass production, big business could fulfill constant craving of the inherently
irrational and desire-driven masses,Wikipedia:Please clarify[citation needed] simultaneously securing the niche of a
mass production economy (even in peacetime), as well as sating the dangerous animal urgesWikipedia:Please clarify
that threatened to tear society apart[citation needed] if left unquelled.[citation needed]
Bernays's magisterial, philosophical touch[citation needed] is in evidence in "Manipulating Public Opinion" (1928)
when he writes: "This is an age of mass production. In the mass production of materials a broad technique has been
developed and applied to their distribution. In this age, too, there must be a technique for the mass distribution of
ideas." Yet he recognized the potential danger in so grand a scheme and in "This Business of Propaganda" (1928), as
elsewhere, sounded the great caveat to his vision: a public relations counsel "must never accept a retainer or assume
a position which puts his duty to the groups he represents above his duty to society."[]
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Propaganda
In Propaganda (1928), Bernays argued that the manipulation of
public opinion was a necessary part of democracy:
The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized
habits and opinions of the masses is an important element in
democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen
mechanism of society constitute an invisible government
which is the true ruling power of our country. ...We are
governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our
ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of.
This is a logical result of the way in which our democratic
society is organized. Vast numbers of human beings must
cooperate in this manner if they are to live together as a
smoothly functioning society. ...In almost every act of our
daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or business, in
our social conduct or our ethical thinking, we are dominated
by the relatively small number of persons...who understand
the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is
they who pull the wires which control the public mind.[13]
Articles in the journals of opinion, such as the one by Marlen Pew,
Edward L. Bernays Critiqued as "Young Machiavelli of Our
Cover of Bernays's 1928 book Propaganda
Time",[14] and the debate between Bernays and Everett Dean
Martin in Forum, Are We Victims of Propaganda?, depicted Bernays negatively.[15] He and other publicists were
often attacked as propagandists and deceptive manipulators, who represented lobby groups against the public interest
and covertly contrived events that secured coverage as news stories, free of charge, for their clients instead of
securing attention for them through paid advertisements.[citation needed]
Bernays's brilliance for promotion in this vein emerges clearly when one reads, in the Bernays Typescript on
Publicizing the New Dodge Cars, 1927-1928: "Two Sixes", the story of how he managed to secure newspaper
coverage for the radio programs he developed to promote the Dodge Brothers' new six-cylinder cars. The Bernays
Typescript on Publicizing the Fashion Industry, 1925-27: "Hats and Stockings" and the Bernays Typescript on Art in
the Fashion Industry, 1923-1927, reveal a similar flair for consumer manipulation in the arena of fashion.[citation
needed]

Tie-in
As is evident from the description of his campaign to publicize the Dodge cars, Bernays had a particular gift[citation
needed]
for the marketing strategy called the "tie-up" or "tie-in". In this strategy, one venue, opportunity, or occasion
for promoting a consumer product, for example, radio advertising, is linked to another, say, newspaper advertising,
and even, at times, to a third, say a department store exhibition salesroom featuring the item, and possibly even a
fourth, such as an important holiday, for example Thrift Week.[]
In addition to famous corporate clients, such as Procter & Gamble, the American Tobacco Company, Cartier Inc.,
Best Foods, CBS, the United Fruit Company, General Electric, Dodge Motors, the fluoridationists of the Public
Health Service, Knox-Gelatin, and innumerable other big names, Bernays also worked on behalf of many non-profit
institutions and organizations. These included, to name just a few, the Committee on Publicity Methods in Social
Work (1926–1927), the Jewish Mental Health Society (1928), the Book Publishers Research Institute (1930–1931),
the New York Infirmary for Women and Children (1933), the Committee for Consumer Legislation (1934), the
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Friends of Danish Freedom and Democracy (1940),[16][][] the Citywide Citizens' Committee on Harlem (1942), and
the National Multiple Sclerosis Society (1954–1961). For the U.S. Government, he worked for the President's
Emergency Committee on Employment (1930–1932) and President Calvin Coolidge.[citation needed]
In the 1950s, some of his ideas and vision helped portray India as the most democratic republic in Asia by having the
People’s Congress of India adapt a Bill of Rights. Freedom of the Press, Freedom of Speech, Freedom of Religion,
Freedom of Assembly, and Freedom of Petition were added to the constitution of India.[citation needed]
The amusing Bernays Typescript on Public Relations Work and Politics, 1924: "Breakfast with Coolidge" shows that
President Coolidge too was among his clients. Bernays was hired to improve Coolidge's image before the 1924
presidential election.[citation needed]
Another selection from his papers, the Typescript on Publicizing the Physical Culture Industry, 1927: "Bernarr
Macfadden", reveals Bernays's opinion of the leader of the physical culture movement. Yet another client,
department store visionary Edward A. Filene, was the subject of the Typescript on a Boston Department Store
Magnate. Bernays's Typescript on the Importance of Samuel Strauss: "1924 - Private Life" shows that the public
relations counsel and his wife were fans of consumerism critic Samuel Strauss.[citation needed]

Campaigns
This list is incomplete; you can help by expanding it [17].
Some of the campaigns Bernays worked on:
• 1913 Bernays was hired by the actor Richard Bennett to protect a play that supported sex education against police
interference. Bernays set up a front group called the "Medical Review of Reviews Sociological Fund" (officially
concerned with fighting venereal disease) for the purpose of endorsing the play.[18]
• 1915 Diaghilev's Ballet Russes American tour convinced magazines to write articles that told people that Ballet is
fun to watch.
• 1920 Successfully hosted the first NAACP convention in Atlanta, Georgia. His campaign was considered
successful because there was no violence at the convention. His campaign focused on the important contributions
of African-Americans to Whites living in the South. He later received an award from the NAACP for his
contribution.
• In the 1920s, working for the American Tobacco Company, he sent a group of young models to march in the New
York City parade. He then told the press that a group of women's rights marchers would light "Torches of
Freedom". On his signal, the models lit Lucky Strike cigarettes in front of the eager photographers. The New
York Times (1 April 1929) printed: "Group of Girls Puff at Cigarettes as a Gesture of 'Freedom'". This helped to
break the taboo against women smoking in public. During this decade he also handled publicity for the
NAACP.[19]
• Bernays once engineered a "pancake breakfast" with vaudevillians for Calvin Coolidge in what is widely
considered one of the first overt media acts for a president.[citation needed]
• Bernays used his uncle Sigmund Freud's ideas to help convince the public, among other things, that bacon and
eggs was the true all-American breakfast.[20]
• In October 1929, Bernays was involved in promoting "Light's Golden Jubilee." The event, which spanned across
several major cities in the U.S., was designed to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Thomas Edison's invention of
the light-bulb (though the light-bulb had been previously invented by Joseph Swan). The publicity elements of the
Jubilee – including the special issuance of a U.S. postage stamp and Edison's "re-creating" the invention of the
light bulb for a nationwide radio audience – provided evidence of Bernays's love for big ideas and "ballyhoo". A
follow up event staged in 1954 (and directed for television by David O. Selznick) was styled "Light's Diamond
Jubileee". [citation needed]
• Bernays attempted to help Venida hair nets company to get women to wear their hair longer so they would use
hair nets more. The campaign failed but did get government officials to require hair nets for some jobs.
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• Bernays worked with Procter & Gamble for Ivory soap. The campaign successfully convinced people that Ivory
soap was medically superior to other soaps. He also promoted soap through sculpting contests and floating
contests because the soap floated better than its competitors.
• According to one conspiracy theory, Bernays helped the Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa) and other
special interest groups to convince the American public that water fluoridation was safe and beneficial to human
health. This was achieved by using the American Dental Association in a highly successful media campaign.[21]
• In the 1930s, his Dixie Cup campaign was designed to convince consumers that only disposable cups were
sanitary.[citation needed]
• In the 1930s, he attempted to convince women that Lucky Strike cigarettes' forest green pack was the most
fashionable color. Letters were written to interior and fashion designers, department stores, and prominent women
of society pushing green as the new hot color for the season. Balls, gallery exhibitions, and window displays all
featured green after Bernays got through with them. The result was that green did indeed become a very hot color
for the 1934 season and Lucky Strike kept their pack color and female clientele intact.
• In 1939 he was the publicity director for the New York World's Fair
• After his semi-retirement in the 1960s he worked with anti-smoker lawyer John Banzhaf's group, ASH and
supported other anti-smoking campaigns.

Overthrow of government of Guatemala
Bernays's most extreme political propaganda activities were said to be conducted on behalf of the multinational
corporation United Fruit Company (today's Chiquita Brands International) and the U.S. government to facilitate the
successful overthrow (see Operation PBSUCCESS) of the democratically elected president of Guatemala, General
Jacobo Arbenz Guzman. Bernays's propaganda (documented in the BBC documentary, The Century of the Self),
branding Arbenz as communist, was published in major U.S. media. According to a book review by John Stauber
and Sheldon Rampton of Larry Tye's biography of Bernays, The Father of Spin: Edward L. Bernays & The Birth of
PR, "the term 'banana republic' actually originated in reference to United Fruit's domination of corrupt governments
in Guatemala and other Central American countries."[22]

Recognition and criticism
Much of Bernays's reputation today stems from his persistent public relations campaign to build his own reputation
as "America's No. 1 Publicist". During his active years, many of his peers in the industry were offended by Bernays's
continuous self-promotion. According to Scott Cutlip, "Bernays was a brilliant person who had a spectacular career,
but, to use an old-fashioned word, he was a braggart."[citation needed]
"When a person would first meet Bernays", says Cutlip, "it would not be long until Uncle Sigmund would be brought
into the conversation. His relationship with Freud was always in the forefront of his thinking and his counseling."
According to Irwin Ross, another writer, "Bernays liked to think of himself as a kind of psychoanalyst to troubled
corporations." In the early 1920s, Bernays arranged an English-language translation of Freud's General Introduction
to Psychoanalysis for the US publication. In addition to publicizing Freud's ideas, Bernays used his association with
Freud to establish his own reputation as a thinker and theorist—a reputation that was further enhanced when Bernays
authored several landmark texts of his own, most notably Crystallizing Public Opinion (1923, ISBN 0-87140-975-5),
Propaganda (1928, ISBN 0-8046-1511-X) and "The Engineering of Consent" in Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science (March 1947).[citation needed]
Bernays defined the profession of "counsel on public relations" as a "practicing social scientist" whose "competence
is like that of the industrial engineer, the management engineer, or the investment counselor in their respective
fields." To assist clients, PR counselors used "understanding of the behavioral sciences and applying
them—sociology, social psychology, anthropology, history, etc." In Propaganda, his most important book,[citation
needed]
Bernays argued that the scientific manipulation of public opinion was necessary to overcome chaos and
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conflict in society.[citation needed]
Bernays's celebration of propaganda helped define public relations, but it did not win the industry many friends. In a
letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter described Bernays and Ivy Lee as
"professional poisoners of the public mind, exploiters of foolishness, fanaticism and self-interest." And history
showed the flaw in Bernays's identification of the "manipulation of the masses" as a natural and necessary feature of
a democratic society. The fascist rise to power in Germany demonstrated that propaganda could be used to subvert
democracy as easily as it could be used to "resolve conflict."
In his 1965 autobiography, Bernays recalls a dinner at his home in 1933 where
Karl von Wiegand, foreign correspondent of the Hearst newspapers, an old hand at interpreting Europe and
just returned from Germany, was telling us about Goebbels and his propaganda plans to consolidate Nazi
power. Goebbels had shown Wiegand his propaganda library, the best Wiegand had ever seen. Goebbels, said
Wiegand, was using my book Crystallizing Public Opinion as a basis for his destructive campaign against the
Jews of Germany. This shocked me. ... Obviously the attack on the Jews of Germany was no emotional
outburst of the Nazis, but a deliberate, planned campaign.[23]
According to John Stauber and Sheldon Rampton, in a published review of Larry Tye's biography of Bernays,[24]
It is impossible to fundamentally grasp the social, political, economic and cultural developments of the past
100 years without some understanding of Bernays and his professional heirs in the public relations industry.
PR is a 20th century phenomenon, and Bernays -- widely eulogized as the "father of public relations" at the
time of his death in 1995 -- played a major role in defining the industry's philosophy and methods.
As a result his legacy remains a highly contested one, as evidenced by Adam Curtis' 2002 BBC documentary The
Century of the Self.
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Public relations
Public relations (PR) is the practice of managing the spread of information between an individual or an
organization and the public.[1] Public relations may include an organization or individual gaining exposure to their
audiences using topics of public interest and news items that do not require direct payment.[2] The aim of public
relations by a company often is to persuade the public, investors, partners, employees, and other stakeholders to
maintain a certain point of view about it, its leadership, products, or of political decisions. Common activities include
speaking at conferences, winning industry awards, working with the press, and employee communication.[3]

History
Ancient origins
Although "public relations" was not yet developed as a concept, the history of public influence and communications
management dates back to ancient civilizations.[4] The earliest evidence dates back to the Babylonians of 1800 BC.
Stone tablets were used to educate farmers about how to sow and harvest crops.[4]
Egypt Scribes were “officials” elected by the pharaoh or other person of authority to “superintend and to write
deeds.”[4] The Egyptian government was reliant upon documents for its facilitation; a scribe recorded all laws onto
papyrus.[4] However, the government held a firm grip on these documents and released them to the public with an
official order.[4] It was Egyptian practice to carefully review the documents prior to their circulation. The original
writer of a document was generally the only person to make copies to ensure consistency and credibility.[4]
Athens & The Roman Republic
Athens was home to what can be considered another of the first public relations specialists, but through oratory.
Town criers were available for hire, often by the government to proclaim new laws to the community. Criers, due to
their low socioeconomic statuses, also accepted work from traders and artisans to advertise and represent their
companies in revolutionary ways. Aesclyptoe, an Athenian cosmetics vendor, created what is considered the
precursor to the modern day jingle to sell his product and his credibility to peddle the product.[5] When he sang,
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“…for prices in reason, the woman who knows, will buy her cosmetics at Aesclyptoe,” the cosmetics retailer created
a persona of a trustworthy businessman.[5] Ancient Greece was also home to the first theories of rhetoric, a field of
research and practice that has had extremely powerful influences on public relations as an art, skill, and ethical
practice. Ancient Greek writers such as Isocrates critiqued unethical practices of oratory as dangerous to democracy,
while Plato and Aristotle devised academic distinctions to limit persuasion or maintain standards for judgment and
action. The field was further extended under the writings of Marcus Tullius Cicero in the Roman Republic.
The Roman Empire
In the Ancient Roman Empire, Emperor Augustus instated what he called “Pax Romana,” otherwise known as the
Roman peace. The peace was a mutual understanding and respect amongst citizens of the empire and merchants who
traveled through villages. With standardized money and Roman legions protecting merchants, trade increased
precipitously to include marketing of products beyond previous communal boundaries.[6] The Empire created
symbols and propoganda to demonstrate its economic prosperity and stability, so that it could entice unconquered
regions to submit willingly.[5]
The Silk Road in Asia & the Middle East
Kublai Khan, emperor of the Mongol Empire, instituted improvements to make the Asian trade route seem safer.
Kahn built a postal relay system, essentially a system of checkpoints along the route, each about one days worth of
travel apart. Coupled with the staunch security patrolling the route, Khan changed the perception of the route from
thief-ridden to one where “… a young woman could walk across Asia carrying a gold tray on her head without
concern for her safety.”[7]

Early Pre-History
Although the history of a professional field goes back only to around 1900, Public relations professionals secure the
validity of their work by anchoring it in historical events.[8] For example, Edward Bernays,one of the pioneers of
public relations, claimed, “The three main elements of public relations are practically as old as society: informing
people, persuading people, or integrating people with people. Of course, the means and methods of accomplishing
these ends have changed as society has changed.” [8] So while there is a concrete history of public relations
beginning at the turn of the 20th century, there is also what can be called a “pre-history” – public relations before it
was called such.
Professionals cite modern public relations in the promotion of the New World by explorers. Land promoters used
exaggerated stories of grandeur to persuade English citizens to migrate to the New World in the 1600s.[9][10] Famous
explorers such as Magellan, Columbus and Raleigh have been declared “public relations” people by the current
professionals, because their appeals to rulers for funding and to colonists for immigration are similar to those used in
contemporary practices.
Another example of exploratory public relations occurred during the movement west in the United States.
Exaggerated stories of Davy Crocket and the California Gold Rush were used to persuade the public to fight the war
against Mexico and to migrate west in the US, respectively. Land-owners promoted offers to attract settlers.[11]
American colleges have led the way in the use of public relations in the promotion of higher education. In 1641,
Harvard College developed the first fund-raising brochure, New England's First Fruits, as part of the first
fund-raising campaign. Three Harvard preachers on a begging mission to England had asked for a pamphlet to
explain its financial needs.[12] King's College (now Columbia University), sent out an announcement of its 1758
graduation ceremonies, the first anywhere in the colonies, and several newspapers printed this
information—apparently the first instance of a new release.[11] Princeton, meanwhile, was the first to make it a
routine practice to supply newspapers with information about activities at the college, particularly information of
interest to prospective students.[11]
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Public relations professionals also link practices to propaganda in the U.S. narrative. The Boston Tea Party was a
staged event to rally protest against the British rule in the American colonies during the late 18th century, and some
historians consider it to be an example of a kind of early “public relations event.”[12] Pamphlets such as Common
Sense and The American Crisis were used to spread anti-British propaganda, and the phrase “taxation without
representation is tyranny” had huge persuasive power. After the revolution was won, disagreements broke out
regarding the United States Constitution. Supporters of the constitution sent letters now called the Federalist Papers
to major news outlets that persuaded the public to support the constitution.[8][13][14]
Within the U.S. government, an 1807 address to Congress by former U.S. President Thomas Jefferson may be the
first time the term "public relations" was coined.[15] During the 1820s, President Andrew Jackson appointed the first
Federal Press Secretary in the US, Amos Kendall. Kendall served as spokesperson for the government
administration, working to consistently protect the administration from slander and rumors in the news. Kendall was
one of the first persons whose paid profession centered on media management around a particular organization or
party.
Eventually, corporations and organizations realized the trend to have public relations professionals on staff.
Westinghouse Corporation created the first in-house PR department in 1889.[16] Many of the first practitioners of
public relations in the U.S. supported railroads, and in particular were a part of the railroad companies. Many
scholars believe that the first appearance of the term "public relations" appeared in the 1897 Year Book of Railway
Literature [17] to persuade US consumers to use the new rail system.[16] Three former Boston journalists created the
first public relations agency in 1900 under the name "Publicity Bureau." [8][18]

Foundation as a profession
Ivy Lee, a former Wall Street reporter, is sometimes called the father of public relations and was influential in
establishing it as a professional practice. In 1906, Lee published a Declaration of Principles, which said that public
relations work should be done in the open, should be accurate and cover topics of public interest.[][][] Ivy Lee is also
credited with developing the modern press release and the "two-way-street" philosophy of both listening to and
communicating with respective publics.[]
In practice Lee's work was often identified as spin or propaganda.[] In 1913 and 1914 the mining union was blaming
the Ludlow Massacre, where on-strike miners and their families were killed by state militia, on the Rockefeller
family and their coal mining operation, The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company.[][] On the Rockefeller family's behalf,
Lee published bulletins called "Facts Concerning the Struggle in Colorado for Industrial Freedom," which contained
false and misleading information.[][][] The press said Lee "twisted the facts" and called him a "paid liar," a "hired
slanderer," and a "poisoner of public opinion."[]
Edward Bernays, a nephew of Sigmund Freud, is also sometimes referred
to as the father of public relations for his work in the 1920s. He took
the approach that audiences had to be carefully understood and
persuaded to see things from the client's perspective. He wrote the
first text-book on public relations and taught the first college course
at New York University in 1923. Bernays also first introduced the
practice of using front groups in order to protect tobacco
interests.[][] In the 1930s Bernays started the first vocational course
in public relations.[19]
Bernays was the profession's first theorist. He was influenced by Freud's theories about the subconscious.[] Bernays
authored several books, including Crystallizing Public Opinion (1923), Propaganda (1928), and The Engineering of
Consent (1947). He saw public relations as an "applied social science" that uses insights from psychology, sociology,
and other disciplines to scientifically manage and manipulate the thinking and behavior of an irrational and
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"herdlike" public.[citation needed] "The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of
the masses is an important element in democratic society," he wrote in Propaganda, "Those who manipulate this
unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power of our country."[]

Early professional public relations
One of Bernays' early clients was the tobacco
industry. He consulted psychoanalyst A. A. Brill on
how to persuade women to smoke. Brill told him that
the desire to smoke was suppressed and could be
released by emancipation and that cigarettes could
become "torches of freedom" from gender
imbalances. In 1929, he orchestrated a
now-legendary publicity stunt by convincing women
to smoke at the Easter parade in Manhattan as a
statement of rebellion against the norms of a
male-dominated society. The demonstrators were not
aware that a tobacco company was behind the
publicity stunt. Bernays dubbed his PR campaign the: "Torches of Liberty Contingent". [citation needed]
Publicity photos of these beautiful fashion models smoking "Torches of Liberty" were sent to various media outlets
and appeared worldwide. As a result, the taboo was dissolved and many women were led to associate the act of
smoking with female liberation. Some women went so far as to demand membership in all-male smoking clubs, a
highly controversial act at the time. For his work, Bernays was paid a tidy sum by George Washington Hill,
president of the American Tobacco Company.

Paul Chabas's September Morn made famous through a
publicity stunt.

Another early practitioner was Harry Reichenbach (1882–1931) a
New York-based American press agent and publicist who
promoted movies. He claims to have made famous the Paul
Chabas painting, September Morn. Supposedly, he saw a print in a
Chicago art store window. He made a deal with the store owner
who had not sold any of his 2,000 prints. Reichenbach had hired
some boys to "ogle" the picture when he showed it to the moralist
crusader Anthony Comstock. Comstock was suitably outraged
when he saw it. Comstock's Anti-Vice Society took the case to the
court and lost. However, the case aroused interest to the painting,
which ultimately sold millions of copies.

Modern public relations
The foundation of the Public Relations Society of America in 1947 was followed by the Chartered Institute of Public
Relations in London in 1948 and similar trade associations in Australia, Europe, South Africa, Italy and Singapore
among others. In 1955, the International Association of Public Relations was founded.[]
Advertising dollars in traditional media productions have declined and many traditional media outlets are seeing
declining circulation in favor of online and social media news sources. One website even tracks the "death" of
newspapers.[20] As readership in traditional media shifts to online media, so does the focus of many in public
relations.[21][22] Social media releases,[23] search engine optimization,[24] content publishing,[25] and the introduction
of podcasts and video are other burgeoning trends.[26]

Public relations
Social media has increased the speed of breaking news, creating greater time constraints on responses to current
events.[27]
Increasingly, companies are utilizing social media channels, such as blogs and Microblogging. Some view two-way
communications in social media in two categories: asymmetrical and symmetrical. In an asymmetrical public
relations model an organization gets feedback from the public and uses it as a basis for attempting to persuade the
public to change. A symmetrical public relations model means that the organization takes the interests of the public
into careful consideration and public relations practitioners seek a balance between the interest of their organization
and the interest of the public.[citation needed]

Salaries
In the United States, public relations professionals earn an average annual salary of $49,800 which compares with
£40,000 for a practitioner with a similar job in the UK.[28] Top earners make around $89,220 annually, while
entry-level public relations specialists earn around $28,080. Corporate, or in-house communications is generally
more profitable, and communications executives can earn salaries in the mid six-figures, though this only applies to a
fractionWikipedia:Verifiability of the sector's workforce.[29]
The role of public relations professionals is changing because of the shift from traditional to online media. Many PR
professionals are finding it necessary to learn new skills and to examine how social media can impact a brand's
reputation.[30]

Methods, tools, and tactics
Specific public relations disciplines include:
•
•
•
•
•

Financial public relations – communicating financial results and business strategy
Consumer/lifestyle public relations – gaining publicity for a particular product or service
Crisis communication – responding in a crisis
Internal communications – communicating within the company itself
Government relations – engaging government departments to influence public policy

Within each discipline, typical activities include publicity events, speaking opportunities, press releases, newsletters,
blogs, social media, press kits and outbound communication to members of the press. Video and audio news releases
(VNRs and ANRs) are often produced and distributed to TV outlets in hopes they will be used as regular program
content.
Building and managing relationships with those who influence an organization or individual’s audiences has a central
role in doing public relations.[31][32] After a public relations practitioner has been working in the field, they
accumulate a list of relationships that become an asset, especially for those in media relations.

Audience targeting
A fundamental technique used in public relations is to identify the target audience, and to tailor messages to appeal
to each audience. Sometimes the interests of differing audiences and stakeholders common to a public relations
effort necessitate the creation of several distinct but complementary messages.
On the other hand stakeholders theory identifies people who have a stake in a given institution or issue. All
audiences are stakeholders (or presumptive stakeholders), but not all stakeholders are audiences. For example, if a
charity commissions a public relations agency to create an advertising campaign to raise money to find a cure for a
disease, the charity and the people with the disease are stakeholders, but the audience is anyone who is likely to
donate money.
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Messaging
Messaging is the process of creating a consistent story around a product, person, company or service. Messaging
aims to avoid having readers receive contradictory or confusing information that will instill doubt in their purchasing
choice or other decisions that have an impact on the company. Brands aim to have the same problem statement,
industry viewpoint or brand perception shared across sources and mediums.

Social media marketing
Digital marketing is the use of Internet tools and technologies such as search engines, Web 2.0 social bookmarking,
new media relations, blogging and social media marketing. Interactive PR allows companies and organizations to
disseminate information without relying solely on mainstream publications and communicate directly with the
public, customers and prospects.

Other techniques
Litigation public relations is the management of the communication process during the course of any legal dispute or
adjudicatory processing so as to affect the outcome or its impact on the client’s overall reputation (Haggerty, 2003).

Ethics
The field of public relations is generally highly un-regulated, but many professionals voluntarily adhere to the code
of conduct of one or more professional bodies to avoid exposure for ethical violations.[] The Chartered Institute of
Public Relations, the Public Relations Society of America and The Institute of Public Relations are a few
organizations that publish an ethical code. Still, Edelman's 2003 semi-annual trust survey found that only 20 percent
of survey respondents from the public believed paid communicators within a company were credible.[19]

Spin
Spin has been interpreted historically to mean overt deceit meant to manipulate the public, but since the 1990s has
shifted to describing a "polishing of the truth."[33] Today spin refers to providing a certain interpretation of informant
meant to sway public opinion.[34] Companies may use spin to create the appearance of the company or other events
are going in a slightly different direction than they actually are.[33] Within the field of public relations, spin is seen as
a derogatory term, interpreted by professionals as meaning blatant deceit and manipulation.[35][36] Skilled
practitioners of spin are sometimes called "spin doctors."
The techniques of spin include selectively presenting facts and quotes that support ideal positions (cherry picking),
the so-called "non-denial denial," phrasing that in a way presumes unproven truths, euphemisms for drawing
attention away from items considered distasteful, and ambiguity in public statements. Another spin technique
involves careful choice of timing in the release of certain news so it can take advantage of prominent events in the
news.

Negative PR
Negative public relations, also called dark public relations (DPR) and in some earlier writing "Black PR", is a
process of destroying the target's reputation and/or corporate identity. The objective in DPR is to discredit someone
else, who may pose a threat to the client's business or be a political rival. DPR may rely on IT security, industrial
espionage, social engineering and competitive intelligence. Common techniques include using dirty secrets from the
target, producing misleading facts to fool a competitor.[37][38][39][40] Some claim that negative public relations may
be highly moral and beneficial for the general public since threat of losing the reputation may be disciplining for
companies, organizations and individuals. Apart from this, negative public relations helps to expose legitimate
claims against one.[41]
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Politics and civil society
In Propaganda (1928), Bernays argued that the manipulation of public opinion was a necessary part of
democracy.[42] In public relations, lobby groups are created to influence government policy, corporate policy, or
public opinion, typically in a way that benefits the sponsoring organization.
When a lobby group hides its true purpose and support base, it is known as a front group.[43] Front groups are a form
of astroturfing, because they intend to sway the public or the government without disclosing their financial
connection to corporate or political interests. They create a fake grass-roots movement by giving the appearance of a
trusted organization that serves the public, when they actually serve their sponsors.

Definition
Ivy Lee and Edward Louis Bernays established the first definition of public relations in the early 1900s as
"a management function, which tabulates public attitudes, defines the policies, procedures, and interests
of an organization... followed by executing a program of action to earn public understanding and
acceptance."
In August 1978, the World Assembly of Public Relations Associations defined the field as
"the art and social science of analyzing trends, predicting their consequences, counseling organizational
leaders, and implementing planned programs of action, which will serve both the organization and the
public interest."[44]
The Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) defined public relations in 1982 as:
"Public relations helps an organization and its publics adapt mutually to each other."[45]
In 2011 and 2012, the PRSA developed a crowd-sourced definition:
"Public relations is a strategic communication process that builds mutually beneficial relationships
between organizations and their publics."[46]
Public relations can also be defined simply as the practice of managing communication between an organization and
its publics.[47]
The European view of public relations notes that besides a relational form of interactivity there is also a reflective
paradigm that is concerned with publics and the public sphere; not only with relational, which can in principle be
private, but also with public consequences of organizational behavior.[48][49]
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Propaganda
Propaganda is a form of communication that is aimed towards
influencing the attitude of the community toward some cause or
position by presenting only one side of an argument. Propaganda is
usually repeated and dispersed over a wide variety of media in order to
create the chosen result in audience attitudes.
As opposed to impartially providing information, propaganda, in its
most basic sense, presents information primarily to influence an
audience. Propaganda often presents facts selectively (thus possibly
lying by omission) to encourage a particular synthesis, or uses loaded
messages to produce an emotional rather than rational response to the
information presented. The desired result is a change of the attitude
toward the subject in the target audience to further a political, religious
or commercial agenda. Propaganda can be used as a form of
ideological or commercial warfare.
While the term propaganda has acquired a strongly negative
connotation by association with its most manipulative and jingoistic
examples (e.g. Nazi propaganda used to justify the Holocaust),
propaganda in its original sense was neutral, and could refer to uses
that were generally benign or innocuous, such as public health
recommendations, signs encouraging citizens to participate in a census
or election, or messages encouraging persons to report crimes to law
enforcement, among others.

Italian/French Propaganda Postcard from World
War I era showing a caricature of Kaiser Wilhelm
II biting into the world

Etymology
The term started to gain currency in 1622, when a new branch of the Catholic Church was created, called the
Congregatio de Propaganda Fide (Congregation for Propagating the Faith), or informally simply Propaganda.[1][2]
Its activity consisted in a group of cardinals pitching Catholicism in non Catholic countries.[1]
From the 1790s, the term began being used also for propaganda in secular activities.[1] The term began taking a
pejorative connotation in the mid-19th century, when it was appropriated from religion to the political sphere.[1] Its
political use became particularly significant during World War I.[citation needed]
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History
The most well-known originator of Roman historiography was Quintus
Fabius Pictor (3rd century BCE). His style of writing history defending
the Roman state actions and using propaganda heavily eventually
became a defining characteristic of Roman historiography.

Poster for Thirteenth Naval District, United
States Navy, showing a rat representing Japan,
approaching a mousetrap labeled "Army, Navy,
Civilian", on a background map of the Alaska
Territory

Types
Defining propaganda has always been a problem. The main difficulties have
involved differentiating propaganda from other types of persuasion, and avoiding
an "if they do it then that's propaganda, while if we do it then that's information
and education" biased approach. Garth Jowett and Victoria O'Donnell have
provided a concise, workable definition of the term: "Propaganda is the
deliberate, systematic attempt to shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and
direct behavior to achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the
propagandist."[3] More comprehensive is the description by Richard Alan
Nelson: "Propaganda is neutrally defined as a systematic form of purposeful
persuasion that attempts to influence the emotions, attitudes, opinions, and
actions of specified target audiences for ideological, political or commercial
purposes through the controlled transmission of one-sided messages (which may
or may not be factual) via mass and direct media channels. A propaganda
organization employs propagandists who engage in propagandism—the applied
creation and distribution of such forms of persuasion."[4]

Poster of the 19th-century
Scandinavist movement

Both definitions focus on the communicative process involved — or more precisely, on the purpose of the process,
and allow "propaganda" to be considered objectively and then interpreted as positive or negative behavior depending
on the perspective of the viewer or listener.
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Propaganda is generally an appeal to emotion, not intellect.[citation needed] It
shares techniques with advertising and public relations, each of which can be
thought of as propaganda that promotes a commercial product or shapes the
perception of an organization, person, or brand. In post–World War II usage the
word "propaganda" more typically refers to political or nationalist uses of these
techniques or to the promotion of a set of ideas, since the term had gained a
pejorative meaning. The refusal phenomenon was eventually to be seen in
politics itself by the substitution of "political marketing" and other designations
for "political propaganda".
Propaganda was often used to influence opinions and beliefs on religious issues,
particularly during the split between the Roman Catholic Church and the
Protestant churches. Propaganda has become more common in political contexts,
in particular to refer to certain efforts sponsored by governments, political
groups, but also often covert interests. In the early 20th century, propaganda was
exemplified in the form of party slogans. Also in the early 20th century the term
propaganda was used by the founders of the nascent public relations industry to
refer to their activities. This usage died out around the time of World War II, as
the industry started to avoid the word, given the pejorative connotation it had
acquired.
Literally translated from the Latin gerundive as "things that must be
disseminated", in some cultures the term is neutral or even positive, while in
others the term has acquired a strong negative connotation. The connotations of
the term "propaganda" can also vary over time. For example, in Portuguese and
some Spanish language speaking countries, particularly in the Southern Cone, the
word "propaganda" usually refers to the most common manipulative media —
"advertising".

American recruiting poster depicting
Uncle Sam

Wartime poster called "We Can Do
It!" encouraging workers at
Westinghouse to maintain war
production

In English, propaganda was originally a neutral term for the dissemination of
information in favor of any given cause. During the 20th century, however, the
term acquired a thoroughly negative meaning in western countries, representing
the intentional dissemination of often false, but certainly "compelling" claims to support or justify political actions or
ideologies. This redefinition arose because[citation needed] both the Soviet Union and Germany's government under
Hitler admitted explicitly to using propaganda favoring, respectively, communism and Nazism, in all forms of public
expression. As these ideologies were repugnant to liberal western societies, the negative feelings toward them came
to be projected into the word "propaganda" itself. However, Harold Lasswell observed, as early as 1928, that,
"Propaganda has become an epithet of contempt and hate, and the propagandists have sought protective coloration in
such names as 'public relations council,' 'specialist in public education,' 'public relations adviser.' "[5]
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Roderick Hindery argues[6] that propaganda exists on the political left,
and right, and in mainstream centrist parties. Hindery further argues
that debates about most social issues can be productively revisited in
the context of asking "what is or is not propaganda?" Not to be
overlooked is the link between propaganda, indoctrination, and
terrorism/counterterrorism. He argues that threats to destroy are often
as socially disruptive as physical devastation itself.

Anti-communist propaganda in a 1947 comic
book published by the Catechetical Guild
Educational Society warning of "the dangers of a
Communist takeover".

Propaganda also has much in common with public information
campaigns by governments, which are intended to encourage or
discourage certain forms of behavior (such as wearing seat belts, not
smoking, not littering and so forth). Again, the emphasis is more
political in propaganda. Propaganda can take the form of leaflets,
posters, TV and radio broadcasts and can also extend to any other
medium. In the case of the United States, there is also an important
legal (imposed by law) distinction between advertising (a type of overt
propaganda) and what the Government Accountability Office (GAO),
an arm of the United States Congress, refers to as "covert propaganda".

Journalistic theory generally holds that news items should be objective,
giving the reader an accurate background and analysis of the subject at
hand. On the other hand, advertisements evolved from the traditional
commercial advertisements to include also a new type in the form of paid articles or broadcasts disguised as news.
These generally present an issue in a very subjective and often misleading light, primarily meant to persuade rather
than inform. Normally they use only subtle propaganda techniques and not the more obvious ones used in traditional
commercial advertisements. If the reader believes that a paid advertisement is in fact a news item, the message the
advertiser is trying to communicate will be more easily "believed" or "internalized".
Such advertisements are considered obvious examples of "covert" propaganda because they take on the appearance
of objective information rather than the appearance of propaganda, which is misleading. Federal law specifically
mandates that any advertisement appearing in the format of a news item must state that the item is in fact a paid
advertisement.
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The propagandist seeks to change the way people understand an issue
or situation for the purpose of changing their actions and expectations
in ways that are desirable to the interest group. Propaganda, in this
sense, serves as a corollary to censorship in which the same purpose is
achieved, not by filling people's minds with approved information, but
by preventing people from being confronted with opposing points of
view. What sets propaganda apart from other forms of advocacy is the
willingness of the propagandist to change people's understanding
through deception and confusion rather than persuasion and
understanding. The leaders of an organization know the information to
be one sided or untrue, but this may not be true for the rank and file
members who help to disseminate the propaganda.

More in line with the religious roots of the term, it is also used widely
in the debates about new religious movements (NRMs), both by people
who defend them and by people who oppose them. The latter
US Office for War Information poster implying
pejoratively call these NRMs cults. Anti-cult activists and countercult
that working less helped the Axis powers.
activists accuse the leaders of what they consider cults of using
propaganda extensively to recruit followers and keep them. Some social scientists, such as the late Jeffrey Hadden,
and CESNUR affiliated scholars accuse ex-members of "cults" who became vocal critics and the anti-cult movement
of making these unusual religious movements look bad without sufficient reasons.[7][8]
Propaganda is a powerful weapon in war; it is used to dehumanize and create hatred toward a supposed enemy,
either internal or external, by creating a false image in the mind. This can be done by using derogatory or racist
terms, avoiding some words or by making allegations of enemy atrocities. Most propaganda wars require the home
population to feel the enemy has inflicted an injustice, which may be fictitious or may be based on facts. The home
population must also decide that the cause of their nation is just.
Propaganda is also one of the methods used in psychological warfare, which may also involve false flag operations.
The term propaganda may also refer to false information meant to reinforce the mindsets of people who already
believe as the propagandist wishes. The assumption is that, if people believe something false, they will constantly be
assailed by doubts. Since these doubts are unpleasant (see cognitive dissonance), people will be eager to have them
extinguished, and are therefore receptive to the reassurances of those in power. For this reason propaganda is often
addressed to people who are already sympathetic to the agenda. This process of reinforcement uses an individual's
predisposition to self-select "agreeable" information sources as a mechanism for maintaining control.
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Propaganda can be classified according to the source and nature of the
message. White propaganda generally comes from an openly
identified source, and is characterized by gentler methods of
persuasion, such as standard public relations techniques and one-sided
presentation of an argument. Black propaganda is identified as being
from one source, but is in fact from another. This is most commonly to
disguise the true origins of the propaganda, be it from an enemy
country or from an organization with a negative public image. Grey
propaganda is propaganda without any identifiable source or author.
A major application of grey propaganda is making enemies believe
falsehoods using straw arguments: As phase one, to make someone
believe "A", one releases as grey propaganda "B", the opposite of "A".
In phase two, "B" is discredited using some strawman. The enemy will
then assume "A" to be true.

In scale, these different types of propaganda can also be defined by the
potential of true and correct information to compete with the
propaganda. For example, opposition to white propaganda is often
Britannia arm-in-arm with Uncle Sam symbolizes
the British-American alliance in World War I.
readily found and may slightly discredit the propaganda source.
Opposition to grey propaganda, when revealed (often by an inside
source), may create some level of public outcry. Opposition to black propaganda is often unavailable and may be
dangerous to reveal, because public cognizance of black propaganda tactics and sources would undermine or
backfire the very campaign the black propagandist supported.
Propaganda may be administered in insidious ways. For instance, disparaging disinformation about the history of
certain groups or foreign countries may be encouraged or tolerated in the educational system. Since few people
actually double-check what they learn at school, such disinformation will be repeated by journalists as well as
parents, thus reinforcing the idea that the disinformation item is really a "well-known fact", even though no one
repeating the myth is able to point to an authoritative source. The disinformation is then recycled in the media and in
the educational system, without the need for direct governmental intervention on the media. Such permeating
propaganda may be used for political goals: by giving citizens a false impression of the quality or policies of their
country, they may be incited to reject certain proposals or certain remarks or ignore the experience of others. See
also: black propaganda, marketing, advertising.
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Techniques
Common media for transmitting propaganda messages include news
reports, government reports, historical revision, junk science, books,
leaflets, movies, radio, television, and posters. Less common nowadays
are letterpost envelopes examples of which of survive from the time of
the American Civil War. (Connecticut Historical Society; Civil War
Collections; Covers.) In principle any thing that appears on a poster
can be produced on a reduced scale on a pocket-style envelope with
corresponding proportions to the poster. The case of radio and
television, propaganda can exist on news, current-affairs or talk-show
segments, as advertising or public-service announce "spots" or as
long-running advertorials. Propaganda campaigns often follow a
strategic transmission pattern to indoctrinate the target group. This may
begin with a simple transmission such as a leaflet dropped from a plane
or an advertisement. Generally these messages will contain directions
Anti-capitalist propaganda
on how to obtain more information, via a web site, hot line, radio
program, et cetera (as it is seen also for selling purposes among other
goals). The strategy intends to initiate the individual from information recipient to information seeker through
reinforcement, and then from information seeker to opinion leader through indoctrination.
A number of techniques based in social psychological research are used to generate propaganda. Many of these same
techniques can be found under logical fallacies, since propagandists use arguments that, while sometimes
convincing, are not necessarily valid.
Some time has been spent analyzing the means by which the propaganda messages are transmitted. That work is
important but it is clear that information dissemination strategies become propaganda strategies only when coupled
with propagandistic messages. Identifying these messages is a necessary prerequisite to study the methods by which
those messages are spread. Below are a number of techniques for generating propaganda:
Ad hominem
A Latin phrase that has come to mean attacking one's opponent,
as opposed to attacking their arguments.
Ad nauseam
This argument approach uses tireless repetition of an idea. An
idea, especially a simple slogan, that is repeated enough times,
may begin to be taken as the truth. This approach works best
when media sources are limited or controlled by the propagator.
Appeal to authority
Appeals to authority cite prominent figures to support a position,
idea, argument, or course of action.
Appeal to fear
Appeals to fear and seeks to build support by instilling anxieties
and panic in the general population, for example, Joseph
Goebbels exploited Theodore Kaufman's Germany Must Perish!
to claim that the Allies sought the extermination of the German
people.
Appeal to prejudice

Propaganda to urge immigrants to move to
California, 1876

Propaganda
Using loaded or emotive terms to attach value or moral goodness to believing the proposition. Used in biased
or misleading ways.
Bandwagon
Bandwagon and "inevitable-victory" appeals attempt to persuade the target audience to join in and take the
course of action that "everyone else is taking".
Inevitable victory
Invites those not already on the bandwagon to join those already on the road to certain victory. Those already
or at least partially on the bandwagon are reassured that staying aboard is their best course of action.
Join the crowd
This technique reinforces people's natural desire to be on the winning side. This technique is used to convince
the audience that a program is an expression of an irresistible mass movement and that it is in their best
interest to join.
Beautiful people
The type of propaganda that deals with famous people or depicts
attractive, happy people. This makes other people think that if
they buy a product or follow a certain ideology, they too will be
happy or successful.
The Lie
The repeated articulation of a complex of events that justify
subsequent action. The descriptions of these events have
elements of truth, and the "big lie" generalizations merge and
eventually supplant the public's accurate perception of the
underlying events. After World War I the German Stab in the
back explanation of the cause of their defeat became a
justification for Nazi re-militarization and revanchist aggression.
Black-and-white fallacy
Presenting only two choices, with the product or idea being
propagated as the better choice. For example: "You're either with
us, or against us...."
Classical conditioning
Getting What He Deserves. Heroes of the Fiery
All vertebrates, including humans, respond to classical
Cross 1928.
conditioning. That is, if object A is always present when object
B is present and object B causes a physical reaction (e.g.,
disgust, pleasure) then we will when presented with object A when object B is not present, we will experience
the same feelings.

Cognitive dissonance
People desire to be consistent. Suppose a pollster finds that a certain group of people hates his candidate for
senator but loves actor A. They use actor A's endorsement of their candidate to change people's minds because
people cannot tolerate inconsistency. They are forced to either to dislike the actor or like the candidate.
Common man
"The "plain folks" or "common man" approach attempts to convince the audience that the propagandist's
positions reflect the common sense of the people. It is designed to win the confidence of the audience by
communicating in the common manner and style of the target audience. Propagandists use ordinary language
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and mannerisms (and clothe their message in face-to-face and audiovisual communications) in attempting to
identify their point of view with that of the average person. With the plain folks device, the propagandist can
win the confidence of persons who resent or distrust foreign sounding, intellectual speech, words, or
mannerisms."[9] For example, a politician speaking to a Southern United States crowd might incorporate
words such as "Y'all" and other colloquialisms to create a perception of belonging.
Cult of personality
A cult of personality arises when an individual uses mass media to create an idealized and heroic public image,
often through unquestioning flattery and praise. The hero personality then advocates the positions that the
propagandist desires to promote. For example, modern propagandists hire popular personalities to promote
their ideas and/or products.
Demonizing the enemy
Making individuals from the opposing nation, from a different ethnic group, or those who support the
opposing viewpoint appear to be subhuman (e.g., the Vietnam War-era term "gooks" for National Front for the
Liberation of South Vietnam aka Vietcong, or "VC", soldiers), worthless, or immoral, through suggestion or
false accusations. Dehumanizing is also a termed used synonymously with demonizing, the latter usually
serves as an aspect of the former.
Dictat
This technique hopes to simplify the decision making process by
using images and words to tell the audience exactly what actions
to take, eliminating any other possible choices. Authority figures
can be used to give the order, overlapping it with the Appeal to
authority technique, but not necessarily. The Uncle Sam "I want
you" image is an example of this technique.
Disinformation
The creation or deletion of information from public records, in
the purpose of making a false record of an event or the actions of
a person or organization, including outright forgery of
photographs, motion pictures, broadcasts, and sound recordings
as well as printed documents.
Door-in-the-face technique
Is used to increase a person's latitude of acceptance. For
example, if a salesperson wants to sell an item for $100 but the
public is only willing to pay $50, the salesperson first offers the
item at a higher price (e.g., $200) and subsequently reduces the
price to $100 to make it seem like a good deal.

World War I poster by Winsor McCay, urging
Americans to buy Liberty Bonds

Euphoria
The use of an event that generates euphoria or happiness, or using an appealing event to boost morale.
Euphoria can be created by declaring a holiday, making luxury items available, or mounting a military parade
with marching bands and patriotic messages.
Fear, uncertainty, and doubt
An attempt to influence public perception by disseminating negative and dubious/false information designed to
undermine the credibility of their beliefs.
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Flag-waving
An attempt to justify an action on the grounds that doing so will
make one more patriotic, or in some way benefit a country,
group or idea the targeted audience supports.
Foot-in-the-door technique
Often used by recruiters and salesmen. For example, a member
of the opposite sex walks up to the victim and pins a flower or
gives a small gift to the victim. The victim says thanks and now
they have incurred a psychological debt to the perpetrator. The
person eventually asks for a larger favor (e.g., a donation or to
buy something far more expensive). The unwritten social
contract between the victim and perpetrator causes the victim to
feel obligated to reciprocate by agreeing to do the larger favor or
buy the more expensive gift.
Glittering generalities
Glittering generalities are emotionally appealing words that are
applied to a product or idea, but present no concrete argument or
analysis. This technique has also been referred to as the PT
Barnum effect.

The Finnish Maiden - personification of Finnish
nationalism

Half-truth
A half-truth is a deceptive statement, which may come in several forms and includes some element of truth.
The statement might be partly true, the statement may be totally true but only part of the whole truth, or it may
utilize some deceptive element, such as improper punctuation, or double meaning, especially if the intent is to
deceive, evade, blame or misrepresent the truth.
Labeling
A euphemism is used when the propagandist attempts to increase the perceived quality, credibility, or credence
of a particular ideal. A Dysphemism is used when the intent of the propagandist is to discredit, diminish the
perceived quality, or hurt the perceived righteousness of the Mark. By creating a "label" or "category" or
"faction" of a population, it is much easier to make an example of these larger bodies, because they can uplift
or defame the Mark without actually incurring legal-defamation. Example: "Liberal" is a dysphemism intended
to diminish the perceived credibility of a particular Mark. By taking a displeasing argument presented by a
Mark, the propagandist can quote that person, and then attack "liberals" in an attempt to both (1) create a
political battle-ax of unaccountable aggression and (2) diminish the quality of the Mark. If the propagandist
uses the label on too-many perceivably credible individuals, muddying up the word can be done by
broadcasting bad-examples of "liberals" into the media. Labeling can be thought of as a sub-set of Guilt by
association, another logical fallacy.
Latitudes of acceptance
If a person's message is outside the bounds of acceptance for an individual and group, most techniques will
engender psychological reactance (simply hearing the argument will make the message even less acceptable).
There are two techniques for increasing the bounds of acceptance. First, one can take a more even extreme
position that will make more moderate positions seem more acceptable. This is similar to the Door-in-the-Face
technique. Alternatively, one can moderate one's own position to the edge of the latitude of acceptance and
then over time slowly move to the position that was previously.[10]
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Love bombing
Used to recruit members to a cult or ideology by having a group
of individuals cut off a person from their existing social support
and replace it entirely with members of the group who
deliberately bombard the person with affection in an attempt to
isolate the person from their prior beliefs and value system—see
Milieu control.
Lying and deception
Lying and deception can be the basis of many propaganda
techniques including Ad Homimen arguments, Big-Lie,
Defamation, Door-in-the-Face, Half-truth, Name-calling or any
other technique that is based on dishonesty or deception. For
example, many politicians have been found to frequently stretch
or break the truth.

"The Conquest or Arrival of Hernán Cortés in
Veracruz", 1951, National Palace, Mexico City.
Diego Rivera's political murals depict a modern
interpretation of the Black Legend.

Managing the news
According to Adolf Hitler "The most brilliant propagandist technique will yield no success unless one
fundamental principle is borne in mind constantly - it must confine itself to a few points and repeat them over
and over."[][] This idea is consistent with the principle of classical conditioning as well as the idea of "Staying
on Message."
Milieu control
An attempt to control the social environment and ideas through
the use of social pressure
Name-calling
Propagandists use the name-calling technique to incite fears and
arouse prejudices in their hearers in the intent that the bad names
will cause hearers to construct a negative opinion about a group
or set of beliefs or ideas that the propagandist wants hearers to
denounce. The method is intended to provoke conclusions about
a matter apart from impartial examinations of facts.
Name-calling is thus a substitute for rational, fact-based
arguments against the an idea or belief on its own merits.[11]
Obfuscation, intentional vagueness, confusion

Anti-Muslim propaganda in Germany produced
during the Ottoman wars in Europe, 16th century

Generalities are deliberately vague so that the audience may
supply its own interpretations. The intention is to move the
audience by use of undefined phrases, without analyzing their validity or attempting to determine their
reasonableness or application. The intent is to cause people to draw their own interpretations rather than
simply being presented with an explicit idea. In trying to "figure out" the propaganda, the audience forgoes
judgment of the ideas presented. Their validity, reasonableness and application may still be considered.
Obtain disapproval or Reductio ad Hitlerum
This technique is used to persuade a target audience to disapprove of an action or idea by suggesting that the
idea is popular with groups hated, feared, or held in contempt by the target audience. Thus if a group that
supports a certain policy is led to believe that undesirable, subversive, or contemptible people support the
same policy, then the members of the group may decide to change their original position. This is a form of bad
logic, where a is said to include X, and b is said to include X, therefore, a = b.
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Operant conditioning
Operant conditioning involves learning through imitation. For example, watching an appealing person buy
products or endorse positions teaches a person to buy the product or endorse the position. Operant
conditioning is the underlying principle behind the Ad Nauseam, Slogan and other repetition public relations
campaigns.
Oversimplification
Favorable generalities are used to provide simple answers to complex social, political, economic, or military
problems.
Pensée unique
Enforced reduction of discussion by use of overly simplistic
phrases or arguments (e.g., "There is no alternative to war.")
Quotes out of context
Selectively editing quotes to change meanings—political
documentaries designed to discredit an opponent or an opposing
political viewpoint often make use of this technique.
Rationalization (making excuses)
Individuals or groups may use favorable generalities to
rationalize questionable acts or beliefs. Vague and pleasant
phrases are often used to justify such actions or beliefs.
Red herring
Presenting data or issues that, while compelling, are irrelevant to
the argument at hand, and then claiming that it validates the
argument.
Repetition
This is the repeating of a certain symbol or slogan so that the
audience remembers it. This could be in the form of a jingle or
an image placed on nearly everything in the picture/scene.
Scapegoating

Illustration by Rev. Branford Clarke from Heroes
of the Fiery Cross by Bishop Alma White
published by the Pillar of Fire Church 1928 in
Zarephath, NJ

Assigning blame to an individual or group, thus alleviating
feelings of guilt from responsible parties and/or distracting
attention from the need to fix the problem for which blame is being assigned.
Slogans

A slogan is a brief, striking phrase that may
include labeling and stereotyping. Although
slogans may be enlisted to support reasoned
ideas, in practice they tend to act only as
Nationalist slogan "Brazil, love it or leave it", often used during the
emotional appeals. Opponents of the US's
Brazilian military dictatorship
invasion and occupation of Iraq use the slogan
"blood for oil" to suggest that the invasion and its
human losses was done to access Iraq's oil riches. On the other hand, supporters who argue that the US should
continue to fight in Iraq use the slogan "cut and run" to suggest withdrawal is cowardly or weak.
Stereotyping

Propaganda
This technique attempts to arouse prejudices in an audience by labeling the object of the propaganda campaign
as something the target audience fears, hates, loathes, or finds undesirable. For instance, reporting on a foreign
country or social group may focus on the stereotypical traits that the reader expects, even though they are far
from being representative of the whole country or group; such reporting often focuses on the anecdotal. In
graphic propaganda, including war posters, this might include portraying enemies with stereotyped racial
features.
Straw man
A straw man argument is an informal fallacy based on misrepresentation of an opponent's position. To "attack
a straw man" is to create the illusion of having refuted a proposition by substituting a superficially similar
proposition (the "straw man"), and refuting it, without ever having actually refuted the original position.
Testimonial
Testimonials are quotations, in or out of context, especially cited to support or reject a given policy, action,
program, or personality. The reputation or the role (expert, respected public figure, etc.) of the individual
giving the statement is exploited. The testimonial places the official sanction of a respected person or authority
on a propaganda message. This is done in an effort to cause the target audience to identify itself with the
authority or to accept the authority's opinions and beliefs as its own.
Third party technique
Works on the principle that people are more willing to accept an
argument from a seemingly independent source of information
than from someone with a stake in the outcome. It is a marketing
strategy commonly employed by Public Relations (PR) firms,
that involves placing a premeditated message in the "mouth of
the media." Third party technique can take many forms, ranging
from the hiring of journalists to report the organization in a
favorable light, to using scientists within the organization to
present their perhaps prejudicial findings to the public.
Frequently astroturf groups or front groups are used to deliver
the message.
Foreign governments, particularly those that own marketable
commercial products or services, often promote their interests
and positions through the advertising of those goods because the
target audience is not only largely unaware of the forum as
vehicle for foreign messaging but also willing to receive the
"The Bulgarian Martyresses", 1877 painting by
the Russian painter Konstantin Makovsky
message while in a mental state of absorbing information from
depicting the rape of Bulgarian women by
advertisements during television commercial breaks, while
Ottoman troops during the suppression of the
reading a periodical, or while passing by billboards in public
April Uprising a year earlier, served to mobilise
spaces. A prime example of this messaging technique is
public support for the Russo-Turkish War
(1877–1878)
waged with the proclaimed aim of
advertising campaigns to promote international travel. While
liberating the Bulgarians.
advertising foreign destinations and services may stem from the
typical goal of increasing revenue by drawing more tourism,
some travel campaigns carry the additional or alternative intended purpose of promoting good sentiments or
improving existing ones among the target audience towards a given nation or region. It is common for
advertising promoting foreign countries to be produced and distributed by the tourism ministries of those
countries, so these ads often carry political statements and/or depictions of the foreign government's desired
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international public perception. Additionally, a wide range of foreign airlines and travel-related services which
advertise separately from the destinations, themselves, are owned by their respective governments; examples
include, though are not limited to, the Emirates airline (Dubai), Singapore Airlines (Singapore), Qatar Airways
(Qatar), China Airlines (Taiwan/Republic of China), and Air China (People's Republic of China). By depicting
their destinations, airlines, and other services in a favorable and pleasant light, countries market themselves to
populations abroad in a manner that could mitigate prior public impressions. See: Soft Power.[citation needed]
Thought-terminating cliché
A commonly used phrase, sometimes passing as folk wisdom, used to quell cognitive dissonance.
Transfer
Also known as association, this is a technique that involves projecting the positive or negative qualities of one
person, entity, object, or value onto another to make the second more acceptable or to discredit it. It evokes an
emotional response, which stimulates the target to identify with recognized authorities. Often highly visual,
this technique often utilizes symbols (e.g. swastikas) superimposed over other visual images (e.g. logos).
These symbols may be used in place of words.
Selective truth
Richard Crossman, the British Deputy Director of Psychological Warfare Division (PWD) for the Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF) during the Second World War said "In propaganda truth
pays... It is a complete delusion to think of the brilliant propagandist as being a professional liar. The brilliant
propagandist is the man who tells the truth, or that selection of the truth which is requisite for his purpose, and
tells it in such a way that the recipient does not think he is receiving any propaganda... [...] The art of
propaganda is not telling lies, but rather selecting the truth you require and giving it mixed up with some truths
the audience wants to hear."[]
Unstated assumption
This technique is used when the idea the propagandist wants to plant would seem less credible if explicitly
stated. The concept is instead repeatedly assumed or implied.
Virtue words
These are words in the value system of the target audience that produce a positive image when attached to a
person or issue. Peace, happiness, security, wise leadership, freedom, "The Truth", etc. are virtue words. Many
see religiosity as a virtue, making associations to this quality affectively beneficial. Their use is considered of
the Transfer propaganda technique.

Models
Social psychology
The field of social Psychology includes the study of persuasion. Social psychologists can be sociologists or
psychologists. The field includes many theories and approaches to understanding persuasion. For example,
communication theory points out that people can be persuaded by the communicator's credibility, expertise,
trustworthiness, and attractiveness. The elaboration likelihood model as well as heuristic models of persuasion
suggest that a number of factors (e.g., the degree of interest of the recipient of the communication), influence the
degree to which people allow superficial factors to persuade them. Nobel Prize winning psychologist Herbert A.
Simon won the Nobel prize for his theory that people are cognitive misers. That is, in a society of mass information
people are forced to make decisions quickly and often superficially, as opposed to logically.
Social cognitive theories suggest that people have inherent biases in the way they perceive the world and these biases
can be used to manipulate them. For example, people tend to believe that people's misfortune (e.g., poverty) is a
result of the person and downplay external factors (e.g., being born into poverty). This bias is referred to as the
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Fundamental Attribution Error. Self Fulfilling prophecies occur when people believe what they have been told they
are. Propaganda frequently plays upon people's existing biases to achieve its end. For example, the illusion of
control, refers to people's seemingly innate desire to believe they can and should control their lives. Propagandists
frequently argue their point by claiming that the other side is attempting to take away your control. For example,
Republicans frequently claim that Democrats are attempting to control you by imposing big government on your
private life and take away your spending power by imposing higher taxes while Democrats frequently argue that they
are reigning in big corporations that are attempting to influence elections with money, power and take away your
job, health etc. ... According to bipartisan analysis, these claims are frequently untrue.[12]Wikipedia:Verifiability
Role theory is frequently used to identify an idea as appropriate because it is associated with a role. For example, the
public relations firm Leo Burnett Worldwide used the Marlboro Man to persuade males that Marlboro cigarettes
were a part of being a cool, risk-taking, cowboy rebel who was fearless in the face of threats of cancer. The
campaign quadrupled sales of their cigarettes. Of course, smoking has nothing to do with being a cowboy or a rebel.
This is a fantasy but the campaign's success is consistent with the tenets of role theory. In fact, the three actors who
played the Marlboro man died of lung cancer.

Herman and Chomsky's propaganda model
The propaganda model is a theory advanced by Edward S. Herman and
Noam Chomsky that argues systemic biases in the mass media and
seeks to explain them in terms of structural economic causes.
The 20th century has been characterized by three developments
of great political importance: the growth of democracy, the
growth of corporate power, and the growth of corporate
propaganda as a means of protecting corporate power
against democracy.
—[13][14]
First presented in their 1988 book Manufacturing Consent: the
Political Economy of the Mass Media, the propaganda model views the
private media as businesses selling a product — readers and audiences
(rather than news) — to other businesses (advertisers) and relying
primarily on government and corporate information and propaganda.
The theory postulates five general classes of "filters" that determine the
type of news that is presented in news media: Ownership of the
medium, the medium's Funding, Sourcing of the news, Flak, and
Anti-communist ideology.

Early 20th-century depiction of a "European
Anarchist" attempting to destroy the Statue of
Liberty.

The first three (ownership, funding, and sourcing) are generally regarded by the authors as being the most important.
Although the model was based mainly on the characterization of United States media, Chomsky and Herman believe
the theory is equally applicable to any country that shares the basic economic structure and organizing principles the
model postulates as the cause of media biases. After the Soviet Union disintegrated, Chomsky said terrorism and
Islam would be the new filter replacing communism.[citation needed]
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Ross' epistemic merit model
The epistemic merit model is a method for understanding propaganda conceived by Sheryl Tuttle Ross and detailed
in her 2002 article for the Journal of Aesthetic Education entitled "Understanding Propaganda: The Epistemic Merit
Model and Its Application to Art".[15] Ross developed the Epistemic merit model due to concern about narrow,
misleading definitions of propaganda. She contrasted her model with the ideas of Pope Gregory XV, the Institute for
Propaganda Analysis, Alfred Lee, F.C. Bartlett, and Hans Speier. Insisting that each of their respective discussions
of propaganda are too narrow, Ross proposed her own definition.
To appropriately discuss propaganda, Ross argues that one must
consider
a
threefold
communication
model:
that
of
Sender-Message-Receiver. "That is... propaganda involve[s]... the one
who is persuading (Sender) [who is] doing so intentionally, [the] target
for such persuasion (Receiver) and [the] means of reaching that target
(Message)." There are four conditions for a message to be considered
propaganda. Propaganda involves the intention to persuade. As well,
propaganda is sent on behalf of a sociopolitical institution,
organization, or cause. Next, the recipient of propaganda is a socially
significant group of people. Finally, propaganda is an epistemic
struggle to challenge others' thoughts.

American World War I poster: "Remember Your
First Thrill of American Liberty"

Ross claims that it is misleading to say that propaganda is simply false,
or that it is conditional to a lie, since often the propagandist believes in
what he/she is propagandizing. In other words, it is not necessarily a lie
if the person who creates the propaganda is trying to persuade you of a
view that they actually hold. "The aim of the propagandist is to create
the semblance of credibility." This means that they appeal to an
epistemology that is weak or defective.

False statements, bad arguments, immoral commands as well as
inapt metaphors (and other literary tropes) are the sorts of things
that are epistemically defective... Not only does epistemic defectiveness more accurately describe how
propaganda endeavors to function... since many messages are in forms such as commands that do not admit to
truth-values, [but it] also accounts for the role context plays in the workings of propaganda.

Throughout history those who have wished to persuade have used art to get their message out. This can be
accomplished by hiring artists for the express aim of propagandizing or by investing new meanings to a previously
non-political work. Therefore, Ross states, it is important to consider "the conditions of its making [and] the
conditions of its use."
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History
Pre-modern precedents
Primitive forms of propaganda have been a human activity as far back
as reliable recorded evidence exists. The Behistun Inscription (c. 515
BC) detailing the rise of Darius I to the Persian throne is viewed by
most historians as an early example of propaganda.[16] The
Arthashastra written by Chanakya (c. 350 - 283 BC), a professor of
political science at Takshashila University and a prime minister of the
Maurya Empire in ancient India, discusses propaganda in detail, such
as how to spread propaganda and how to apply it in warfare. His
student Chandragupta Maurya (c. 340 - 293 BC), founder of the
Maurya Empire, employed these methods during his rise to power.[17]
The writings of Romans such as Livy (c. 59 BC - 17 AD) are
considered masterpieces of pro-Roman propaganda.[citation needed]
Another example of early propaganda is the 12th-century work, The
War of the Irish with the Foreigners, written by the Dál gCais to
portray themselves as legitimate rulers of Ireland.

English Civil War cartoon entitled "The Cruel
Practices of Prince Rupert" (1643)

"HIC OSCULA PEDIBUS PAPAE FIGUNTUR
Luther,http://books.google.com/books?id=kYbupalP98kC&pg=PA4&dq=%22the+woodcuts+by+Lucas+Cranach+commissioned+by+Luther+near+the+end+of+

Papstspottbilder.http://books.google.com/books?id=_leG5ztYoZwC&pg=PA61&lpg=PA61&dq=%22This+woodcut+sequence+of+1545,+usually+referred+to+as+t

caused new ideas, thoughts, and doctrine to be made available to the public in ways that had never been seen before
the 16th century. The printing press was invented in approximately 1450 and quickly spread to other major cities
around Europe; by the time the Reformation was underway in 1517 there were printing centers in over 200 of the
major European cities.[20] These centers became the primary producers of both Reformation works by the Protestant
Reformers and anti-Reformation works put forth by the Roman Catholics.

Modern propaganda
19th century

Propaganda
Propaganda as generally understood, is a modern phenomenon that emerged from the creation of literate and
politically active societies informed by a mass media, where governments increasingly saw the necessity for swaying
public opinion in favour of its policies. A notable example was perhaps during the Indian Rebellion of 1857, where
Indian sepoys rebelled against the British East India Company's rule in India. Incidents of rape committed by Indian
rebels against English women or girls were exaggerated to great effect by the British media to justify continued
British colonialism in the Indian subcontinent.[21] At the time, British newspapers had printed various accounts about
English women and girls being raped by the Indian rebels. It was later found that some of these accounts were false
stories created to perpetuate the common stereotypes of the native people of India as savages who need to be
civilized by British colonialists, a mission sometimes known as "The White Man's Burden". One such account
published by The Times, regarding an incident where 48 English girls as young as 10–14 were supposedly raped by
the Indian rebels in Delhi, was criticized as a false propaganda story by Karl Marx, who pointed out that the story
was reported by a clergyman in Bangalore, far from the events of the rebellion.[22]
Gabriel Tarde's Laws of Imitation (1890) and Gustave Le Bon's The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind (1897)
were two of the first codifications of propaganda techniques, which influenced many writers afterward, including
Sigmund Freud. Hitler's Mein Kampf is heavily influenced by Le Bon's theories.
First World War
The first explosion of government propaganda was occasioned by the outbreak of war in 1914. In particular, the
British and German governments dramatically increased their output of propaganda aimed at persuading their
citizens of the justness of their cause and the inevitability of their victory.
The Germans had semi-official propaganda machinery at the beginning of the war. The journalist Matthias Erzberger
established the Zentralstelle für Auslandsdienst (Central Office for Foreign Services), which distributed propaganda
to neutral nations (especially after the invasion of Belgium). Although Germany's undersea cables were immediately
cut by Britain on the onset of war, they relied upon their wireless Nauen Transmitter Station to broadcast
pro-German news reports to the world. Among other techniques, mobile cinemas were sent to the front line to
entertain the troops. The newsreels would portray events wth a pro-German slant. German posters played heavily on
martial themes related to Germanic mythology.
British propaganda during World War I - called “an impressive exercise in improvisation” - was hastily expanded at
the beginning of the war. Under the guidance of Charles Masterman it was set up in Wellington House. Soon, the
British effort, eventually vested in an office called M17, far surpassed the German in quality and ability to sway the
public mood.[23]
British propaganda excelled at using the right words to convey precise and authoritative meaning. An example of
this is the simple poster which depicts two children asking their squirming father, “Daddy, what did you do in the
Great War?”
The impressive effect of this propaganda deluge can be gauged by the tremendous positive reaction to Lord Horatio
Kitchener's appeal for recruitment. Army centres were overrun with volunteers and a tremendous patriotic upsurge
was felt throughout the country. This momentum was sustained, despite the rapidly mounting casualties, by a
constant flow of propaganda.
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British propaganda focused on two main points. It appealed to the
sense of national honour and prestige, but increasingly it began to
focus on whipping up popular hatred for the 'diabolical Hun'. The
enemy was constantly and effectively demonized, both at home and
abroad in the neutral United States, with lurid stories of the rape of
Belgian nuns and the bayonetting of children as documented in the
Bryce report. Much was also made of the execution of Edith Cavell a
British nurse who had helped prisoners of war to escape. The claim
was even circulated that the Germans had built factories that converted
corpses into fat products for the industrial production of items such as
nitroglycerin.
Before the United States declared war in 1917, it established a
propaganda department along similar lines. President Woodrow
Wilson hired Walter Lippmann and Edward Bernays to participate in
the Creel Commission, which was to sway popular opinion in favor of
entering the war on the side of the United Kingdom. The Creel
Committee provided themes for speeches by "four-minute men" at
1914 "Lord Kitchener Wants You!" poster
public functions, and also encouraged censorship of the American
press. Starting after World War I, propaganda had a growing negative connotation. This was due in part to the 1920
book "How We Advertised America: the First Telling of the Amazing Story of the Committee on Public Information
that Carried the Gospel of Americanism to Every Corner of the Globe"[24] in which the impact of the Creel
Committee, and the power of propaganda, was overemphasized. The Committee was so unpopular that after the war,
Congress closed it down without providing funding to organize and archive its papers.
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The war propaganda campaign of the Creel Committee "produced
within six months such an intense anti-German hysteria as to
permanently impress American business (and Adolf Hitler, among
others) with the potential of large-scale propaganda to control
public opinion."[26]
Russian revolution
Russian revolutionaries of the 19th and 20th centuries
distinguished two different aspects covered by the English term
propaganda. Their terminology included two terms: Russian:
агитация (agitatsiya), or agitation, and Russian: пропаганда, or
propaganda, see agitprop (agitprop is not, however, limited to the
Soviet Union, as it was considered, before the October Revolution,
to be one of the fundamental activities of any Marxist activist; this
importance of agit-prop in Marxist theory may also be observed
today in Trotskyist circles, who insist on the importance of leaflet
distribution).
Soviet propaganda meant dissemination of revolutionary ideas,
teachings of Marxism, and theoretical and practical knowledge of
Marxist economics, while agitation meant forming favorable
Northern propaganda in the American Civil War. A
public opinion and stirring up political unrest. These activities did
former slave showing keloid scars from whipping. This
[25]
not carry negative connotations (as they usually do in English) and
famous photo was distributed by abolitionists.
were encouraged. Expanding dimensions of state propaganda, the
Bolsheviks actively used transportation such as trains, aircraft and other means.
Joseph Stalin's regime built the largest fixed-wing aircraft of the 1930s, Tupolev ANT-20, exclusively for this
purpose. Named after the famous Soviet writer Maxim Gorky who had recently returned from fascist Italy, it was
equipped with a powerful radio set called "Voice from the sky", printing and leaflet-dropping machinery, radio
stations, photographic laboratory, film projector with sound for showing movies in flight, library, etc. The aircraft
could be disassembled and transported by railroad if needed. The giant aircraft set a number of world records.

"Long Live World October (revolution)!"

Bolshevik propaganda train, 1923.

ANT-20 "Maxim Gorky" propaganda aircraft
in the Moscow sky.
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Post-war
Bernays, a nephew of Freud, who wrote the book Propaganda early in the 20th century,[27] later coined the terms
"group mind" and "engineering consent", important concepts in practical propaganda work. He wrote:[28]
The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an
important element in democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society
constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power of our country.
We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have
never heard of. This is a logical result of the way in which our democratic society is organized. Vast
numbers of human beings must cooperate in this manner if they are to live together as a smoothly
functioning society.
The file Century of the Self by Adam Curtis documents the immense influence of these ideas on public relations and
politics throughout the last century.
Lippmann, in Public Opinion (1922) also worked on the subject, as well as the American advertising pioneer and
founder of the field of public relations Edward Bernays, a nephew of Freud, who wrote the book Propaganda early in
the 20th century.[27]
According to Alex Carey, one distinctive feature of the 20th century was "the professionalizing and institutionalizing
of propaganda", as it became an increasingly prominent, sophisticated, and self-conscious tactic of both government
and business.[29]
Nazi Germany
Most propaganda in Germany was produced by the Ministry of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda. Joseph
Goebbels was placed in charge of this ministry shortly after Hitler took power in 1933. All journalists, writers, and
artists were required to register with one of the Ministry's subordinate chambers for the press, fine arts, music,
theatre, film, literature, or radio.
The Nazis believed in propaganda as a vital tool in achieving their goals. Adolf Hitler, Germany's Führer, was
impressed by the power of Allied propaganda during World War I and believed that it had been a primary cause of
the collapse of morale and revolts in the German home front and Navy in 1918 (see also: Dolchstoßlegende). Hitler
met nearly every day with Goebbels to discuss the news, and Goebbels would obtain Hitler's thoughts on the subject.
Goebbels then met with senior Ministry officials to pass down the official Party line on world events. Broadcasters
and journalists required prior approval before their works were disseminated. Along with posters, the Nazis produced
a number of films and books to spread their beliefs.

Lappland-Kurier soldiers newspaper
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Second World War
World War II saw continued use of propaganda as a weapon of war, building on the experience of WW1, both by
Hitler's propagandist Joseph Goebbels and the British Political Warfare Executive, as well as the United States
Office of War Information.
Cold War propaganda
The West and the Soviet Union both used propaganda extensively
during the Cold War. Both sides used film, television, and radio
programming to influence their own citizens, each other, and Third
World nations. The United States Information Agency operated the
Voice of America as an official government station. Radio Free Europe
and Radio Liberty, which were, in part, supported by the Central
Intelligence Agency, provided grey propaganda in news and
entertainment programs to Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
respectively. The Soviet Union's official government station, Radio
Moscow, broadcast white propaganda, while Radio Peace and Freedom
broadcast grey propaganda. Both sides also broadcast black
propaganda programs in periods of special crises.
In 1948, the United Kingdom's Foreign Office created the IRD
(Information Research Department), which took over from wartime
and slightly post-war departments such as the Ministry of Information
and dispensed propaganda via various media such as the BBC and
publishing.[30][31]
Its main targets were in the Third World.[32] However, it was also set
out to "be of use to" British media and opinion formers. As well as
supplying material to the BBC World Service, secret lists were
compiled of approved journalists and trade unionists to whom material
was offered, if not always accepted.

A 1988 German Democratic Republic poster
showing the increase of timber production from 7
million cubic metres in 1970 to 11 million in
1990

Possibly its most notorious "project" was the joint operation with the
CIA to set up Encounter magazine, edited by Stephen Spender from
1953 to 1966. Spender resigned after it emerged that the Congress for
Cultural Freedom, which published the magazine, was being covertly
funded by the CIA.[]
The ideological and border dispute between the Soviet Union and
People's Republic of China resulted in a number of cross-border
operations. One technique developed during this period was the
"backwards transmission," in which the radio program was recorded
and played backwards over the air. (This was done so that messages
meant to be received by the other government could be heard, while
the average listener could not understand the content of the program.)
When describing life in capitalist countries, in the US in particular,
propaganda focused on social issues such as poverty and anti-union
action by the government. Workers in capitalist countries were

Poster showing the increase of agricultural
production in the German Democratic Republic
from 1981 to 1983 and 1986
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portrayed as "ideologically close". Propaganda claimed rich people
from the US derived their income from weapons manufacturing, and
claimed that there was substantial racism or neo-fascism in the US.
When describing life in Communist countries, western propaganda
sought to depict an image of a citizenry held captive by governments
that brainwash them. The West also created a fear of the East, by
depicting an aggressive Soviet Union. In the Americas, Cuba served as
a major source and a target of propaganda from both black and white
stations operated by the CIA and Cuban exile groups. Radio Habana
Cuba, in turn, broadcast original programming, relayed Radio
Moscow, and broadcast The Voice of Vietnam as well as alleged
confessions from the crew of the USS Pueblo.
George Orwell's novels Animal Farm and Nineteen Eighty-Four are
virtual textbooks on the use of propaganda. Though not set in the
Soldier loads a "leaflet bomb" during the Korean
Soviet Union, these books are about totalitarian regimes that constantly
War.
corrupt language for political purposes. These novels were, ironically,
used for explicit propaganda. The CIA, for example, secretly commissioned an animated film adaptation of Animal
Farm in the 1950s with small changes to the original story to suit its own needs.[33]
Vietnam war
Propaganda was used extensively by Communist forces in the Vietnam War as means of controlling people's
opinions.[34] Radio stations like Radio Hanoi were in an integral part of North Vietnamese propaganda operations.
Communist Vietnamese politician Mai Chi Tho, commenting on the use of propaganda stated:[35]
"Ho Chi Minh may have been an evil man; Nixon may have been a great man. The Americans may have
had the just cause; we may not have had the just cause. But we won and the Americans were defeated
because we convinced the people that Ho Chi Minh is the great man, that Nixon is a murderer, and the
Americans are the invaders... The key factor is how to control people and their opinions. Only
Marxism-Leninism can do that."
Yugoslav wars
During the Yugoslav wars propaganda was used as a military strategy by governments of Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and Croatia.
Propaganda was used to create fear and hatred and particularly incite the Serb population against the other ethnicities
(Bosniaks, Croats, Albanians and other non-Serbs). Serb media made a great effort in justifying, revising or denying
mass war crimes committed by Serb forces during the Yugoslav wars on Bosniaks and other non-Serbs.[]
According to the ICTY verdicts against Serb political and military leaders, during the Bosnian war, the propaganda
was a part of the Strategic Plan by Serb leadership, aimed at linking Serb-populated areas in Bosnia and Herzegovina
together, gaining control over these areas and creating a sovereign Serb nation state, from which most non-Serbs
would be permanently removed. The Serb leadership was aware that the Strategic Plan could only be implemented
by the use of force and fear, thus by the commission of war crimes.[][]
Croats also used propaganda against Serbs throughout[citation needed] and against Bosniaks during the 1992–1994
Croat-Bosniak war, which was part of the larger Bosnian War. During Lašva Valley ethnic cleansing Croat forces
seized the television broadcasting stations (for example at Skradno) and created its own local radio and television to
carry propaganda, seized the public institutions, raised the Croatian flag over public institution buildings, and
imposed the Croatian Dinar as the unit of currency. During this time, Busovača's Bosniaks were forced to sign an act
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of allegiance to the Croat authorities, fell victim to numerous attacks on shops and businesses and, gradually, left the
area out of fear that they would be the victims of mass crimes.[] According to ICTY Trial Chambers in Blaškić case
Croat authorities created a radio station in Kiseljak to broadcast nationalist propaganda.[] A similar pattern was
applied in Mostar and Gornji Vakuf (where Croats created a radio station called Radio Uskoplje).[] Local propaganda
efforts in parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina controlled by the Croats, were supported by Croatian daily newspapers
such as Večernji list and Croatian Radiotelevision, especially by controversial reporters Dijana Čuljak and Smiljko
Šagolj who are still blamed by the families of Bosniak victims in Vranica case for inciting massacre of Bosnian
POWs in Mostar, when broadcasting a report about alleged terrorists arrested by Croats who victimized Croat
civilians. The bodies of Bosnian POWs were later found in Goranci mass grave. Croatian Radiotelevision presented
Croat attack on Mostar, as a Bosnian Muslim attack on Croats in alliance with the Serbs. According to ICTY, in the
early hours of May 9, 1993, the Croatian Defence Council (HVO) attacked Mostar using artillery, mortars, heavy
weapons and small arms. The HVO controlled all roads leading into Mostar and international organisations were
denied access. Radio Mostar announced that all Bosniaks should hang out a white flag from their windows. The
HVO attack had been well prepared and planned.[]
During the ICTY trials against Croat war leaders, many Croatian journalists participated as the defence witnesses
trying to relativise war crimes committed by Croatian troops against non-Croat civilians (Bosniaks in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Serbs in Croatia). During the trial against general Tihomir Blaškić (later convicted of war crimes),
Ivica Mlivončić, Croatian columnist in Slobodna Dalmacija, tried to defend general Blaškić presenting number of
claims in his book Zločin s pečatom about alleged genocide against Croats (most of it unproven or false), which was
considered by the Trial Chambers as irrelevant for the case. After the conviction, he continued to write in Slobodna
Dalmacija against the ICTY presenting it as the court against Croats, with chauvinistic claims that the ICTY cannot
be unbiased because it is financed by Saudi Arabia (Muslims).[36][37]

Modern Propaganda Techniques
Afghan War
In the 2001 invasion of Afghanistan, psychological operations tactics were employed to demoralize the Taliban and
to win the sympathies of the Afghan population. At least six EC-130E Commando Solo aircraft were used to jam
local radio transmissions and transmit replacement propaganda messages. Leaflets were also dropped throughout
Afghanistan, offering rewards for Osama bin Laden and other individuals, portraying Americans as friends of
Afghanistan and emphasizing various negative aspects of the Taliban. Another shows a picture of Mohammed Omar
in a set of crosshairs with the words "We are watching."
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Iraq War
The United States and Iraq both employed propaganda during the Iraq
War. The United States established campaigns towards the American
people on the justifications of the war while using similar tactics to
bring down Saddam Hussein's government in Iraq.[38]
Iraqi propaganda
The Iraqi insurgency's plan was to gain as much support as possible by
using violence as their propaganda tool.[39] Inspired by the Vietcong's
tactics,[40] insurgents were using rapid movement to keep the coalition
off-balance.[39] By using low-technology strategies to convey their
messages, they were able to gain support.[41] Graffiti slogans were
used on walls and houses praising the virtues of many group leaders
while condemning the Iraqi government. Others used flyers, leaflets,
articles and self-published newspapers and magazines to get the point
across.[41]
Insurgents also produced CDs and DVDs and distributed them in
communities that the Iraq and the U.S. Government were trying to
influence.[42] The insurgents designed advertisements that cost a
fraction of what the U.S. was spending on their ads aimed at the same
people in Iraq with much more success.[42] In addition, the Iraqis also created and established an Arabic language
television station to transmit information to the people of Iraq about the rumors and lies that the Americans were
spreading about the war.[40]
US PSYOP pamphlet disseminated in Iraq. Text:
"This is your future al-Zarqawi" and shows
al-Qaeda fighter al-Zarqawi caught in a rat trap.

American propaganda in Iraq
To achieve their aim of a moderate, pro-western Iraq, U.S. authorities were careful to avoid conflicts with Islamic
culture that would produce passionate reactions from Iraqis, but differentiating between "good" and "bad" Islams has
proved challenging for the U.S.[40]
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The U.S. implemented something called "Black Propaganda" by
creating false radio personalities that would disseminate
pro-American information but supposedly run by the supporters of
Saddam Hussein. One radio station used was Radio Tikrit.[40]
Another example of America's attempt with Black Propaganda is that
the U.S. paid Iraqis to publish articles written by American troops in
their newspapers under the idea that they are unbiased and real
accounts; this was brought forth by the New York Times in 2005.[43]
The article stated that it was the Lincoln Group who had been hired
by the U.S. government to create the propaganda, however their
names were later cleared from any wrongdoing.[43]
The U.S. was more successful with the "Voice of America"
campaign, which is an old Cold War tactic that exploited people's
desire for information.[40] While the information they gave out to the
Iraqis was truthful, they were in a high degree of competition with
the opposing forces after the censorship of the Iraqi media was lifted
with the removal of Saddam from power.[44]

News of the Bataan Death March sparked outrage in
the US, as reflected in this poster.

In November 2005, the Chicago Tribune and the Los Angeles Times, alleged that the United States military had
manipulated news reported in Iraqi media in an effort to cast a favorable light on its actions while demoralizing the
insurgency. Lt. Col. Barry Johnson, a military spokesman in Iraq, said the program is "an important part of
countering misinformation in the news by insurgents", while a spokesman for former Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld said the allegations of manipulation were troubling if true. The Department of Defense confirmed the
existence of the program.[45][46]
Propaganda aimed at Americans
The extent to which the US government was guilty of propaganda aimed at its own people is a matter of discussion.
The book Selling Intervention & War by Jon Western argued that president Bush was "selling the war" to the
public.[47]
President George W. Bush gave a talk at the Athena Performing Arts Center at Greece Athena Middle and High
School Tuesday, May 24, 2005 in Rochester, NY. About halfway through the event Bush said, "See in my line of
work you got to keep repeating things over and over and over again for the truth to sink in, to kind of catapult the
propaganda."
People had their initial reactions to the War on Terror, but with more biased and persuading information, Iraq as a
whole has been negatively targeted.[48] America's goal was to remove Saddam Hussein's power in Iraq with
allegations of possible weapons of mass destruction related to Osama Bin Laden.[49] Video and picture coverage in
the news has shown shocking and disturbing images of torture and other evils being done under the Iraqi
Government.[49]
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North Korea
Every year, a state-owned publishing house releases several cartoons
(called geurim-chaek in North Korea), many of which are smuggled
across the Chinese border and, sometimes, end up in university
libraries in the United States. The books are designed to instill the
Juche philosophy of Kim Il-sung (the 'father' of North Korea)—radical
self-reliance of the state. The plots mostly feature scheming capitalists
from the United States and Japan who create dilemmas for naïve North
Korean characters.
Mexican drug cartels

North Koreans touring the Museum of American
War Atrocities.

Drug cartels have been engaged in propaganda and psychological
campaigns to influence their rivals and those within their area of influence. They use banners and "narcomantas" to
threaten their rivals. Some cartels hand out pamphlets and leaflets to conduct public relation campaigns. They have
been able to control the information environment by threatening journalists, bloggers, and others who speak out
against them. They have elaborate recruitment strategies targeting young adults to join their cartel groups. They have
successfully branded the word "narco", and the word has become part of Mexican culture. There is music, television
shows, literature, beverages, food, and architecture that all have been branded "narco".[50][51]
China
Quentin Tarantino's Django Unchained was going to be the first Tarantino film approved for official distribution in
China’s strictly controlled film market.[52][53] Lily Kuo, on Quartz, wrote that "the film depicts one of America’s
darker periods, when slavery was legal, which Chinese officials like to use to push back against criticism from the
United States. ... Moreover, in classrooms and in state propaganda, America’s seizure of land from Native Americans
and the US Civil War are well covered as a way to justify to Chinese citizens that every country fights for its
territorial integrity. In other words, China is no different for insisting that Tibet, Xinjiang, and eventually Taiwan, be
part of the mainland at all costs."[54]

Children
Of all the potential targets for propaganda, children are the most vulnerable because they are the most unprepared for
the critical reasoning and contextual comprehension required to determine whether a message is propaganda or not.
Children's vulnerability to propaganda is rooted in developmental psychology. The attention children give their
environment during development, due to the process of developing their understanding of the world, will cause them
to absorb propaganda indiscriminately. Also, children are highly imitative: studies by Albert Bandura, Dorothea
Ross and Sheila A. Ross in the 1960s indicated
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To a degree, socialization, formal education, and standardized television
programming can be seen as using propaganda for the purpose of
indoctrination. The use of propaganda in schools was highly prevalent
during the 1930s and 1940s in Germany, as well as in Stalinist
Russia.[citation needed]

Anti-Semitic propaganda for children
In Nazi Germany, the education system was thoroughly co-opted to
indoctrinate the German youth with anti-Semitic ideology. This was
accomplished through the National Socialist Teachers League, of which
97% of all German teachers were members in 1937. It encouraged the
teaching of "racial theory." Picture books for children such as Don't Trust
A Fox in A Green Meadow Or the Word of A Jew, Der Giftpilz (translated
Poster promoting the Nicaraguan Sandinistas.
into
English
as
The
Poisonous
Mushroom),
and
The
The text reads, "Sandinista children: Toño,
Poodle-Pug-Dachshund-Pincher were widely circulated (over 100,000
Delia and Rodolfo are in the Association of
copies
of Don't Trust A Fox... were circulated during the late 1930s) and
Sandinista Children. Sandinista children use a
neckerchief. They participate in the
contained depictions of Jews as devils, child molesters, and other morally
revolution and are very studious."
charged figures. Slogans such as "Judas the Jew betrayed Jesus the
German to the Jews" were recited in class.[55] The following is an example
of a propagandistic math problem recommended by the National Socialist Essence of Education:

“

[56]

The Jews are aliens in Germany—in 1933 there were 66,606,000 inhabitants in the German Reich, of whom 499,682 (.75%) were Jews.

”

Tomorrow's Pioneers (Arabic:  ;ﺭﻭﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﻐﺪalso The Pioneers of Tomorrow) is a children's program, broadcast since April
13, 2007 on the official Palestinian Hamas television station, Al-Aqsa TV (Arabic: )ﻣﺮﺋﻴﺔ ﺍﻷﻗﺼﻰ ﻗﻨﺎﺓ ﺍﻷﻗﺼﻰ. The
program deals with many life aspects Palestinian children face. Assoud (Arabic:  ;ﺍﺳﻮﺩalso rendered as Assud), a
Bugs Bunny-like rabbit character whose name means lion was introduced after his brother Nahoul, the previous
co-host, died of illness.[]
In explaining why he is called Assoud (lion), when Arnoub (rabbit) would be more appropriate, Assoud explains that
"A rabbit is a term for a bad person and coward. And I, Assoud, will finish off the Jews and eat them."[][57] Before
Nahoul's death, Assoud lived in Lebanon; he returned "in order to return to the homeland and liberate it."[57] Assoud
has hinted in episode 113 that he will be replaced by a tiger when he is martyred.
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Born

7 May 1841
Nogent-le-Rotrou

Died

13 December 1931
(aged 90)
Marnes-la-Coquette

Nationality French
Fields

Social psychology

Known for Crowd psychology

Gustave Le Bon (7 May 1841 – 13 December 1931) was a French social psychologist, sociologist, Anthropologist,
inventor, and amateur physicist. He is best known for his 1895 work The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind. His
writings incorporate theories of national traits, racial superiority, herd behavior and crowd psychology.
Le Bon began his writing career working in the new field of anthropology. In the 1870's he invented a pocket
cephalometer, or as he called it, a "Compass of Coordinates". An instrument which allowed one to quickly measure
the head's various angles, diameters, and profiles. In effect, the instrument was able to reproduce the measurements
of any 3-D solid figure. Because it was small and portable the device was easily incorporated into the research
programs of anthropologists. Le Bon himself, in 1881, used the cephalometer to measure the heads of 50 inhabitants
of the remote Tatras Mountains region of southern Poland. His paper, "The Pocket Cephalometer, or Compass of
Coordinates" is written in the style of a user's manual, and stands as an important historical document that details
how 19th Century anthropologists initially practiced their science.
Le Bon's physical theories generated some mild controversy in the physics community. In 1896 he reported
observing a new kind of radiation, which he termed "black light" (not the same as what today people call black light,
though it was later discovered not to exist.[1]). His theory of the nature of matter and energy was expanded upon in
his book The Evolution of Matter. The book was popular in France, going through 12 editions. The major premise of
the book is matter is an inherently unstable substance and slowly transforms into luminiferous ether. One major
supporter was Henri Poincaré, however by 1900 physicists had rejected his formulation.

Life
Le Bon was born in Nogent-le-Rotrou, France (near Chartres), and died in Marnes-la-Coquette. He studied medicine
and toured Europe, Asia, and North Africa during the 1860s to 1880s while writing about archeology and
anthropology, making some money from the design of scientific apparatus. His first great success however was the
publication of Les Lois psychologiques de l'évolution des peuples (1894; The Psychology of Peoples), the first work
in which he used a popularizing style that was to make his reputation secure. His best selling work, La psychologie
des foules (1895; English translation The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind, 1896), was published soon afterward.

Gustave Le Bon
In 1902, he began a series of weekly luncheons (les déjeuners du mercredi) to which prominent people of many
professions were invited to discuss topical issues. The strength of Le Bon's personal networks is apparent from the
guest list: participants included Henri and Raymond Poincaré (cousins, physicist and President of France
respectively), Paul Valéry and Henri Bergson.

Influence
Le Bon was one of the first social psychologists to theoretically distinguish between a mob and a crowd. Other
contemporary or ‘first generation’ theorists of crowd behavior included: the French sociologist Gabriel Tarde, the
Italian lawyer and criminologist Scipio Sighele and the German sociologist Georg Simmel. All three of these writers
were familiar with each others works and drew similar conclusions about mass crowds at a critical time during the
formation of new theories of social action.
Scipio Sighele’s book, “La Folla Delinquente” was published in Italian in 1891 and in French under the title, “La
Foule Criminelle,” the same year. However, the book was not accessible to the German sociologist Georg Simmel
until 1897 when the German edition appeared under the title, “Psychologie des Auflaufs und der Massenverbrechen”.
The English edition of Sighele's book, “The Criminal Crowd,” was published in 1894.
Just prior to World War I Wilfred Trotter, a surgeon of University College Hospital, London introduced Wilfred
Bion, an employee at the same hospital, to Le Bon's writings and Sigmund Freud's work Massenpsychologie und
Ich-Analyse (1921; English translation Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, 1922). Trotter's book,
Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War forms the basis for the research of both Wilfred Bion and Ernest Jones who
established what would be called group psychology. Their association with the Tavistock Institute also places them
in the new field of group dynamics. During the first half of the twentieth century Le Bon's writings were used by
media researchers such as Hadley Cantril and Herbert Blumer to describe the reactions of subordinate groups to
media.
Dr. George Lachmann Mosse, former History professor in University of Wisconsin-Madison has claimed (audio
courses) that fascist theories of leadership that emerged during the 1920s owed much to Le Bon's theories of crowd
psychology. Adolf Hitler's Mein Kampf also drew largely on the propaganda techniques proposed in Le Bon's 1895
book.[2][3][4][5] In addition, Benito Mussolini made a careful study of Le Bon's crowd psychology book, apparently
keeping the book by his bedside.[6] Edward Bernays, a nephew of Sigmund Freud, was influenced by Le Bon and
Trotter. In his famous book Propaganda, he declared that a major feature of democracy was the manipulation of the
mass mind by media and advertising. Theodore Roosevelt, as well as many other American progressives in the early
20th century, were also deeply affected by Le Bon's writings.[7]

Selected works
• Anatomical & Mathematical Researches into the Laws of the Variations of Brain Volume & Their Relation to
Intelligence (1879)
• This paper received an award from both the French Academy of Sciences and the Anthropology Society of
Paris..
• The Pocket Cephalometer, or Compass of Coordinates
• Experimental Researches on the Variations of the Volume of the Brain and Skull (1878)
• In this 1878 presentation to the Anthropology Society of Paris, Dr. Gustave Le Bon summarizes his extensive
research on the volume of the brain and skull. The major findings of his study are: (1) "what constitutes the
superiority of one race over another is that the superior race contains many more voluminous skulls than the
inferior race;” (2) "comparing the largest skulls belonging to the superior races to the largest skulls of the
inferior races, the difference amounts to the enormous number of 400 cubic centimeters;" (3) "the difference
existing between the brain weight of a man and woman progressively increases as a people's level of
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civilization rises." These conclusions were based on patterns contained in the measurements he obtained by
grouping data in a statistical progressive series.
• L'homme et les sociétés (1881); Man and Society),
• The Study of Races and Present-day Anthropology (1881)
• In this 1881 treatise Dr. Gustave Le Bon strongly criticizes his fellow anthropologists for merely calculating
the averages of the various craniological measurements in their data set. Such "averages are fictitious values
that provide a totally false idea of the elements that have served to constitute them," he says. Instead, he urges
his fellow scientists to analyze their data by utilizing a series statistical method which will accurately
determine the intelligence level of a race. Le Bon concludes the paper with two claims, (1) "skull volume
directly corresponds with intelligence," and (2) "the superior race contains a certain number of quite
voluminous skulls, whereas the inferior race does not.
• On the Applications of Photography to Anthropology with Respect to the Photographs Taken of the Fuegians
Housed at the Jardin d'Acclimatation (1881)
• In this November 17, 1881 presentation to the Anthropology Society of Paris, Dr. Gustave Le Bon describes
several photographs that he took of individuals from Tierra del Fuego who were housed at the time at the
Jardin d'Acclimatation in Paris. Employing a new photography method, which involved the use of a dry
emulsion of gelatino-silver bromide, Le Bon was "able to operate in an instantaneous manner." He comments
that his Fuegian subjects were, "caught in the most diverse, but at the same time the most natural, poses."
Gustave Le Bon presented this paper as a helpful introduction to the much longer presentation by Dr. Leonce
Manouvrier, who had taken detailed measurements of 50 different body parts (foot length, etc.) on the same
Tierra del Fuegian individuals Le Bon had photographed. See, "The Fuegians of the Jardin d'Acclimatation" by
Leonce Manouvrier).
• La Civilisation des Arabes (1884); The Civilisation of the Arabs
• Applications of Psychology to the Classification of Races (1886)
• In this 1886 paper Dr. Gustave Le Bon analyzes the various races of India from a psychological point of view.
This viewpoint represents a dramatic change in Le Bon’s approach to anthropology. After his departure from
anthropology it appears that he took up the idea that a race can be best defined by its psychological qualities,
rather than by its physical characteristics. In this study he classifies the peoples of India into three large groups,
the largest of which is composed of the Hindus. He has two major conclusions: (1) the psychological qualities
of the Hindus are submissiveness, absence of energy, fatalism, and lack of precision in thought; and (2) the
mass of the Hindu population is intellectually equal to Europeans. Although he qualifies this finding with the
remark that the "former, unlike the latter, does not possess a certain number of superior intellects." The paper
is illustrated with reproduced photos to illuminate his findings.
• Les Lois psychologiques de l'évolution des peuples (1894); The Psychology of Peoples)
• La psychologie des foules (1895); English translation The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind 1896)
• Psychologie du socialisme (1896); The Psychology of Socialism)
• Lois psychologiques de l'évolution des peuples (1907)
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Wilfred Batten Lewis Trotter, FRS[] (1872–1939) was a British surgeon, a pioneer in neurosurgery. He was also
known for his studies on social psychology, most notably for his concept of the herd instinct, which he first outlined
in two published papers in 1908, and later in his famous popular work Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War.
Trotter argued that gregariousness was an instinct, and studied beehives, flocks of sheep and wolf packs.

Life
Born in Coleford, Gloucestershire in 1872, Trotter moved to London to attend college at age 16. An excellent
medical student, he decided to specialise in surgery and was appointed Surgical Registrar at University College
Hospital in 1901 and Assistant Surgeon in 1906. He opened his own practice after obtaining his medical degree. He
was also a keen writer, with an interest in science and philosophy. In 1908, he published two papers on the subject of
herd mentality, which were precursors to his later, more famous, work.
Working at University College Hospital in London as professor of surgery, he held the office of honorary surgeon to
King George V from 1928 to 1932. He was also a member of the Council of the Royal Society that conferred their
Honorary Membership on Professor Freud, whom he attended after his move to England. Later he was consulted
about Freud's terminal cancer, in 1938. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in May 1931.[1] In the last
years of his life, he became professor and director of the surgical unit at UCH and turned to writing on a larger scale.
He died in Blackmoor, Hampshire in 1939. The Collected Papers of Wilfred Trotter, an anthology of his final essays,
appeared two years after his death.
Trotter was also the surgeon, at University College London for whom Wilfred Bion worked as a resident in his own
medical training, before he famously studied groups and trained as a psychoanalyst at the Tavistock Institute. In her
account of Bion's life "The Days of our Years,"[2] his wife Francesca writes of the great influence Trotter had on the
direction of Bion's work on group relations.
Edward Bernays, author of Propaganda and nephew to Freud, also refers to Trotter and Gustave Le Bon in his
writings.
He met Sigmund Freud several times. According to Ernest Jones[3] (Freud's first biographer), "he was one of the first
two or three in England to appreciate the significance of Freud's work, which I came to know through him. He was
one of the rapidly diminishing group who attended the first International Congress at Salzburg in 1908".

Wilfred Trotter

Major works
Trotter's popular book, The Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War is an analysis of group psychology and the ability
of large numbers of people to be swayed by innate tendency. In it he popularised in English the concept, first
developed by French sociologist Gustave Le Bon, of an instinct overriding the will of the individual in favour of the
group.
Trotter's writings about the herd mentality, which began as early as 1905 and were published as a paper in two parts
in 1908 and 1909 are considered by some to represent a breakthrough in the understanding of group behaviour, long
before its study became important in a variety of fields, from workplace relations to marketing.
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Crowd psychology, also known as Mob Psychology, is a branch of social psychology. Social psychologists have
developed several different theories for explaining the ways in which the psychology of the crowd differs from and
interacts with that of the individuals within it. Major theorists in crowd psychology include Gustave Le Bon, Gabriel
Tarde, Sigmund Freud, and Steve Reicher. This field relates to the behaviors and thought processes of both the
individual crowd members and the crowd as an entity.[] Crowd behavior is heavily influenced by the loss of
responsibility of the individual and the impression of universality of behavior, both of which increase with the size of
the crowd. [] [] The Occupy Movement, as well as the London Riots show the ongoing need for study of crowd
phenomena. Given the potential security issues, this is an important field for continued research.[1]

Origins of the Field
Modern crowd psychology emerged as a field of interest in mid-19th century France. With increased
industrialization came increased separation between the working class and the social elite. The study of crowd
psychology began primarily to address the real concern of mass social uprising. [] Psychologist and historian
Hippolyte Taine’s view of the Revolutionary crowds in 1789 France also contributed to the development of the field.
The founding of the Second International Workingmen’s Association lead to unprecedented worldwide strikes and
demonstrations on Labor Day, which scared the new bourgeois elites and increased interest in the field. Additionally,
Mobs were a major theme at the first international conference on criminal anthropology (criminology).
In 1841, Charles MacKay wrote his “Extraordinary Delusions and the Madness of Crowds”.[] However, it was in the
latter half of the century that interest in the field gained momentum. The early 1890s saw the publication of many
articles on the subject, starting with Scipio Sighele’s “La Folla Delinquente” (1891). In 1892, Gustav le Bon wrote
"La Psychologie des Foules". Another essay was written in 1892 by the French provincial judge and early social
psychologist Gabriel Tarde, and was later included in his collection L’opinion et la foule. These years of work
inspired arguably the most influential early theorist on the subject, French physician and popular science writer
Gustave Le Bon, to write "The Crowd” in 1895. [] [] [] [2] While crowds have existed since man began to gather, the
study of the psychological underpinnings of the phenomenon is rather new. French intellectuals spent half of a
century just getting the ball rolling on this field of study, and the 20th century ran with it.

Types of Crowds
While crowd psychology has largely focused on the negative aspects of crowds, [] not all crowds are volatile or
negative in nature. Crowd action can serve as an important agent for social change. An example of this would be the
sit-ins during the Civil Rights Movement. It has been found that crowds can both reflect and challenge the held
ideologies of their sociocultural environment. They can also serve integrative social functions, creating temporary
communities.[] []
Crowds can be active (mobs) or passive (audiences). Active crowds can be further divided into aggressive, escapist,
acquisitive, or expressive mobs. [] Aggressive mobs are often violent and outwardly focused. These are the ones you
hear about on the news – the L.A. Riots of 1992, football riots, etc. Escapist mobs are characterized by panic. A
large number of people trying to get out of a (usually dangerous) situation. These types of mobs are why it is illegal
to yell “Fire!” in a crowded theater. Acquisitive mobs describe the looting after Hurricane Katrina. They occur when
large numbers of people are fighting for limited resources. Expressive mobs is the catch-all term for any other large
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group of people gathering for an active purpose. Civil disobedience, rock concerts, and religious revivals all fall
under this category. []

Theoretical Perspectives
Gustave Le Bon
Le Bon held that crowds existed in three stages: Submergence, Contagion, and Suggestion. [] During Submergence,
the individuals in the crowd lose their sense of individual self and personal responsibility. This is quite heavily
induced by the anonymity of the crowd. [] Contagion refers to the propensity for individuals in a crowd to follow the
predominant ideas and emotions of the crowd unquestioningly. In Le Bon’s view, affect is capable of spreading
between “submerged” individuals much like a disease. [] Suggestion refers to the period in which the ideas and
emotions of the crowd are primarily drawn from a shared racial unconscious. This behavior comes from an archaic
shared unconscious, and is therefore uncivilized in nature, and is limited by the moral and cognitive abilities of the
least capable members. [] Le Bon believed that crowds could be a powerful force only for destruction.[] Additionally,
Le Bon and others have indicated that crowd members feel a lessened sense of legal culpability, due to the difficulty
in prosecuting individual members of a mob. []
Le Bon’s idea that crowds foster anonymity and generate emotion has been contested by some critics. Clark McPhail
who points out that some studies show that "the madding crowd" does not take on a life of its own, apart from the
thoughts and intentions of members.[3] Norris Johnson, after investigating a panic at a 1979 The Who concert
concluded that the crowd was composed of many small groups of people mostly trying to help each other.
Additionally, Le Bon’s theory ignores the socio-cultural context of the crowd, which some theorists argue can
disempower social change. [] R. Brown disputes the assumption that crowds are homogenous, suggesting instead that
participants exist on a continuum, differing in their ability to deviate from social norms. []

Freudian Theory
Sigmund Freud's crowd behavior theory primarily consists of the idea that becoming a member of a crowd serves to
unlock the unconscious mind. This occurs because the super-ego, or moral center of consciousness, is displaced by
the larger crowd, to be replaced by a charismatic crowd leader. McDougall argues similarly to Freud, saying that
simplistic emotions are widespread, and complex emotions are rarer. In a crowd the overall shared emotional
experience reverts to the least common denominator, leading to primitive levels of emotional expression []. This
organizational structure is that of the “primal horde” – pre-civilized society - and Freud states that one must rebel
against the leader (re-instate the individual morality) in order to escape from it. [] Moscovici expanded on this idea,
discussing how dictators such as Mao Zedong and Joseph Stalin have used mass psychology to place themselves in
this “horde leader” position []
Theodor Adorno criticized the belief in a spontaneity of the masses: according to him, the masses were an artificial
product of "administrated" modern life. The Ego of the bourgeois subject dissolved itself, giving way to the Id and
the "de-psychologized" subject. Furthermore, Adorno stated the bond linking the masses to the leader through the
spectacle is feigned:
"When the leaders become conscious of mass psychology and take it into their own hands, it ceases to
exist in a certain sense. [...] Just as little as people believe in the depth of their hearts that the Jews are
the devil, do they completely believe in their leader. They do not really identify themselves with him but
act this identification, perform their own enthusiasm, and thus participate in their leader's performance.
[...] It is probably the suspicion of this fictitiousness of their own 'group psychology' which makes
fascist crowds so merciless and unapproachable. If they would stop to reason for a second, the whole
performance would go to pieces, and they would be left to panic."[4]
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Deindividuation Theory
Deindividuation theory argues that in typical crowd situations, factors such as anonymity, group unity, and arousal
weaken personal controls (e.g. guilt, shame, self-evaluating behavior) by distancing people from their personal
identities and reducing their concern for social evaluation.[] []This lack of restraint increases individual sensitivity to
the environment and lessens rational forethought, which can lead to antisocial behavior. [] [] More recent theories
have stated that deindividuation hinges upon a person being unable, due to situation, to have strong awareness of
their self as an object of attention. This lack of attention frees the individual from the necessity of normal social
behavior[].
American social psychologist Leon Festinger and colleagues first elaborated the concept of deindividuation in 1952.
It was further refined by American psychologist Philip Zimbardo, who detailed why mental input and output became
blurred by such factors as anonymity, lack of social constraints, and sensory overload.[5] Zimbardo’s famous
Stanford Prison Experiment is a strong argument for the power of deindividuation. [] Further experimentation has
had mixed results when it comes to aggressive behaviors, and has instead shown that the normative expectations
surrounding the situtaions of deindividuation influence behavior (i.e. if one is deindividuated as a [Ku Klux
Klan|KKK] member, aggression increases, but if it is as a nurse, aggression does not increase). []
A further distinction has been proposed between public and private deindividuation. When private aspects of self are
weakened, one becomes more subject to crowd impulses, but not necessarily in a negative way. It is when one no
longer attends to the public reaction and judgement of individual behavior that antisocial behavior is elicited. []

Convergence theory
Convergence theory[] holds that crowd behavior is not a product of the crowd, but rather the crowd is a product of
the coming together of like-minded individuals. [] [] Floyd Allport argued that “An individual in a crowd behaves just
as he would behave alone, only more so.”[6] Convergence theory holds that crowds form from people of similar
dispositions, whose actions are then reinforced and intensified by the crowd. []
Convergence theory claims that crowd behavior is not irrational; rather, people in crowds express existing beliefs
and values so that the mob reaction is the rational product of widespread popular feeling. However, this theory is
questioned by certain research which found that people involved in the 1970’sriots were less likely than
nonparticipant peers to have previous convictions. []
Critics of this theory report that it still excludes the social determination of self and action, in that it argues that all
actions of the crowd are born from the individuals’ intents. []

Emergent Norm Theory
Ralph Turner and Lewis Killian put forth the idea that norms emerge from within the crowd. Emergent Norm Theory
states that crowds have little unity at their outset, but during a period of milling about, key members suggest
appropriate actions, and following members fall in line, forming the basis for the crowd’s norms. []
Key members are identified through distinctive personalities or behaviors. These garner attention, and the lack of
negative response elicited from the crowd as a whole stands as tacit agreement to their legitimacy.[] The followers
form the majority of the mob, as people tend to be creatures of conformity who are heavily influenced by the
opinions of others. [] This has been shown in the conformity studies conducted by Sherif and Asch.[] Crowd members
are further convinced by the universality phenomenon, described by Allport as the persuasive tendency of the idea
that if everyone in the mob is acting in such-and-such a way, then it cannot be wrong. []
Emergent Norm Theory allows for both positive and negative mob types, as the distinctive characteristics and
behaviors of key figures can be positive or negative in nature. An antisocial leader can incite violent action, but an
influential voice of non-violence in a crowd can lead to a mass sit-in. []
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A major criticism of this theory is that the formation and following of new norms indicates a level of self-awareness
that is often missing in the individuals in crowds (as evidenced by the study of deindividuation). Another criticism is
that the idea of emergent norms fails to take into account the presence of existent sociocultural norms. [] []
Additionally, the theory fails to explain why certain suggestions or individuals rise to normative status while others
do not. []

Social Identity Theory
Social identity theory posits that the self is a complex system made up primarily of the concept of membership or
non-membership in various social groups. These groups have various moral and behavioral values and norms, and
the individual’s actions depend on which group membership (or non-membership) is most personally salient at the
time of action. [] This influence is evidenced by findings that when the stated purpose and values of a group changes,
the values and motives of its members are shown to also change.[] Crowds are an amalgam of individuals, all of
whom belong to various conflicting groups. However, if the crowd is primarily related to some identifiable group
(Christians, Civil Rights Activists, Packers Fans, etc.) then the values of that group will dictate crowd action. [] In
crowds which are more ambiguous, individuals will assume a new social identity as a member of the crowd. [] This
group membership is made more salient by confrontation with other groups (police, rival team’s fans, etc.) – a
relatively common occurrence for crowds. []
The group identity serves to create a set of standards for behavior – for certain groups violence is legitimate, for
others it is unacceptable. [] This standard is formed from stated values, but also from the actions of others in the
crowd, and sometimes from a few in leadership-type positions. []
A concern with this theory is that while it explains how crowds reflect social ideas and prevailing attitudes, it does
not explain the mechanisms by which crowds enact social change. []
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Psychoanalysis is a psychological and psychotherapeutic theory founded in the late 19th century by Austrian
neurologist Sigmund Freud. Since then, psychoanalysis has expanded, been criticized and developed in different
directions, mostly by some of Freud's colleagues and students, such as Alfred Adler, Carl Gustav Jung and Wilhelm
Reich, and later by neo-Freudians such as Erich Fromm, Karen Horney, Harry Stack Sullivan and Jacques Lacan.
The basic tenets of psychoanalysis include the following:
1. beside the inherited constitution of personality, a person's development is determined by events in early
childhood;
2. human behavior, experience, and cognition are largely determined by irrational drives;
3. those drives are largely unconscious;
4. attempts to bring those drives into awareness meet psychological resistance in the form of defense mechanisms;
5. conflicts between conscious and unconscious (repressed) material can result in mental disturbances such as
neurosis, neurotic traits, anxiety, depression etc.;
6. the liberation from the effects of the unconscious material is achieved through bringing this material into the
conscious mind (via e.g. skilled guidance).[3]
Under the broad umbrella of psychoanalysis there are at least 22 theoretical orientations regarding human mental
development. The various approaches in treatment called "psychoanalysis" vary as much as the theories do. The term
also refers to a method of studying child development.

Psychoanalysis
Freudian psychoanalysis refers to a specific type of treatment in which the "analysand" (analytic patient) verbalizes
thoughts, including free associations, fantasies, and dreams, from which the analyst induces the unconscious
conflicts causing the patient's symptoms and character problems, and interprets them for the patient to create insight
for resolution of the problems. The analyst confronts and clarifies the patient's pathological defenses, wishes and
guilt. Through the analysis of conflicts, including those contributing to resistance and those involving transference
onto the analyst of distorted reactions, psychoanalytic treatment can hypothesize how patients unconsciously are
their own worst enemies: how unconscious, symbolic reactions that have been stimulated by experience are causing
symptoms.
Psychoanalysis has been criticized on numerous fronts, including the view that it constitutes pseudoscience, but it
remains influential within psychiatry.[4]

History
1890s
The idea of psychoanalysis came into full prominence under Sigmund Freud. Sigmund Freud formulated his own
theory of psychoanalysis in Vienna in the 1890s. Freud was a neurologist interested in finding an effective treatment
for patients with neurotic or hysterical symptoms. Freud had become aware of the existence of mental processes that
were not conscious as a result of his neurological consulting job at the Children's Hospital, where he noticed that
many aphasic children had no apparent organic cause for their symptoms. He then wrote a monograph about this
subject.[5] In the late 1880s, Freud obtained a grant to study with Jean-Martin Charcot, the famed neurologist and
syphilologist, at the Salpêtrière in Paris. Charcot had become interested in patients who had symptoms that
mimicked general paresis (neuropsychiatric disorder affecting the brain and central nervous system, caused by
syphilis infection).
Freud's first theory to explain hysterical symptoms was presented in Studies on Hysteria (1895), co-authored with his
mentor the distinguished physician Josef Breuer, which was generally seen as the birth of psychoanalysis. The work
was based on Breuer's treatment of "Anna O.", which the patient herself had dubbed the "talking cure". Breuer wrote
that there many factors that could produce such symptoms, including various types of emotional trauma, and he also
credited work by others such as Pierre Janet; while Freud contended that at the root of hysterical symptoms were
repressed memories of distressing occurrences, almost always having direct or indirect sexual associations.[6]
Around the same time Freud attempted to develop a neuro-physiological theory of unconscious mental mechanisms,
which he soon gave up. It remained unpublished in his lifetime.[7]
In 1896 Freud published his so-called seduction theory which proposed that the preconditions for hysterical
symptoms are sexual excitations in infancy, and he claimed to have uncovered repressed memories of incidents of
sexual abuse for all his current patients.[8] However by 1898 he had privately acknowledged to his friend and
colleague Wilhelm Fliess that he no longer believed in his theory, though he did not state this publicly until 1906.[9]
Though in 1896 he had reported that his patients "had no feeling of remembering the [infantile sexual] scenes", and
assured him "emphatically of their unbelief",[10] in later accounts he claimed that they had told him that they had
been sexually abused in infancy. This became the received historical account until challenged by several Freud
scholars in the latter part of the 20th century who argued that he had imposed his preconceived notions on his
patients.[11][12][13] However, building on his claims that the patients reported infantile sexual abuse experiences,
Freud subsequently contended that his clinical findings in the mid-1890s provided evidence of the occurrence of
unconscious fantasies, supposedly to cover up memories of infantile masturbation.[14] Only much later did he claim
the same findings as evidence for Oedipal desires.[15]
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1900–1940s
By 1900, Freud had conjectured that dreams had
symbolic significance, and generally were
specific to the dreamer. Freud formulated his
second psychological theory— which postulates
that the unconscious has or is a "primary
process" consisting of symbolic and condensed
thoughts, and a "secondary process" of logical,
conscious thoughts. This theory was published in
his 1900 book, The Interpretation of Dreams.[16]
Chapter VII was a re-working of the earlier
"Project" and Freud outlined his "Topographic
Theory." In this theory, which was mostly later
supplanted
by
the
Structural
Theory,
unacceptable sexual wishes were repressed into
the "System Unconscious," unconscious due to
society's condemnation of premarital sexual
activity, and this repression created anxiety.

International Psychoanalytic Congress. Photograph, 1911. Freud and Jung in
the center

This "topographic theory" is still popular in much of Europe, although it has been superseded in much of North
America.[17] In 1905, Freud published Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality[18] in which he laid out his discovery
of so-called psychosexual phases: oral (ages 0–2), anal (2–4), phallic-oedipal (today called 1st genital) (3–6),
latency (6-puberty), and mature genital (puberty-onward). His early formulation included the idea that because of
societal restrictions, sexual wishes were repressed into an unconscious state, and that the energy of these
unconscious wishes could be turned into anxiety or physical symptoms. Therefore the early treatment techniques,
including hypnotism and abreaction, were designed to make the unconscious conscious in order to relieve the
pressure and the apparently resulting symptoms.
In On Narcissism (1915)[19] Freud turned his attention to the subject of narcissism. Still utilizing an energic system,
Freud conceptualized the question of energy directed at the self versus energy directed at others, called cathexis. By
1917, In "Mourning and Melancholia," he suggested that certain depressions were caused by turning guilt-ridden
anger on the self.[20] In 1919 in "A Child is Being Beaten" he began to address the problems of self-destructive
behavior (moral masochism) and frank sexual masochism.[21] Based on his experience with depressed and
self-destructive patients, and pondering the carnage of World War I, Freud became dissatisfied with considering only
oral and sexual motivations for behavior. By 1920, Freud addressed the power of identification (with the leader and
with other members) in groups as a motivation for behavior (Group Psychology and Analysis of the Ego).[22] In that
same year (1920) Freud suggested his "dual drive" theory of sexuality and aggression in Beyond the Pleasure
Principle, to try to begin to explain human destructiveness. Also, it was the first appearance of his "structural theory"
consisting three new concepts id, ego, and superego.[23]
Three years later, he consummated and formalized the ideas of id, ego, and superego in a book entitled, The Ego and
the Id.[24] Therein, he revised the whole theory of mental functioning, now considering that repression was only one
of many defense mechanisms, and that it occurred to reduce anxiety. Note that repression, for Freud, is both a cause
of anxiety and a response to anxiety. In 1926, in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety, Freud laid out how intrapsychic
conflict among drive and superego (wishes and guilt) caused anxiety, and how that anxiety could lead to an
inhibition of mental functions, such as intellect and speech.[25] Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety was written in
response to Otto Rank, who, in 1924, published Das Trauma der Geburt (translated into English in 1929 as The
Trauma of Birth), exploring how art, myth, religion, philosophy and therapy were illuminated by separation anxiety
in the "phase before the development of the Oedipus complex" (p. 216). But there was no such phase in Freud’s
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theories. The Oedipus complex, Freud explained tirelessly, was the nucleus of the neurosis and the foundational
source of all art, myth, religion, philosophy, therapy—indeed of all human culture and civilization. It was the first
time that anyone in the inner circle had dared to suggest that the Oedipus complex might not be the only factor
contributing to intrapsychic development.
By 1936, the "Principle of Multiple Function" was clarified by Robert Waelder.[26] He widened the formulation that
psychological symptoms were caused by and relieved conflict simultaneously. Moreover, symptoms (such as
phobias and compulsions) each represented elements of some drive wish (sexual and/or aggressive), superego,
anxiety, reality, and defenses. Also in 1936, Anna Freud, Sigmund's famous daughter, published her seminal book,
The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense, outlining numerous ways the mind could shut upsetting things out of
consciousness.[27]

1940s–2000s
Following the death of Freud, a new group of psychoanalysts began to explore the function of the ego. Led by Heinz
Hartmann, Kris, Rappaport and Lowenstein, the group built upon understandings of the synthetic function of the ego
as a mediator in psychic functioning. Hartmann in particular distinguished between autonomous ego functions (such
as memory and intellect which could be secondarily affected by conflict) and synthetic functions which were a result
of compromise formation. These "Ego Psychologists" of the '50s paved a way to focus analytic work by attending to
the defenses (mediated by the ego) before exploring the deeper roots to the unconscious conflicts. In addition there
was burgeoning interest in child psychoanalysis. Although criticized since its inception, psychoanalysis has been
used as a research tool into childhood development,[28] and is still used to treat certain mental disturbances.[] In the
1960s, Freud's early thoughts on the childhood development of female sexuality were challenged; this challenge led
to the development of a variety of understandings of female sexual development, many of which modified the timing
and normality of several of Freud's theories (which had been gleaned from the treatment of women with mental
disturbances). Several researchers[29] followed Karen Horney's studies of societal pressures that influence the
development of women. Most contemporary North American psychoanalysts employ theories that, while based on
those of Sigmund Freud, include many modifications of theory and practice developed since his death in 1939.
In the first decade of the 21st century there are approximately 35 training institutes for psychoanalysis in the United
States accredited by the American Psychoanalytic Association[30][31] which is a component organization of the
International Psychoanalytical Association, and there are over 3,000 graduated psychoanalysts practicing in the
United States. The International Psychoanalytical Association accredits psychoanalytic training centers through such
"component organisations" throughout the rest of the world, including countries such as Serbia, France, Germany,
Austria, Italy, Switzerland,[32] and many others, as well as about six institutes directly in the U.S.

Theories
The predominant psychoanalytic theories can be grouped into several theoretical "schools." Although these
theoretical "schools" differ, most of them continue to stress the strong influence of unconscious elements affecting
people's mental lives. There has also been considerable work done on consolidating elements of conflicting theory
(cf. the work of Theodore Dorpat, B. Killingmo, and S. Akhtar). As in all fields of healthcare, there are some
persistent conflicts regarding specific causes of some syndromes, and disputes regarding the best treatment
techniques. In the 21st century, psychoanalytic ideas are embedded in Western culture, especially in fields such as
childcare, education, literary criticism, cultural studies, and mental health, particularly psychotherapy. Though there
is a mainstream of evolved analytic ideas, there are groups who follow the precepts of one or more of the later
theoreticians. Psychoanalytic ideas also play roles in some types of literary analysis such as Archetypal literary
criticism.
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Topographic theory
Topographic theory was first described by Freud in The Interpretation of Dreams (1900).[33][34] The theory posits
that the mental apparatus can be divided into the systems Conscious, Pre-conscious and Unconscious. These systems
are not anatomical structures of the brain but, rather, mental processes. Although Freud retained this theory
throughout his life he largely replaced it with the Structural theory.[] The Topographic theory remains as one of the
metapsychological points of view for describing how the mind functions in classical psychoanalytic theory.

Structural theory
Structural theory divides the psyche into the id, the ego, and the super-ego. The id is present at birth as the repository
of basic instincts, which Freud called "Triebe" ("drives"): unorganised and unconscious, it operates merely on the
'pleasure principle', without realism or foresight. The ego develops slowly and gradually, being concerned with
mediating between the urgings of the id and the realities of the external world; it thus operates on the 'reality
principle'. The super-ego is held to be the part of the ego in which self-observation, self-criticism and other reflective
and judgemental faculties develop. The ego and the super-ego are both partly conscious and partly unconscious.[]

Ego psychology
Ego psychology was initially suggested by Freud in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety (1926). The theory was
refined by Hartmann, Loewenstein, and Kris in a series of papers and books from 1939 through the late 1960s. Leo
Bellak was a later contributor. This series of constructs, paralleling some of the later developments of cognitive
theory, includes the notions of autonomous ego functions: mental functions not dependent, at least in origin, on
intrapsychic conflict. Such functions include: sensory perception, motor control, symbolic thought, logical thought,
speech, abstraction, integration (synthesis), orientation, concentration, judgment about danger, reality testing,
adaptive ability, executive decision-making, hygiene, and self-preservation. Freud noted that inhibition is one
method that the mind may utilize to interfere with any of these functions in order to avoid painful emotions.
Hartmann (1950s) pointed out that there may be delays or deficits in such functions.
Frosch (1964) described differences in those people who demonstrated damage to their relationship to reality, but
who seemed able to test it. Deficits in the capacity to organize thought are sometimes referred to as blocking or loose
associations (Bleuler), and are characteristic of the schizophrenias. Deficits in abstraction ability and
self-preservation also suggest psychosis in adults. Deficits in orientation and sensorium are often indicative of a
medical illness affecting the brain (and therefore, autonomous ego functions). Deficits in certain ego functions are
routinely found in severely sexually or physically abused children, where powerful effects generated throughout
childhood seem to have eroded some functional development.
Ego strengths, later described by Kernberg (1975), include the capacities to control oral, sexual, and destructive
impulses; to tolerate painful effects without falling apart; and to prevent the eruption into consciousness of bizarre
symbolic fantasy. Synthetic functions, in contrast to autonomous functions, arise from the development of the ego
and serve the purpose of managing conflictual processes. Defenses are synthetic functions that protect the conscious
mind from awareness of forbidden impulses and thoughts. One purpose of ego psychology has been to emphasize
that some mental functions can be considered to be basic, rather than derivatives of wishes, affects, or defenses.
However, autonomous ego functions can be secondarily affected because of unconscious conflict. For example, a
patient may have an hysterical amnesia (memory being an autonomous function) because of intrapsychic conflict
(wishing not to remember because it is too painful).
Taken together, the above theories present a group of metapsychological assumptions. Therefore, the inclusive
group of the different classical theories provides a cross-sectional view of human mentation. There are six "points of
view", five described by Freud and a sixth added by Hartmann. Unconscious processes can therefore be evaluated
from each of these six points of view. The "points of view" are: 1. Topographic 2. Dynamic (the theory of conflict)
3. Economic (the theory of energy flow) 4. Structural 5. Genetic (propositions concerning origin and development of
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psychological functions) and 6. Adaptational (psychological phenomena as it relates to the external world).[35]
Modern conflict theory
A variation of ego psychology, termed "modern conflict theory", is more broadly an update and revision of structural
theory (Freud, 1923, 1926); it does away with some of structural theory's more arcane features, such as where
repressed thoughts are stored. Modern conflict theory looks at how emotional symptoms and character traits are
complex solutions to mental conflict.[36] It dispenses with the concepts of a fixed id, ego and superego, and instead
posits conscious and unconscious conflict among wishes (dependent, controlling, sexual, and aggressive), guilt and
shame, emotions (especially anxiety and depressive affect), and defensive operations that shut off from
consciousness some aspect of the others. Moreover, healthy functioning (adaptive) is also determined, to a great
extent, by resolutions of conflict.
A major objective of modern conflict-theory psychoanalysis is to change the balance of conflict in a patient by
making aspects of the less adaptive solutions (also called "compromise formations") conscious so that they can be
rethought, and more adaptive solutions found. Current theoreticians following Brenner's many suggestions (see
especially Brenner's 1982 book, The Mind in Conflict) include Sandor Abend, MD (Abend, Porder, & Willick,
(1983), Borderline Patients: Clinical Perspectives), Jacob Arlow (Arlow and Brenner (1964), Psychoanalytic
Concepts and the Structural Theory), and Jerome Blackman (2003), 101 Defenses: How the Mind Shields Itself).
Object relations theory
Object relations theory attempts to explain vicissitudes of human relationships through a study of how internal
representations of self and others are structured. The clinical symptoms that suggest object relations problems
(typically developmental delays throughout life) include disturbances in an individual's capacity to feel warmth,
empathy, trust, sense of security, identity stability, consistent emotional closeness, and stability in relationships with
significant others. (It is not suggested that one should trust everyone, for example.) Concepts regarding internal
representations (also sometimes termed, "introjects," "self and object representations," or "internalizations of self and
other") although often attributed to Melanie Klein, were actually first mentioned by Sigmund Freud in his early
concepts of drive theory (Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, 1905). Freud's 1917 paper "Mourning and
Melancholia", for example, hypothesized that unresolved grief was caused by the survivor's internalized image of the
deceased becoming fused with that of the survivor, and then the survivor shifting unacceptable anger toward the
deceased onto the now complex self-image.
Vamik Volkan, in "Linking Objects and Linking Phenomena", expanded on Freud's thoughts on this, describing the
syndromes of "Established pathological mourning" vs. "reactive depression" based on similar dynamics. Melanie
Klein's hypotheses regarding internalizations during the first year of life, leading to paranoid and depressive
positions, were later challenged by Rene Spitz (e.g., The First Year of Life, 1965), who divided the first year of life
into a coenesthetic phase of the first six months, and then a diacritic phase for the second six months. Margaret
Mahler (Mahler, Fine, and Bergman, "The Psychological Birth of the Human Infant", 1975) and her group, first in
New York, then in Philadelphia, described distinct phases and subphases of child development leading to
"separation-individuation" during the first three years of life, stressing the importance of constancy of parental
figures, in the face of the child's destructive aggression, to the child's internalizations, stability of affect management,
and ability to develop healthy autonomy.
Later developers of the theory of self and object constancy as it affects adult psychiatric problems such as psychosis
and borderline states have been John Frosch, Otto Kernberg, Salman Akhtar and Sheldon Bach. Peter Blos described
(in a book called On Adolescence, 1960) how similar separation-individuation struggles occur during adolescence, of
course with a different outcome from the first three years of life: the teen usually, eventually, leaves the parents'
house (this varies with the culture). During adolescence, Erik Erikson (1950–1960s) described the "identity crisis,"
that involves identity-diffusion anxiety. In order for an adult to be able to experience "Warm-ETHICS" (warmth,
empathy, trust, holding environment (Winnicott), identity, closeness, and stability) in relationships (see Blackman,
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101 Defenses: How the Mind Shields Itself, 2001), the teenager must resolve the problems with identity and
redevelop self and object constancy.
Self psychology
Self psychology emphasizes the development of a stable and integrated sense of self through empathic contacts with
other humans, primary significant others conceived of as "selfobjects." Selfobjects meet the developing self's needs
for mirroring, idealization, and twinship, and thereby strengthen the developing self. The process of treatment
proceeds through "transmuting internalizations" in which the patient gradually internalizes the selfobject functions
provided by the therapist. Self psychology was proposed originally by Heinz Kohut, and has been further developed
by Arnold Goldberg, Frank Lachmann, Paul and Anna Ornstein, Marian Tolpin, and others.
Jacques Lacan and Lacanian psychoanalysis
Lacanian psychoanalysis, which integrates psychoanalysis with structural linguistics and Hegelian philosophy, is
especially popular in France and parts of Latin America. Lacanian psychoanalysis is a departure from the traditional
British and American psychoanalysis, which is predominantly Ego psychology. Jacques Lacan frequently used the
phrase "retourner à Freud" ("return to Freud") in his seminars and writings, as he claimed that his theories were an
extension of Freud's own, contrary to those of Anna Freud, the Ego Psychology, object relations and "self" theories
and also claims the necessity of reading Freud's complete works, not only a part of them. Lacan's concepts concern
the "mirror stage", the "Real", the "Imaginary" and the "Symbolic", and the claim that "the unconscious is structured
as a language".[37]
Though a major influence on psychoanalysis in France and parts of Latin America, Lacan and his ideas have taken
longer to be translated into English and thus his impact on psychoanalysis and psychotherapy in the
English-speaking world has been slower to take effect. In the UK and the US, his ideas are most widely used to
analyze texts in literary theory.[38] Due to his increasingly critical stance towards the deviation from Freud's thought,
often singling out particular texts and readings from his colleagues, Lacan was excluded from acting as a training
analyst in the International Psychoanalytic Association, thus leading him to create his own School in order to
maintain an institutional structure for the many candidates who desired to continue their analysis with him[39]
Interpersonal psychoanalysis
Interpersonal psychoanalysis accents the nuances of interpersonal interactions, particularly how individuals protect
themselves from anxiety by establishing collusive interactions with others, and the relevance of actual experiences
with other persons developmentally (e.g. family and peers) as well as in the present. This is contrasted with the
primacy of intrapsychic forces, as in classical psychoanalysis. Interpersonal theory was first introduced by Harry
Stack Sullivan, MD, and developed further by Frieda Fromm-Reichmann, Clara Thompson, Erich Fromm, and
others who contributed to the founding of the William Alanson White Institute and Interpersonal Psychoanalysis in
general.
Culturalist psychoanalysts
Some psychoanalysts have been labeled culturalist, because of the prominence they attributed culture in the genesis
of behavior.[40] Among others, Erich Fromm, Karen Horney, Harry Stack Sullivan, have been called culturalist
psychoanalysts.[40] They were famously in conflict with orthodox psychoanalysts.[41]
Adaptive paradigm of psychoanalysis and psychotherapy
The “adaptive paradigm of psychotherapy” develops out of the work of Robert Langs. The adaptive paradigm
interprets psychic conflict primarily in terms of conscious and unconscious adaptation to reality. Langs’ recent work
in some measure returns to the earlier Freud, in that Langs prefers a modified version of the topographic model of
the mind (conscious, preconscious, and unconscious) over the structural model (id, ego, and super-ego), including
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the former’s emphasis on trauma (though Langs looks to death-related traumas rather than sexual traumas).[] At the
same time, Langs’ model of the mind differs from Freud’s in that it understands the mind in terms of evolutionary
biological principles.[42]
Relational psychoanalysis
Relational psychoanalysis combines interpersonal psychoanalysis with object-relations theory and with
inter-subjective theory as critical for mental health, was introduced by Stephen Mitchell.[43] Relational
psychoanalysis emphasizes how the individual's personality is shaped by both real and imagined relationships with
others, and how these relationship patterns are re-enacted in the interactions between analyst and patient. In New
York, key proponents of relational psychoanalysis include Lew Aron, Jessica Benjamin, and Adrienne Harris.
Fonagy and Target, in London, have propounded their view of the necessity of helping certain detached, isolated
patients, develop the capacity for "mentalization" associated with thinking about relationships and themselves.
Arietta Slade, Susan Coates, and Daniel Schechter in New York have additionally contributed to the application of
relational psychoanalysis to treatment of the adult patient-as-parent, the clinical study of mentalization in
parent-infant relationships, and the intergenerational transmission of attachment and trauma.
Interpersonal-relational psychoanalysis
The term interpersonal-relational psychoanalysis is often used as a professional identification. Psychoanalysts under
this broader umbrella debate about what precisely are the differences between the two schools, without any current
clear consensus.
Intersubjective psychoanalysis
The term "intersubjectivity" was introduced in psychoanalysis by George E. Atwood and Robert Stolorow (1984).
Intersubjective approaches emphasize how both personality development and the therapeutic process are influenced
by the interrelationship between the patient's subjective perspective and that of others. The authors of the
interpersonal-relational and intersubjective approaches: Otto Rank, Heinz Kohut, Stephen A. Mitchell, Jessica
Benjamin, Bernard Brandchaft, J. Fosshage, Donna M.Orange, Arnold "Arnie" Mindell, Thomas Ogden, Owen
Renik, Irwin Z. Hoffman, Harold Searles, Colwyn Trewarthen, Edgar A. Levenson, Jay R. Greenberg, Edward R.
Ritvo, Beatrice Beebe, Frank M. Lachmann, Herbert Rosenfeld and Daniel Stern.
Modern psychoanalysis
"Modern psychoanalysis" is a term coined by Hyman Spotnitz and his colleagues to describe a body of theoretical
and clinical approaches that aim to extend Freud's theories so as to make them applicable to the full spectrum of
emotional disorders and broaden the potential for treatment to pathologies thought to be untreatable by classical
methods. Interventions based on this approach are primarily intended to provide an emotional-maturational
communication to the patient, rather than to promote intellectual insight. These interventions, beyond insight
directed aims, are used to resolve resistances that are presented in the clinical setting. This school of psychoanalysis
has fostered training opportunities for students in the United States and from countries worldwide. Its journal
Modern Psychoanalysis has been published since 1976.

Psychopathology (mental disturbances)
Adult patients
The various psychoses involve deficits in the autonomous ego functions (see above) of integration (organization) of
thought, in abstraction ability, in relationship to reality and in reality testing. In depressions with psychotic features,
the self-preservation function may also be damaged (sometimes by overwhelming depressive affect). Because of the
integrative deficits (often causing what general psychiatrists call "loose associations," "blocking," "flight of ideas,"
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"verbigeration," and "thought withdrawal"), the development of self and object representations is also impaired.
Clinically, therefore, psychotic individuals manifest limitations in warmth, empathy, trust, identity, closeness and/or
stability in relationships (due to problems with self-object fusion anxiety) as well.
In patients whose autonomous ego functions are more intact, but who still show problems with object relations, the
diagnosis often falls into the category known as "borderline." Borderline patients also show deficits, often in
controlling impulses, affects, or fantasies – but their ability to test reality remains more or less intact. Adults who do
not experience guilt and shame, and who indulge in criminal behavior, are usually diagnosed as psychopaths, or,
using DSM-IV-TR, antisocial personality disorder.
Panic, phobias, conversions, obsessions, compulsions and depressions (analysts call these "neurotic symptoms") are
not usually caused by deficits in functions. Instead, they are caused by intrapsychic conflicts. The conflicts are
generally among sexual and hostile-aggressive wishes, guilt and shame, and reality factors. The conflicts may be
conscious or unconscious, but create anxiety, depressive affect, and anger. Finally, the various elements are managed
by defensive operations – essentially shut-off brain mechanisms that make people unaware of that element of
conflict. "Repression" is the term given to the mechanism that shuts thoughts out of consciousness. "Isolation of
affect" is the term used for the mechanism that shuts sensations out of consciousness. Neurotic symptoms may occur
with or without deficits in ego functions, object relations, and ego strengths. Therefore, it is not uncommon to
encounter obsessive-compulsive schizophrenics, panic patients who also suffer with borderline personality disorder,
etc.
This section above is partial to ego psychoanalytic theory "autonomous ego functions." As the "autonomous ego
functions" theory is only a theory, it may yet be proven incorrect.

Childhood origins
Freudian theories believe that adult problems can be traced to unresolved conflicts from certain phases of childhood
and adolescence. Freud, based on the data gathered from his patients early in his career, suspected that neurotic
disturbances occurred when children were sexually abused in childhood (the so-called seduction theory). Later,
Freud came to believe that, although child abuse occurs, not all neurotic symptoms were associated with this. He
realized that neurotic people often had unconscious conflicts that involved incestuous fantasies deriving from
different stages of development. He found the stage from about three to six years of age (preschool years, today
called the "first genital stage") to be filled with fantasies of having romantic relationships with both parents.
Arguments were quickly generated in early 20th-century Vienna about whether adult seduction of children was the
basis of neurotic illness, there still is no complete agreement.
Many psychoanalysts who work with children have studied the actual effects of child abuse, which include ego and
object relations deficits and severe neurotic conflicts. Much research has been done on these types of trauma in
childhood, and the adult sequelae of those. On the other hand, many adults with symptom neuroses and character
pathology have no history of childhood sexual or physical abuse. In studying the childhood factors that start neurotic
symptom development, Freud found a constellation of factors that, for literary reasons, he termed the Oedipus
complex (based on the play by Sophocles, Oedipus Rex, where the protagonist unwittingly kills his father Laius and
marries his mother Jocasta). The shorthand term, "oedipal" — later explicated by Joseph Sandler in "On the Concept
Superego" (1960) and modified by Charles Brenner in "The Mind in Conflict" (1982) — refers to the powerful
attachments that children make to their parents in the preschool years. These attachments involve fantasies of sexual
relationships with either (or both) parent, and, therefore, competitive fantasies toward either (or both) parents.
Humberto Nagera (1975) has been particularly helpful in clarifying many of the complexities of the child through
these years.
"Positive" and "negative" oedipal conflicts have been attached to the heterosexual and homosexual aspects,
respectively. Both seem to occur in development of most children. Eventually, the developing child's concessions to
reality (that they will neither marry one parent nor eliminate the other) lead to identifications with parental values.
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These identifications generally create a new set of mental operations regarding values and guilt, subsumed under the
term "superego." Besides superego development, children "resolve" their preschool oedipal conflicts through
channeling wishes into something their parents approve of ("sublimation") and the development, during the
school-age years ("latency") of age-appropriate obsessive-compulsive defensive maneuvers (rules, repetitive games).

Treatment
Using the various analytic and psychological techniques to assess mental problems, some believe that there are
particular constellations of problems that are especially suited for analytic treatment (see below) whereas other
problems might respond better to medicines and other interpersonal interventions. To be treated with psychoanalysis,
whatever the presenting problem, the person requesting help must demonstrate a desire to start an analysis. The
person wishing to start an analysis must have some capacity for speech and communication. As well, they need to be
able to have or develop trust and insight within the psychoanalytic session. Potential patients must undergo a
preliminary stage of treatment to assess their amenability to psychoanalysis at that time, and also to enable the
analyst to form a working psychological model which the analyst will use to direct the treatment. Psychoanalysts
mainly work with neurosis and hysteria in particular; however, adapted forms of psychoanalysis are used in working
with schizophrenia and other forms of psychosis or mental disorder. Finally, if a prospective patient is severely
suicidal a longer preliminary stage may be employed, sometimes with sessions which have a twenty minute break in
the middle. There are numerous modifications in technique under the heading of psychoanalysis due to the
individualistic nature of personality in both analyst and patient.
The most common problems treatable with psychoanalysis include: phobias, conversions, compulsions, obsessions,
anxiety, attacks, depressions, sexual dysfunctions, a wide variety of relationship problems (such as dating and
marital strife), and a wide variety of character problems (for example, painful shyness, meanness, obnoxiousness,
workaholism, hyperseductiveness, hyperemotionality, hyperfastidiousness). The fact that many of such patients also
demonstrate deficits above makes diagnosis and treatment selection difficult.
Analytical organizations such as the International Psychoanalytic Association,[44] The American Psychoanalytic
Association [45],[46] and the European Federation for Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy,[47] have established procedures
and models for the indication and practice of psychoanalytical therapy for trainees in analysis. The match between
the analyst and the patient can be viewed as another contributing factor for the indication and contraindication for
psychoanalytic treatment. The analyst decides whether the patient is suitable for psychoanalysis. This decision made
by the analyst, besides made on the usual indications and pathology, is also based to a certain degree by the "fit"
between analyst and patient. A person's suitability for analysis at any particular time is based on their desire to know
something about where their illness has come from. Someone who is not suitable for analysis expresses no desire to
know more about the root causes of their illness. An evaluation may include one or more other analysts' independent
opinions and will include discussion of the patient's financial situation and insurances.

Techniques
The basic method of psychoanalysis is interpretation of the patient's unconscious conflicts that are interfering with
current-day functioning – conflicts that are causing painful symptoms such as phobias, anxiety, depression, and
compulsions. Strachey (1936) stressed that figuring out ways the patient distorted perceptions about the analyst led
to understanding what may have been forgotten (also see Freud's paper "Repeating, Remembering, and Working
Through"). In particular, unconscious hostile feelings toward the analyst could be found in symbolic, negative
reactions to what Robert Langs later called the "frame" of the therapy[48] – the setup that included times of the
sessions, payment of fees, and necessity of talking. In patients who made mistakes, forgot, or showed other
peculiarities regarding time, fees, and talking, the analyst can usually find various unconscious "resistances" to the
flow of thoughts (sometimes called free association).
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When the patient reclines on a couch with the analyst out of view, the patient tends to remember more, experiences
more resistance and transference, and is able to reorganize thoughts after the development of insight – through the
interpretive work of the analyst. Although fantasy life can be understood through the examination of dreams,
masturbation fantasies (cf. Marcus, I. and Francis, J. (1975), Masturbation from Infancy to Senescence) are also
important. The analyst is interested in how the patient reacts to and avoids such fantasies (cf. Paul Gray (1994), The
Ego and the Analysis of Defense).[49] Various memories of early life are generally distorted – Freud called them
"screen memories" – and in any case, very early experiences (before age two) – cannot be remembered (See the
child studies of Eleanor Galenson on "evocative memory").
Variations in technique
There is what is known among psychoanalysts as "classical technique," although Freud throughout his writings
deviated from this considerably, depending on the problems of any given patient. Classical technique was
summarized by Allan Compton, MD, as comprising instructions (telling the patient to try to say what's on their mind,
including interferences); exploration (asking questions); and clarification (rephrasing and summarizing what the
patient has been describing). As well, the analyst can also use confrontation to bringing an aspect of functioning,
usually a defense, to the patient's attention. The analyst then uses a variety of interpretation methods, such as
dynamic interpretation (explaining how being too nice guards against guilt, e.g. – defense vs. affect); genetic
interpretation (explaining how a past event is influencing the present); resistance interpretation (showing the patient
how they are avoiding their problems); transference interpretation (showing the patient ways old conflicts arise in
current relationships, including that with the analyst); or dream interpretation (obtaining the patient's thoughts about
their dreams and connecting this with their current problems). Analysts can also use reconstruction to estimate what
may have happened in the past that created some current issue.
These techniques are primarily based on conflict theory (see above). As object relations theory evolved,
supplemented by the work of Bowlby, Ainsworth, and Beebe, techniques with patients who had more severe
problems with basic trust (Erikson, 1950) and a history of maternal deprivation (see the works of Augusta Alpert) led
to new techniques with adults. These have sometimes been called interpersonal, intersubjective (cf. Stolorow),
relational, or corrective object relations techniques. These techniques include expressing an empathic attunement to
the patient or warmth; exposing a bit of the analyst's personal life or attitudes to the patient; allowing the patient
autonomy in the form of disagreement with the analyst (cf. I.H. Paul, Letters to Simon.); and explaining the
motivations of others which the patient misperceives. Ego psychological concepts of deficit in functioning led to
refinements in supportive therapy. These techniques are particularly applicable to psychotic and near-psychotic (cf.,
Eric Marcus, "Psychosis and Near-psychosis") patients. These supportive therapy techniques include discussions of
reality; encouragement to stay alive (including hospitalization); psychotropic medicines to relieve overwhelming
depressive affect or overwhelming fantasies (hallucinations and delusions); and advice about the meanings of things
(to counter abstraction failures).
The notion of the "silent analyst" has been criticized. Actually, the analyst listens using Arlow's approach as set out
in "The Genesis of Interpretation"), using active intervention to interpret resistances, defenses creating pathology,
and fantasies. Silence is not a technique of psychoanalysis (also see the studies and opinion papers of Owen Renik,
MD). "Analytic Neutrality" is a concept that does not mean the analyst is silent. It refers to the analyst's position of
not taking sides in the internal struggles of the patient. For example, if a patient feels guilty, the analyst might
explore what the patient has been doing or thinking that causes the guilt, but not reassure the patient not to feel
guilty. The analyst might also explore the identifications with parents and others that led to the guilt.
Interpersonal-Relational psychoanalysts emphasize the notion that it is impossible to be neutral. Sullivan introduced
the term "participant-observer" to indicate the analyst inevitably interacts with the analysand, and suggested the
detailed inquiry as an alternative to interpretation. The detailed inquiry involves noting where the analysand is
leaving out important elements of an account and noting when the story is obfuscated, and asking careful questions
to open up the dialogue.
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Group therapy and play therapy
Although single-client sessions remain the norm, psychoanalytic theory has been used to develop other types of
psychological treatment. Psychoanalytic group therapy was pioneered by Trigant Burrow, Joseph Pratt, Paul F.
Schilder, Samuel R. Slavson, Harry Stack Sullivan, and Wolfe. Child-centered counseling for parents was instituted
early in analytic history by Freud, and was later further developed by Irwin Marcus, Edith Schulhofer, and Gilbert
Kliman. Psychoanalytically based couples therapy has been promulgated and explicated by Fred Sander, MD.
Techniques and tools developed in the first decade of the 21st century have made psychoanalysis available to
patients who were not treatable by earlier techniques. This meant that the analytic situation was modified so that it
would be more suitable and more likely to be helpful for these patients. M.N. Eagle (2007) believes that
psychoanalysis cannot be a self-contained discipline but instead must be open to influence from and integration with
findings and theory from other disciplines.[50]
Psychoanalytic constructs have been adapted for use with children with treatments such as play therapy, art therapy,
and storytelling. Throughout her career, from the 1920s through the 1970s, Anna Freud adapted psychoanalysis for
children through play. This is still used today for children, especially those who are preadolescent (see Leon
Hoffman, New York Psychoanalytic Institute Center for Children). Using toys and games, children are able to
demonstrate, symbolically, their fears, fantasies, and defenses; although not identical, this technique, in children, is
analogous to the aim of free association in adults. Psychoanalytic play therapy allows the child and analyst to
understand children's conflicts, particularly defenses such as disobedience and withdrawal, that have been guarding
against various unpleasant feelings and hostile wishes. In art therapy, the counselor may have a child draw a portrait
and then tell a story about the portrait. The counselor watches for recurring themes—regardless of whether it is with
art or toys.

Cultural variations
Psychoanalysis can be adapted to different cultures, as long as the therapist or counselor understands the client's
culture. For example, Tori and Blimes found that defense mechanisms were valid in a normative sample of 2,624
Thais. The use of certain defense mechanisms was related to cultural values. For example Thais value calmness and
collectiveness (because of Buddhist beliefs), so they were low on regressive emotionality. Psychoanalysis also
applies because Freud used techniques that allowed him to get the subjective perceptions of his patients. He takes an
objective approach by not facing his clients during his talk therapy sessions. He met with his patients wherever they
were, such as when he used free association — where clients would say whatever came to mind without
self-censorship. His treatments had little to no structure for most cultures, especially Asian cultures. Therefore, it is
more likely that Freudian constructs will be used in structured therapy (Thompson, et al., 2004). In addition, Corey
postulates that it will be necessary for a therapist to help clients develop a cultural identity as well as an ego identity.

Cost and length of treatment
The cost to the patient of psychoanalytic treatment ranges widely from place to place and between practitioners.
Low-fee analysis is often available in a psychoanalytic training clinic and graduate schools. Otherwise, the fee set by
each analyst varies with the analyst's training and experience. Since, in most locations in the United States, unlike in
Ontario and Germany, classical analysis (which usually requires sessions three to five times per week) is not covered
by health insurance, many analysts may negotiate their fees with patients whom they feel they can help, but who
have financial difficulties. The modifications of analysis, which include dynamic therapy, brief therapies, and certain
types of group therapy (cf. Slavson, S. R., A Textbook in Analytic Group Therapy), are carried out on a less frequent
basis – usually once, twice, or three times a week – and usually the patient sits facing the therapist.
Many studies have also been done on briefer "dynamic" treatments; these are more expedient to measure, and shed
light on the therapeutic process to some extent. Brief Relational Therapy (BRT), Brief Psychodynamic Therapy
(BPT), and Time-Limited Dynamic Therapy (TLDP) limit treatment to 20–30 sessions. On average, classical
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analysis may last 5.7 years, but for phobias and depressions uncomplicated by ego deficits or object relations
deficits, analysis may run for a shorter period of time. Longer analyses are indicated for those with more serious
disturbances in object relations, more symptoms, and more ingrained character pathology (such as obnoxiousness,
severe passivity, or heinous procrastination).

Training and research
Psychoanalytic training in the United States, in most locations, involves personal analytic treatment for the trainee,
conducted confidentially, with no report to the Education Committee of the Analytic Training Institute;
approximately 600 hours of class instruction, with a standard curriculum, over a four-year period. Classes are often a
few hours per week, or for a full day or two every other weekend during the academic year; this varies with the
institute; and supervision once per week, with a senior analyst, on each analytic treatment case the trainee has. The
minimum number of cases varies between institutes, often two to four cases. Male and female cases are required.
Supervision must go on for at least a few years on one or more cases. Supervision is done in the supervisor's office,
where the trainee presents material from the analytic work that week, examines the unconscious conflicts with the
supervisor, and learns, discusses, and is advised about technique.
Many psychoanalytic training centers in the United States have been accredited by special committees of the
American Psychoanalytic Association[51] or the International Psychoanalytical Association. Because of theoretical
differences, other independent institutes arose, usually founded by psychologists, who until 1987 were not permitted
access to psychoanalytic training institutes of the American Psychoanalytic Association. Currently there are between
75 and 100 independent institutes in the United States. As well, other institutes are affiliated to other organizations
such as the American Academy of Psychoanalysis and Dynamic Psychiatry, and the National Association for the
Advancement of Psychoanalysis. At most psychoanalytic institutes in the United States, qualifications for entry
include a terminal degree in a mental health field, such as Ph.D., Psy.D., M.S.W., or M.D. A few institutes restrict
applicants to those already holding an M.D. or Ph.D., and most institutes in Southern California confer a Ph.D. or
Psy.D. in psychoanalysis upon graduation, which involves completion of the necessary requirements for the state
boards that confer that doctoral degree.The first training institute in America to educate non-medical psychoanalysts
was The National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis., (1978) in New York City. It was founded by the
analyst Theodor Reik.
Some psychoanalytic training has been set up as a post-doctoral fellowship in university settings, such as at Duke
University, Yale University, New York University [52], Adelphi University, and Columbia University. Other
psychoanalytic institutes may not be directly associated with universities, but the faculty at those institutes usually
hold contemporaneous faculty positions with psychology Ph.D. programs and/or with medical school psychiatry
residency programs.
The International Psychoanalytical Association (IPA) is the world's primary accrediting and regulatory body for
psychoanalysis. Their mission is to assure the continued vigour and development of psychoanalysis for the benefit of
psychoanalytic patients. It works in partnership with its 70 constituent organizations in 33 countries to support
11,500 members. In the US, there are 77 psychoanalytical organizations, institutes associations in the United States,
which are spread across the states of America. The American Psychoanalytic Association (APSaA) has 38 affiliated
societies, which have 10 or more active members who practice in a given geographical area. The aims of the APSaA
and other psychoanalytical organizations are: provide ongoing educational opportunities for its members, stimulate
the development and research of psychoanalysis, provide training and organize conferences. There are eight
affiliated study groups in the USA (two of them are in Latin America). A study group is the first level of integration
of a psychoanalytical body within the International Psychoanalytic Association (IPA), followed by a provisional
society and finally a member society.
The Division of Psychoanalysis (39) of the American Psychological Association (APA) was established in the early
1980s by several psychologists. Until the establishment of the Division of Psychoanalysis, psychologists who had
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trained in independent institutes had no national organization. The Division of Psychoanalysis now has
approximately 4,000 members and approximately 30 local chapters in the United States. The Division of
Psychoanalysis holds two annual meetings or conferences and offers continuing education in theory, research and
clinical technique, as do their affiliated local chapters. The European Psychoanalytical Federation (EPF) is the
organization which consolidates all European psychoanalytic societies. This organization is affiliated with the IPA.
In 2002 there were approximately 3,900 individual members in 22 countries, speaking 18 different languages. There
are also 25 psychoanalytic societies.
The American Association of Psychoanalysis in Clinical Social Work (AAPCSW) was established by Crayton Rowe
in 1980 as a division of the Federation of Clinical Societies of Social Work and became an independent entity in
1990. Until 2007 is was known as the National Membership Committee on Psychoanalysis. The organization was
originally founded because although social workers represented the larger number of people who were training to be
psychoanalysts, they were underrepresented as supervisors and teachers at the institutes they attended. AAPCSW
now has over 1000 members and has over 20 chapters. It holds a bi-annual national conference and numerous annual
local conferences.

Psychoanalysis in Britain
The London Psychoanalytical Society was founded by Ernest Jones on 30 October 1913. With the expansion of
psychoanalysis in the United Kingdom the Society was renamed the British Psychoanalytical Society in 1919. Soon
after, the Institute of Psychoanalysis was established to administer the Society’s activities. These include: the training
of psychoanalysts, the development of the theory and practice of psychoanalysis, the provision of treatment through
The London Clinic of Psychoanalysis, the publication of books in The New Library of Psychoanalysis and
Psychoanalytic Ideas. The Institute of Psychoanalysis also publishes The International Journal of Psychoanalysis,
maintains a library, furthers research, and holds public lectures. The society has a Code of Ethics and an Ethical
Committee. The society, the institute and the clinic are all located at Byron House.
The society is a component of the International Psychoanalytical Association, a body with members on all five
continents that safeguards professional and ethical practice. The society is a member of the British Psychoanalytic
Council (BPC); the BPC publishes a register of British psychoanalysts and psychoanalytical psychotherapists. All
members of the British Psychoanalytical Society are required to undertake continuing professional development.
Through its work – and the work of its individual members – the British Psychoanalytical Society has made an
unrivalled contribution the understanding and treatment of mental illness. Members of the Society have included
Michael Balint, Wilfred Bion, John Bowlby, Anna Freud, Melanie Klein, Joseph Sandler, and Donald Winnicott.
The Institute of Psychoanalysis is the foremost publisher of psychoanalytic literature. The 24-volume Standard
Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud was conceived, translated, and produced under the
direction of the British Psychoanalytical Society. The Society, in conjunction with Random House, will soon publish
a new, revised and expanded Standard Edition. With the New Library of Psychoanalysis the Institute continues to
publish the books of leading theorists and practitioners. The International Journal of Psychoanalysis is published by
the Institute of Psychoanalysis. Now in its 84th year, it has one of the largest circulations of any psychoanalytic
journal.

Research
Over a hundred years of case reports and studies in the journal Modern Psychoanalysis, the Psychoanalytic
Quarterly, the International Journal of Psychoanalysis and the Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association
have analyzed the efficacy of analysis in cases of neurosis and character or personality problems. Psychoanalysis
modified by object relations techniques has been shown to be effective in many cases of ingrained problems of
intimacy and relationship (cf. the many books of Otto Kernberg). As a therapeutic treatment, psychoanalytic
techniques may be useful in a one-session consultation.[53] Psychoanalytic treatment, in other situations, may run
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from about a year to many years, depending on the severity and complexity of the pathology.
Psychoanalytic theory has, from its inception, been the subject of criticism and controversy. Freud remarked on this
early in his career, when other physicians in Vienna ostracized him for his findings that hysterical conversion
symptoms were not limited to women. Challenges to analytic theory began with Otto Rank and Alfred Adler (turn of
the 20th century), continued with behaviorists (e.g. Wolpe) into the 1940s and '50s, and have persisted. Criticisms
come from those who object to the notion that there are mechanisms, thoughts or feelings in the mind that could be
unconscious. Criticisms also have been leveled against the discovery of "infantile sexuality" (the recognition that
children between ages two and six imagine things about procreation). Criticisms of theory have led to variations in
analytic theories, such as the work of Ronald Fairbairn, Michael Balint, and John Bowlby. In the past 30 years or so,
the criticisms have centered on the issue of empirical verification,[54] in spite of many empirical, prospective
research studies that have been empirically validated (e.g., See the studies of Barbara Milrod, at Cornell University
Medical School, et al.[citation needed]). In the scientific literature there are some research supporting some of Freud's
ideas, e.g. unconsciousness, repression etc.[55]
Psychoanalysis has been used as a research tool into childhood development (cf. the journal The Psychoanalytic
Study of the Child), and has developed into a flexible, effective treatment for certain mental disturbances.[] In the
1960s, Freud's early (1905) thoughts on the childhood development of female sexuality were challenged; this
challenge led to major research in the 1970s and 80s, and then to a reformulation of female sexual development that
corrected some of Freud's concepts.[56] Also see the various works of Eleanor Galenson, Nancy Chodorow, Karen
Horney, Francoise Dolto, Melanie Klein, Selma Fraiberg, and others. Most recently, psychoanalytic researchers who
have integrated attachment theory into their work, including Alicia Lieberman, Susan Coates, and Daniel Schechter
have explored the role of parental traumatization in the development of young children's mental representations of
self and others.[57]
There are different forms of psychoanalysis and psychotherapies in which psychoanalytic thinking is practiced.
Besides classical psychoanalysis there is for example psychoanalytic psychotherapy. Other examples of well known
therapies which also use insights of psychoanalysis are Mentalization-Based Treatment (MBT), and
Transference-Focused Psychotherapy (TFP).[] There is also a continuing influence of psychoanalytic thinking in
different settings in the mental health care.[58] To give an example: in the psychotherapeutic training in the
Netherlands, psychoanalytic and system therapeutic theories, drafts, and techniques are combined and integrated.
Other psychoanalytic schools include the Kleinian, Lacanian, and Winnicottian schools.

Evaluation of effectiveness
Several meta-analyses have shown psychoanalysis and psychodynamic therapy to be effective, with outcomes
comparable or greater than other kinds of psychotherapy or antidepressant drugs.[59] These arguments have also been
subjected to various criticisms.[60][61][62][63] A 2005 review of randomized controlled trials found that
"psychoanalytic therapy is (1) more effective than no treatment or treatment as usual, and (2) more effective than
shorter forms of psychodynamic therapy".[64] Empirical research on the efficacy of psychoanalysis and
psychoanalytic psychotherapy has also become prominent among psychoanalytic researchers. Recently, however, the
methodologies of some meta-analytic studies have been criticised.[65]
A 2001 systematic review of the medical literature by the Cochrane Collaboration concluded that no data exist
demonstrating that psychodynamic psychotherapy is effective in treating schizophrenia, and cautioned that
medication should always be used alongside any type of talk therapy in schizophrenia cases.[66] Further data also
suggest that psychoanalysis is not effective (and possibly even detrimental) in the treatment of sex offenders.[67]
Experiences of psychoanalysts and psychoanalytic psychotherapists and research into infant and child development
have led to new insights. Theories have been further developed and the results of empirical research are now more
integrated in the psychoanalytic theory.[] The Schizophrenia Patient Outcomes Research Team against the use of
psychodynamic therapy in cases of schizophrenia, arguing that more trials are necessary to verify its
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effectiveness.[68] (PORT) report argues in its Recommendation 22[69]
According to a 2004 French review conducted by INSERM, psychoanalsysis was presumed or proven effective at
treating panic disorder, post-traumatic stress and personality disorders.[] However it was said to have "little or no
effect" on treating schizophrenia.[]
In 2011, the American Psychological Association made 103 comparisons between psychodynamic treatment and a
non-dynamic competitor and found that 6 were superior, 5 were inferior, 28 had no difference and 63 were adequate.
The study found that this could be used as a basis "to make psychodynamic psychotherapy an "empirically validated"
treatment."[70]
Meta-analyses of Short Term Psychodynamic Psychotherapy (STPP) have found effect sizes ranging from 34-71%
compared to no treatment and was found to be slightly better than other therapies in follow up.[71] Other reviews
have found an effect size of 78-91% for somatic disorders compared to no treatment[72] and 69% for treating
depression.[73] A 2012 meta-analysis by the Harvard Review of Psychiatry of Intensive Short-Term Dynamic
Psychotherapy (I-STPP) found effect sizes ranging from 84% for interpersonal problems to 151% for depression.
Overall I-STPP had an effect size of 118% compared to no treatment.[74]
A system review of Long Term Psychodynamic Psychotherapy in 2009 found an overall effect size of 33%.[75][76]
Others have found effect sizes of 44-68%.[77] Some have used these findings to suggest LTPP is not a worthwhile
therapy, writing in Psychology Today, Jim Coyne said "The bottom line is that available evidence suggests that
LTPP is not worthwhile, at least in terms of the conventional ways of evaluating therapies."[78]

Criticism
Psychoanalysis has progressively moved away from the mainstream mental health care.[] Abbot suggests that its
usefulness as a technique has not been demonstrated.[79] The theoretical foundations of psychoanalysis lay in the
same philosophical currents that lead to interpretive phenomenology rather than in those that lead to scientific
positivism, making the theory largely incompatible with scientific approaches to the study of the mind.[80]
Early critics of psychoanalysis believed that its theories were based too little on quantitative and experimental
research, and too much on qualitative research, primarily the clinical case study method. Some have accused Freud
of fabrication, most famously in the case of Anna O. (Borch-Jacobsen 1996). Others have speculated that patients
suffered from now easily identifiable conditions unrelated to psychoanalysis, specifically that Anna O. actually
suffered from tuberculous meningitis and not hysteria.[81]
An increasing amount of empirical research from academic psychologists and psychiatrists has begun to address this
criticism. A survey of scientific research suggested that while personality traits corresponding to Freud's oral, anal,
Oedipal, and genital phases can be observed, they do not necessarily manifest as stages in the development of
children. These studies also have not confirmed that such traits in adults result from childhood experiences (Fisher &
Greenberg, 1977, p. 399). However, these stages should not be viewed as crucial to modern psychoanalysis. What is
crucial to modern psychoanalytic theory and practice is the power of the unconscious and the transference
phenomenon.
A French 2004 report from INSERM said that psychoanalytic therapy is far less effective than other psychotherapies
(including cognitive behavioral therapy). It used a meta-analysis of numerous other studies to find whether the
treatment was "proven" or "presumed" to be effective on different diseases.[]
Numerous studies have shown that its efficacy is related to the quality of the therapist, rather than the psychoanalytic
school or technique or training,.[]
The concept of "unconscious" is contested because human behavior can be observed while human mental activity
has to be inferred. However, the unconscious is now a popular topic of study in the fields of experimental and social
psychology (e.g., implicit attitude measures, fMRI, and PET scans, and other indirect tests). The idea of the
unconscious, and the transference phenomenon, have been widely researched and, it is claimed, validated in the
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fields of cognitive psychology and social psychology (Westen & Gabbard 2002), though a Freudian interpretation of
unconscious mental activity is not held by the majority of cognitive psychologists. Recent developments in
neuroscience have resulted in one side arguing that it has provided a biological basis for unconscious emotional
processing in line with psychoanalytic theory i.e., neuropsychoanalysis (Westen & Gabbard 2002), while the other
side argues that such findings make psychoanalytic theory obsolete and irrelevant.
Both Freud and psychoanalysis have been criticized in very extreme terms.[] Exchanges between critics and
defenders of psychoanalysis have often been so heated that they have come to be characterized as the Freud Wars
[82]
. Karl Popper argued that psychoanalysis is a pseudoscience because its claims are not testable and cannot be
refuted; that is, they are not falsifiable.[83] Karl Kraus, an Austrian satirist, was the subject of a book written by noted
libertarian author Thomas Szasz. The book Anti-Freud: Karl Kraus's Criticism of Psychoanalysis and Psychiatry,
originally published under the name Karl Kraus and the Soul Doctors, portrayed Kraus as a harsh critic of Sigmund
Freud and of psychoanalysis in general. Other commentators, such as Edward Timms, author of Karl Kraus –
Apocalyptic Satirist, have argued that Kraus respected Freud, though with reservations about the application of some
of his theories, and that his views were far less black-and-white than Szasz suggests. Grünbaum argues that
psychoanalytic based theories are falsifiable, but that the causal claims of psychoanalysis are unsupported by the
available clinical evidence. A prominent academic in positive psychology wrote that 'Thirty years ago, the cognitive
revolution in psychology overthrew both Freud and the behaviorists, at least in academia. ... [T]hinking ... is not just
a [result] of emotion or behavior. ... [E]motion is always generated by cognition, not the other way around.'[84]
Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze claimed that the institution of psychoanalysis has become a center of power and
that its confessional techniques resemble the Christian tradition.[85] Jacques Lacan criticized the emphasis of some
American and British psychoanalytical traditions on what he has viewed as the suggestion of imaginary "causes" for
symptoms, and recommended the return to Freud.[86] Together with Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari criticised the
Oedipal structure.[87] Luce Irigaray criticised psychoanalysis, employing Jacques Derrida's concept of
phallogocentrism to describe the exclusion of the woman from Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalytical theories.[88]
Shlomo Kalo explains that Materialism that flourished in the 19th Century severely harmed religion and rejected
whatever called spiritual. The institution of the confession priest in particular was badly damaged. The empty void
that this institution left behind was swiftly occupied by the newborn psychoanalysis. In his writings Kalo claims that
psychoanalysis basic approach is erroneous. It represents the mainline wrong assumptions that happiness is
unreachable and that the natural desire of a human being is to exploit his fellow men for his own pleasure and
benefit.[89]
Freud's psychoanalysis was criticized by his wife, Martha. René Laforgue reported Martha Freud saying, "I must
admit that if I did not realize how seriously my husband takes his treatments, I should think that psychoanalysis is a
form of pornography." To Martha there was something vulgar about psychoanalysis, and she dissociated herself from
it. According to Marie Bonaparte, Martha was upset with her husband's work and his treatment of sexuality.[90]
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, in their 1972 work Anti-Œdipus, take the cases of Gérard Mendel, Bela
Grunberger and Janine Chasseguet-Smirgel, prominent members of the most respected associations (IPa), to suggest
that, traditionally, psychoanalysis enthusiastically embraces a police state:[91]
E. Fuller Torrey, writing in Witchdoctors and Psychiatrists (1986), stated that psychoanalytic theories have no more
scientific basis than the theories of traditional native healers, "witchdoctors" or modern "cult" alternatives such as
est.[92] Frank Cioffi, author of Freud and the Question of Pseudoscience, cites false claims of a sound scientific
verification of the theory and its elements as the strongest basis for classifying the work of Freud and his school as
pseudoscience.[93] Noam Chomsky has also criticized psychoanalysis for lacking a scientific basis.[94]
Mario Bunge states that psychoanalysis is a pseudoscience, as claims like that of the Oedipus complex are contrary
to observational evidence. [95] The philosopher Paul Ricoeur argued that psychoanalysis can be considered a type of
textual interpretation or hermeneutics. Like cultural critics and literary scholars, Ricoeur contended, psychoanalysts
spend their time interpreting the nuances of language. He classified psychoanalysis as a hermeneutics of suspicion.
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By this he meant that psychoanalysis searches for deception in language, and thereby destabilizes our usual reliance
on clear, obvious meanings. [citation needed]
Jacques Derrida incorporated aspects of psychoanalytic theory into his theory of deconstruction in order to question
what he called the 'metaphysics of presence'. Derrida also turns some of these ideas against Freud, to reveal tensions
and contradictions in his work. For example, although Freud defines religion and metaphysics as displacements of
the identification with the father in the resolution of the Oedipal complex, Derrida insists in The Postcard: From
Socrates to Freud and Beyond that the prominence of the father in Freud's own analysis is itself indebted to the
prominence given to the father in Western metaphysics and theology since Plato. [citation needed]
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Sigmund Freud (German pronunciation: [ˈziːkmʊnt ˈfʁɔʏt]; born Sigismund Schlomo Freud; 6 May 1856 – 23
September 1939) was an Austrian neurologist who became known as the founding father of psychoanalysis.
Freud qualified as a Doctor of Medicine at the University of Vienna in 1881, and then carried out research into
cerebral palsy, aphasia and microscopic neuroanatomy at the Vienna General Hospital. He was appointed a
University lecturer in neuropathology in 1885 and became a Professor in 1902.
In creating psychoanalysis, a clinical method for treating psychopathology through dialogue between a patient and a
psychoanalyst,[1] Freud developed therapeutic techniques such as the use of free association (in which patients report
their thoughts without reservation and in whichever order they spontaneously occur) and discovered transference

Sigmund Freud
(the process in which patients displace on to their analysts feelings derived from the sexual experiences and fantasies
of their childhood), establishing its central role in the analytic process. Freud’s redefinition of sexuality to include its
infantile forms led him to formulate the central tenet of psychoanalytical theory, the Oedipus Complex. His analysis
of his own and his patients' dreams as wish-fulfilments provided him with models for the clinical analysis of
symptom formation and the mechanisms of repression as well as for further elaboration of his theory of the
unconscious as an agency disruptive of conscious states of mind.[2] Freud postulated the existence of libido, an
energy with which mental process and structures are invested and which generates erotic attachments, and a death
drive, the source of repetition, hate, aggression and guilt.[3] In his later work Freud drew on psychoanalytic theory to
develop a wide-ranging interpretation and critique of religion and culture.
Psychoanalysis remains influential within psychiatry and across the humanities. As such it continues to generate
extensive debate, notably over its scientific status and as to whether it advances or is detrimental to the feminist
cause.[4] Nonetheless Freud's work has suffused contemporary thought and popular culture to the extent that in 1939
W. H. Auden wrote, in a poem dedicated to him: "to us he is no more a person / now but a whole climate of opinion /
under whom we conduct our different lives".[5]

Background
Early life and education
Freud was born the first of six children to Jewish Galician
parents in the Moravian town of Příbor (German: Freiberg in
Mähren), Austrian Empire, now part of the Czech Republic.[6]
His father, Jacob Freud (1815–1896), was a wool merchant,
40 years old when Freud was born, who had been married
twice before and already had two children. Jacob's family
were Hassidic Jews, and though Jacob himself had moved
away from the tradition, he came to be known for his Torah
study. He and Freud's mother, Amalia (née Nathansohn), 20
years her husband's junior, were married by Rabbi Isaac Noah
Mannheimer on 29 July 1855. They were struggling
Freud's birthplace, a rented room in a locksmith's house
financially and living in a rented room, in a locksmith's house
at Schlossergasse 117 when their son Sigmund was born.[7]
He was born with a caul, which his mother saw as a positive omen for the boy's future.[8]
Jacob and Amalia apparently favored Sigmund over his siblings, and despite their poverty, supported his education.
As a result of the Panic of 1857, his father lost his business, and the Freud family moved to Leipzig, before settling
in Vienna. In 1865, the nine-year-old Freud entered the Leopoldstädter Kommunal-Realgymnasium, a prominent
high school. He proved an outstanding pupil and graduated from the Matura in 1873 with honors. He loved literature
and was proficient in German, French, Italian, Spanish, English, Hebrew, Latin and Greek.[9] Freud read William
Shakespeare in English throughout his life, and it has been suggested that his understanding of human psychology
was derived from Shakespeare's plays.[10]
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Freud entered the University of Vienna at age 17. He had planned to study law,
but joined the medical faculty at the University, where his studies included
philosophy under Franz Brentano, physiology under Ernst Brücke, and zoology
under Darwinist Professor Karl Claus.[11] In 1876 Freud spent four weeks at
Claus's zoological research station in Trieste, dissecting hundreds of eels in an
inconclusive search for their male reproductive organs. He graduated with an
MD in 1881.

Freud's mother, Amalia, in 1903

Early career and marriage
The following year, 1882, he began his medical career in Theodor Meynert's psychiatric clinic at the Vienna General
Hospital. He resigned his hospital post and entered private practice in 1886, specializing in "nervous disorders". The
same year he married Martha Bernays, the granddaughter of Isaac Bernays, a Chief Rabbi in Hamburg. The couple
had six children: Mathilde, born 1887; Jean-Martin, born 1889; Oliver, born 1891; Ernst, born 1892; Sophie, born
1893; and Anna, born 1895.
Carl Jung started the rumor that a romantic relationship may
have developed between Freud and his sister-in-law, Minna
Bernays, who had moved into the Freud household at
Berggasse 19 in 1896 after the death of her fiancé.[12] The
publication in 2006 of a Swiss hotel log, dated 13 August
1898, showing Freud had stayed there with a woman not his
wife, has been regarded by some Freud scholars as showing
that there was a factual basis to these rumors. Peter Gay,
previously skeptical of the suggestion that Freud had an affair
with Bernays, revised his view of the matter and concluded
that an affair between them was possible.[13] Based on
historical investigations and contextual analysis of relevant
Freud writings, Peter J. Swales suggested that Bernays
became pregnant and had an abortion during their affair.[14]

Freud's home at Berggasse 19, Vienna

Freud began smoking tobacco at age 24; initially a cigarette smoker, he became a cigar smoker. He believed that
smoking enhanced his capacity to work and that he could exercise self-control in moderating it. Despite health
warnings from colleague Wilhelm Fliess, he remained a smoker, eventually suffering a buccal cancer.[15] Freud
suggested to Fliess in 1897 that addictions, including that to tobacco, were substitutes for masturbation, "the one
great habit".[16]
Freud had greatly admired his philosophy tutor Brentano, who was known for his theories of perception and
introspection, as well as Theodor Lipps, who was one of the main contemporary theorists of the concepts of the
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unconscious and empathy.[17] Brentano discussed the possible existence of the unconscious mind in his 1874 book
Psychology from an Empirical Standpoint. Although Brentano denied the existence of the unconscious, his
discussion of it probably helped introduce Freud to the concept.[18] Freud owned and made use of Charles Darwin's
major evolutionary writings, and was also influenced by Eduard von Hartmann's The Philosophy of the
Unconscious.[19]
He read Friedrich Nietzsche as a student, and analogies between his work and that of Nietzsche were pointed out
almost as soon as he developed a following.[20] In 1900, the year of Nietzsche's death, Freud bought his collected
works; he told his friend, Fliess, that he hoped to find in Nietzsche's works "the words for much that remains mute in
me." Later he said he had not yet opened them.[21] Freud came to treat Nietzsche's writings "as texts to be resisted far
more than to be studied". His interest in philosophy declined after he had decided on a career in neurology and
psychiatry.[22]
Freud’s Jewish origins and his allegiance to his secular Jewish identity were of significant influence in the formation
of his intellectual and moral outlook, especially with respect to his intellectual non-conformism, as he was the first to
point out in his Autobiographical Study.[23] They would also have a substantial effect on the content of
psychoanalytic ideas “particularly in respect of the rationalist values to which it committed itself”.[24]

Development of psychoanalysis
In October 1885, Freud went to Paris on a fellowship to study with
Jean-Martin Charcot, a renowned neurologist who was conducting
scientific research into hypnosis. He was later to recall the experience
of this stay as catalytic in turning him toward the practice of medical
psychopathology and away from a less financially promising career in
neurology research.[26] Charcot specialized in the study of hysteria and
susceptibility to hypnosis, which he frequently demonstrated with
patients on stage in front of an audience.
Charcot demonstrates hypnosis on a "hysterical"

Once he had set up in private practice in 1886, Freud began using
patient, "Blanche" (Blanche Wittmann). Charcot
hypnosis in his clinical work. He adopted the approach of his friend
questioned his own work on hysteria towards the
[25]
end of his life.
and collaborator, Josef Breuer, in a use of hypnosis which was
different from the French methods he had studied in that it did not use
suggestion. The treatment of one particular patient of Breuer's proved to be transformative for Freud's clinical
practice. Described as Anna O she was invited to talk about her symptoms while under hypnosis (she would coin the
phrase "talking cure" for her treatment). In the course of talking in this way these symptoms became reduced in
severity as she retrieved memories of traumatic incidents associated with their onset. This led Freud to eventually
establish in the course of his clinical practice that a more consistent and effective pattern of symptom relief could be
achieved, without recourse to hypnosis, by encouraging patients to talk freely about whatever ideas or memories
occurred to them. In addition to this procedure, which he called "free association", Freud found that patient's dreams
could be fruitfully analysed to reveal the complex structuring of unconscious material and to demonstrate the psychic
action of repression which underlay symptom formation. By 1896 Freud had abandoned hypnosis and was using the
term "psychoanalysis" to refer to his new clinical method and the theories on which it was based.[27]
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Freud's development of these new theories took place during a period in which
he experienced heart irregularities, disturbing dreams and periods of depression,
a “neurasthenia” which he linked to the death of his father in 1886 and which
prompted a “self-analysis” of his own dreams and memories of childhood. His
explorations of his feelings of hostility to his father and rivalrous jealousy over
his mother’s affections led him to a fundamental revision of his theory of the
origin of the neuroses. On the basis of his early clinical work Freud had
postulated that unconscious memories of sexual molestation in early childhood
were a necessary precondition for the psychoneuroses (hysteria and obsessional
neurosis), a formulation now known as Freud's seduction theory.[28] In the light
of his self-analysis Freud abandoned this theory, now arguing that the repressed
sexual thoughts and fantasies of early childhood were the key causative factors in
Approach to Freud's consulting
neuroses, whether or not derived from real events in the child's history. This
rooms at Berggasse 19
transition from the theory of infantile sexual trauma to that of an autonomous
infantile sexuality provided the basis for his formulation of the theory of the Oedipus complex.[29]

Early followers
Freud spent most of his life in Vienna. From 1891 until 1938 he and
his family lived in an apartment at Berggasse 19 near the Innere Stadt
or historical quarter of Vienna. As a docent of the University of
Vienna, Freud, since the mid-1880s, had been delivering lectures on
his theories to small audiences every Saturday evening at the lecture
hall of the university's psychiatric clinic.[] He gave lectures in the
University every year from 1886 to 1919.[30] His work generated a
considerable degree of interest from a small group of Viennese
physicians. From the autumn of 1902 and shortly after his promotion to
the honorific title of außerordentlicher Professor,[31] a small group of
followers formed around him, meeting at his apartment every
Wednesday afternoon, to discuss issues relating to psychology and
neuropathology.[] This group was called the Wednesday Psychological
Society (Psychologischen Mittwoch-Gesellschaft) and it marked the
beginnings of the worldwide psychoanalytic movement.[32]

Group photo 1909 in front of Clark University.
Front row: Sigmund Freud, G. Stanley Hall, Carl
Jung; back row: Abraham A. Brill, Ernest Jones,
Sándor Ferenczi

This discussion group was founded around Freud at the suggestion of the physician Wilhelm Stekel. Stekel had
studied medicine at the University of Vienna under Richard von Krafft-Ebing. His conversion to psychoanalysis is
variously attributed to his successful treatment by Freud for a sexual problem or as a result of his reading The
Interpretation of Dreams, to which he subsequently gave a positive review in the Viennese daily newspaper Neues
Wiener Tagblatt.[33] The other three original members whom Freud invited to attend, Alfred Adler, Max Kahane,
and Rudolf Reitler, were also physicians[34] and all five were Jewish by birth.[35] Both Kahane and Reitler were
childhood friends of Freud. Kahane had attended the same secondary school and both he and Reitler went to
university with Freud. They had kept abreast of Freud's developing ideas through their attendance at his Saturday
evening lectures.[] In 1901, Kahane, who first introduced Stekel to Freud's work,[] had opened an out-patient
psychotherapy institute of which he was the director in Bauernmarkt, in Vienna.[] In the same year, his medical
textbook, Outline of Internal Medicine for Students and Practicing Physicians was published. In it, he provided an
outline of Freud's psychoanalytic method.[] Kahane broke with Freud and left the Wednesday Psychological Society
in 1907 for unknown reasons and in 1923 he committed suicide.[36] Reitler was the director of an establishment
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providing thermal cures in Dorotheergasse which had been founded in 1901.[] He died prematurely in 1917. Adler,
regarded as the most formidable intellect among the early Freud circle, was a socialist who in 1898 had written a
health manual for the tailoring trade. He was particularly interested in the potential social impact of psychiatry.[37]
Max Graf, a Viennese musicologist and father of "Little Hans", who had first encountered Freud in 1900 and joined
the Wednesday group soon after its initial inception,[38] described the ritual and atmosphere of the early meetings of
the society:
The gatherings followed a definite ritual. First one of the members would present a paper. Then, black
coffee and cakes were served; cigar and cigarettes were on the table and were consumed in great
quantities. After a social quarter of an hour, the discussion would begin. The last and decisive word was
always spoken by Freud himself. There was the atmosphere of the foundation of a religion in that room.
Freud himself was its new prophet who made the heretofore prevailing methods of psychological
investigation appear superficial.[37]
By 1906 the group had grown to sixteen members, including Otto Rank, who
was employed as the group's paid secretary.[37] Also in that year Freud began
correspondence with Jung who was then an assistant to Eugen Bleuler at the
Burghölzli Mental Hospital in Zurich.[39] In March 1907 Jung and Ludwig
Binswanger, also a Swiss psychiatrist, travelled to Vienna to visit Freud and
attend the discussion group. Thereafter they established a small psychoanalytic
group in Zurich. In 1908, reflecting its growing institutional status, the
Wednesday group was renamed the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society.[40] In 1911
the first women members were admitted to the Society. Tatiana Rosenthal and
Sabina Spielrein were both Russian psychiatrists and graduates of the Zurich
University medical school. Prior to the completion of her studies, Spielrein had
been a patient of Jung at the Burghölzli and the clinical and personal details of
their relationship became the subject of an extensive correspondence between
Freud and Jung. Both women would go on to make important contributions to the
work of Russian Psychoanalytic Society which was founded in 1910.[41]

Carl Jung

Freud's early followers met together formally for the first time at the Hotel Bristol, Salzburg on 27 April 1908. This
meeting, which was retrospectively deemed to be the first International Psychoanalytic Congress,[42] was convened
at the suggestion of Ernest Jones, then a London based neurologist who had discovered Freud's writings and begun
applying psychoanalytic methods in his clinical work. Jones had met Jung at a conference the previous year and they
met up again in Zurich to organize the Congress. There were, as Jones records, "forty-two present, half of whom
were or became practicing analysts".[43] As well as Jones and the Viennese and Zurich contingents accompanying
Freud and Jung, also present and notable for their subsequent importance in the psychoanalytic movement were
Abraham and Max Eitingon from Berlin, Sándor Ferenczi from Budapest and the New York based Abraham Brill.
Important decisions were taken at the Congress with a view to advancing the impact of Freud's work. A journal, the
Jahrbuch fur psychoanlytische und psychopathologishe Forschungen, was launched in 1909 under the editorship of
Jung. This was followed in 1910 by the monthly Zentralblatt fur Psychoanalyse edited by Adler and Stekel, in 1911
by Imago, a journal devoted to the application of psychoanalysis to the field of cultural and literary studies edited by
Rank and in 1913 by the Internationale Zeitschrift fur Psychoanalyse, also edited by Rank.[44] Plans for an
International Association of psychoanalysts were put in place and these were implemented at the Nuremberg
Congress of 1910 where Jung was elected, with Freud's support, as its first president.
Freud turned to Brill and Jones to further his ambition to spread the psychoanalytic cause in the English-speaking
world. Both were invited to Vienna following the Salzburg Congress and a division of labour was agreed with Brill
given the translation rights for Freud's works, and Jones, who was to take up a post at Toronto University later in the
year, tasked with establishing a platform for Freudian ideas in North American academic and medical life.[45] Jones's
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advocacy prepared the way for Freud's visit to the United States, accompanied by Jung and Ferenczi, in September
1909 at the invitation of Stanley Hall, president of Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts, where he gave five
lectures on psychoanalysis.[46] (When the ocean liner George Washington arrived in New York, Freud is rumored to
have remarked to Jung, "They don't realize that we are bringing them the plague."[47]) The event, at which Freud was
awarded an Honorary Doctorate, marked the first public recognition of Freud's work and attracted widespread media
interest. Freud's audience included the distinguished neurologist and psychiatrist James Jackson Putnam, Professor of
Diseases of the Nervous System at Harvard, who invited Freud to his country retreat where they held extensive
discussions over a period of four days. Putnam's subsequent public endorsement of Freud’s work represented a
significant breakthrough for the psychoanalytic cause in the United States.[46] When Putnam and Jones organised the
founding of the American Psychoanalytic Association in May 1911 they were elected president and secretary
respectively. Brill founded the New York Psychoanalytic Society the same year. His translations of Freud's work
began to appear from 1909.
Some of Freud's followers subsequently withdrew from the International Psychoanalytic Association (IPA) and
founded their own schools.
From 1909, Adler's views on topics such as neurosis began to differ markedly from those held by Freud. As Adler's
position appeared increasingly incompatible with Freudianism a series of confrontations between their respective
viewpoints took place at the meetings of the Viennese Psychoanalytic Society in January and February 1911. In
February 1911 Adler, the then president of the society, resigned his position. At this time Stekel also resigned his
position as vice-president of the society. Adler finally left the Freudian group altogether in June 1911 to found his
own organization with nine other members who had also resigned from the group.[48] This new formation was
initially called Society for Free Psychoanalysis but it was soon renamed the Society for Individual Psychology. In the
period after World War I, Adler became increasingly associated with a psychological position he devised called
individual psychology.[49]
In 1912 Jung published Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido (published in English in 1916 as Psychology of the
Unconscious) and it became clear that his views were taking a direction quite different from those of Freud. To
distinguish his system from psychoanalysis, Jung called it analytical psychology.[50]
Anticipating the final breakdown of the relationship between Freud and
Jung, Ernest Jones initiated the formation of a committee of loyalists
charged with safeguarding the theoretical coherence and institutional
legacy of the psychoanalytic movement. Formed in the Autumn of
1912, the committee comprised Freud, Jones, Abraham, Ferenczi,
Rank and Hans Sachs. Max Eitingon joined the committee in 1919.
Each member pledged themselves not to make any public departure
from the fundamental tenets of psychoanalytic theory before they had
discussed their views with the others. After this development Jung
recognised that his position was untenable and resigned as editor of the
Jarhbuch and then as president of the IPA in April 1914; the Zürich
Society withdrew from the IPA the following July.[51]

The committee in 1922: Rank, Abraham,
Eitingon, Jones (standing), Freud, Ferenczi,
Sachs

Later the same year Freud published a paper entitled "The History of the Psychoanalytic Movement", the German
original being first published in the Jahrbuch, giving his view on the birth and evolution of the psychoanalytic
movement and the withdrawal of Adler and Jung from it.
The committee continued to function until 1927 by which time institutional developments within the IPA, such as
the establishment of the International Training Commission, served to allay some of Freud's anxieties about the
transmission of psychoanalytic theory and practice.
The final defection from Freud's inner circle occurred following the publication in 1924 of Rank's The Trauma of
Birth which other members of the committee read as, in effect, abandoning the Oedipus Complex as the central tenet
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of psychoanalytic theory. Abraham and Jones became increasingly forceful critics of Rank and though he and Freud
were reluctant to end their close and long-standing relationship the break finally came in 1926 when Rank resigned
from his official posts in the IPA and left Vienna for Paris. His place on the committee was taken by Anna Freud.[52]
Rank eventually settled in the United States where his revisions of Freudian theory were to influence a new
generation of therapists uncomfortable with the orthodoxies of the IPA.

Early psychoanalytic movement
Part of a series of articles on

Psychoanalysis

Outside the Sigmund Freud Museum (Vienna).

•
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After the founding of the IPA in 1910, an international network of psychoanalytical societies, training institutes and
clinics became well established and a regular schedule of biannual Congresses commenced after the end of World
War I to coordinate their activities.[53] Freud attended his last Congress in Berlin in 1922.
Abraham and Eitingon founded the Berlin Psychoanalytic Society in 1910 and then the Berlin Psychoanalytic
Institute and the Poliklinik in 1920. The Poliklinik's innovations of free treatment, and child analysis and the Berlin
Institute's standardisation of psychoanalytic training had a major influence on the wider psychoanalytic movement.
In 1927 Ernst Simmel founded the Schloss Tegel Sanatorium on the outskirts of Berlin, the first such establishment
to provide psychoanalytic treatment in an institutional framework. Freud organised a fund to help finance its
activities and his architect son, Ernst, was commissioned to refurbish the building. It was forced to close in 1931 for
economic reasons.[54]
The 1910 Moscow Psychoanalytic Society became the Russian Psychoanalytic Society and Institute in 1922. Freud's
Russian followers were the first to benefit from translations of his work, the 1904 Russian translation of The
Interpretaion of Dreams appearing nine years before Brill's English edition. The Russian Institute was unique in
receiving state support for its activities, including publication of translations of Freud's works.[55]
After helping found the American Psychoanalytic Association in 1911, Ernest Jones returned to Britain from Canada
in 1913 and founded the London Psychoanalytic Society the same year. In 1919, he dissolved this organisation and,
with its core membership purged of Jungian adherents, founded the British Psychoanalytical Society, serving as its
president until 1944. The Institute of Psychoanalysis was established 1924 and the London Clinic of Psychonanlysis
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established in 1926, both under Jones's directorship.
The Vienna Ambulatorium (Clinic) was established in 1922 and the Vienna Psychoanalytic Institute was founded in
1924 under the directorship of Helene Deutsch. Ferenczi founded the Budapest Psychoanalytic Institute in 1913 and
a clinic in 1929.
Psychoanalytic societies and institutes were established in France (1926), Italy (1932), Holland (1933) and in
Jerusalem (1933) by Eitingon, who had fled Berlin after Adolf Hitler came to power. The New York Psychoanalytic
Institute was founded in 1931.

Patients
Freud used pseudonyms in his case histories. Some patients known by pseudonyms were Cäcilie M. (Anna von
Lieben); Dora (Ida Bauer, 1882–1945); Frau Emmy von N. (Fanny Moser); Fräulein Elisabeth von R. (Ilona
Weiss);[56] Fräulein Katharina (Aurelia Kronich); Fräulein Lucy R.; Little Hans (Herbert Graf, 1903–1973); Rat
Man (Ernst Lanzer, 1878–1914); Enos Fingy (Joshua Wild, 1878–1920);[57] and Wolf Man (Sergei Pankejeff,
1887–1979). Other famous patients included H.D. (1886–1961); Emma Eckstein (1865–1924); Gustav Mahler
(1860–1911), with whom Freud had only a single, extended consultation; and Princess Marie Bonaparte.
Several writers have criticized both Freud's clinical efforts and his accounts of them.[58] Frederick Crews writes that
"...even applying his own indulgent criteria, with no allowance for placebo factors and no systematic followup to
check for relapses, Freud was unable to document a single unambiguously efficacious treatment".[59] Mikkel
Borch-Jacobsen writes that historians of psychoanalysis have shown "that things did not happen in the way Freud
and his authorised biographers told us"; he cites Han Israëls's view that "Freud...was so confident in his first theories
that he publicly boasted of therapeutic successes that he had not yet obtained." Freud, in that interpretation, was
forced to provide explanations for his abandonment of those theories that concealed his real reason, which was that
the therapeutic benefits he expected did not materialise; he knew that his patients were not cured, but "did not
hesitate to build grand theories on these non-existent foundations."[]

Struggle with cancer
In February 1923, Freud detected a leukoplakia, a benign growth associated with heavy smoking, on his mouth.
Freud initially kept this secret, but in April 1923 he informed Ernest Jones, telling him that the growth had been
removed. Freud consulted the dermatologist Maximilian Steiner, who advised him to quit smoking but lied about the
growth's seriousness, minimizing its importance. Freud later saw Felix Deutsch, who saw that the growth was
cancerous; he identified it to Freud using the euphemism "a bad leukoplakia" instead of the technical diagnosis
epithelioma. Deutsch advised Freud to stop smoking and have the growth excised. Freud was treated by Marcus
Hajek, a rhinologist whose competence he had previously questioned. Hajek performed an unnecessary cosmetic
surgery in his clinic's outpatient department. Freud bled during and after the operation, and may narrowly have
escaped death. Freud subsequently saw Deutsch again. Deutsch saw that further surgery would be required, but
refrained from telling Freud that he had cancer because he was worried that Freud might wish to commit suicide.[60]
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Escape from Nazism
In 1930, Freud was awarded the Goethe Prize in recognition of his contributions to psychology and to German
literary culture. In January 1933, the Nazis took control of Germany, and Freud's books were prominent among those
they burned and destroyed. Freud quipped: "What progress we are making. In the Middle Ages they would have
burned me. Now, they are content with burning my books."[61]
Freud continued to maintain his optimistic underestimation of the growing Nazi threat and remained determined to
stay in Vienna, even following the Anschluss of 13 March 1938 in which Nazi Germany annexed Austria, and the
outbursts of violent anti-Semitism that ensued.[62]
Ernest Jones, the then president of the International
Psychoanalytic Association (IPA), flew into Vienna from
London via Prague on 15 March determined to get Freud to
change his mind and seek exile in Britain. This prospect and
the shock of the detention and interrogation of Anna Freud
by the Gestapo finally convinced Freud it was time to leave
Vienna.[62] Jones left for London the following week with a
list provided by Freud of the party of émigrés for whom
immigration permits would be required. Back in London,
Jones used his personal acquaintance with the Home
Secretary, Sir Samuel Hoare to expedite the granting of
Freud's home at 20 Maresfield Gardens in Hampstead, London.
permits. There were seventeen in all and work permits were
[63]
The house is now a museum dedicated to his life and work.
provided where relevant. Jones also used his influence in
scientific circles, persuading the president of the Royal
Society, Sir William Bragg, to write to the Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax, requesting to good effect that diplomatic
pressure be applied in Berlin and Vienna on Freud's behalf. Freud also had support from American diplomats,
notably his ex-patient and American ambassador to France, William Bullitt.[64]
The departure from Vienna began in stages throughout April and May 1938. Freud's grandson Ernst Halberstadt and
Freud's son Martin's wife and children left for Paris in April. Freud's sister-in-law, Minna Bernays, left for London
on 5 May, Martin Freud the following week and Freud's daughter Mathilde and her husband, Robert Hollitscher, on
24 May.[65]
By the end of the month, arrangements for Freud's own departure for London had become stalled, mired in a legally
tortuous and financially extortionate process of negotiation with the Nazi authorities. However, the Nazi appointed
Kommissar put in charge of his assets and those of the IPA proved to be sympathetic to Freud's plight. Anton
Sauerwald had studied chemistry at Vienna University under Professor Josef Herzig, an old friend of Freud's, and
evidently retained, notwithstanding his Nazi Party allegiance, a respect for Freud's professional standing. Expected to
disclose details of all Freud's bank accounts to his superiors and to follow their instructions to destroy the historic
library of books housed in the offices of the IPA, in the event Sauerwald did neither, removing evidence of Freud's
foreign bank accounts to his own safe-keeping and arranging the storage of the IPA library in the Austrian National
Library where they remained until the end of the war.[66]
Though Sauerwald's intervention lessened the financial burden of the "flight" tax on Freud's declared assets, other
substantial charges were levied in relation to the debts of the IPA and the valuable collection of antiquities Freud
possessed. Unable to access his own accounts, Freud turned to Princess Marie Bonaparte, the most eminent and
wealthy of his French followers, who had travelled to Vienna to offer her support and it was she who made the
necessary funds available.[67] This allowed Sauerwald to sign the necessary exit visas for Freud, his wife Martha and
daughter Anna. They left Vienna on the Orient Express on 4 June, accompanied by their household staff and a
doctor, arriving in Paris the following day where they stayed as guests of Princess Bonaparte before travelling
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overnight to London arriving at Victoria Station on 6 June.
Many famous names were soon to call on Freud to pay their respects, notably Salvador Dalí, Stefan Zweig, Leonard
and Virginia Woolf, and H.G. Wells. Representatives of the Royal Society called with the Society's Charter for
Freud to sign himself into membership. Princess Bonaparte arrived towards the end of June to discuss the fate of
Freud's four elderly sisters left behind in Vienna. Her subsequent attempts to get them exit visas failed and they were
all to die in Nazi concentration camps.[68] In the Spring of 1939 Anton Sauerwald arrived to see Freud, ostensibly to
discuss matters relating to the assets of the IPA. He was able to do Freud one last favour. He returned to Vienna to
drive Freud's Viennese cancer specialist, Hans Pichler, to London to operate on the worsening condition of Freud's
cancerous jaw.[69]
Sauerwald was tried and imprisoned in 1945 by an Austrian court for his activities as a Nazi Party official.
Responding to a plea from his wife, Anna Freud wrote to confirm that Sauerwald "used his office as our appointed
commissar in such a manner as to protect my father". Her intervention helped secure his release from jail in 1947.[70]
In the Freuds' new home at 20 Maresfield Garden, Hampstead, North London, Freud's Vienna consulting room was
recreated in faithful detail. He continued to see patients there until the terminal stages of his illness. He also worked
on his last books, Moses and Monotheism, published in German in 1938 and in English the following year[71] and the
uncompleted Outline of Psychoanalysis which was published posthumously.

Death
By mid-September 1939, Freud's cancer of the mouth was causing him increasingly severe pain and had been
declared to be inoperable. After reading Honoré de Balzac's La Peau de chagrin in a single sitting, Freud turned to
his doctor, friend and fellow refugee, Max Schur, reminding him that they had previously discussed the terminal
stages of his illness: "Schur, you remember our 'contract' not to leave me in the lurch when the time had come. Now
it is nothing but torture and makes no sense." When Schur replied that he had not forgotten, Freud said, "I thank
you," and then "Talk it over with Anna, and if she thinks it's right, then make an end of it." Anna Freud wanted to
postpone her father’s death, but Schur convinced her it was pointless to keep him alive, and on 21 and 22 September
administered doses of morphine that resulted in Freud's death on 23 September 1939.[72]
Three days after his death, Freud's body was cremated at the Golders Green Crematorium in North London. Ernest
Jones gave the funeral oration to a gathering of friends, psychoanalysts and Austrian refugees, including the author
Stefan Zweig. Freud's ashes were later placed in the crematorium's columbarium. They rest in an ancient Greek urn
that Freud had received as a gift from Princess Bonaparte and which he had kept in his study in Vienna for many
years. After his wife Martha died in 1951, her ashes were also placed in the urn.

Ideas
Early work
Freud began his study of medicine at the University of Vienna in 1873.[73] He took almost nine years to complete his
studies, due to his interest in neurophysiological research, specifically investigation of the sexual anatomy of eels
and the physiology of the fish nervous system, and because of his interest in studying philosophy with Franz
Brentano. He entered private practice in neurology for financial reasons, receiving his M.D. degree in 1881 at the age
of 25.[74] Amongst his principal concerns in the 1880s was the anatomy of the brain, specifically the medulla
oblongata; he intervened in the important debates about aphasia with his monograph of 1891, Zur Auffassung der
Aphasien, in which he coined the term agnosia, and counselled against a too locationist view of the explanation of
neurological deficits; like his contemporary Eugen Bleuler, he emphasized brain function rather than brain structure.
He was also an early researcher in the field of cerebral palsy, which was then known as "cerebral paralysis". He
published several medical papers on the topic, and showed that the disease existed long before other researchers of
the period began to notice and study it. He also suggested that William Little, the man who first identified cerebral
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palsy, was wrong about lack of oxygen during birth being a cause. Instead, he suggested that complications in birth
were only a symptom. Freud hoped that his research would provide a solid scientific basis for his therapeutic
technique. The goal of Freudian therapy, or psychoanalysis, was to bring repressed thoughts and feelings into
consciousness in order to free the patient from suffering repetitive distorted emotions.
Classically, the bringing of unconscious thoughts and feelings to consciousness is brought about by encouraging a
patient to talk about dreams and engage in free association, in which patients report their thoughts without
reservation and make no attempt to concentrate while doing so.[75] Another important element of psychoanalysis is
transference, the process by which patients displace on to their analysts feelings and ideas which derive from
previous figures in their lives. Transference was first seen as a regrettable phenomenon that interfered with the
recovery of repressed memories and disturbed patients' objectivity, but by 1912 Freud had come to see it as an
essential part of the therapeutic process.[76]
The origin of Freud's early work with psychoanalysis can be linked to Josef Breuer. Freud credited Breuer with
opening the way to the discovery of the psychoanalytical method by his treatment of the case of Anna O. In
November 1880, Breuer was called in to treat a highly intelligent 21-year-old woman (Bertha Pappenheim) for a
persistent cough that he diagnosed as hysterical. He found that while nursing her dying father, she had developed a
number of transitory symptoms, including visual disorders and paralysis and contractures of limbs, which he also
diagnosed as hysterical. Breuer began to see his patient almost every day as the symptoms increased and became
more persistent, and observed that she entered states of absence. He found that when, with his encouragement, she
told fantasy stories in her evening states of absence her condition improved, and most of her symptoms had
disappeared by April 1881. However, following the death of her father in that month her condition deteriorated
again. Breuer recorded that some of the symptoms eventually remitted spontaneously, and that full recovery was
achieved by inducing her to recall events that had precipitated the occurrence of a specific symptom.[77] In the years
immediately following Breuer's treatment, Anna O. spent three short periods in sanatoria with the diagnosis
"hysteria" with "somatic symptoms",[78] and some authors have challenged Breuer's published account of a
cure.[79][80][81] Richard Skues rejects this interpretation, which he sees as stemming from both Freudian and
anti-psychoanalytical revisionism, that regards both Breuer's narrative of the case as unreliable and his treatment of
Anna O. as a failure.[82]
In the early 1890s Freud used a form of treatment based on the one that Breuer had described to him, modified by
what he called his "pressure technique" and his newly developed analytic technique of interpretation and
reconstruction. According to Freud's later accounts of this period, as a result of his use of this procedure most of his
patients in the mid-1890s reported early childhood sexual abuse. He believed these stories, but then came to believe
that they were fantasies. He explained these at first as having the function of "fending off" memories of infantile
masturbation, but in later years he wrote that they represented Oedipal fantasies.[83]
Another version of events focuses on Freud's proposing that unconscious memories of infantile sexual abuse were at
the root of the psychoneuroses in letters to Fliess in October 1895, before he reported that he had actually discovered
such abuse among his patients.[84] In the first half of 1896 Freud published three papers stating that he had
uncovered, in all of his current patients, deeply repressed memories of sexual abuse in early childhood.[85] In these
papers Freud recorded that his patients were not consciously aware of these memories, and must therefore be present
as unconscious memories if they were to result in hysterical symptoms or obsessional neurosis. The patients were
subjected to considerable pressure to "reproduce" infantile sexual abuse "scenes" that Freud was convinced had been
repressed into the unconscious.[86] Patients were generally unconvinced that their experiences of Freud's clinical
procedure indicated actual sexual abuse. He reported that even after a supposed "reproduction" of sexual scenes the
patients assured him emphatically of their disbelief.[87]
As well as his pressure technique, Freud's clinical procedures involved analytic inference and the symbolic
interpretation of symptoms to trace back to memories of infantile sexual abuse.[88] His claim of one hundred percent
confirmation of his theory only served to reinforce previously expressed reservations from his colleagues about the
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validity of findings obtained through his suggestive techniques.[89]

Cocaine
As a medical researcher, Freud was an early user and proponent of cocaine as a stimulant as well as analgesic. He
believed that cocaine was a cure for many mental and physical problems, and in his 1884 paper "On Coca" he
extolled its virtues. Between 1883 and 1887 he wrote several articles recommending medical applications, including
its use as an antidepressant. He narrowly missed out on obtaining scientific priority for discovering its anesthetic
properties of which he was aware but had mentioned only in passing.[90] (Karl Koller, a colleague of Freud's in
Vienna, received that distinction in 1884 after reporting to a medical society the ways cocaine could be used in
delicate eye surgery.) Freud also recommended cocaine as a cure for morphine addiction.[91] He had introduced
cocaine to his friend Ernst von Fleischl-Marxow who had become addicted to morphine taken to relieve years of
excruciating nerve pain resulting from an infection acquired while performing an autopsy. However, his claim that
Fleischl-Marxow was cured of his addiction was premature, though he never acknowledged he had been at fault.
Fleischl-Marxow developed an acute case of "cocaine psychosis", and soon returned to using morphine, dying a few
years later after more suffering from intolerable pain.[92]
The application as an anesthetic turned out to be one of the few safe uses of cocaine, and as reports of addiction and
overdose began to filter in from many places in the world, Freud's medical reputation became somewhat
tarnished.[93]
After the "Cocaine Episode"[94] Freud ceased to publicly recommend use of the drug, but continued to take it himself
occasionally for depression, migraine and nasal inflammation during the early 1890s, before giving it up in 1896.[95]
In this period he came under the influence of his friend and confidant Fliess, who recommended cocaine for the
treatment of the so-called nasal reflex neurosis. Fliess, who operated on the noses of several of his own patients, also
performed operations on Freud and on one of Freud's patients whom he believed to be suffering from the disorder,
Emma Eckstein. However, the surgery proved disastrous.[96] It has been suggested that much of Freud's early
psychoanalytical theory was a by-product of his cocaine use.[97]

The unconscious
The concept of the unconscious was central to Freud's account of the mind. Freud believed that while poets and
thinkers had long known of the existence of the unconscious, he had ensured that it received scientific recognition in
the field of psychology. However, the concept made an informal appearance in Freud's writings. It was first
introduced in connection with the phenomenon of repression, to explain what happens to ideas that are repressed;
Freud stated explicitly that the concept of the unconscious was based on the theory of repression. He postulated a
cycle in which ideas are repressed, but remain in the mind, removed from consciousness yet operative, then reappear
in consciousness under certain circumstances. The postulate was based upon the investigation of cases of traumatic
hysteria, which revealed cases where the behavior of patients could not be explained without reference to ideas or
thoughts of which they had no awareness. This fact, combined with the observation that such behavior could be
artificially induced by hypnosis, in which ideas were inserted into people's minds, suggested that ideas were
operative in the original cases, even though their subjects knew nothing of them. Freud, like Breuer, found the
hypothesis that hysterical manifestations were generated by ideas to be not only warranted, but given in observation.
Disagreement between them arose, however, when they attempted to give causal explanations of their data: Breuer
favored a hypothesis of hypnoid states, while Freud postulated the mechanism of defense. Richard Wollheim
comments that given the close correspondence between hysteria and the results of hypnosis, Breuer's hypothesis
appears more plausible, and that it is only when repression is taken into account that Freud's hypothesis becomes
preferable.[98]
Freud originally allowed that repression might be a conscious process, but by the time he wrote his second paper on
the "Neuro-Psychoses of Defence" (1896), he apparently believed that repression, which he referred to as "the
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psychical mechanism of (unconscious) defense", occurred on an unconscious level. Freud further developed his
theories about the unconscious in The Interpretation of Dreams (1899) and in Jokes and their Relation to the
Unconscious (1905), where he dealt with condensation and displacement as inherent characteristics of unconscious
mental activity. Freud presented his first systematic statement of his hypotheses about unconscious mental processes
in 1912, in response to an invitation from the London Society of Psychical Research to contribute to its Proceedings.
Freud in 1915 expanded that statement into a more ambitious metapsychological paper entitled "The Unconscious."
In both these papers, when Freud tried to distinguish between his conception of the unconscious and those that
predated psychoanalysis, he found it in his postulation of ideas that are simultaneously latent and operative.[98]

Dreams
Freud believed that the function of dreams is to preserve sleep by representing as fulfilled wishes that would
otherwise awaken the dreamer.[99] Freud also believed that there is a specific psychological technique through which
dreams can be interpreted, and that, if the technique is successfully accomplished, each dream is revealed as a
psychical structure, which has a significant meaning and functioning in the mental activities of the awakened
life.[100]

Psychosexual development
Freud hoped to prove that his model was universally valid and thus turned to ancient mythology and contemporary
ethnography for comparative material. Freud named his new theory the Oedipus complex after the famous Greek
tragedy Oedipus Rex by Sophocles. "I found in myself a constant love for my mother, and jealousy of my father. I
now consider this to be a universal event in childhood," Freud said. Freud sought to anchor this pattern of
development in the dynamics of the mind. Each stage is a progression into adult sexual maturity, characterized by a
strong ego and the ability to delay gratification (cf. Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality). He used the Oedipus
conflict to point out how much he believed that people desire incest and must repress that desire. The Oedipus
conflict was described as a state of psychosexual development and awareness. He also turned to anthropological
studies of totemism and argued that totemism reflected a ritualized enactment of a tribal Oedipal conflict.[101] Freud
also believed that the Oedipus complex was bisexual, involving an attraction to both parents.[102]
Traditional accounts have held that, as a result of frequent reports from his patients, in the mid-1890s Freud posited
that psychoneuroses were a consequence of early childhood sexual abuse.[103] More specifically, in three papers
published in 1896 he contended that unconscious memories of sexual abuse in infancy are a necessary precondition
for the development of adult psychoneuroses. However, examination of Freud's original papers has revealed that his
clinical claims were not based on patients' reports but were findings deriving from his analytical clinical
methodology, which at that time included coercive procedures.[104][105][106][107][108] He privately expressed his loss
of faith in the theory to his friend Fliess in September 1897, giving several reasons, including that he had not been
able to bring a single case to a successful conclusion.[109] In 1906, while still maintaining that his earlier claims to
have uncovered early childhood sexual abuse events remained valid, he postulated a new theory of the occurrence of
unconscious infantile fantasies.[110] He had incorporated his notions of unconscious fantasies in The Interpretation of
Dreams (1899), but did not explicitly relate his seduction theory claims to the Oedipus theory until 1925.[111]
Notwithstanding his abandonment of the seduction theory, Freud always recognized that some neurotics had
experienced childhood sexual abuse.
Freud also believed that the libido developed in individuals by changing its object, a process codified by the concept
of sublimation. He argued that humans are born "polymorphously perverse", meaning that any number of objects
could be a source of pleasure. He further argued that, as humans develop, they become fixated on different and
specific objects through their stages of development—first in the oral stage (exemplified by an infant's pleasure in
nursing), then in the anal stage (exemplified by a toddler's pleasure in evacuating his or her bowels), then in the
phallic stage. In the latter stage, Freud contended, male infants become fixated on the mother as a sexual object
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(known as the Oedipus Complex), a phase brought to an end by threats of castration, resulting in the Castration
anxiety, the severest trauma in his young life.[112] In his later writings Freud postulated an equivalent Oedipus
situation for infant girls, the sexual fixation being on the father. Though not advocated by Freud himself, the term
'Electra complex' is sometimes used in this context.[113] The repressive or dormant latency stage of psychosexual
development preceded the sexually mature genital stage of psychosexual development. The child needs to receive
the proper amount of satisfaction at any given stage in order to move on easily to the next stage of development;
under or over gratification can lead to a fixation at that stage, which could cause a regression back to that stage later
in life.[114]
Freud felt that masturbation was unwise and harmful. He and his colleague Fliess wrote about the topic during a
period in which views on the topic were becoming more liberal due to the influence of doctors such as Havelock
Ellis. Freud remained an opponent of masturbation, seeing it as having partially caused the neuroses. He stated "a
priori one is forced to oppose the assertion that masturbation has to be harmless; on the contrary there must be cases
in which masturbation is harmful. Since the aetiology of the neuroses is given by way of the conflict between
infantile sexuality and the opposition of the ego (repression) masturbation, which is only an executive of infantile
sexuality, cannot a priori be presented as harmless".[115]

Id, ego and super-ego
In his later work, Freud proposed that the human psyche could be divided into three parts: Id, ego and super-ego.
Freud discussed this model in the 1920 essay Beyond the Pleasure Principle, and fully elaborated upon it in The Ego
and the Id (1923), in which he developed it as an alternative to his previous topographic schema (i.e., conscious,
unconscious and preconscious). The id is the completely unconscious, impulsive, childlike portion of the psyche that
operates on the "pleasure principle" and is the source of basic impulses and drives; it seeks immediate pleasure and
gratification.[114]
Freud acknowledged that his use of the term Id (das Es, "the It") derives from the writings of Georg Groddeck.[116]
The super-ego is the moral component of the psyche, which takes into account no special circumstances in which the
morally right thing may not be right for a given situation. The rational ego attempts to exact a balance between the
impractical hedonism of the id and the equally impractical moralism of the super-ego; it is the part of the psyche that
is usually reflected most directly in a person's actions. When overburdened or threatened by its tasks, it may employ
defense mechanisms including denial repression, undoing, rationalization, repression, and displacement. This
concept is usually represented by the "Iceberg Model".[117] This model represents the roles the Id, Ego, and Super
Ego play in relation to conscious and unconscious thought.
Freud compared the relationship between the ego and the id to that between a charioteer and his horses: the horses
provide the energy and drive, while the charioteer provides direction.[114]

Life and death drives
Freud believed that people are driven by two conflicting central desires: the life drive (libido or Eros) (survival,
propagation, hunger, thirst, and sex) and the death drive. The death drive was also termed "Thanatos", although
Freud did not use that term; "Thanatos" was introduced in this context by Paul Federn.[118] Freud hypothesized that
libido is a form of mental energy with which processes, structures and object-representations are invested.[119]
In Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud inferred the existence of the death instinct. Its premise was a regulatory
principle that has been described as "the principle of psychic inertia", "the Nirvana principle", and "the conservatism
of instinct". Its background was Freud's earlier Project for a Scientific Psychology, where he had defined the
principle governing the mental apparatus as its tendency to divest itself of quantity or to reduce tension to zero.
Freud had been obliged to abandon that definition, since it proved adequate only to the most rudimentary kinds of
mental functioning, and replaced the idea that the apparatus tends toward a level of zero tension with the idea that it
tends toward a minimum level of tension.[120]
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Freud in effect readopted the original definition in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, this time applying it to a different
principle. He asserted that on certain occasions the mind acts as though it could eliminate tension entirely, or in
effect to reduce itself to a state of extinction; his key evidence for this was the existence of the compulsion to repeat.
Examples of such repetition included the dream life of traumatic neurotics and children's play. In the phenomenon of
repetition, Freud saw a psychic trend to work over earlier impressions, to master them and derive pleasure from
them, a trend was prior to the pleasure principle but not opposed to it. In addition to that trend, however, there was
also a principle at work that was opposed to, and thus "beyond" the pleasure principle. If repetition is a necessary
element in the binding of energy or adaptation, when carried to inordinate lengths it becomes a means of abandoning
adaptations and reinstating earlier or less evolved psychic positions. By combining this idea with the hypothesis that
all repetition is a form of discharge, Freud reached the conclusion that the compulsion to repeat is an effort to restore
a state that is both historically primitive and marked by the total draining of energy: death.[120]

Feminine sexuality
Initiating what became the first debate within psychoanalysis on femininity, Karen Horney of the Berlin Institute set
out to challenge Freud's account of the development of feminine sexuality. Rejecting Freud's theories of the feminine
castration complex and penis envy, Horney argued for a primary femininity and penis envy as a defensive formation
rather than arising from the fact, or “injury”, of biological asymmetry as Freud held. Horney had the influential
support of Melanie Klein and Ernest Jones who coined the term “phallocentrism” in his critique of Freud's
position.[121]

Religion
Freud regarded the monotheistic God as an illusion based upon the infantile emotional need for a powerful,
supernatural pater familias. He maintained that religion – once necessary to restrain man's violent nature in the early
stages of civilization – in modern times, can be set aside in favor of reason and science.[122] "Obsessive Actions and
Religious Practices" (1907) notes the likeness between faith (religious belief) and neurotic obsession.[123] Totem and
Taboo (1913) proposes that society and religion begin with the patricide and eating of the powerful paternal figure,
who then becomes a revered collective memory.[124] In Civilization and its Discontents (1930), he quotes his friend
Romain Rolland, who described religion as an "oceanic sensation", but says he never experienced this feeling.[125]
Moses and Monotheism (1937) proposes that Moses was the tribal pater familias, killed by the Jews, who
psychologically coped with the patricide with a reaction formation conducive to their establishing monotheist
Judaism;[126] analogously, he described the Roman Catholic rite of Holy Communion as cultural evidence of the
killing and devouring of the sacred father.[71][127]
Moreover, he perceived religion, with its suppression of violence, as mediator of the societal and personal, the public
and the private, conflicts between Eros and Thanatos, the forces of life and death.[128] Later works indicate Freud's
pessimism about the future of civilization, which he noted in the 1931 edition of Civilization and its Discontents.[129]
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Legacy
Psychotherapy
Though not the first methodology in the practice of individual verbal
psychotherapy,[130] Freud's psychoanalytic system came to dominate the field
from early in the twentieth century, forming the basis for many later variants.
While these systems have adopted different theories and techniques, all have
followed Freud by attempting to effect behavioral change through having
patients talk about their difficulties.[1] Psychoanalysis itself has, according to
psychoanalyst Joel Kovel, declined as a distinct therapeutic practice, despite its
pervasive influence on psychotherapy.[]
The neo-Freudians, a group understood by Kovel to include Adler, Rank,
Horney, Harry Stack Sullivan and Erich Fromm, rejected Freud's theory of
instinctual drive, emphasized interpersonal relations and self-assertiveness, and
made modifications to therapeutic practice that reflected these theoretical shifts.
Adler originated the approach, although his influence was indirect due to his
inability to systematically formulate his ideas. In Kovel's view, neo-Freudian
practice shares the same assumption as most current therapeutic approaches in
the United States: "If what is wrong with people follows directly from bad
experience, then therapy can be in its basics nothing but good experience as a
corrective." Neo-Freudian analysis therefore places more emphasis on the
patient's relationship with the analyst and less on exploration of the unconscious.[]

Sigmund Freud memorial in
Hampstead, North London. The
statue is located near to where
Sigmund and Anna Freud lived. The
building behind the statue is the
Tavistock Clinic, a major
psychological health care institution.

Jung believed that the collective unconscious, which reflects the cosmic order and the history of the human species,
is the most important part of the mind. It contains archetypes, which are manifested in symbols that appear in
dreams, disturbed states of mind, and various products of culture. Jungians are less interested in infantile
development and psychological conflict between wishes and the forces that frustrate them than in integration
between different parts of the person. The object of Jungian therapy was to mend such splits. Jung focused in
particular on problems of middle and later life. His objective was to allow people to experience the split-off aspects
of themselves, such as the anima (a man's suppressed female self), the animus (a woman's suppressed male self), or
the shadow (an inferior self-image), and thereby attain wisdom.[]
Lacan approached psychoanalysis through linguistics and literature. Lacan believed that Freud's essential work had
been done prior to 1905, and concerned the interpretation of dreams, neurotic symptoms, and slips, which had been
based on a revolutionary way of understanding language and its relation to experience and subjectivity. Lacan
believed that ego psychology and object relations theory were based upon misreadings of Freud's work; for Lacan,
the determinative dimension of human experience is neither the self (as in ego psychology) nor relations with others
(as in object relations theory), but language. Lacan saw desire as more important than need, and considered it
necessarily ungratifiable.[131]
Wilhelm Reich developed ideas that Freud had developed at the beginning of his psychoanalytic investigation, but
then superseded but never finally discarded; these were the concept of the Actualneurosis, and a theory of anxiety
based upon the idea of dammed-up libido. In Freud's original view, what really happened to a person (the "actual")
determined the resulting neurotic disposition. Freud applied that idea both to infants and to adults; in the former case,
seductions were sought as the causes of later neuroses, and in the latter incomplete sexual release. Unlike Freud,
Reich retained the idea that actual experience, especially sexual experience, was of key significance. By the 1920s,
Reich had "taken Freud's original ideas about sexual release to the point of specifying the orgasm as the criteria of
healthy function." Reich was also "developing his ideas about character into a form that would later take shape, first
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as "muscular armour", and eventually as a transducer of universal biological energy, the "orgone"."[]
Fritz Perls, who helped to develop Gestalt therapy, was influenced by Reich, Jung and Freud. The key idea of gestalt
therapy is that Freud overlooked the structure of awareness, which, properly understood, is "an active process that
moves toward the construction of organized meaningful wholes...between an organism and its environment." These
wholes, called gestalts, are "patterns involving all the layers of organismic function — thought, feeling, and
activity." Neurosis is seen as splitting in the formation of gestalts, and anxiety as the organism sensing "the struggle
towards its creative unification." Gestalt therapy attempts to cure patients through placing them in contact with
"immediate organismic needs." Perls rejected the verbal approach of classical psychoanalysis; talking in gestalt
therapy serves the purpose of self-expression rather than gaining self-knowledge. Gestalt therapy usually takes place
in groups, and in concentrated "workshops" rather than being spread out over a long period of time; it has been
extended into new forms of communal living.[]
Arthur Janov's primal therapy, which has been an influential post-Freudian psychotherapy, resembles psychoanalytic
therapy in its emphasis on early childhood experience, but nevertheless has profound differences with it. While
Janov's theory is akin to Freud's early idea of Actualneurosis, he does not have a dynamic psychology but a nature
psychology like that of Reich or Perls, in which need is primary while wish is derivative and dispensable when need
is met. Despite its surface similarity to Freud's ideas, Janov's theory lacks a strictly psychological account of the
unconscious and belief in infantile sexuality. While for Freud there was a hierarchy of danger situations, for Janov
the key event in the child's life is awareness that the parents do not love it.[] Janov writes that primal therapy has in
some ways returned to Freud's early ideas and techniques.[132]
Crews considers Freud the key influence upon "champions of survivorship" such as Ellen Bass and Laura Davis,
co-authors of The Courage to Heal, although in his view they are indebted not to classic psychoanalysis but to "the
pre-psychoanalytic Freud, the one who supposedly took pity on his hysterical patients, found that they were all
harboring memories of early abuse...and cured them by unknotting their repression." Crews sees Freud as having
anticipated the recovered memory movement's "puritanical alarmism" by emphasizing "mechanical cause-and-effect
relations between symptomatology and the premature stimulation of one body zone or another", and with pioneering
its "technique of thematically matching a patient's symptom with a sexually symmetrical 'memory.'" Crews believes
that Freud's confidence in accurate recall of early memories anticipates the theories of recovered memory therapists
such as Lenore Terr, which in his view have led to people being wrongfully imprisoned or involved in litigation.[133]
Ethan Watters and Richard Ofshe write that the psychodynamic conception of the mind may be at the end of its
usefulness, which could affect "thousands upon thousands and therapists and their patients." They believe that due to
"the massive investment the field of psychotherapy has made in the psychodynamic approach, the dying convulsions
of the paradigm will not be pretty", even though uninformed or unsophisticated people may continue to accept the
psychodynamic paradigm despite its lack of validity.[134]
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Science
Research projects designed to empirically test Freud's theories have led to a vast
literature on the topic.[135] Seymour Fisher and Roger P. Greenberg concluded in
1977, on the basis of their analysis of research literature, that Freud's concepts of
oral and anal personality constellations, his account of the role of Oedipal factors
in certain aspects of male personality functioning, his formulations about the
relatively greater concern about loss of love in women's as compared to men's
personality economy, and his views about the instigating effects of homosexual
anxieties on the formation of paranoid delusions were supported by empirical
evidence. They also found limited and equivocal support for Freud's theories
about the development of homosexuality. However, they found that several of
Freud's other theories, including his portrayal of dreams as primarily containers
Karl Popper was a critic of Freud.
of secret, unconscious wishes, as well as some of his views about the
psychodynamics of women, were either not supported or contradicted by
research. Reviewing the issues again in 1996, they concluded that much experimental data relevant to Freud's work
exists, and supports some of his major ideas and theories.[136] Fisher and Greenberg's similar conclusions in their
more extensive earlier volume on experimental studies[137] have, however, been strongly criticised for alleged
methodological deficiencies by Paul Kline, who writes that they "accept results at their face value with almost no
consideration of methodological adequacy",[138] and by Edward Erwin.[139]
Other viewponts include Eysenck's contention that Freud set back the study of psychology and psychiatry "by
something like fifty years or more",[140] and that of Malcolm Macmillan, who concluded that "Freud's method is not
capable of yielding objective data about mental processes".[141] Morris Eagle states that it has been "demonstrated
quite conclusively that because of the epistemologically contaminated status of clinical data derived from the clinical
situation, such data have questionable probative value in the testing of psychoanalytic hypotheses".[142] Webster
considers psychoanalysis perhaps the most complex and successful pseudoscience in history.[] J. Allan Hobson
believes that Freud, by rhetorically discrediting 19th century investigators of dreams such as Alfred Maury and the
Marquis de Hervey de Saint-Denis at a time when study of the physiology of the brain was only beginning,
interrupted the development of scientific dream theory for half a century.[143] Karl Popper, who argued that all
proper scientific theories must be potentially falsifiable, claimed that Freud's psychoanalytic theories were presented
in unfalsifiable form, meaning that no experiment could ever disprove them.[144] Adolf Grünbaum has maintained, in
opposition to Popper, that many of Freud's theories are empirically testable.[145] Whilst in agreement with Grünbaum
regarding Popper, Donald Levy rejects Grünbaum's argument that therapeutic success is the empirical basis on which
Freud’s theories stand or fall in that it rests on a “false dichotomy between intra- and extraclinical evidence”.[146] In
his wider consideration of and response to philosophical critics of Freud’s scientific credibility Levy argues for the
importance of clinical case material and the concepts related to it, notably resistance and transference, in establishing
the evidentiary status of Freud's work.[147]
In a study of psychoanalysis in the United States, Nathan Hale reported on the "decline of psychoanalysis in
psychiatry" during the years 1965-1985.[148] The continuation of this trend was noted by Alan Stone: "As academic
psychology becomes more 'scientific' and psychiatry more biological, psychoanalysis is being brushed aside."[149]
Paul Stepansky, while noting that psychoanalysis remains influential in the humanities, records the "vanishingly
small number of psychiatric residents who choose to pursue psychoanalytic training" and the "nonanalytic
backgrounds of psychiatric chairpersons at major universities" among the evidence he cites for his conclusion that
"Such historical trends attest to the marginalisation of psychoanalysis within American psychiatry."[150]
Researchers in the emerging field of neuro-psychoanalysis, founded by neuroscientist and psychoanalyst Mark
Solms,[151] have argued for Freud's theories, pointing out brain structures relating to Freudian concepts such as
libido, drives, the unconscious, and repression.[152][153] However, Solms's case frequently depends on the notion of
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neuro-scientific findings being "broadly consistent" with Freudian theories,[154] rather than strict validations of those
theories.[155] More generally, the dream researcher G. William Domhoff has disputed claims of specifically Freudian
dream theory being validated.[156] There has also been criticism of the very concept of neuro-psychoanalysis by
psychoanalysts.[157] Neuroscientist and Nobel laureate Eric Kandel argues that "psychoanalysis still represents the
most coherent and intellectually satisfying view of the mind."[158]

Philosophy
Psychoanalysis has been interpreted as both radical and conservative.
By the 1940s, it had come to be seen as conservative by the European
and American intellectual community. Critics outside the
psychoanalytic movement, whether on the political left or right, saw
Freud as a conservative. Fromm had argued that several aspects of
psychoanalytic theory served the interests of political reaction in his
The Fear of Freedom (1942), an assessment confirmed by sympathetic
writers on the right. Philip Rieff's Freud: The Mind of the Moralist
(1959) portrayed Freud as a man who urged men to make the best of an
inevitably unhappy fate, and admirable for that reason. Three books
Herbert Marcuse synthesized psychoanalysis with
published in the 1950s challenged the then prevailing interpretation of
Marxism.
Freud as a conservative: Herbert Marcuse's Eros and Civilization
(1955), Lionel Trilling's Freud and the Crisis of Our Culture, and Norman O. Brown's Life Against Death
(1959).[159] Eros and Civilization helped make the idea that Freud and Marx were addressing similar questions from
different perspectives credible to the left. Marcuse criticized neo-Freudian revisionism for discarding seemingly
pessimistic theories such as the death instinct, arguing that they could be turned in a utopian direction. Freud's
theories also influenced the Frankfurt school and critical theory as a whole.[160]
Reich saw Freud's importance for psychiatry as parallel to that of Marx for economics.[161] Fromm identifies Freud,
together with Marx and Einstein, as the "architects of the modern age", but rejects the idea that Marx and Freud were
equally significant, arguing that Marx was both far more historically important than Freud and a finer thinker.
Fromm nevertheless credits Freud with permanently changing the way human nature is understood, writing that
Freud's accomplishments should not be dismissed simply because they were less than those of Marx.[162] Paul
Robinson sees Freud as a revolutionary whose contributions to twentieth century thought are comparable in
importance to Marx's contributions to nineteenth century thought.[163] Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari write in
Anti-Oedipus that psychoanalysis resembles the Russian Revolution in that it became corrupted almost from the
beginning. They believe this began with Freud's development of the theory of the Oedipus complex, which they see
as idealist.[164]
Jean-Paul Sartre critiques Freud's theory of the unconscious in Being and Nothingness, claiming that consciousness
is essentially self-conscious. Sartre also attempts to adapt some of Freud's ideas to his own account of human life,
and thereby develop an "existential psychoanalysis" in which causal categories are replaced by teleological
categories.[] Maurice Merleau-Ponty considers Freud to be one of the anticipators of phenomenology,[165] while
Theodor W. Adorno considers Edmund Husserl, the founder of phenomenology, to be Freud's philosophical
opposite, writing that Husserl's polemic against psychologism could have been directed against psychoanalysis.[166]
Paul Ricœur sees Freud as a master of the "school of suspicion", alongside Marx and Nietzsche.[167] Ricœur and
Jürgen Habermas have helped create "a distinctly hermeneutic version of Freud", one which "claimed him as the
most significant progenitor of the shift from an objectifying, empiricist understanding of the human realm to one
stressing subjectivity and interpretation."[168] Louis Althusser drew on Freud's concept of overdetermination for his
reinterpretation of Marx's Capital.[] Jean-François Lyotard developed a theory of the unconscious that reverses
Freud's account of the dream-work: for Lyotard, the unconscious is a force whose intensity is manifest via
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disfiguration rather than condensation.[169] Jacques Derrida finds Freud to be both a late figure in the history of
western metaphysics and, with Nietzsche and Heidegger, an important precursor of his own brand of radicalism.[170]
Gellner sees Freud as parallel to Plato, writing that they hold nearly the same theory of dreams and have similar
theories of the tripartite structure of the human soul or personality. Gellner concludes that Freud's theories are an
inversion of Plato's. Whereas Plato saw a hierarchy inherent in the nature of reality, and relied upon it to validate
norms, Freud was a naturalist who could not follow such an approach. Both men's theories drew a parallel between
the structure of the human mind and that of society, but while Plato wanted to strengthen the super-ego, which
corresponded to the aristocracy, Freud wanted to strengthen the ego, which corresponded to the middle class.[171] For
Florian Calian, the main difference between Freud and Plato is that "while for Freud the basic nature of our mind is
the appetite-id part, which is the main source for agency, for Plato it is the other way around: we are divine, and
reason is the essential nature and the origin of our agencies which together with the emotions temper the extreme and
disparate tendencies of our behavior."[172] However it is argued by Charles Kahn that "Plato is perhaps the only
major philosopher to anticipate some of the central discoveries of twentieth-century depth psychology, which is, of
Freud and his school." [173] Michel Foucault writes that Plato and Freud meant different things when they claimed
that dreams fulfill desires, since the meaning of a statement depends on its relation to other propositions.[174]
Paul Vitz compares Freudian psychoanalysis to Thomism, noting St. Thomas's belief in the existence of an
"unconscious consciousness" and his "frequent use of the word and concept 'libido' - sometimes in a more specific
sense than Freud, but always in a manner in agreement with the Freudian use." Vitz suggests that Freud may have
been unaware that his theory of the unconscious was reminiscent of Aquinas.[18] Bernard Williams writes that there
has been hope that some psychoanalytical theories may "support some ethical conception as a necessary part of
human happiness", but that in some cases the theories appear to support such hopes because they themselves involve
ethical thought. In his view, while such theories may be better as channels of individual help because of their ethical
basis, it disqualifies them from providing a basis for ethics.[175]

Literary criticism
Literary critic Harold Bloom has been influenced by Freud.[176] Camille Paglia has also been influenced by Freud,
whom she calls "Nietzsche's heir" and one of the greatest sexual psychologists in literature, but has rejected the
scientific status of his work in her Sexual Personae, writing, "Freud has no rivals among his successors because they
think he wrote science, when he in fact he wrote art."[177]

Feminism
The decline in Freud's reputation has been attributed partly to the revival of
feminism.[179] Simone de Beauvoir criticizes psychoanalysis from an
existentialist standpoint in The Second Sex, arguing that Freud saw an "original
superiority" in the male that is in reality socially induced.[180] Betty Friedan
criticizes Freud and what she considered his Victorian view of women in The
Feminine Mystique.[178] Freud's concept of penis envy was attacked by Kate
Millett, whose Sexual Politics accused him of confusion and oversights.[181]
Naomi Weisstein writes that Freud and his followers erroneously thought that his
"years of intensive clinical experience" added up to scientific rigor.[182] Freud is
also criticized by Shulamith Firestone and Eva Figes. In The Dialectic of Sex,
Firestone argues that Freud was a "poet" who produced metaphors rather than
literal truths; in her view, Freud, like feminists, recognized that sexuality was the
crucial problem of modern life, but ignored the social context and failed to
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question society itself. Firestone interprets Freudian "metaphors" in terms of the literal facts of power within the
family. Figes tries in Patriarchal Attitudes to place Freud within a "history of ideas". Juliet Mitchell defends Freud
against his feminist critics in Psychoanalysis and Feminism, accusing them of misreading him and misunderstanding
the implications of psychoanalytic theory for feminism. Mitchell helped introduce English-speaking feminists to
Lacan.[180] Mitchell is criticized by Jane Gallop in The Daughter's Seduction. Gallop compliments Mitchell for her
criticism of "the distortions inflicted by feminists upon Freud's text and his discoveries", but finds her treatment of
Lacanian theory lacking.[183]
Some French feminists, among them Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray, have been influenced by Freud as interpreted
by Lacan.[184] Irigaray has produced a theoretical challenge to Freud and Lacan, using their theories against them to
put forward a "psychoanalytic explanation for theoretical bias". Irigaray claims that "the cultural unconscious only
recognizes the male sex", and "details the effects of this unconscious belief on accounts of the psychology of
women".[185] Feminist scholars such as Ranjana Khanna and Elizabeth Grosz have used Freud's work to try to create
an understanding of sexual difference that accounts for the materiality of the body without reifying the biological and
the neurological. They suggest that psychoanalysis can be put to work in ways which challenge anti-biologism and
its reinforcement of binary oppositions such as human/animal, nature/the social, empirical reality/interpretation and
man/woman.[186][187]
Carol Gilligan writes that "The penchant of developmental theorists to project a masculine image, and one that
appears frightening to women, goes back at least to Freud." She sees Freud's criticism of women's sense of justice
reappearing in the work of Jean Piaget and Lawrence Kohlberg. Gilligan notes that Nancy Chodorow, in contrast to
Freud, attributes sexual difference not to anatomy but to the fact that "the early social environment differs for and is
experienced differently by male and female children." Chodorow, writing against the masculine bias of
psychoanalysis, "replaces Freud's negative and derivative description of female psychology with a positive and direct
account of her own."[188]
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External links
• A BBC recording of Freud speaking (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sm5YFnEPBE) on YouTube, made
in 1938
• Dream Psychology (http://publicliterature.org/books/dream_psychology/xaa.php) by Sigmund Freud
• Essays by Freud (http://essays.quotidiana.org/freud) at Quotidiana.org
• Freud Archives (http://www.freudarchives.org/) at Library of Congress
• Freud Museum, Maresfield Gardens, London (http://www.freud.org.uk/)
• International Network of Freud Critics (http://www.psychiatrie-und-ethik.de/infc/1_gesamt_en.html)
• International Psychoanalytical Association (http://www.ipa.org.uk/), founded by Freud in 1910
• Sigmund Freud Collection at Bartleby.com (http://www.bartleby.com/people/Freud.html) (15 works in
English)
• Works by Sigmund Freud (public domain in Canada)
• Works by Sigmund Freud (http://www.gutenberg.org/author/Sigmund+Freud) at Project Gutenberg
• Works by Sigmund Freud (http://librivox.org/newcatalog/search.php?title=&author=Sigmund+Freud&
action=Search) in audio format from LibriVox
Awards and achievements
Preceded by
Patrick Hastings

Cover of Time
Magazine
27 October 1924

Succeeded by
Thomas Lipton
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Adam Curtis
Adam Curtis

Adam Curtis at the San Francisco International Film Festival in 2005
Born

Adam Curtis
26 May 1955

Nationality

United Kingdom

Occupation

Documentarian

Known for

The Century of the Self

Influenced by

John Dos Passos' USA
[1]
Trilogy
[1]
Robert Rauschenberg
[1]
Émile Zola ,
[2]
Max Weber

Kevin Adam Curtis (born 1955) is an English film maker. His best known work is The Century of the Self (2002), a
film that examined how Freud's theories of the unconscious shaped the development of PR and advertising. He says,
"My favourite theme is power and how it works in society", and his works explore areas of sociology, philosophy
and political history.[1] He describes his work as journalism that happens to be expounded upon through the medium
of film. His films have won six BAFTAs. He has been closely associated with the BBC throughout his film making
career.

Early life
Curtis was born in 1955 as Kevin Adam Curtis in Kent.[3] His father was Martin Curtis (10 August 1917 - January
2002), a cinematographer from Sevenoaks in Kent who worked with Humphrey Jennings.[1] His family had a left
wing background.[4] Curtis attended the Sevenoaks School on a county scholarship.[5]
Curtis completed a Bachelor of Arts in Human Sciences at Mansfield College, Oxford, which included courses in
genetics, evolutionary biology, psychology, politics, anthropology and statistics. He started a Ph.D, during which he
tutored in Politics, but while on the course became disillusioned with academia.[4]
He applied to the BBC, and was hired to make a film for one of the BBC training courses, comparing designer
clothes in pop music videos to the design of weapons. He subsequently obtained a post on That's Life!, a programme
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that often placed serious and humorous content in close juxtaposition.

Politics
Of his general political outlook, Curtis has said:
People often accuse me of being a lefty. That’s complete rubbish. If you look at The Century of the Self,
what I’m arguing is something very close to a neo-conservative position because I’m saying that, with
the rise of individualism, you tend to get the corrosion of the other idea of social bonds and communal
networks, because everyone is on their own. Well, that’s what the neo-conservatives argue,
domestically...If you ask me what my politics are, I’m very much a creature of my time. I don’t really
have any. I change my mind over different issues, but I am much more fond of a libertarian view. I have
a more libertarian tendency...[1]
Curtis has professed to believe in progress. To quote:
The thing that really depresses me is the failure of confidence among the liberal middle classes in the
West to believe in the idea of progress. I think they’ve retreated into a dark, pessimistic apocalypticism,
which I fight against. I believe in progress, and what I was trying to say in All Watched Over by
Machines of Loving Grace — it wasn’t really angry — is that the Congo represents to us how difficult it
is to change the world. That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t keep trying. Instead what we do is we use the
Congo and its failures as a justification for that retreat into a pessimistic view that we’re just fixed
creatures. Everyone’s bad. There’s nothing we can do. Let’s just stay at home and have tea. That’s what I
want to attack. It’s not political, it’s just a belief that you can change the world for the better, and I think
there’s a deep conservatism and reaction that’s emerging in our society at the moment, which is just hold
everything steady and don’t try and change anything.[1]

Films
Curtis cites John Dos Passos' USA Trilogy, which he first read aged 13,
as the greatest influence on his film making.[1]
You can trace back everything I do to that novel because
it’s all about grand history, individual experience, their
relationship. And also collages, quotes from newsreels,
cinema, newspapers. And it’s about collage of history as
well. That’s where I get it all from.[1]
Curtis makes extensive use of archive footage in his documentaries. He
has acknowledged the influence of recordings made by Erik
Durschmied and to "constantly using his stuff in my films".[6] An
Observer profile said of Curtis' style:

Curtis "trademark" titles

Curtis has a remarkable feel for the serendipity of such moments, and an obsessive skill in locating
them. "That kind of footage shows just how dull I can be," he admits, a little glumly. "The BBC has an
archive of all these tapes where they have just dumped all the news items they have ever shown. One
tape for every three months. So what you get is this odd collage, an accidental treasure trove. You sit in
a darkened room, watch all these little news moments, and look for connections."[]
The Observer adds "if there has been a theme in Curtis's work since, it has been to look at how different elites have
tried to impose an ideology on their times, and the tragicomic consequences of those attempts."[]
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Awards
Curtis received the Golden Gate Persistence of Vision Award at the San Francisco International Film Festival in
2005.[7] In 2006 he was given the Alan Clarke Award for Outstanding Contribution to Television at the British
Academy Television Awards. In 2009 Sheffield Doc/Fest awarded Curtis the inaugural Sheffield Inspiration Award
for his inspiration to documentary makers and audiences.

Blog
Since 2004 Curtis has hosted a blog on the BBC website. By 2011 his page was consistently the most popular on the
BBC website, and he has tentative plans to expand the offering.[1]

Filmography
Year

Documentary

Subject

Parts

Broadcast on

Awards

1983 Just Another Day: Various long-standing British institutions.
Walton on the
Naze
1983 The Tuesday
Documentary:
Trumpets and
Typewriters

The history of war correspondents.

1984 Inquiry: The
Great British
Housing
[8]
Disaster.

The system-built housing of the 1960s.

1984 Italians: Mayor of With Dino LabriolaWikipedia:Avoid weasel
Montemilone
words
1984 The Cost Of
Treachery

The Albanian Subversion, a 1949 plot in
which the CIA and MI6 attempted to
overthrow the Albanian government to
weaken the Soviet Union. The counter-agent
within the intelligence rank, Kim Philby.

1987 40 Minutes:
Bombay Hotel

The luxurious Taj Mahal Palace & Tower in
Mumbai, contrasted with the poverty of the
slums of the city.

1988 An Ocean Apart

The process by which the United States was
involved in the First World War.

1989 40 Minutes: The
Kingdom of Fun

Documentary about the Metro Centre in
Gateshead, developed by entrepreneur John
Hall. The programme compares John Hall's
plans to regenerate the North East, with those
of T. Dan Smith.

1989 Inside Story: The
Road To Terror

How the Iranian Revolution turned from
idealism to terror. Draws parallels with the
French Revolution two hundred years earlier.

1992 Pandora's Box

The dangers of technocratic and political
rationality.

Episode
One: "Hats
Off to Mr.
Wilson".

6

BAFTA: Best Factual Series
[9]Wikipedia:Link rot
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The way that history and memory (both
national and individual) have been used by
politicians and others.

3

1996 25 Million Pounds Nick Leeson and the collapse of Barings Bank.

San Francisco International
Film Festival, 1998: Best
Science and Nature
Documentary

1997 Modern Times:
The Way of All
Flesh

The story, dating back to the 1950s, of the
search for a cure to cancer and the impact of
Henrietta Lacks, the "woman who will never
die" because her cells never stopped
reproducing.

Golden Gate Award, 1997

1999 The Mayfair Set

How buccaneer capitalists were allowed to
shape the climate of the Thatcher years,
focusing on the rise of Colonel David Stirling,
Jim Slater, James Goldsmith, and Tiny
Rowland, all members of The Clermont club
in the 1960s.

[10]

4

BAFTA, 2000: Best Factual
[11]
Series or Strand

2002 The Century of the How Freud's theories concerning the
Self
unconscious led to Edward Bernays'
development of public relations, the use of
desire over need and self-actualisation as a
means of achieving economic growth and the
political control of population.

4

BBC Four, art house
cinemas in the US

Broadcast Award: Best
Documentary Series;
Longman/History Today
Awards: Historical Film of the
Year; Entertainment Weekly,
2005: fourth best movie

2004 The Power of
Nightmares

3

BBC Two

BAFTA, 2004: Best Factual
[12]
Series

2007 The Trap — What The modern concept of freedom. [13]
Happened to our
Dream of
Freedom

3

BBC Two

2007 —

Television news reporters.

1

Charlie Brooker's
Screenwipe, third
episode of the fourth
series

2009 —

The rise of "Oh Dear"-ism.

1

Charlie Brooker's
Screenwipe

2009 It Felt Like a
[14]
Kiss

Mixed media.

2010 —

Paranoia and moral panics.

1

Charlie Brooker's
Newswipe, fourth
episode in the second
series

2011 All Watched Over
By Machines of
Loving Grace

The computer as a model of the world around
us.

3

BBC Two

Suggested a parallel between the rise of
Islamism in the Arab world and
Neoconservatism in the United States in that
both needed to inflate a myth of a dangerous
enemy in order to draw people to support
them.

[15]

Broadcast 2 July.

1

[16][17]
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2011 Every Day is Like
Sunday
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The rise and fall of newspaper tycoon Cecil
King, and the changing relationship between
the public, politics and the media.

1

The Medium and the
Message, his personal
blog. This is not an
officially released
documentary but "a
[18]
rough cut".
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External links
• Adam Curtis's blog (http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/adamcurtis/), BBC
• Adam Curtis: The Desperate Edge of Now (http://www.e-flux.com/program/
adam-curtis-the-desperate-edge-of-now/), exhibition at a gallery including audio of an interview
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The Century of the Self
Directed by

Adam Curtis

Produced by

Adam Curtis
Lucy Kelsall
Stephen Lambert
(executive producer)

Written by

Adam Curtis

Starring

Adam Curtis
Anna Freud
Bill Clinton
Edward Bernays
Herbert Marcuse
Jerry Rubin
Martin S. Bergmann
Robert Reich
Sigmund Freud
Stuart Ewen
Tony Blair
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Wilhelm Reich

Cinematography David Barker
William Sowerby
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Release date(s)

2002

Running time

240 minutes

Country

United Kingdom
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English

The Century of the Self is an award-winning British television documentary series by Adam Curtis. It focuses on
how the work of Sigmund Freud, Anna Freud, and Edward Bernays influenced the way corporations and
governments have analyzed, dealt with, and controlled people.[1]

Episodes
1. Happiness Machines (17 March 2002)
2. The Engineering of Consent (24 March 2002)
3. There is a Policeman Inside All Our Heads: He Must Be Destroyed (31 March 2002)
4. Eight People Sipping Wine in Kettering (7 April 2002)

Overview
"This series is about how those in power have used Freud's theories to try and control the dangerous
crowd in an age of mass democracy." —Adam Curtis' introduction to the first episode.
Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, changed the perception of the human mind and its workings. His
influence on the twentieth century is generally considered profound. The series describes the propaganda that
Western governments and corporations have utilized stemming from Freud's theories.
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Freud himself and his nephew Edward Bernays, who was the first to use psychological techniques in public relations,
are discussed. Freud's daughter Anna Freud, a pioneer of child psychology, is mentioned in the second part, as is one
of the main opponents of Freud's theories, Wilhelm Reich, in the third part.
Along these general themes, The Century of the Self asks deeper questions about the roots and methods of modern
consumerism, representative democracy, commodification and its implications. It also questions the modern way we
see ourselves, the attitudes to fashion and superficiality.
The business and political world uses psychological techniques to read, create and fulfill our desires, to make their
products or speeches as pleasing as possible to us. Curtis raises the question of the intentions and roots of this fact.
Where once the political process was about engaging people's rational, conscious minds, as well as facilitating their
needs as a society, the documentary shows how by employing the tactics of psychoanalysis, politicians appeal to
irrational, primitive impulses that have little apparent bearing on issues outside of the narrow self-interest of a
consumer population.
Paul Mazur, a leading Wall Street banker working for Lehman Brothers, is cited as declaring: "We must shift
America from a needs- to a desires-culture. People must be trained to desire, to want new things, even before the old
have been entirely consumed. [...] Man's desires must overshadow his needs".[2]
In Episode 4 the main subjects are Philip Gould and Matthew Freud, the great-grandson of Sigmund, a PR
consultant. They were part of the efforts during the nineties to bring the Democrats in the US and New Labour in the
United Kingdom back into power. Adam Curtis explores the psychological methods they have now massively
introduced into politics. He also argues that the eventual outcome strongly resembles Edward Bernays vision for the
"Democracity" during the 1939 New York World's Fair.
It is widely believed that the series was inspired and informed by a book written by the American historian, Stuart
Ewen, "PR! A Social History of Spin".[citation needed]

Music
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aaron Copland: Billy the Kid (ballet)
Arvo Pärt: Spiegel im Spiegel, Für Alina
Dmitri Shostakovich: 24 Preludes and Fugues (Shostakovich), Prelude 1 (C major)
Johannes Brahms: Symphony No. 3 in F major, Op. 90, beginning of the third movement (poco allegretto)
Louis Armstrong: What a Wonderful World
Ralph Vaughan Williams: Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis
Raymond Scott: Portofino 2 (From Manhattan Research Inc.)

Awards
To many in both politics and business, the triumph of the self is the ultimate expression of democracy, where power has finally
moved to the people. Certainly the people may feel they are in charge, but are they really? The Century of the Self tells the untold
and sometimes controversial story of the growth of the mass-consumer society in Britain and the United States. How was the
all-consuming self created, by whom, and in whose interests?
[3]

According to BBC publicity

• Best Documentary Series, Broadcast Awards
• Historical Film Of The Year, Longman/History Today Awards
Nominated for:
• Best Documentary Blubb, Royal Television Society
• Best Documentary, Indie Awards
• Best Documentary Series, Grierson Documentary Awards
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• Best Documentary, William Coupan Memorial Award

References
[2] The quote is from a 1927 article by Mazur in the Harvard Business Review. See Häring & Douglas 2012, p. 17 (http:/ / books. google. co. uk/
books?id=WTOI_Vjb6N0C& pg=PA17).

Mazur 1928, p. 24, 44, 47, 50, similarly read: "Any community that lives on staples has relatively few wants. The
community that can be trained to desire . . . to want new things even before the old have been entirely consumed
yields a market to be measured more by desires than by needs. And man's desires can be developed so that they will
greatly overshadow his needs. . . . Human nature very conveniently presents a variety of strings upon which an
appreciative sales manager can play fortissimo. . . . Threats, fear, beauty, sparkle, persuasion and careful as well as
wild-cat exaggeration were thrown at the American buying public as a continuous and terrifying barrage. . . . And so
desire was enthroned in the minds of the American consumer, and was served abjectly by the industries that had
enthroned it."
Mazur argued tirelessly that the "extraordinary and miraculous system called mass production in the United States"
would, "by its very nature, . . . be a creator of unemployment in a stable economy. On the other hand, a
mass-production system which works in a growing economy will show to best advantage." Economic growth is "an
absolute requirement if we do not want overproduction or unemployment. . . . I wish I could take this particular
conviction, put it in a hypodermic needle and inject it where it would do the most good." Combined with the premise
that growth requires increased consumption, Mazur concluded: "We must learn to sell better and to advertise better.
We must convert a basic economic desire—to acquire more and more things—which has no limitation, I assume,
among human beings, into actual demand for goods." Mazur 1955, p. 44–6.
"[I]n a system as productive as the American economy, it is vital that the levels of consumption be high and
constantly rising". Mazur 1965, p. 164.
For Mazur's cultures of "needs" and "desires", see also Leach 1996, which notes (p. 99 (http:/ / books. google. co.
uk/ books?id=KPqCt8W4CB8C& pg=PA99)) that, by 1928, Mazur was able to declare that a "staggering machine of
desire" had been erected.
For an account that calls attention to, and argues for the centrality of, the role played by Broadway in the creation of
this "staggering machine of desire", see Schweitzer 2009. On p. 57 (http:/ / books. google. co. uk/
books?id=hraI2Nm6sNwC& pg=PA57), Schweitzer notes that the "construction of a mode of spectatorship intended
to arouse consumer desire was hardly unique to the theater. Driven by anxieties about overproduction and labor
unrest, and bolstered by statistical evidence that claimed women made 85 percent of all consumer purchases,
manufacturers joined forces with advertising agents to manipulate consumer behavior. Against a backdrop of
progressively violent strikes and protests, this group trained Americans to turn a blind eye to social inequities, to
construct individual subjectivites around the purchase of commodities, and to view democracy as the freedom to
choose between brands."
[3] BBC Four Documentaries - The Century of the Self (archive copy) (http:/ / web. archive. org/ web/ 20110514032526/ http:/ / www. bbc. co.
uk/ bbcfour/ documentaries/ features/ century_of_the_self. shtml)
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External links
• The Century of the Self (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0432232/) at the Internet Movie Database
• Episode guide:
1. Happiness Machines at www.bbc.co.uk (archive copy) (http://web.archive.org/web/20110514032531/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcfour/documentaries/features/century_of_the_self_episode_1.shtml)
2. The Engineering of Consent at www.bbc.co.uk (archive copy) (http://web.archive.org/web/
20110514032536/http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcfour/documentaries/features/century_of_the_self_episode_2.
shtml)
3. There is a Policeman Inside All Our Heads: He Must Be Destroyed at www.bbc.co.uk (archive copy) (http://
web.archive.org/web/20110514032542/http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbcfour/documentaries/features/
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Enlightened absolutism (also called by later historians benevolent despotism or enlightened despotism) is a form
of absolute monarchy or despotism in which rulers were influenced by the Enlightenment. Enlightened monarchs
embraced the principles of the Enlightenment, especially its emphasis upon rationality, and applied them to their
territories. They tended to allow religious toleration, freedom of speech and the press, and the right to hold private
property. Most fostered the arts, sciences, and education.

History
The concept—formally delineated by German historian Wilhelm Roscher in 1847[1] —remains controversial among
scholars.[2] Roscher was presaged by Voltaire, the prominent Enlightenment philosopher who felt enlightened
monarchy was the only real way for society to advance, and by Mozart's The Magic Flute, whose libretto was written
by Emanuel Schikaneder, which can be regarded as an allegory advocating enlightened absolutism.
Enlightened absolutists held that royal power emerged not from divine right but from a social contract whereby the
ruler had a duty to govern wisely.
The difference between an absolutist and an enlightened absolutist is based on a broad analysis of how far they
embraced the Age of Enlightenment. For example, although Empress Catherine II of Russia entirely rejected the
concept of the social contract, she took up many ideas of the Enlightenment, being a great patron of the arts in
Imperial Russia and incorporating many ideas of enlightened philosophers, especially Montesquieu, in her Nakaz,
which was meant to revise Russian law.
In effect, the monarchs ruled with the intent of improving the lives of their subjects in order to strengthen or
reinforce their authority. Implicit in this philosophy was that the sovereign knew the interests of her or his subjects
better than they themselves; her or his responsibility to them thus precluded their political participation.
However, historians debate the actual implementation of enlightened absolutism. They distinguish between the
"enlightenment" of the ruler personally, versus that of his or her regime. For example, Frederick II, "The Great," of
Prussia was tutored in the ideas of the French Enlightenment in his youth, and maintained those ideas in his private
life as an adult, but in many ways was unable or unwilling to effect enlightened reforms in practice.[3] Others rulers
like Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo, the prime minister of Joseph I of Portugal, used the enlightenment not only
to achieve reforms but also to enhance autocracy, crush opposition, suppress criticism, further colonial economic
exploitation, and consolidate personal control and profit.
Enlightened absolutism is the theme of an essay by Frederick the Great defending this system of government.[4]
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Examples of Enlightened Absolutism monarchs: Charles III of Spain, Catherine II of Russia, Gustav III of Sweden,
Joseph I of Portugal, Joseph II of Austria, Louis XVI of France
Government responses to the Age of Enlightenment varied widely. In France the government was hostile, and the
philosophers fought against government censorship. The British government generally ignored the Enlightenment's
leaders.
However in several nations with powerful rulers—called "enlightened despots" by historians—leaders of the
Enlightenment were welcomed at Court and helped design laws and programs to reform the system, typically to
build stronger national states.[5] Frederick the Great—who ruled Prussia 1740–1786, was an enthusiast for French
ideas (he ridiculed German culture and was unaware of the remarkable advances it was undergoing). Voltaire, who
had been imprisoned and maltreated by the French government, was eager to accept Frederick's invitation to live at
his palace. Frederick explained, "My principal occupation is to combat ignorance and prejudice ... to enlighten
minds, cultivate morality, and to make people as happy as it suits human nature, and as the means at my disposal
permit."[6] Charles III, king of Spain from 1759 to 1788, tried to rescue his empire from decay through far-reaching
reforms such as weakening the Church and its monasteries, promoting science and university research, facilitating
trade and commerce, modernizing agriculture and avoiding wars. Spain relapsed after his death.[7] Empress
Catherine the Great, who ruled Russia 1762-1796 was enthusiastic. Emperor Joseph II, ruler of Austria 1780–1790,
was over-enthusiastic, announcing so many reforms that had so little support that revolts broke out and his regime
became a comedy of errors.[8] Senior ministers, such as Joseph I of Portugal's Marquis of Pombal and Struensee in
Denmark governed according to Enlightenment ideals.
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Rulers associated with enlightened absolutism
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catherine II of Russia[9]
Carlos III of Spain[10]
Frederick the Great of Prussia[11]
Frederick VI of Denmark[12]
Gustav III of Sweden[13]
Joseph II, Holy Roman Emperor of Austria[14]
Joseph I of Portugal
Leopold I, Grand Duke of Tuscany[15]
Louis XVI of France[16]
Maria Carolina of Austria, Queen of Naples[17]
Christian VII of Denmark (through his minister Johann Friedrich Struensee)
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Propaganda (book)
Propaganda, an influential book written by Edward L. Bernays in
1928, incorporated the literature from social science and
psychological manipulation into an examination of the techniques
of public communication. Bernays wrote the book in response to
the success of some of his earlier works such as Crystallizing
Public Opinion (1923) and A Public Relations Counsel (1927).
Propaganda explored the psychology behind manipulating masses
and the ability to use symbolic action and propaganda to influence
politics, effect social change, and lobby for gender and racial
equality.[1] Walter Lippman was Bernays’ unacknowledged
American mentor and his work The Phantom Public greatly
influenced the ideas expressed in Propaganda a year later.[2] The
work propelled Bernays into media historians’ view of him as the
“father of public relations.”[3]
Synopsis
Chapters one through six address the complex relationship
between human psychology, democracy, and corporations.
Bernays’ thesis is that “invisible” people who create knowledge
and propaganda rule over the masses, with a monopoly on the
power to shape thoughts, values, and citizen response.[4]
“Engineering consent” of the masses would be vital for the survival
of democracy.[5] Bernays explains:

Cover of Bernays' 1928 book.

“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important
element in democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible
government which is the true ruling power of our country. We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes
formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of.”[6]
Bernays expands this argument to the economic realm, appreciating the positive impact of propaganda in the service
of capitalism.[7]
“A single factory, potentially capable of supplying a whole continent with its particular product, cannot afford to wait
until the public asks for its product; it must maintain constant touch, through advertising and propaganda, with the
vast public in order to assure itself the continuous demand which alone will make its costly plant profitable.”[8]
Bernays places great importance on the ability of a propaganda producer, as he views himself, to unlock the motives
behind an individual’s desires, not simply the reason an individual might offer. He argues, “Man’s thoughts and
actions are compensatory substitutes for desires which he has been obliged to suppress.”[9] Bernays suggests that
propaganda may become increasingly effective and influential through the discovery of audiences’ hidden motives.
He asserts that the emotional response inherently present in propaganda limits the audience’s choices by creating a
binary mentality, which can result in quicker, more enthused responses.[10] The final five chapters largely reiterate
the concepts voiced earlier in the book and provide case studies for how to use propaganda to effectively advance
women’s rights, education, and social services.[11]
Reception and Impact
Despite the relative significance of Propaganda to twentieth century media history and modern public relations,
surprisingly little critique of the work exists. Public relations scholar Curt Olsen argues that the public largely
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accepted Bernays’ “sunny” view of propaganda, an acceptance eroded by fascism in the World War II era.[12] Olsen
also argues that Bernays’s skill with language allowed terms such as “education” to subtly replace darker concepts
such as “indoctrination.”[13] Finally, Olsen critiques Bernays for advocating “psychic ease” for the average person to
have no burden to answer for his or her own actions in the face of powerful messages.[14] On the other hand, writers
such as Marvin Olasky justify Bernays as killing democracy in order to save it.[15] In this way, the presence of an
elite, faceless persuasion constituted the only plausible way to prevent authoritarian control.[16] Concepts outlined in
Bernays’ Propaganda and other works enabled the development of the first “two-way model” of public relations,
using elements of social science in order to better formulate public opinion.[17] Bernays justified public relations as a
profession by clearly emphasizing that no individual or group had a monopoly on the true understanding of the
world.[18] According to public relations expert Stuart Ewen, “What Lippman set out in grand, overview terms,
Bernays is running through in how-to-do-it-terms.”[19] His techniques are now staples for public image creation and
political campaigns.[20]
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Crowd manipulation
Crowd manipulation is the intentional use of techniques based on the
principles of crowd psychology to engage, control, or influence the
desires of a crowd in order to direct its behavior toward a specific
action.[1] This practice is common to politics and business and can
facilitate the approval or disapproval or indifference to a person,
policy, or product. The ethical use of crowd manipulation is debatable
and depends on such factors as the intention of and the means used by
the manipulator, as well as the ends achieved.
Crowd manipulation differs from propaganda although they may
reinforce one another to produce a desired result. If propaganda is "the
consistent, enduring effort to create or shape events to influence the
relations of the public to an enterprise, idea or group",[2] crowd
manipulation is the relatively brief call to action once the seeds of
propaganda (i.e. more specifically "pre-propaganda"[3]) are sown and
the public is organized into a crowd. The propagandist appeals to the
masses, even if compartmentalized, whereas the crowd manipulator
appeals to a segment of the masses assembled into a crowd in real
time. In situations such as a national emergency, however, a crowd
manipulator may leverage mass media to address the masses in real
time as if speaking to a crowd.[4]

March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom in
1963 led by Martin Luther King

Crowd manipulation also differs from crowd control, which serves a security function. Local authorities use
crowd-control methods to contain and defuse crowds and to prevent and respond to unruly and unlawful acts such as
rioting and looting.[5]
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Function and morality
The crowd manipulator engages, controls, or influences crowds
without the use of physical force, although his goal may be to instigate
the use of force by the crowd or by local authorities. Prior to the
American War of Independence, Samuel Adams provided Bostonians
with "elaborate costumes, props, and musical instruments to lead
protest songs in harborside demonstrations and parades through
Boston's streets." If such crowds provoked British authorities to
violence, as they did during the Boston Massacre on March 5, 1770,
Adams would write, produce, and disperse sensationalized accounts of
the incidents to stir discontent and create unity among the American
colonies.[] The American way of manipulation may be classified as a
tool of soft power, which is "the ability to get what you want through
attraction rather than coercion or payments". [] Harvard professor
Joseph Nye coined the term in the 1980s, although he did not create the
concept. The techniques used to win the minds of crowds were
examined and developed notably by Quintilian in his training book,
Institutio oratoria and by Aristotle in Rhetoric. Known origins of
crowd manipulation go as far back as the 5th century BC, where
litigants in Syracuse sought to improve their persuasiveness in court.[6]

A sensationalized portrayal of the Boston
Massacre (March 5, 1770): Such images were
used to breed discontent and foster unity among
the American colonists against the British crown
prior to the American War of Independence.

[7]

The verb "manipulate" can convey negativity, but it does not have to do so. According to Merriam Webster's
Dictionary, for example, to "manipulate" means "to control or play upon by artful, unfair, or insidious means
especially to one's own advantage."[8] This definition allows, then, for the artful and honest use of control for one's
advantage. Moreover, the actions of a crowd need not be criminal in nature. Nineteenth-century social scientist
Gustave Le Bon wrote:
It is crowds rather than isolated individuals that may be induced to run the risk of death to secure the triumph
of a creed or an idea, that may be fired with enthusiasm for glory and honour, that are led on--almost without
bread and without arms, as in the age of the Crusades--to deliver the tomb of Christ from the infidel, or, as in
[1793], to defend the fatherland. Such heroism is without doubt somewhat unconscious, but it is of such
heroism that history is made. Were peoples only to be credited with the great actions performed in cold blood,
the annals of the world would register but few of them.[9]
Edward Bernays, the so-called "Father of Public Relations", believed that public manipulation was not only moral,
but a necessity. He argued that "a small, invisible government who understands the mental processes and social
patterns of the masses, rules public opinion by consent." This is necessary for the division of labor and to prevent
chaos and confusion. "The voice of the people expresses the mind of the people, and that mind is made up for it by
the group leaders in whom it believes and by those persons who understand the manipulation of public opinion",
wrote Bernays.[10] He also wrote, "We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested,
largely by men we have never heard of. This is a logical result of the way in which our democratic society is
organized."
Others argue that some techniques are not inherently evil, but instead are philosophically neutral vehicles. Lifelong
political activist and former Ronald Reagan White House staffer Morton C. Blackwell explained in a speech titled,
"People, Parties, and Power":
Being right in the sense of being correct is not sufficient to win. Political technology determines political
success. Learn how to organize and how to communicate. Most political technology is philosophically neutral.
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You owe it to your philosophy to study how to win.[11]
In brief, manipulators with different ideologies can employ successfully the same techniques to achieve ends that
may be good or bad. Crowd manipulation techniques offers individuals and groups a philosophically neutral means
to maximize the effect of their messages.
In order to manipulate a crowd, one should first understand what is meant by a crowd, as well as the principles that
govern its behavior.

Crowds and their behavior
The word "crowd", according to Merriam-Webster's Dictionary, refers to both "a large number of persons especially
when collected together" (as in a crowded shopping mall) and "a group of people having something in common [as
in a habit, interest, or occupation]."[12] Philosopher G.A. Tawny defined a crowd as "a numerous collection of people
who face a concrete situation together and are more or less aware of their bodily existence as a group. Their facing
the situation together is due to common interests and the existence of common circumstances which give a single
direction to their thoughts and actions." Tawney discussed in his work "The Nature of Crowds" two main types of
crowds:
Crowds may be classified according to the degree of definiteness and constancy of this consciousness. When it
is very definite and constant the crowd may be called homogeneous, and when not so definite and constant,
heterogeneous. All mobs belong to the homogeneous class, but not all homogeneous crowds are mobs. …
Whether a given crowd belong to the one group or the other may be a debatable question, and the same crowd
may imperceptibly pass from one to the other.[13]
In a 2001 study, the Institute for Non-Lethal Defense Studies at Pennsylvania State University defined a crowd more
specifically as "a gathering of a multitude of individuals and small groups that have temporarily assembled. These
small groups are usually comprised of friends, family members, or acquaintances."
A crowd may display behavior that differs from the individuals who compose it. Several theories have emerged in
the 19th century and early 20th century to explain this phenomenon. These collective works contribute to the "classic
theory" of crowd psychology. In 1968, however, social scientist Dr. Carl Couch of the University of Liverpool
refuted many of the stereotypes associated with crowd behavior as described by classic theory. His criticisms are
supported widely in the psychology community but are still being incorporated as a "modern theory" into
psychological texts.[14] A modern model, based on the "individualistic" concept of crowd behavior developed by
Floyd Allport in 1924, is the Elaborated Social Identity Model (ESIM).[15]

Classic theory
French philosopher and historian Hippolyte Taine provided in the wake
of the Franco Prussian War of 1871 the first modern account of crowd
psychology. Gustave Le Bon developed this framework in his 1895
book, Psychologie des Foules. He proposed that French crowds during
the 19th century were essentially excitable, irrational mobs easily
influenced by wrongdoers.[16] He postulated that the heterogeneous
elements which make up this type of crowd essentially form a new
being, a chemical reaction of sorts in which the crowd's properties
change. He wrote:

The Riots Organized by the Paris Commune
(French Revolution) on May 31 and June 2, 1793.

Under certain given circumstances, and only under those
circumstances, an agglomeration of men presents new characteristics very different from those of the
individuals composing it. The sentiments and ideas of all the persons in the gathering take one and the same
direction, and their conscious personality vanishes. A collective mind is formed, doubtless transitory, but
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presenting very clearly defined characteristics.
Le Bon observed several characteristics of what he called the "organized" or "psychological" crowd, including:
1. submergence or the disappearance of a conscious personality and the appearance of an unconscious personality
(aka "mental unity"). This process is aided by sentiments of invincible power and anonymity which allow one to
yield to instincts which he would have kept under restraint (i.e. Individuality is weakened and the unconscious
"gains the upper hand");
2. contagion ("In a crowd every sentiment and act is contagious, and contagious to such a degree that an individual
readily sacrifices his personal interest to the collective interest."); and
3. suggestibility as the result of a hypnotic state. "All feelings and thoughts are bent in the direction determined by
the hypnotizer" and the crowd tends to turn these thoughts into acts.[9]
In sum, the classic theory contends that:
• "[Crowds] are unified masses whose behaviors can be categorized as active, expressive, acquisitive or hostile."
• "[Crowd] participants [are] given to spontaneity, irrationality, loss of self-control, and a sense of anonymity."[17]

Modern theory
Critics of the classic theory contend that it is seriously flawed in that it
decontextualises crowd behavior, lacks sustainable empirical support,
is biased, and ignores the influence of policing measures on the
behavior of the crowd.[18]
In 1968, Dr. Carl J. Couch examined and refuted many classic-theory
stereotypes in his article, "Collective Behavior: An Examination of
Some Stereotypes." Since then, other social scientists have validated
much of his critique. Knowledge from these studies of crowd
psychology indicate that:

Part of the crowd at the G20 Meltdown protest in
London on 1 April 2009.

• "Crowds are not homogeneous entities" but are composed "of a minority of individuals and a majority of small
groups of people who are acquainted with one another."
• "Crowd participants are [neither] unanimous in their motivation" nor to one another. Participants "seldom act in
unison, and if they do, that action does not last long."
• "Crowds do not cripple individual cognition" and "are not uniquely distinguished by violence or disorderly
actions."
• "Individual attitudes and personality characteristics", as well as "socioeconomic, demographic and political
variables are poor predictors of riot intensity and individual participation."
According to the aforementioned 2001 study conducted by Penn State University's Institute for Non-Lethal Defense
Technologies, crowds undergo a process that has a "beginning, middle, and ending phase." Specifically:
• The assembling process
• This phase includes the temporary assembly of individuals for a specific amount of time. Evidence suggests
that assembly occurs most frequently by means of an "organized mobilization method" but can also occur by
"impromptu process" such as word of mouth by non-official organizers.
• The temporary gathering
• In this phase, individuals are assembled and participate in both individual and "collective actions." Rarely do
all individuals in a crowd participate, and those who do participate do so by choice. Participation furthermore
appears to vary based on the type and purpose of the gathering, with religious services experiencing "greater
participation" (i.e. 80-90%).
• The dispersing process
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• In the final phase, the crowd's participants disperse from a "common location" to "one or more alternate
locations."
A "riot" occurs when "one or more individuals within a gathering engage in violence against person or property."
According to U.S. and European research data from 1830 to 1930 and from the 1960 to the present, "less than 10
percent of protest demonstrations have involved violence against person or property", with the "celebration riot" as
the most frequent type of riot in the United States.[19]

Elaborated Social Identity Model (ESIM)
A modern model has also been developed by Steve Reicher, John Drury, and Dr Clifford Stott [20][21] which
contrasts significantly from the "classic theory" of crowd behavior. According to Dr. Clifford Stott of the University
of Leeds:
The ESIM has at its basis the proposition that a component part of the self concept determining human social
behaviour derives from psychological membership of particular social categories (i.e., an identity of a unique
individual), crowd participants also have a range of social identities which can become salient within the
psychological system referred to as the 'self.' Collective action becomes possible when a particular social
identity is simultaneously salient and therefore shared among crowd participants.
Stott's final point differs from the "submergence" quality of crowds proposed by Le Bon, in which the individual's
consciousness gives way to the unconsciousness of the crowd. ESIM also considers the effect of policing on the
behavior of the crowd. It warns that "the indiscriminate use of force would create a redefined sense of unity in the
crowd in terms of the illegitimacy of and opposition to the actions of the police." This could essentially draw the
crowd into conflict despite the initial hesitancy of the individuals in the crowd.[22]

Planning and technique
Crowd manipulation involves several elements, including: context analysis, site selection, propaganda, authority, and
delivery.

Context analysis
History suggests that the socioeconomic and political context and
location influence dramatically the potential for crowd manipulation.
Such time periods in America included:
• Prelude to the American Revolution (1763–1775), when Britain
imposed heavy taxes and various restrictions upon its thirteen North
American colonies.;[23]
• Roaring Twenties (1920–1929), when the advent of mass
production made it possible for everyday citizens to purchase
previously considered luxury items at affordable prices. Businesses
that utilized assembly-line manufacturing were challenged to sell
large numbers of identical products;[24]

Soldiers of the California National Guard patrol
the streets of Los Angeles in response to street
rioting.

• The Great Depression (1929–1939), when a devastating stock
market crash disrupted the American economy, caused widespread unemployment; and
• The Cold War (1945–1989), when Americans faced the threat of nuclear war and participated in the Korean
War, the greatly unpopular Vietnam War, the Civil Rights Movement, the Cuban Missile Crisis.
Internationally, time periods conducive to crowd manipulation included the Interwar Period (i.e. following the
collapse of the Austria-Hungarian, Russian, Ottoman, and German empires) and Post-World War II (i.e.
decolonization and collapse of the British, German, French, and Japanese empires).[25] The prelude to the collapse of
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the Soviet Union provided ample opportunity for messages of encouragement. The Solidarity Movement began in
the 1970s thanks in part to courageous leaders like Lech Walesa and U.S. Information Agency programming.[26] In
1987, U.S. President Ronald Reagan capitalized on the sentiments of the West Berliners as well as the
freedom-starved East Berliners to demand that Soviet premier Mikhail Gorbachev "tear down" the Berlin Wall.[27]
During the 2008 presidential elections, candidate Barack Obama capitalized on the sentiments of many American
voters frustrated predominantly by the recent economic downturn and the continuing wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
His simple messages of "Hope", "Change", and "Yes We Can" were adopted quickly and chanted by his supporters
during his political rallies.[28]
Historical context and events may also encourage unruly behavior. Such examples include the:
• 1968 Columbia, SC Civil Rights Protest;
• 1992 London Poll Tax Protest; and
• 1992 1992 L.A. Riots (sparked by the acquittal of police officers involved in the assault of Rodney King).[29]
In order to capitalize fully upon historical context, it is essential to conduct a thorough audience analysis to
understand the desires, fears, concerns, and biases of the target crowd. This may be done through scientific studies,
focus groups, and polls.[24]

Site selection
Where a crowd assembles also provides opportunities to manipulate
thoughts, feelings, and emotions. Location, weather, lighting, sound,
and even the shape of an arena all influence a crowd's willingness to
participate.
Symbolic and tangible backdrops like the Brandenburg Gate, used by
Presidents John F. Kennedy, Ronald Reagan, and Bill Clinton in 1963,
1987, and 1994, respectively, can evoke emotions before the crowd
manipulator opens his or her mouth to speak.[30][31] George W. Bush's
"Bullhorn Address [32]" at Ground Zero following the 2001 terrorist
attack on the World Trade Center is another example of how venue can
amplify a message. In response to a rescue worker's shout, "I can't hear
you", President Bush shouted back, "I can hear you! I can hear you!
The rest of the world hears you! And the people -- and the people who
knocked these buildings down will hear all of us soon!" The crowd
erupted in cheers and patriotic chants.[33]

Fireworks, a Chinese invention, kick off the
Opening Ceremony of the 29th Olympiad in
Beijing on August 8, 2008.

Propaganda
The crowd manipulator and the propagandist may work together to
achieve greater results than they would individually. According to
U.S. President Ronald Reagan giving a speech at
Edward Bernays, the propagandist must prepare his target group to
the Berlin Wall, Brandenburg Gate, Federal
Republic of Germany. June 12, 1987.
think about and anticipate a message before it is delivered. Messages
themselves must be tested in advance since a message that is
ineffective is worse than no message at all.[34] Social scientist Jacques Ellul called this sort of activity
"pre-propaganda", and it is essential if the main message is to be effective. Ellul wrote in Propaganda: The
Formation of Men's Attitudes:
Direct propaganda, aimed at modifying opinions and attitudes, must be preceded by propaganda that is
sociological in character, slow, general, seeking to create a climate, an atmosphere of favorable preliminary
attitudes. No direct propaganda can be effective without pre-propaganda, which, without direct or noticeable
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aggression, is limited to creating ambiguities, reducing prejudices, and spreading images, apparently without
purpose. …
In Jacques Ellul's book, Propaganda: The Formation of Men's Attitudes,it states that sociological propaganda can be
compared to plowing, direct propaganda to sowing; you cannot do the one without doing the other first.[35]
Sociological propaganda is a phenomenon where a society seeks to integrate the maximum number of individuals
into itself by unifying its members' behavior according to a pattern, spreading its style of life abroad, and thus
imposing itself on other groups. Essentially sociological propaganda aims to increase conformity with the
environment that is of a collective nature by developing compliance with or defense of the established order through
long term penetration and progressive adaptation by using all social currents. The propaganda element is the way of
life with which the individual is permeated and then the individual begins to express it in film, writing, or art without
realizing it. This involuntary behavior creates an expansion of society through advertising, the movies, education,
and magazines. "The entire group, consciously or not, expresses itself in this fashion; and to indicate, secondly that
its influence aims much more at an entire style of life."[36] This type of propaganda is not deliberate but springs up
spontaneously or unwittingly within a culture or nation. This propaganda reinforces the individual's way of life and
represents this way of life as best. Sociological propaganda creates an indisputable criterion for the individual to
make judgments of good and evil according to the order of the individual's way of life. Sociological propaganda does
not result in action, however, it can prepare the ground for direct propaganda. From then on, the individual in the
clutches of such sociological propaganda believes that those who live this way are on the side of the angels, and
those who don't are bad.[37]
Bernays expedited this process by identifying and contracting those who most influence public opinion (key experts,
celebrities, existing supporters, interlacing groups, etc.).
After the mind of the crowd is plowed and the seeds of propaganda are sown, a crowd manipulator may prepare to
harvest his crop.[34]

Authority
The manipulator may be an orator, a group, a musician, an athlete, or some other person who moves a crowd to the
point of agreement before he makes a specific call to action. Aristotle believed that the ethos, or credibility, of the
manipulator contributes to his persuasiveness.
Prestige is a form of "domination exercised on our mind by an individual, a work, or an idea." The manipulator with
great prestige paralyses the critical faculty of his crowd and commands respect and awe. Authority flows from
prestige, which can be generated by "acquired prestige" (e.g. job title, uniform, judge's robe) and "personal prestige"
(i.e. inner strength). Personal prestige is like that of the "tamer of a wild beast" who could easily devour him. Success
is the most important factor affecting personal prestige. Le Bon wrote, "From the minute prestige is called into
question, it ceases to be prestige." Thus, it would behoove the manipulator to prevent this discussion and to maintain
a distance from the crowd lest his faults undermine his prestige.[38]
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Delivery
The manipulator's ability to sway a crowd depends especially on her visual, vocal, and verbal delivery. Below is
advice from two famous statesmen, Winston Churchill and Adolf Hitler, who made personal commitments to
become master rhetoricians.
At 22, Winston Churchill documented his conclusions about speaking
to crowds. He titled it "The Scaffolding of Rhetoric" and it outlined
what he believed to be the essentials of any effective speech. Among
these essentials are:
• "Correctness of diction", or proper word choice to convey the exact
meaning of the orator;
• "Rhythm", or a speech's sound appeal through "long, rolling and
sonorous" sentences;
• "Accumulation of argument", or the orator's "rapid succession of
waves of sound and vivid pictures" to bring the crowd to a
thundering ascent;
• "Analogy", or the linking of the unknown to the familiar; and
• "Wild extravagance", or the use of expressions, however extreme,
which embody the feelings of the orator and his audience.[39]
Winston Churchill in Durban in the British Cape
Colony in 1899. Delivering a speech after
escaping from a South African prisoners' of war
camp.

Adolf Hitler believed he could apply the lessons of propaganda he
learned painfully from the Allies during World War I and apply those
lessons to benefit Germany thereafter. The following points offer
helpful insight into his thinking behind his on-stage performances:

Still frames of Adolf Hitler during a speech show
his use of emotion and body language to convey
his message.

• Appeal to the masses: "[Propaganda] must be addressed always and
exclusively to the masses", rather than the "scientifically trained
intelligentsia."
• Target the emotions: "[Propaganda] must be aimed at the emotions
and only to a very limited degree at the so-called intellect."
• Keep your message simple: "It is a mistake to make propaganda
many-sided…The receptivity of the great masses is very limited,
their intelligence is small, but their power of forgetting is

enormous."
• Prepare your audience for the worst-case scenario: "[Prepare] the individual soldier for the terrors of war, and thus
[help] to preserve him from disappointments. After this, the most terrible weapon that was used against him
seemed only to confirm what his propagandists had told him; it likewise reinforced his faith in the truth of his
government's assertions, while on the other hand it increased his rage and hatred against the vile enemy."
• Make no half statements: "…emphasize the one right which it has set out to argue for. Its task is not to make an
objective study of the truth, in so far as it favors the enemy, and then set it before the masses with academic
fairness; its task is to serve our own right, always and unflinchingly."
• Repeat your message constantly: "[Propagandist technique] must confine itself to a few points and repeat them
over and over. Here, as so often in this world, persistence is the first and most important requirement for
success."[40][41] (Le Bon believed that messages that are affirmed and repeated are often perceived as truth and
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spread by means of contagion. "Man, like animals, has a natural tendency to imitation. Imitation is a necessity for
him, provided always that the imitation is quite easy", wrote Le Bon.[42] In his 1881 essay "L'Homme et
Societes", he wrote "It is by examples not by arguments that crowds are guided." He stressed that in order to
influence, one must not be too far removed his audience nor his example unattainable by them. If it is, his
influence will be nil.[43]

Applications
Politics
The political process provides ample opportunity to utilize
crowd-manipulation techniques to foster support for candidates and
policy. From campaign rallies to town-hall debates to declarations of
war, statesmen have historically used crowd manipulation to convey
their messages. Public opinion polls, such as those conducted by the
Pew Research Center and www.RealClearPolitics.com provide
statesmen and aspiring statesmen with approval ratings, and wedge
issues.
Barack Obama accepts the Democratic
nomination for president

Business
Ever since the advent of mass production, businesses and corporations have used crowd manipulation to sell their
products. Advertising serves as propaganda to prepare a future crowd to absorb and accept a particular message.
Edward Bernays believed that particular advertisements are more effective if they create an environment which
encourages the purchase of certain products. Instead of marketing the features of a piano, sell prospective customers
the idea of a music room.[44]
The entertainment industry makes exceptional use of crowd
manipulation to excite fans and boost ticket sales. Not only does it
promote assembly through the mass media, it also uses rhetorical
techniques to engage crowds, thereby enhancing their experience. At
Penn State University-University Park, for example, PSU Athletics
uses the Nittany Lion mascot to ignite crowds of more than 100,000
students, alumni, and other visitors to Beaver Stadium. Among the
techniques used are cues for one side of the stadium to chant "We
are..." while the other side responds, "Penn State!" These and other
WWF superstar Hulk Hogan works a crowd
chants make Beaver Stadium a formidable venue for visiting teams
during a televised wrestling match.
who struggle to call their plays because of the noise.[45] World
Wrestling Entertainment (WWE), formerly the World Wrestling
Federation (WWF) employs crowd manipulation techniques to excite its crowds as well. It makes particular use of
the polarizing personalities and prestige of its wrestlers to draw out the emotions of its audiences. The practice is
similar to that of the ancient Roman gladiators, whose lives depended upon their ability to not only fight but
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also to win crowds.[46] High levels of enthusiasm are maintained using
lights, sounds, images, and crowd participation. According to Hulk
Hogan in his autobiography, My Life Outside the Ring, "You didn't
have to be a great wrestler, you just had to draw the crowd into the
match. You had to be totally aware, and really in the moment, and
paying attention to the mood of the crowd."[47]

Flash mobs
The Penn State Nittany Lion warming up a crowd
A flash mob is a gathering of individuals, usually organized in advance
of 100,000+ college football fans.
through electronic means, that performs a specific, usually peculiar
action and then disperses. These actions are often bizarre or
comical—as in a massive pillow fight, ad-hoc musical, or synchronized dance. Bystanders are usually left in awe
and/or shock.

The concept of a flash mob is relatively new when compared to traditional forms of crowd manipulation. Bill Wasik,
senior editor of Harper's Magazine, is credited with the concept. He organized his first flash mob in a Macy's
department store in 2003.[48] The use of flash mobs as a tool of political warfare may take the form of a massive
walkout during a political speech, the disruption of political rally, or even as a means to reorganize a crowd after it
has been dispersed by crowd control. A first glance, a flash mob may appear to be the spontaneous undoing of crowd
manipulation (i.e. the turning of a crowd against its manipulator). On September 8, 2009, for example,
choreographer Michael Gracey organized—with the help of cell phones and approximately twenty instructors—a
20,000+-person flash mob to surprise Oprah Winfrey during her 24th Season Kick-Off event. Following Oprah's
introduction, The Black Eyed Peas performed their musical hit "I Gotta Feeling". As the song progressed, the
synchronized dance began with a single, female dancer up front and spread from person to person until the entire
crowd became involved. A surprised and elated Oprah found that there was another crowd manipulator besides her
and her musical guests at work. [49] Gracey and others have been able to organize and manipulate such large crowds
with the help of electronic devices and social networks.[50] But one does not need to be a professional choreographer
to conduct such an operation. On February 13, 2009, for example, a 22-year-old Facebook user organized a flash
mob which temporarily shut down London's Liverpool Street station.[51]
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Isaac Bernays
Isaac Bernays (29 September 1792, Weisenau – 1 May 1849,
Hamburg) was chief rabbi in Hamburg.

Life
Bernays was born in Weisenau (now part of Mainz). He was the son of
Jacob Gera, a boarding house keeper at Mainz, and an elder brother of
Adolphus Bernays. After having finished his studies at the University
of Würzburg, in which city he had been also a disciple of the
Talmudist Rabbi Abraham Bing, he went to Munich as private tutor in
the house of Herr von Hirsch, and afterward lived at Mainz as a private
scholar. In 1821 he was elected chief rabbi of the German-Jewish
community in Hamburg, to fill a position where a man of strictly
Orthodox views but of modern education was wanted as head of the
congregation. After personal negotiations with Lazarus Riesser, who
went to see him in Mainz, Bernays accepted the office on characteristic terms; namely, that all the religious and
educational institutions of the community were to be placed under his personal direction; he wanted to be responsible
to the government only. Besides this he required a fixed salary, independent of incidental revenues, and wished to be
called "clerical functionary" or "Chakam," as the usual titles, "moreh Tzedek" or "rabbi" did not seem to him highly
esteemed at that time.
In 1822 he began the reform of the Talmud Torah school, where the poorer children of the community had until then
been taught Hebrew and arithmetic. He added lessons in German, natural science, geography, and history as
important parts of the curriculum, and by 1827 what had formerly been merely a religious class had been changed to
a good elementary public school. The council of the community wanted to take a greater part in the supervision of
the course of instruction, and in consequence of differences with the Chakam resulting from these claims, they
withdrew the subvention of the school in 1830; but through the intervention of the senate of Hamburg this was again
granted in 1832, though Bernays was denied the presidential seat he had till then occupied in the council of the
school and was made instead "ephorus" of the school. In 1849 he died suddenly of apoplexy, and was buried in the
Grindel cemetery.
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Influence
Bernays possessed wide philosophical views, a rare knowledge of the
Bible, Midrash, and Talmud, and an admirable flow of language: he
was indeed a born orator. He was the first Orthodox German rabbi who
introduced the German sermon into the service, and who tried to
interpret the old Jewish feeling in modern form and to preserve the
ancestral creed even in cultured circles. His antagonists were therefore
to be found in the ranks of the ascetic fanatics of the "klaus" as well as
among the adherents of the "Temple," a reform synagogue founded in
1817, against whose prayer-book Bernays had pronounced an
anathema. By lectures on the Psalms, on Judah ha-Levi's "Cuzari," etc.,
he tried to strengthen and to deepen the religious life of the
community, the institutions of which he supervised very carefully. His
influence was felt in the Hamburg community, where Jewish traditions
and the study of Jewish literature are often found united with modern
education.
Bernays left no literary works. A small anonymous essay, "Der
Bibelsche Orient"—of great linguistic learning and original and wide historical views on Judaism—was supposed to
have been written by him in early years; but he denied the authorship, and never in later life showed any conformity
with the views of the little book.

Family
Of his sons, the philologist Jacob Bernays, professor and chief librarian at the University of Bonn, kept faithful to the
religious views of his father, while the literary historian Michael Bernays, who was only fourteen-years-old on his
father's death, was converted to Christianity. Bernays' son Berman (1826–1879), who was also faithful to the
religious views of his father, raised his daughter Martha Bernays (1861–1951) in the Jewish faith, but she later
joined her husband Sigmund Freud in his religious antipathy. In her late years, she returned to the Jewish tradition.
A grandson of the Freuds was painter Lucian Freud, who married Kathleen Epstein, the natural daughter of sculptor
Sir Jacob Epstein. A brother of Lucian was Clement Freud, the father of Emma Freud and Matthew Freud. Bernays'
best known pupil was Samson Raphael Hirsch, a leader of modern Orthodoxy.
Edward Bernays, one of the founders of modern public relations, was his great-grandson.
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• Haarbleicher, Zwei Epochen aus der Geschichte der Deutsch-Israelitischen Gemeinde zu Hamburg, Hamburg,
1867;
• T. Goldschmidt, The Talmud Torah School Under the Chacham, Bernays (inedited)

External links
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This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Jewish Encyclopedia. 1901–1906.
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Anne Bernays
Born

14 September 1930
New York, USA

Occupation Novelist, editor, teacher
Spouse(s)

Justin Kaplan

Children

3

Parents

•
•

Edward Bernays (father)
Doris E. Fleischman (mother)

Anne Bernays (born 14 September 1930 in New York[1]) is an American novelist, editor, and teacher.

Life
Bernays attended the Brearley School on New York's Upper East side, graduating in 1948. A graduate of Barnard
College,[1] she was managing editor of discovery, a literary magazine, before moving from New York to Cambridge,
MA in 1959 when she began her career as a novelist.
Bernays has been published widely in national magazines and journals and is a long-time teacher of writing at
Boston University, Boston College, Holy Cross, Harvard Extension, Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard,
and MFA Program at Lesley University.[2]
She is a founder of PEN/New England and a member of the Writer's Union. She serves as chairman of the board of
Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown and co-president of Truro Center for the Arts at Castle Hill.

Family
Her father, Edward L. Bernays, was a nephew of Sigmund Freud and is known as "the father of Public Relations".[1]
Bernays appeared in the Adam Curtis series The Century of the Self (2002) where she was critical of her father's
shaky commitment to democracy and skill at manipulation. Her mother, Doris E. Fleischman, was a writer and
feminist. She is married to the biographer and editor Justin Kaplan; they live in Cambridge, Massachusetts,[3] and
Truro, Massachusetts, and have three daughters and six grandchildren.[4]

Selected novels
• Growing up Rich Little, Brown, 1975, ISBN 978-0-316-09188-6. (Edward Lewis Wallant Award)
• Professor Romeo reprint, University Press of New England, 1997, ISBN 978-0-874-51809-2. (a New York Times
"Notable Book of the Year")
• Trophy House [5], Simon and Schuster, 2005, ISBN 978-0-743-28858-3.
She is co-author of three non-fiction books:
• What If? (with Pamela Painter) HarperCollins Publishers, 1990, ISBN 978-0-062-70038-4.
• The Language of Names (with Justin Kaplan) Simon & Schuster, 1999, ISBN 978-0-684-83867-0.
• Back Then [6] (with Justin Kaplan). reprint HarperCollins, 2003, ISBN 978-0-060-95805-3.
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Reviews
The book ends in 1959, with Bernays and Kaplan, married and the parents of two small daughters,
leaving Manhattan for Cambridge, Mass., he to work on a biography of Mark Twain, she to write her
first novel. The New York they leave behind, one that New York itself had left behind, was something
unmatchable anywhere in the world.[7]
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Freud family
The family of Sigmund Freud, the pioneer of psychoanalysis, lived in
Austria and Germany until the 1930s before emigrating to England,
Canada and the United States. Several of Freud's descendants have
become well known in different fields.

Freud's parents and siblings
Sigmund Freud (1856–1939) was born to Jewish Galician parents in
the Moravian town of Příbor (German: Freiberg), which was then in
the Austrian Empire, now in the Czech Republic.[1] He was the eldest
child of Jacob Freud (1815–1896),[2] a wool merchant, and his third
wife Amalia Freud, née Nathansohn (1835–1930). Jacob Freud had
two children from his first marriage to Sally Freud, née Kanner
(1829–1852):
• Emanuel (1833–1914)
• Philipp (1836–1911)
Jacob's second marriage (1852–1855) to Rebecca Freud was childless.
With Amalia he had eight children:[3]

Sigmund Freud, 1926

• Sigmund (birth name Sigismund Schlomo; 6 May 1856–23 September 1939)
• Julius (October 1857–15 April 1858)
• Anna (31 December 1858–11 March 1955)
• Regina Debora (nickname Rosa; born 21 March 1860, deported 23 September 1942)
• Maria (nickname Mitzi; born 22 March 1861, deported 23 September 1942)
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• Esther Adolfine (nickname Dolfi; 23 July 1862–5 February 1943)
• Pauline Regine (nickname Pauli; born 3 May 1864, deported 23 September
1942)
• Alexander Gotthold Ephraim (19 April 1866–23 April 1943)
Julius Freud died in infancy. Anna married Ely Bernays (1860–1921), the
brother of Sigmund's wife Martha. There were four daughters: Judith (b.1885),
Lucy (b.1886), Hella (b.1893), Martha (b.1894) and one son, Edward
(1891–1995). In 1892 the family moved to the United States where Edward
Bernays became a major influence in modern public relations.
Rosa (Regina Deborah Graf-Freud) married a doctor, Heinrich Graf
(1852–1908). Their son, Hermann (1897-1917) was killed in the First World
War; their daughter, Cacilie (1899-1922), committed suicide after an unhappy
love affair.

Freud's mother, Amalia, in 1903

Mitzi (Maria Moritz-Freud) married her cousin Moritz Freud (1857–1922). There were three daughters: Margarethe
(b.1887), Lily (b.1888), Martha (1892-1930) and one son, Theodor (b.1904) who died in a drowning accident aged
23. Martha, who was known as Tom and dressed as a man, worked as a children’s book illustrator. After the suicide
of her husband, Jakob Seidman, a journalist, she took her own life.[4] Lily became an actress and in 1917 married the
actor Arnold Marlé.[5]
Dolfi (Esther Adolfine Freud) did not marry and remained in the family home to care for her parents.
Pauli (Pauline Regine Winternitz-Freud) married Valentine Winternitz (1859–1900) and emigrated to the United
States where their daughter Rose Beatrice was born in 1896. After the death of her husband she and her daughter
returned to Europe.[6]
Alexander Freud married Sophie Sabine Schreiber (b.1878). Their son, Harry, born in 1909, emigrated to the United
States and died in 1968.[7]
Both Freud’s half-brothers emigrated to Manchester, England shortly before the rest of the Freud family moved from
Leipzig to Vienna in 1860.
Emanuel and Marie Freud (1836–1923) married in Freiberg where their first two children were born: John (b.1856,
disappeared pre-1919), the "inseparable playmate" of Freud’s early childhood;[8]and Pauline (1855–1944). Two
children were born in Manchester: Bertha (1866–1940) and Samuel (1870–1945). Freud kept in touch with his
British relatives through a regular correspondence with Samuel. They would eventually meet for the first time in
London in 1938. [9]
Philipp Freud married Bloomah Frankel (b.1845 Birmingham d.1925 Manchester). There were two children: Pauline
(1873–1951) who married Fred Hartwig (1881–1958); and Morris (b.1875 Manchester d.1938 Port Elizabeth, South
Africa).
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Persecution and emigration
The systematic persecution of Jews by Nazi Germany had a profound effect on the family. Four of Freud's five
sisters died in concentration camps: Rosa in Auschwitz, Mitzi in Theresienstadt, Dolfi and Paula in Treblinka.[10]
Freud's brother, Alexander, escaped with his family to Switzerland shortly before the Anschluss and they
subsequently emigrated to Canada. Freud's sons Oliver, a civil engineer, and Ernst Ludwig, an architect, lived and
worked in Berlin until Hitler came to power in Germany in 1933 after which they fled with their families to France
and London respectively. Oliver Freud and his wife later emigrated to the United States. Their daughter, Eva,
remained in France with her fiance where she died of influenza in 1944.
Freud and his remaining family left Nazi-occupied Vienna in 1938 after Ernest Jones, the then President of the
International Psychoanalytic Association, secured immigration permits for them to move to Britain. Permits were
also secured for Freud’s housekeeper and maid, his doctor, Max Schur and his family, as well as a number of Freud's
colleagues and their families. Freud's grandson, Ernst Halberstadt, was the first to leave Vienna, initially for Paris,
before going on to London where after the war he would adopt the name Ernest Freud and train as a psychoanalyst.
Next to leave for Paris were Esti, Sophie and Walter Freud, the wife and children of Freud's eldest son, Martin.
Mother and daughter remained in France and subsequently emigrated to the United States, whilst Walter joined his
father in London. Freud’s sister-in-law, Minna Bernays, was the first to leave for London early in May 1938. She
was followed by his son, Martin, on 14 May and then his daughter Mathilde and her husband, Robert Hollitscher, on
24 May. Freud, his wife and daughter, Anna, left Vienna on 4 June, accompanied by their household staff and a
doctor. Their arrival at Victoria Station, London on 6 June attracted widespread press coverage.[11] Freud’s Vienna
consulting room was replicated in faithful detail in the new family home, 20 Maresfield Gardens in Hampstead,
North London.
Two Freuds were to return to Austria as members of the allied forces. Walter Freud was parachuted behind enemy
lines as a member of the SOE in April 1945. Advised to change his name in case of capture, he refused declaring “I
want the Germans to know a Freud is coming back”. He narrowly survived separation from his comrades and
single-handedly secured the surrender of the strategically important Zeltweg aerodrome in southern Austria.[12]
Alexander Freud’s son, Harry, returned to post-war Vienna as a US army officer to investigate the fate of his aunts
and to bring before the courts Anton Sauerwald, the Nazi appointed official who took control of Freud’s assets and
those of the International Psychoanalytic Association.[13]
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Freud's children and descendants
Sigmund Freud married Martha Bernays (1861–1951) in 1886. Martha was the daughter of Berman Bernays
(1826–1879) and Emmeline Philipp (1830–1910). Her grandfather, Isaac Bernays (1792–1849), was a Chief Rabbi
of Hamburg. Her sister, Minna Bernays (1865-1941), became a permanent member of the Freud household after the
death of her fiancé in 1895. Sigmund and Martha Freud had six children and eight grandchildren:[14]
• Mathilde Freud (1887–1978) married Robert Hollitscher
(1875–1959); no children
• Jean-Martin (Martin) Freud (1889–1967) married Esti Drucker
(1896–1980); 2 children
• Anton Walter Freud (1921–2004) married Annette Krarup
(1925–2000); 3 children[15]
• David Freud (born 1950, later Lord Freud) 3 children
• Andrew Freud
• Emily Freud
• Juliet Freud
• Ida Fairbairn (born 1952)
• Caroline Penney (born 1955)
• Sophie Freud (born 1924) married Paul Loewenstein (born
1921); 3 children[16]
• Andrea Freud Loewenstein
• Dania Jekel
• George Loewenstein[17]

Lucian Freud

• Oliver Freud (1891–1969) married Henny Fuchs (1892–1971); 1 child
• Eva Freud (1924–1944)
• Ernst Ludwig Freud (1892–1970) married Lucie Brasch (1896–1989); 3 children
• Stephan Freud (born 1921) married (i) Lois Blake (born 1924), 1 child; (ii) Christine Ann Potter (born
1927)
• Dorothy Freud[18]
• Lucian Freud (1922–2011) married (i) Kathleen Garman (1926–2011), 2 children; (ii) Lady Caroline
Blackwood (1931–1996). He also had 4 children by Suzy Boyt, 4 by Katherine McAdam (died 1998), 2 by
Bernardine Coverley (died 2011), 1 by Jacquetta Eliot, Countess of St Germans and 1 by Celia Paul. His
children include:[19][20]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annie Freud (born 1948)
Annabel Freud (born 1952)
Alexander Boyt (born 1957)
Jane McAdam Freud (born 1958)
Paul McAdam Freud (born 1959)
Rose Boyt
Lucy McAdam Freud (born 1961) married Peter Everett; 2 children
Bella Freud (born 1961) married James Fox; 1 child
Isobel Boyt (born 1961)

• Esther Freud (born 1963) married David Morrissey; 3 children
• David McAdam Freud, 3 children
• Susie Boyt (born 1969) married to Tom Astor; 2 children
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• Francis Michael Eliot (born 1971)
• Frank Paul (born 1985)

• Clement Freud (1924–2009, later Sir Clement Freud) married June Flewett (stage name Jill Raymond)[21]
in 1950; 5 children[22]
• Nicola Freud
• Tom Freud (born 1973)[23]
• Jack Freud, married to Kate Melhuish
• Martha Freud
• Dominic Freud (born 1956) married to Patty Freud; 3 children
• Emma Freud (born 1962) partner of Richard Curtis; 4 children
• Matthew Freud (born 1963) married twice; (i) Caroline Hutton, 2 children; (ii) Elisabeth Murdoch, 2
children
• Ashley Freud (adopted nephew)[24]
• Sophie Freud (1893–1920) married Max Halberstadt (1882–1940);
• Ernst Halberstadt (1914–2008) (also known as Ernest Freud)[25] married Irene Chambers (born 1920)
• Heinz Halberstadt (1918–1923)
• Anna Freud (1895–1982)
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